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Abstract

Software now plays a central role in numerous aspects of human society. Current software development practices involve significant developer effort in all phases of the software life cycle, including the development of new software, detection and elimination of defects and security vulnerabilities in existing software, maintenance of legacy software, and integration of existing software into more contexts, with the quality of the resulting software still leaving much to be desired. The goal of my research is to improve software quality and reduce costs by automating tasks that currently require substantial manual engineering effort.

I present a novel approach for program inference and regeneration, which takes an existing program, learns its core functionality as a black box, builds a model that captures this functionality, and uses the model to generate a new program. The new program delivers the same core functionality but is potentially augmented or transformed to eliminate defects, systematically introduce safety or security checks, or operate successfully in different environments.

This research enables the rejuvenation and retargeting of existing software and provides a powerful way for developers to express program functionality that adapts flexibly to a variety of contexts. For instance, one benefit is enabling new development methodologies that work with simple prototype implementations as specifications, then use regeneration to automatically obtain clean, efficient, and secure implementations. Another benefit is automatically improving program comprehension and producing cleaner code, making the code more transparent and the developers more productive. A third benefit is automatically extracting the human knowledge crystallized and encapsulated in legacy software systems and retargeting it to new languages and platforms, including languages and platforms that provide more powerful features.

In this thesis, I present two systems that implement this approach for database-backed programs.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Progress in human societies is cumulative — each new generation builds on technology, knowledge, and experience accumulated over previous generations. Software collectively comprises one valuable store of human knowledge and experience as concretely realized in applications and software components. But there is currently no easy way to extract this knowledge and experience from its original context to productively deploy it into the new contexts that inevitably arise as societies evolve over time.

This thesis presents techniques for analyzing software to extract its core functionality and formulate this core functionality as a formal model. The goal is to make this model flexible, comprehensible, and exact. To achieve this goal, I identify recurring patterns in software, capture these patterns formally, and then exploit properties of these patterns to develop targeted program inference algorithms that use active learning to infer the model of the target program.

This approach involves the following key components:

**Domain of Computation.** The approach involves a domain of supported programs whose behavior is defined formally via a domain-specific language (DSL). The DSL characterizes the externally observable behavior of programs that can be inferred. Generally, the externally observable behavior consists of the input-output behavior of the program [Figure 1-1a].
This thesis presents techniques for inferring programs that interact with an external database, whose the externally visible behavior also includes the database query traffic during execution (Figure 1-1b). Applications that access databases are ubiquitous in computing systems. Such applications translate commands from the application domain into operations on the database, with the application constructing strings that it then passes to the database to implement the operations. Web servers, which accept HTTP commands from web browsers and interact with back-end databases to retrieve relevant data, are one particularly prominent example of such applications. These applications are written in a range of languages, often quickly become poorly-understood legacy software, and, because they are typically directly exposed to Internet traffic, have been a prominent target for security attacks [85, 25, 34, 84, 114, 104, 95, 71]. Such applications therefore comprise a particularly compelling target for automatic program inference and regeneration.

Inference Algorithm. The approach involves an algorithm for inferring programs in the target domain. This algorithm exploits the domain knowledge to make the inference problem feasible. This thesis presents inference algorithms that perform active learning to eliminate uncertainty efficiently. In other words, the algorithms automatically select the inputs to run a program and infer its behavior. The inputs are selected to be the useful ones that distinguish nonequivalent programs in the target domain. These algorithms are efficient even when working with an infinite space of potential inputs and candidate programs, and they infer a uniquely correct model in the DSL that is observationally equivalent to the original program, as long
as the behavior of the original program is expressible in the DSL.

**Correctness Guarantee.** We provide correctness guarantees for programs whose behavior is expressible in our DSL. Our approach involves a rigorous mathematical proof that the inference algorithm will terminate with a uniquely correct model, which is the same program as the original one as expressed in the DSL. A key enabler of this property is that the DSL has a *canonical form*. That is, when two programs in the DSL are observationally equivalent, they must be syntactically identical except for equivalent variable references. This characteristic enables us to prove that the inference algorithms are sound and complete.

**Augmented Regeneration.** In general, we expect the extracted models to have many potential uses in the software development life cycle. In this thesis I focus on the *automatic regeneration* of new programs that implement the original core functionality, but are potentially augmented or transformed to operate successfully in new software environments or platforms, contain systematically inserted security checks, or consist of newly generated code that is clean, maintainable, and/or expressed in a modern target programming language.

This model can then enable the automatic regeneration of new programs that deliver the same core functionality but are potentially augmented or transformed to operate successfully in different environments, such as by retargeting to various platforms, inserting systematic security checks, or generating new code that is clean and maintainable. These capabilities can help developers automatically manipulate and transform software, thereby reducing manual engineering effort.

### 1.1 Konure

Chapters 3, 4, and 5 present a new system, Konure, that implements active learning plus regeneration for applications that retrieve data from relational databases. Konure systematically constructs database contents and application inputs, runs
the application with the database and inputs, then observes the resulting database traffic and outputs to infer a model of application behavior.

**Domain-Specific Language.** To make the inference problem tractable, KONURE works with a domain-specific language (DSL) that (1) captures common application behavior and (2) supports a hierarchical inference algorithm that progressively explores application behavior to infer the model.

The DSL captures database-backed programs with the following key characteristics: (1) each statement performs an SQL query to retrieve rows from the database, (2) the retrieved rows determine the control flow, and (3) the data flow is largely visible in the database traffic.

Although we designed the DSL to be an internal representation that is invisible to users, it is straightforward to provide direct access to the DSL so that users may write programs directly in the DSL.

**Inference Algorithm.** The KONURE algorithm uses an SMT solver to generate useful inputs and database values with which to execute the original program. As the algorithm executes the program, it observes the program behavior in terms of the database traffic and the outputs. Based on this observation, the algorithm (conceptually) maintains a hypothesis of the inferred program structure as a sentential form \( [T] \) (a partially expanded syntax tree) of the grammar that defines the DSL.

The algorithm recursively expands nonterminal symbols in the current working sentential form. Each recursive step of the algorithm identifies a unique correct production for expanding a nonterminal symbol in the DSL. Specifically, the algorithm selects a nonterminal in the hypothesis, constructs inputs and database contents that enable it to determine the one production to apply to this nonterminal that is consistent with the behavior of the application, configures the database, runs the application, then observes the resulting database traffic and outputs to refine the hypothesis by applying the inferred production to the nonterminal.
Guarantees. If the application conforms to one of the models defined by the DSL, then the algorithm is guaranteed to (1) terminate and (2) produce an inferred program that correctly models the full core functionality of the application. Because Konure interacts with the application only via its inputs, outputs, and observed database interactions, it can infer and regenerate applications written in any language or in any coding style or methodology.

Key Inferrability Properties. The design of the Konure DSL, together with its associated top-down inference algorithm, is a central contribution of this thesis. We next outline several key properties of the design that enable inferrability via active learning.

In general, programs contain statements linked together by control and data flow. To promote control-flow inferrability, each statement in the DSL executes a query that is directly observable in the intercepted database traffic. All control flow is tied directly to the query results — If statements test if their query retrieves empty data; For statements iterate over all rows that their query retrieves, with all iterations independent. These properties help Konure generate a focused, tractably small sequence of inputs and database contents that (1) finds and traverses all relevant control-flow paths and (2) completely resolves each For loop with a single execution of two or more iterations.

To promote data flow inferrability, all data flows directly from either input parameters or retrieved query results to executed queries or outputs. Konure infers the data flow by matching concrete values in executed queries or outputs against the input parameter or retrieved query result with the same value. Konure eliminates potential data flow ambiguities by populating the input parameters and database contents with appropriately distinct concrete values.

The DSL is designed to enable the formulation of all properties of interest as quantifier-free SMT formulas. Konure leverages this property to construct inputs and databases that explore all relevant control-flow paths and deliver the distinct values that enable Konure to infer the data flow.
Contributions. The KONURE research makes the following contributions.

- **Inference Algorithm:** It presents a new algorithm for inferring the behavior of database-backed applications. Conceptually, the algorithm works with hypotheses represented as sentential forms of the grammar of KONURE DSL. At each stage the algorithm systematically constructs database contents and application inputs, runs the application, and observes the resulting database traffic and outputs to resolve a selected nonterminal in the current hypothesis. This approach enables KONURE to work effectively with unbounded model spaces to infer models that capture the core functionality of the target class of applications.

- **DSL Design:** It presents a DSL for capturing specific computational patterns typically implemented by database-backed applications. The inference algorithm and DSL are designed together to enable an effective active learning algorithm that leverages the structure of the DSL to iteratively refine hypotheses represented as sentential forms in the DSL grammar.

- **Soundness and Completeness:** It presents a key theorem that states that if the behavior of the application conforms to the DSL, then the inference algorithm infers a program that correctly captures the full core functionality of the application.

- **Regeneration:** It shows how to regenerate new versions of the application that implement safe computational patterns and contain appropriate safety and security checks. The regenerator encapsulates the knowledge required to work effectively in the target domain and can eliminate coding errors that lead to incorrect application behavior or security vulnerabilities.

- **Experimental Results:** It presents results using KONURE to infer and regenerate commands written in Ruby on Rails and Java. The commands are chosen from five open-source applications: Fulcrum Task Manager [3], Kandan
Chat Room [5], Enki Blogging Application [2], Blog [4], and a student registration application developed by an independent evaluation team to test SQL injection attack detection and nullification techniques. Our results highlight KONURE’s ability to infer and regenerate robust, safe Python implementations of commands originally coded in other languages.

1.2 SHEAR

With KONURE, an important open question is how to effectively infer programs that contain loops and repetitive structures. A common approach in KONURE and other prior work is to apply heuristics that attempt to recognize repetitive structures in execution traces, then use those structures to infer the underlying presence of loops. Because there are, in general, multiple program structures that can generate the observed repetitions, prior techniques all limit either the program structures or the observed sequences that they can successfully work with. For example, the KONURE DSL allows only a few limited forms of multiple similar queries to occur in programs. It also requires any loop to be the last statement of the program. And it does not support nested loops. These limitations can constrain the applicability of prior techniques (Section 7.1.3).

Chapters 6 and 7 present a new system, SHEAR, that addresses the loop inference problem. SHEAR significantly expands the DSL to support more expressive loop and repetition structures than KONURE while preserving the correctness guarantees.

SHEAR uses a novel dynamic analysis technique based on speculative manipulation. Our technique works with database-backed programs, observing and manipulating the interactions with the database to infer the presence and structure of loops in the program. This capability enables SHEAR to expand the range of inferrable computations that may involve loop and repetition structures.

Inference Algorithm. The SHEAR algorithm is based on the following key ideas.

- **Probe-and-Validate Cycle:** Our technique first identifies program execu-
tion points that may correspond to loops in the program that iterate over rows returned from database queries. It then repeatedly executes the program on the same input, but systematically intervenes in the interactions between the program and the database by changing queries presented to the database to manipulate the number of rows that the database returns in response to the query. This intervention systematically elicits different program behaviors that expose information about the program structure, enhancing our ability to observe internal program structures and enabling us to efficiently infer the presence and structure of loops.

- **Fine-Grained Interactive Feedback:** The probe-and-validate cycle enables our technique to go beyond merely observing unaltered program executions. Actively manipulating the interactions with the environment enables the technique to purposefully generate new, altered, and otherwise unrealizable executions that expose additional information about the internal structure of the program. The result is a more powerful observation mechanism that enables our technique to formulate and efficiently resolve more expressive hypotheses about the internal structure of the program.

- **Modular Constructive Inference:** The fine-grained interactive feedback enables our technique to identify and fully disambiguate loop and repetitive structures in our target programs, many of which are otherwise indistinguishable given tractable numbers of unaltered program executions. The enhanced observational power also enables an efficient, top-down inference algorithm that unambiguously resolves each successive program construct in turn with no need to backtrack or explore a larger program search space. The result is an algorithm that linearly infers the full program by performing one inference step for each program structure.

We characterize the range of programs that work with **Shear** using a domain-specific language (DSL). For any program that is expressible in this DSL, **Shear** un-
ambiguously infers correct program structures—including loops and repetitive structures—that are identical to the ground truth.

We evaluate our technique based on its ability to infer and regenerate database-backed programs. The evaluation indicates that SHEAR is able to infer and regenerate a much wider range of programs than prior work. Our evaluation also indicates that our algorithm is scalable and efficient, which highlights the broader applicability of our dynamic analysis approach.

Contributions. The SHEAR research makes the following contributions.

• **Speculative Manipulation:** It presents a dynamic analysis approach based on speculative manipulation, which alters a program’s interaction with the environment to infer the program structure. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first technique that analyzes a program by intervening in the program executions. This novel approach enables SHEAR to address loop-related ambiguities, an open question in program inference.

• **Soundness and Completeness:** It presents a theorem that states that if the behavior of a program conforms to the DSL, then SHEAR infers the correct program. SHEAR infers the program by exploiting its strong boundary for interacting with the external database. SHEAR works well with programs written in any language or implementation styles, as long as the externally observable behavior of the programs can be expressed in the SHEAR DSL.

• **Experimental Results:** It presents experimental results from our SHEAR implementation. We evaluate SHEAR’s expressiveness by using it to infer and regenerate open-source applications in Java and Ruby on Rails. SHEAR successfully infers computations that go beyond the scope of prior work. We also evaluate the scalability and efficiency of our algorithm. These results highlight the effectiveness of our approach in inferring loop and repetitive structures.

1The most closely related prior work is Konure, which also infers programs that interact with relational databases, but only by observing unaltered program executions. SHEAR infers a strict superset of the programs that Konure infers. See Chapter 7 for a detailed analysis of the differences between Konure and SHEAR.
1.3 Design Rationale

Our approach is founded on several principles:

**Programs as Specifications.** We propose to use programs as (partial, noisy) specifications of the desired core functionality. In comparison with using standard specification languages based on formal logic, programming is a relatively widely available skill within our society (and a skill that promises to become more available over time). In comparison with natural language specifications, programs provide precision and the ability to explore and learn the specification by observing the program as it produces outputs in response to targeted synthesized inputs.

**Noisy, Partial Programs.** Developing a fully correct program that handles every corner case correctly is known to be much more difficult than developing a program that implements most of the desired functionality correctly. The inference algorithms are therefore designed to work with such mostly correct programs, in some cases by working with inputs that are unlikely to trigger rare corner cases, in others by identifying and discarding undesirable behavior (noise) from the original program that should not be part of the specification. Thus, this approach can work with original programs that implement the desired core functionality, potentially omitting error-checking and corner-case code, which can be inserted automatically during regeneration.

**Focused Domains.** To make the inference tractable, each inference algorithm focuses on a specific domain. In this thesis, we work with domains that are *finitely testable*, i.e., each computation in the domain can be uniquely identified from within all of the computations in the domain by a finite set of inputs. In this thesis we capture the domain via a domain-specific language.

**Reinterpretation.** Many modern programming languages support a simple and basic model of computation (sequential execution, file input and output, standard data structures, a single address space) that usually enables straightforward imple-
mentation of the desired core functionality. In many cases, however, the goal is to implement this core functionality in a more complex environment — to operate on distributed data, to work with data stored in a relational database or key/value store, to access specialized computing devices, to execute time-consuming computations in parallel, to package the core functionality into an appealing graphical user interface potentially accessed via the Internet, or to access values available via remote sensors. To support such implementations, the regeneration algorithm reinterprets standard constructs to translate them into implementations that operate successfully in the new, more complex target context.

**Encapsulated Knowledge.** The regenerator encapsulates the knowledge of how to use the complex software components that the regenerated code uses. Over the last several decades, the field has explored a variety of approaches for capturing and communicating this kind of knowledge. Examples include user manuals, textbooks, example programs, and, more recently, web sites such as Stack Overflow [1]. All of these mechanisms require the developer to examine the provided code and modify it to adapt it for their purpose in their system. Regeneration enables the developer to immediately obtain working code that implements the desired core functionality without the need to examine and/or modify the code (although the developer may very well do so if he or she desires). In this sense the regenerator can provide a more robust encapsulation of the (in some cases quite involved) knowledge required to productively use the powerful but complex target components.

1.3.1 Observer Models

A key trade-off point in the design of inference algorithms is the strength of the observer that collects the program behavior. Programs that are observationally equivalent when the observer is weaker may become distinguishable by a stronger observer. A stronger observer therefore enables an inference algorithm that is more precise and efficient but may also produce low-level detail that is less relevant for the target use case.
Monolithic Black Box. We previously developed a black-box inference algorithm that interacts with an original program by generating inputs and observing the resulting outputs \[126\]. An advantage of treating the program as a black box is that the original program can use any language or implementation methodology. For example, the black-box approach readily works with obfuscated programs.

Gray Box Consisting of Black-Box Components whose Interactions are Observable. \textsc{Konure} \[135, 138\] takes a gray-box approach. \textsc{Konure} treats a database-backed application as a gray box that consists of two main components that interact with each other. One such component is the database. The other component is the controller that implements the core business logic. This separation of components is appropriate for our target domain of database-backed applications, since these applications in practice are often structured as code bases that implement the business logic and interact with a third-party database server such as MySQL \[165\]. \textsc{Konure} infers the controller component as a black box by observing its inputs, outputs, and interactions with the database. By treating the controller component as a black box, \textsc{Konure} works directly with applications that would be difficult to analyze otherwise, such as ones that are obfuscated, built with complicated frameworks, or written in multiple languages. Meanwhile, because the database traffic is visible to \textsc{Konure}, it distinguishes nonequivalent programs more efficiently than when only the end-to-end inputs and outputs are observable.

Gray Box Consisting of Black-Box Components whose Interactions can be Overwritten. \textsc{Shear} \[136\] also takes a gray-box approach, but its observer is stronger than that of \textsc{Konure}. In addition to observing the inputs, outputs, and database interactions as \textsc{Konure} does, \textsc{Shear} also intervenes in the database interactions while the program executes. \textsc{Shear} uses such intervention to obtain fine-grained interactive feedback, which enables a more precise and efficient algorithm for inferring loop and repetition structures.
White Box. White-box approaches can also be appropriate, but may require more involved mechanisms that (dynamically or statically) instrument and/or analyze aspects of the program such as the source code or the binaries.

1.4 Benefits

Our approach enables a novel paradigm, automatic software rejuvenation, which takes an existing program, learns its core functionality, formulates it as a precise model, and uses the model to generate a new program. It enables the rejuvenation and retargeting of existing software. This paradigm can deliver benefits in many aspects of the software life cycle.

New Software. The first benefit is enabling new development methodologies that work with simple prototype implementations as (potentially noisy) specifications, then use regeneration to automatically obtain clean, efficient, and secure implementations specialized for the specific context into which they will be deployed.

One example is starting from simple prototypes that implement only the core functionality and generating correct-by-construction code augmented with checks that eliminate security vulnerabilities [120]. In this thesis, I present techniques that regenerate data-retrieval programs to add systematic checks that prevent SQL injection vulnerabilities [135, 138, 136]. My collaborators and I have also used the DSL-based approach to regenerate string-processing libraries, where the new versions no longer invoke original potentially dangerous dependencies, eliminating software supply-chain vulnerabilities [154].

Our approach promises to substantially reduce the time and effort required to obtain programs that work with complex programming interfaces on modern complex hardware platforms. By automating the generation of error, privacy, and security checking code, it promises to improve program robustness and reliability.

Program Comprehension. The second benefit is automatically improving program comprehension and producing cleaner code, making the code more transparent
and the developers more productive. Our techniques produce models of a program that characterizes the program’s externally visible behavior, rather than its internal implementation details \cite{135, 138, 136, 154, 126, 137}. Because the model captures core application functionality, it can help developers explore and better understand this functionality especially when the source code is obscure, obfuscated, or unavailable. Preliminary results indicate that these models can help developers understand the business logic flowing across multiple source files built with sophisticated frameworks \cite{55}.

More broadly, our approach brings benefits to software archaeology, where the developer starts with a legacy system that implements the desired functionality. Here one use case is to start with a system that runs in an obsolete or otherwise undesirable computing context to obtain a regenerated version that can operate successfully in a more modern context. Another use case is to start with a system that may have defects or security vulnerabilities to generate a program without defects or vulnerabilities (by, for example, systematically generating appropriate checks and code). Yet another use case is to improve performance by replacing an inefficient implementation with a more efficient regenerated implementation. Even another use case is to replace a program that has been maintained so intensively that its lifecycle is over and it is no longer feasible to continue to maintain it \cite{30}.

**Targeted Functionality Extraction.** The third benefit is automatically extracting the human knowledge in software and retargeting it to different languages and platforms that provide more powerful features. Conceptually, the original program implements a range of functionality, only part of which comprises the desired core functionality. The developer provides a limited interface specification that targets only the desired core functionality. The remaining undesired functionality is discarded by the program inference and regeneration system, which then generates additional functionality in the new version of the program.

For example, our techniques regenerate data storage and retrieval programs, where the new versions are augmented with back-end databases and front-end web inter-
faces [126]. As another example, I supervised a Master’s thesis that regenerates Python programs to use an external database instead of the original in-memory data structures [45, 167]. Our technique can also regenerate stream-processing programs with parallelism, so that the new versions perform the same computations but run faster [137]. More broadly, our approach promises to enable developers to express software functionality in flexible new ways that adapt to a variety of contexts.
Chapter 2

Related Work

In this chapter, we discuss related work in active learning, program synthesis, reverse engineering, and program transformation techniques such as code translation, refactoring, and optimization.

2.1 Active Learning

Machine Learning. Active learning is a classical topic in machine learning [133]. Machine learning algorithms learn a relationship between features and predictions by extracting statistical information from training data. Our approach similarly generates programs that are consistent with the given implementation, and we anticipate the possibility of applying techniques related to program synthesis or machine learning. In contrast to most approaches in the machine learning community [133, 124], our approach symbolically reasons about potential program structures and obtains unique correct answers. Our approach is characterized by its extensive exploitation of structure present in the program inference task: (1) learning outcomes specified by a DSL, (2) hypotheses as sentential forms in the DSL, and (3) learning by resolving nonterminals in the current hypothesis.

of program functionality in the form of finite automata with states and transition rules. State fuzzing tools [12, 62, 119] hypothesize state machines for programs. Network function state model extraction [169] uses program slicing and models the sliced partial programs as packet-processing automata. These algorithms extract partial models of the given programs. Our approach, in contrast, (1) extracts a complete representation of the core functionality, which, in turn, enables the regeneration (and replacement) of the initial program, (2) can work with programs with defects or that only partially implement the core functionality, (3) regenerates a new program or programs, augmented as appropriate, that implement the core functionality without defects or security vulnerabilities on new implementation platforms, and (4) represents the inferred programs in a DSL, which can capture a wide range of programs that access databases.

Stateless Model Extraction. Model extraction algorithms use queries to construct representations for programs, where the representations are stateless functions such as decision trees [151, 59] or symbolic rules [150]. Model compression algorithms [39, 88] use machine learning models, such as neural networks, to mimic a machine learning model, often by generating inputs (training data) and observing the outputs from the given model. Our approach, in contrast, (1) infers stateful models that retrieve data across multiple queries and (2) regenerates a new program or programs, augmented as appropriate, that implement the core functionality on new implementation platforms.

Learning the Core Program Functionality. Our previous research produced active learning techniques for black-box inference of programs that manipulate key/value maps [126] and string-processing libraries [154]. Konure and Shear, in contrast, also observe database traffic, work with broader and more expressive classes of applications, and deploy top-down, syntax-guided inference algorithms (as opposed to enumerating store/retrieve pairs as in [126]). Our previous research also produced an active learning technique that infers in-memory data structure accesses in certain
Python programs, models these accesses with database queries, and uses database implementations instead of the in-memory data structures to regenerate the programs [15, 167]. Konure and Shear, in contrast, observe the use of an existing external database, work with programs implemented in any programming language, and guarantee sound and complete inference for programs in the Konure and Shear DSLs (as opposed to providing probabilistic correctness properties as in [45, 167]). Shear also differs from all these techniques in that it manipulates the program execution in addition to observing it.

Oracle-guided synthesis as implemented in Brahma [92] interacts with a program to infer a model that completely captures the behavior of the program. Brahma implements oracle-guided synthesis for loop-free programs that compute functions of finite-precision bit-vector inputs. Brahma finitizes the synthesis problem by working with a finite set of components, with each component used exactly once in the synthesized model. Our approach, in contrast, works with an unbounded space of programs that may contain nested control flow and loops that iterate over the results of database queries. Brahma adopts a flat, solver-based approach that repeatedly 1) generates two programs that both satisfy the current set of input/output pairs, 2) generates a new input that distinguishes the two programs, 3) queries an oracle to find the correct output for the new input, and 4) adds the resulting input/output pair to the current set of input/output pairs. Brahma terminates when there is only one program that satisfies the set of input/output pairs. Our approach, in contrast, maintains a structured representation that captures the inferred program structure. Our approach deploys an inference algorithm guided by assumptions about the inferrable program behavior defined as a DSL. In particular, Konure and Shear maintain a sentential form that captures all remaining possible models and refines the hypothesis by generating inputs and database configurations to determine which production to apply to the current nonterminal in the sentential form. This structured approach is very efficient when narrowing down an unbounded space of programs.

Mimic [87] traces the memory accesses of an opaque function to synthesize a model of the traced function. It uses a random generate-and-test search over a space
of programs generated by code mutation operators, with a carefully designed fitness function measuring the degree to which the current model matches the observed memory traces. Input generation heuristics are used to find inputs that work well with the mutation operators and fitness function to find suitable code models. There is no guarantee that the generated model is correct or that the search will find a model if one exists. Mimic was applied to infer models for the Java Arrays.prototype computations, successfully inferring models for 12 of these computations. In contrast, our approach targets a different class of computations, which enables it to deploy an algorithm that is guaranteed to infer a model if the application conforms to the required domain.

**Learning Specific Aspects of Program Behavior.** ALPS uses active learning to prune the search space for synthesizing Datalog programs, which consist of rules [139]. Konure and Shear, in contrast, work with database programs that contain database queries, value references, and nested control flow.

Other related techniques include an active learning technique for learning commutativity specifications of data structures [74], a technique for learning program input grammars [27], a technique for learning points-to specifications [28], a technique for learning models of the design patterns that Java computations implement [90], a technique for learning classifiers for event-transition behavior [36], and a technique for inferring the input parsing functionality of programs [45]. Unlike Konure and Shear, all of these techniques focus on characterizing specific aspects of program behavior and do not aspire to capture the complete behavior of the application.

Other areas of programming language research have also used active learning, such as for ranking relevant code [161], ranking anomaly reports [106], and improving candidate assertions [115].

**Generating Inputs to Discover Defects.** Concolic testing [132] [75] [44] [76] generates inputs that systematically explore all execution paths in the program. The goal is to find inputs that expose software defects. BuzzFuzz [73] generates inputs that
target defects that occur because of coding oversights at the boundary between application and library code. DIODE [140] generates inputs that target integer overflow errors. All of these techniques dynamically analyze the execution of the program and use the resulting information to guide the input generation. They all target programs written in general-purpose languages such as C. Given the complexity and generality of computations as expressed in this form, completely exploring and characterizing application behavior is infeasible in this context. Simian [33] synthesizes multi-client interactions to trigger defects such as conflicts in collaborative web applications. Our approach, in contrast, (1) works with the given implementation as a black box, without analyzing code, (2) works with applications whose behavior can be productively modeled with programs in our DSL, (3) infers a model that captures the complete core functionality of the program, and (4) regenerates a new program or programs, augmented as appropriate, that implement the core functionality without defects or security vulnerabilities on new implementation platforms.

2.2 Program Synthesis

The vast majority of program synthesis research works with a given set of input/output examples [145, 68, 91, 170, 116, 69, 31, 20, 67, 164, 82, 65, 117, 171, 172, 158, 141, 80, 77, 35, 113]. Because the examples typically underspecify the program behavior, there are often many programs that satisfy the examples. The synthesized program is therefore typically selected according to either the choices the solver makes [91] or a heuristic that ranks synthesized programs (for example, ranking shorter programs above longer programs) [69, 82, 65]. Our approach, in contrast, uses active learning and speculative manipulation to reverse engineer an existing program (in effect using the original program as a specification), without requiring user interaction and is not restricted to a limited set of training data. Because this approach is not constrained by a given set of input/output pairs, it can select the inputs the inputs and database contents that purposefully target and resolve ambiguities, eliminate uncertainty, and obtain a model that completely captures the core application functionality. Another
key difference is that our approach is designed for generating better implementations after modeling the core functionality of the original implementation. Our approach therefore does not aim at strictly following all details of the specification (i.e., the original implementation). This design can be especially valuable for tolerating noise, such as corner cases overlooked by developers, in the original implementation.

Other synthesis techniques often involve solving constraints [94, 81], applying templates [145, 148, 147], or using hypothetical I/O oracles [92] to solve for programs that satisfy the specification. These techniques do not work with existing implementations, but require abstract specifications in other forms. Our approach, in contrast, (1) works with a concrete program implementation rather than abstract specifications, which can be especially useful for regenerating new implementations for legacy software, (2) actively and automatically executes the given implementation as needed to infer the core functionality, without requiring user interaction and is not restricted to a limited set of training data, (3) can work with programs with defects or that only partially implement the core functionality, and (4) automatically regenerates a new program or programs, augmented as appropriate, that implement the core functionality without defects or security vulnerabilities on new implementation platforms.

SyGus [20] identifies a range of program synthesis problems for which it is productive to structure the search space as a domain-specific language and presents a framework for this approach. Our approach similarly uses a domain to structure the search space. Unlike the examples presented in [20], our approach exploits the structure of the domain to obtain an inference algorithm that uses active learning to progressively refine the knowledge of the program structure. In particular, Konure and Shear deploy top-down inference algorithms that progressively refine a working hypothesis represented as a sentential form of the DSL grammar. Unlike the vast majority of solver-driven synthesis algorithms (which require finite search spaces), Konure and Shear work effectively with an unbounded space of models.

LaSy works with a sequence of user-provided input/output pairs to iteratively generalize an overspecialized program [113]. Konure, in contrast, (1) automatically
generates a sequence of inputs and database contents that uniquely identify the program within the DSL, (2) observes not just inputs and outputs, but also the traffic between the database and the application, and (3) uses a top-down approach that iteratively resolves DSL grammar nonterminals as opposed to a bottom-up approach that replaces overspecialized code fragments.

**Synthesizing Loops, Regular Expressions, and Recursions.** In contrast to other systems that synthesize loops by observing executions of an existing program \[32, 87, 118, 64\], **Shear** (1) performs speculative manipulation to obtain fine-grained interactive feedback, (2) fully and precisely identifies loop structures in the program, and (3) constructs the loop structures modularly, without requiring enumerative search.

A fundamental difference between **Shear** and existing regular expression synthesis techniques is that **Shear** performs speculative manipulation to obtain an efficient modular constructive synthesis algorithm. There are two kinds of regular expression synthesis algorithms. Techniques that work only with positive and negative examples \[102, 51, 175\] provide no guarantees that they will infer the exact regular expression and rely on heuristics to deliver an ordered list of synthesized expressions. **Shear**, in contrast, produces a single correct loop structure within the **Shear** DSL. Techniques that do deliver a single correct regular expression require the ability to ask an oracle whether a candidate is correct \[23\]. **Shear** does not need this oracle, but instead works with an existing program.

Most other existing program synthesis techniques cannot explicitly synthesize the precise loop structures that produce a specified repetition behavior. These techniques work with loops in restricted ways. One approach used by these techniques is to use parameterized templates that contain known loop or recursive structures, followed by synthesizing loop-free expressions as parameters and synthesizing loop-free callers that invoke these templates as sealed building blocks \[145, 100, 18, 92, 144, 146\]. Another approach is to synthesize recursive or iterative functions—such as map, filter, fold, sum, and replace—that apply on data structures—such as lists and trees—with
known repetition boundaries \[69, 142, 163, 14, 159, 80, 103, 50, 116, 111\]. Yet another approach is to rank multiple nonequivalent loop candidates with heuristics \[87, 51, 102, 143, 112, 175, 162\].

**Synthesizing Models of Loops from High-Level Execution Traces.** Inferring loops from repetitions has been a recurring problem in many areas, including program synthesis, program comprehension, performance profiling, and protocol reverse engineering. Prior systems that infer loops from program traces have used heuristics to partially address the loop inference problem. These systems either (1) do not attempt to fully identify the loop structure \[87, 168, 41\] or (2) impose restrictions to avoid dealing with ambiguous repetitions \[110, 135, 99, 64\]. Mimic \[87\] uses a probabilistic approach to rank candidate loops but does not guarantee identifying the correct loops. Nero \[168\] uses instrumentation to identify where each loop iteration starts in the trace, but does not identify where the last loop iteration ends unless it already knows the loop body. Dispatcher’s \[41, 42\] “dynamic” loop detection technique detects repetitions from traces using heuristics and does not accurately determine where the loop ends in the trace. DaViS \[110\] uses heuristics to identify possible nested queries from the SQL trace, where the loop body contains exactly one SQL query. WebRobot \[64\] and Kobayashi’s \[99\] algorithms are based on repetitions and would not work with programs that contain conditionals in a loop body or ambiguous repetitive instructions. In contrast, SHEAR infers the full loop structure unambiguously and removes many restrictions from prior work.

**Memory Address Trace Compression.** Many techniques identify potential loops in memory address traces, often to compress the traces for storage or to improve runtime performance of predicted loops \[66, 40, 97, 127\]. These techniques are often based on detecting linear progressions from the memory addresses in the traces. SHEAR, in contrast, does not require knowledge of the internal memory layouts.

**Synthesizing Loops Based on Static Analysis or Low-Level Program State.** There are many techniques that detect potential loops according to control flow
graphs, instruction addresses, memory addresses, stack frames, register values, taints, or other forms of low-level runtime information. In contrast to these techniques, SHEAR does not require analyzing the source code or low-level runtime information. Our approach, in contrast, observes only the SQL queries visible in the network traffic as the program communicates with an external database. As a result, KONURE and SHEAR works well with applications written in any language or any implementation styles, as long as their externally observable behavior conforms to the corresponding DSL. Our approach also regenerates a more sophisticated version of a whole program with potentially added functionality.

2.3 Reverse Engineering

Techniques for Program Comprehension. There is a large body of research on dynamic analysis for program comprehension, but (due to complicated logic of Web technologies) relatively little of this research targets Web application servers. WAFA analyzes Web applications, focusing on interactions between Web components, using source code annotations. In contrast, KONURE infers applications without analyzing, modifying, or requiring access to source code. KONURE works for applications written in any language and can infer both Web and non-Web applications that interact with an external relational database.

DAViS visualizes the data-manipulation behavior of an execution of a data-intensive program. DAViS detects loops whose body contains only one query. DiscoTect summarizes the software architecture of a running object-oriented system as a state machine. They both analyze program behavior when processing certain user-specified inputs. In contrast, KONURE actively explores the execution paths of the program by solving for inputs and database contents that enable it to infer the application behavior.
Database Reverse Engineering. Database reverse engineering analyzes a program’s data access patterns, often to reconstruct implicit assumptions of the database schema [60, 56]. KONURE infers programs that interact with databases (and not the structure of the database).

2.4 Code Translation, Refactoring, and Optimization

Software Modernization. Software modernization [72, 46, 128] analyzes the source code of a legacy program, translates the program into a high-level modeling language, then uses this representation to generate a new program that implements the functionality in a more modern language. The translation strictly follows syntactic cues and usually requires human intervention. Our approach, in contrast, (1) works with the given implementation without analyzing code and (2) regenerates an augmented computation with additional error and security checks that implements the core functionality with complex new software components that execute on modern target platforms.

Partial Program Rejuvenation and Reengineering. Helium uses dynamic instrumentation to extract the functionality of computational stencil kernels embedded within production binaries [107]. It then replaces the stencil kernel with a computation expressed in Halide [121]. The goal is to replace the legacy implementation with a version optimized for modern computational platforms. Several other techniques [52, 26, 96, 15] also rewrite fragments of programs that perform loops into equivalent loop implementations to optimize the performance. Program fracture and recombination [21] works with multiple applications to automatically find efficient, sophisticated, and/or robust implementations of subcomputations across applications, then transfers subcomputations across implementations to maximize efficiency or robustness. A goal is to automatically replace simple code that executes on a single machine with more complex code that operates on parallel or distributed computing.
platforms. Our approach, in contrast, (1) models the full data-retrieval computation and regenerates executable code, augmented as appropriate, (2) can work with incomplete or buggy implementations of the original program, and (3) targets programs that access databases.

Database program reengineering often involves analyzing the source code to produce equivalent but more efficient implementations [57, 52, 22]. In contrast, our approach (1) does not require program instrumentation or static analysis, (2) does not require the program to be written in specific languages or patterns, and (3) regenerates a new executable program (instead of only transforming the individual database queries).

Model-Driven Engineering. In model-driven engineering (MDE) [38, 131, 130], developers specify functionality in high-level models, often using domain-specific languages or formalisms such as Unified Modeling Language (UML), which are then used to generate low-level platform-dependent implementations. Use cases of MDE include migrating software across different platforms [130] and automating the code generation for CRUD (create/read/update/delete) applications [19, 122, 63]. Like the regenerators presented in this paper, MDE code generators encapsulate the knowledge of how to use specific computational platforms and enable the automatic generation of code for multiple platforms. In contrast to having developers work directly with high-level domain-specific models, our approach starts from an existing implementation, then infers the program functionality as a black box and regenerates a new implementation.

Program refinement [166] is a software development strategy that gradually expands parts of a high-level implementation with more detailed versions.
Chapter 3

KONURE: Active Learning for Inference and Regeneration of Applications that Access Databases

In this chapter, we first present an example that illustrates how KONURE works. We then present the design and implementation of KONURE, including an overview, the KONURE DSL, the core inference and regeneration algorithm, and other implementation details.

3.1 Example

We next present an example that illustrates how KONURE infers and regenerates a database-backed application. The example is a student registration system adapted from an application written by an independent evaluation team hired by an agency of the United States Government to evaluate techniques for detecting and nullifying SQL injection attacks. The application was written in Java and interacts with a MySQL database [165] via JDBC [123].

**Command.** The application implements the following command: “liststudentcourses \(-s \ s\ \ -p\ \ p\)”, where the input parameter \(s\) denotes student ID and \(p\) denotes pass-
word. The application first checks whether the student with ID \( s \) has password \( p \) in the database. If so, the application displays the list of courses for which this student has registered, along with the teacher for each course. Figure 3-1 presents the main implementation of this command, which invokes the \texttt{passwordCheck} method in Figure 3-2 to check the student’s password against the database. This method passes the input \texttt{password} to the database directly by string concatenation, causing the SQL injection vulnerability.

**Database.** The database contains: (1) a \texttt{student} table, which contains student ID (primary key), first name, last name, and password, (2) a \texttt{teacher} table, which contains teacher ID (primary key), first name, and last name, (3) a \texttt{course} table, which contains course ID (primary key), name, course number, and teacher ID, and (4) a \texttt{registration} table, which contains student ID and course ID.

**First Execution.** The KONURE inference algorithm configures an empty database, then executes the application with the command “\texttt{liststudentcourses -s 0 -p 1},” which sets input parameters \( s \) and \( p \) to 0 and 1, respectively. KONURE uses a transparent proxy (Figure 3-3) to observe the resulting database traffic, which the proxy collects as the \textit{concrete trace} of the execution (Figure 3-5a). The query uses the constant ‘0’, which comes from the input parameter \( s \), and retrieves no data from the (empty) database. For this execution, the application produces no output.

Based on this information, KONURE rewrites the concrete trace to replace concrete values (such as ‘0’) with \textit{origin locations}, which identify the source of each value. The result is a corresponding \textit{abstract trace} (Figure 3-5b). This abstract trace contains a query \( q_1 \) that selects all columns from the \texttt{student} table. The selection criterion is that the student ID must equal the input parameter \( s \). KONURE derives the origin locations by matching concrete values in the concrete trace against input values and values in the database.

**KONURE DSL.** Figure 3-6 presents the (abstract) grammar for the KONURE DSL. A program consists of a sequence of Query statements potentially terminated by an If
public Set<Course> getRegistrationsForStudent(final Config config) throws SQLException {
    final Student studentreg = getStudent(config.getStudentId());
    final Set<Course> courses = new HashSet<Course> ();
    Connection conn = null;
    PreparedStatement stmt = null, stmt2 = null, stmt3 = null;
    ResultSet rs = null, rs2 = null, rs3 = null;
    try {
        if (!passwordCheck(studentreg, config.getPassword ())) {
            System.err.println("Incorrect Password");
        } else {
            conn = new DataConnection().initialize();
            stmt = conn.prepareStatement("SELECT * FROM course c "+
                "JOIN registration r on "+
                "r. course_id = c.id WHERE r. student_id = ?");
            stmt.setString(1, studentreg.getId());
            rs = stmt.executeQuery();
            while (rs.next()) {
                final String id = rs.getString(1);
                final String name = rs.getString(2);
                final String limit = rs.getString(3);
                final String courseNumber = rs.getString(4);
                final String isOffered = rs.getString(5);
                final String tid = rs.getString(6);
                String fname = null;
                String lname = null;
                stmt3 = conn.prepareStatement("Select firstname, lastname 
                    from teacher where id = ?");
                stmt3.setString(1, tid);
                rs3 = stmt3.executeQuery();
                while (rs3.next()) {
                    fname = rs3.getString(1);
                    lname = rs3.getString(2);
                }
                final Course course = new Course(id, name, limit, 
                    courseNumber);
                course.setOffered(isOffered);
                course.setTeacher(new Teacher(tid, fname, lname));
                stmt2 = conn.prepareStatement("SELECT count(*) FROM 
                    registration WHERE course_id = ?");
                stmt2.setString(1, id);
                rs2 = stmt2.executeQuery();
                while (rs2.next()) {
                    final String totalEnrolled = rs2.getString(1);
                    course.setTotalEnrolled(totalEnrolled);
                }
                courses.add(course);
            }
        }
    } finally {
        closeResultSet(rs); closeResultSet(rs2);
        closeStatement(stmt); closeStatement(stmt2); conn.close(); }
    return courses;
}
```java
private boolean passwordCheck(Student unregstudent, String password)
    throws SQLException {
    Connection conn = null;
    PreparedStatement stmt = null;
    ResultSet rs = null;
    try {
        conn = new DataConnection().initialize();
        stmt = conn.prepareStatement("SELECT * FROM student WHERE id=?
            AND password='" + password +"'");
        stmt.setString(1, unregstudent.getId());
        rs = stmt.executeQuery();
        if (rs.next()) {
            return true;
        } else {
            return false;
        }
    } catch (SQLException e) {
        System.err.println("sql error");
    } finally {
        closeStatement(stmt);
        conn.close();
    }
    return false;
}
```

Figure 3-2: Example command in Java (continued)

Figure 3-3: The KONURE architecture, including a transparent proxy interposed between the application and the database to observe the generated database traffic.
Figure 3-4: The KONURE active learning algorithm iteratively refines its hypothesis to infer the application.

(a) Concrete trace from the first execution. The database is empty and the query retrieves zero rows.

```sql
SELECT * FROM student WHERE id = '0'
```

(b) Abstract trace from the first execution, converted from the concrete trace in Figure 3-5a. The conversion replaces the constant '0' with its origin location, the input parameter $s$.

Figure 3-5: First execution trace
Figure 3-6: Grammar for the KONURE DSL

or For statement. An If statement does not test an arbitrary condition — it instead only tests if the Query in the condition retrieves empty or nonempty data. Similarly, a For statement does not iterate over an arbitrary list — it instead iterates over the rows in its Query, executing its else clause if its Query retrieves zero rows. These restrictions (among others, Section 3.3) are key to the inferrability of the DSL.

First Production. The first execution generated a single query (Figure 3-5a). KONURE determines if this query came from a Seq, If, or For statement as follows. Working with the abstract trace in Figure 3-5b, KONURE generates three sets of constraints. Each set specifies input parameters and database contents. The first set specifies that the query retrieves zero rows. The second specifies that the query retrieves at least one row. The third specifies that the query retrieves at least two rows. KONURE invokes an SMT solver to obtain a context for each set of constraints. Each context identifies inputs and database values that satisfy the constraints.

In the example the third set of constraints is unsatisfiable, because the query accesses the primary key and there is at most one row for each value of the primary key. The first and second sets of constraints are satisfiable and therefore produce viable contexts. KONURE executes the application in each of these contexts. Figures 3-5a and 3-7a present the recorded concrete traces; Figures 3-5b and 3-7b present the corresponding abstract traces. These traces indicate that the observable behavior of the application differs depending on whether the first Query retrieves no rows (Fig-
(a) Concrete trace from the second execution. The context is configured to ensure that the first query retrieves at least one row.

```sql
SELECT * FROM student WHERE id = '5'
SELECT * FROM student WHERE id = '5' AND password = '6'
```

(b) Abstract trace from the second execution, converted from the concrete trace in Figure 3-7a. The conversion replaces the constants '5' and '6' with their origin locations, input parameters $s$ and $p$.

Figure 3-7: Second execution trace

```sql
if $y_1 \leftarrow$ select student.id, student.password, student.firstname, student.lastname
  where student.id = $s$
then $P_1$
else $P_2$
```

Figure 3-8: Hypothesis after resolving the topmost Prog nonterminal to an If statement.

Intuition. Recall that, in the KONURE DSL (Figure 3-6), there are four potential productions to apply for each Prog nonterminal: Prog := $\epsilon$, Prog := Seq, Prog := If, and Prog := For. KONURE resolves each Prog nonterminal in turn by applying the appropriate production. For the topmost Prog nonterminal, applying the $\epsilon$ production would result in an empty program, which is incorrect because the program has produced nonempty traces (Figures 3-5a and 3-5b). Applying the Seq production would result in a program that does not condition on the results of the first query ($q_1$ in Figures 3-5b and 3-7b), which is incorrect because the program behavior differs in the first two traces — the program terminates immediately after the first query in the first trace (Figure 3-5) but continues execution after the first query in the second
trace (Figure 3-7). Applying the For production would result in a program that iterates over the rows retrieved by the first query, which is incorrect because the query retrieves at most one row, making iterations unobservable. The If production is the only production that is consistent with the observed program behavior.

**Second Production.** KONURE next resolves the $P_1$ nonterminal in the first hypothesis. Working with the abstract trace in Figure 3-7b, KONURE generates three sets of constraints that (1) force the first query ($q_1$) to retrieve at least one row (this constraint forces the application to execute the then branch of the topmost If statement) and (2) force the second query ($q_2$) to retrieve no rows, at least one row, and at least two rows, respectively. Once again, the first two sets of constraints produce viable contexts; the third is unsatisfiable.

Figure 3-7a presents the trace from the execution in which the second query retrieves no rows; Figure 3-9a presents the trace from the execution in which the second query retrieves at least one row. Because the traces differ (similarly to the above First Production), KONURE resolves the nonterminal $P_1$ to an If statement. Figure 3-10 presents the resulting hypothesis.

**Intuition.** As with the topmost Prog nonterminal, the $P_1$ nonterminal (Figure 3-8) also has four potential productions: $\text{Prog} := \epsilon$, $\text{Prog} := \text{Seq}$, $\text{Prog} := \text{If}$, and $\text{Prog} := \text{For}$. For $P_1$, applying the $\epsilon$ production would result in a program with an empty then branch (Figure 3-8), which is incorrect because the program has produced traces that perform actions after the first query ($q_1$ in Figures 3-7b and 3-9b) retrieves nonempty data (Figures 3-7 and 3-9). Applying the Seq production to $P_1$ would result in a program that does not condition on the results of the first query in $P_1$ ($q_2$ in Figures 3-7b and 3-9b), which is incorrect because the program behavior differs in the second and the third traces — the program terminates immediately after the second query in the second trace (Figure 3-7) but continues execution after the second query in the third trace (Figure 3-9). Applying the For production to $P_1$ would result in a program that iterates over the rows retrieved by the first query in...
(a) Concrete trace from the third execution. The context is configured so that the first and second queries retrieve at least one row and the third query retrieves zero rows.

```
SELECT * FROM student WHERE id = '1'
SELECT * FROM student WHERE id = '1' AND password = '2'
SELECT * FROM course c JOIN registration r ON r.course_id = c.id
    WHERE r.student_id = '1'
```

q1: select student.id, student.password, student.firstname, student.lastname
    where student.id = s
q2: select student.id, student.password, student.firstname, student.lastname
    where student.id = s AND student.password = p
q3: select course.id, course.name, course.course_number, course.size_limit, course.is_offered, course.teacher_id, registration.student_id, registration.course_id
    where registration.course_id = course.id AND registration.student_id = s

(b) Abstract trace from the third execution, converted from the concrete trace in Figure 3-9a. The conversion replaces the constants '1' and '2' with their origin locations, input parameters s and p.

Figure 3-9: Third execution trace

```
if y1 ← select student.id, student.password, student.firstname, student.lastname
    where student.id = s then {
    if y2 ← select student.id, student.password, student.firstname, student.lastname
        where student.id = s AND student.password = p
        then P3 else P4 } else P2
```

Figure 3-10: Hypothesis after resolving P1 (Figure 3-8)

P1, which is incorrect because the query retrieves at most one row, making iterations unobservable. The If production is the only production that is consistent with the observed program behavior.

**Third Production.** KONURE next resolves the P3 nonterminal. Working with the abstract trace produced by the previous step (Figure 3-9b), KONURE generates constraints that force the application to execute P3, once again with zero, at least one, or at least two rows retrieved by the first query in P3 (q3 in Figure 3-9b). The solver generates viable contexts for all three sets of constraints. For the context with at least two rows retrieved, KONURE collects the trace in Figure 3-11.
In this execution the third query retrieves two rows. The KONURE loop detection algorithm examines the trace, detects the repetitive pattern in the last four queries, concludes that the application iterates over all of the rows retrieved from the third query, and resolves $P_3$ to a For statement.

For this execution the application also produces the id and teacher_id columns from the retrieved rows of the course table as output. The updated hypothesis (Figure 3-12) therefore contains a Print statement that prints these values.

**Intuition.** As with the previous Prog nonterminals, the $P_3$ nonterminal (Figure 3-10) also has four potential productions: Prog $:= \epsilon$, Prog $:= \text{Seq}$, Prog $:= \text{If}$, and Prog $:= \text{For}$. For $P_3$, applying the $\epsilon$ production would result in a program with an empty inner then branch (Figure 3-10), which is incorrect because the program has produced traces that perform actions after the second query ($q_2$ in Figure 3-9b) retrieves nonempty data (Figures 3-9 and 3-11). Applying the Seq production to $P_3$ would result in a program that does not condition on the results of the first query in $P_3$ ($q_3$ in Figure 3-9b), which is incorrect because the program behavior differs in the third and the fourth traces — the program terminates immediately after the third query in the third trace (Figure 3-9) but continues execution after the third query in the fourth trace (Figure 3-11). The remaining two potential productions are If and For. To choose the appropriate production, KONURE obtains an execution where the third query retrieves at least two rows (Figure 3-11). In this execution, the third query retrieves two rows, followed by two repetitions of a set of two queries. Because the row count matches the repetition count, the trace is consistent with a potential For statement that iterates over the rows retrieved by the third query. We designed the KONURE DSL to restrict certain repetitive queries in the program (more detail in Section 3.3), so that this repetition is plausible only when $P_3$ resolves to a For statement.

**Regeneration.** KONURE proceeds as above, systematically targeting and resolving nonterminals in the hypothesis, until all of the nonterminals are resolved and it has
Figure 3-11: Concrete trace from an execution to resolve $P_3$ (Figure 3-10). The third query retrieves two rows. The final four queries are generated by a loop that iterates over the retrieved two rows.

```sql
SELECT * FROM student WHERE id = '3'
SELECT * FROM student WHERE id = '3' AND password = '4'
SELECT * FROM course c JOIN registration r ON r.course_id = c.id
  WHERE r.student_id = '3'
SELECT firstname, lastname FROM teacher WHERE id = '16'
SELECT count(*) FROM registration WHERE course_id = '12'
SELECT firstname, lastname FROM teacher WHERE id = '11'
SELECT count(*) FROM registration WHERE course_id = '7'
```

Figure 3-12: Hypothesis after resolving $P_3$ (Figure 3-10).

```sql
if $y_1$ ← select student.id, student.password, student.firstname, student.lastname
  where student.id = s then {
    if $y_2$ ← select student.id, student.password, student.firstname, student.lastname
        where student.id = s ∧ student.password = p
    then {
      for $y_3$ ← select course.id, course.name, course.course_number, course.size_limit, course.is_offered, course.teacher_id, registration.student_id, registration.course_id
          where registration.course_id = course.id ∧ registration.student_id = s;
      print $y_3$.course.id, $y_3$.course.teacher_id
      do $P_5$ else $P_6$ } else $P_4$ } else $P_2$
```
inferred a model of the command. It can then regenerate the command, inserting security/safety checks as desired. Our current KONURE implementation regenerates Python code using a standard SQL library to perform the database queries. Figure 3-

util.do_sql(conn, query, params)

performs a database query. The query is constructed by (conceptually) replacing the variables in query with the corresponding values specified in params while systematically checking for errors in the SQL syntax. More concretely, the function

conn.execute(sqlalchemy.text(query), params)

which uses the SQLAlchemy library to ensure that the values in params are passed to the database appropriately [29]. This regeneration eliminates a seeded SQL injection attack vulnerability present in the original program.

**Noisy Specifications.** Because the active learning algorithm, guided by the DSL, tends to generate contexts that conform to common use cases, KONURE can work productively with programs that contain obscure corner-case bugs not exercised during the inference [125, 105]. The SQL injection attack vulnerability present in the original Student Registration application but discarded in the regeneration is an example of just such an obscure corner case bug. We view such programs as noisy specifications. Given the known challenges developers face when attempting to deliver correct programs, we consider the ability of KONURE to work successfully with such noisy specifications as a significant advantage of the overall approach.

**Developer Understanding.** In a deployed system, we expect that developers would be given examples and documentation that outlines the KONURE DSL and the model of computation. We expect that this information, along with experience using KONURE, would enable developers to work productively with KONURE using programs written in their language of choice.
3.2 Design Overview

**Konure** infers two aspects of the program. Firstly, starting from a concrete trace intercepted by the proxy (Figure 3-3), **Konure** locates the concrete values and infers their origin locations. To infer the origin locations, **Konure** keeps track of the concrete values that are available when the program performs each SQL query. To disambiguate different origin locations that happen to hold the same concrete value in an execution, **Konure** adopts a demand-driven approach. With the origin locations inferred, **Konure** constructs an abstract trace.

Secondly, starting from the unstructured sequences of queries in traces, **Konure** infers the underlying control flow in the program. This inference algorithm is constructive [24] — instead of enumerating candidate solutions, the algorithm constructs the solution progressively every time **Konure** finds an interesting behavior of the application. During inference, **Konure** maintains a hypothesis of what is currently known about the program. The hypothesis is (conceptually) represented as a sentential form in the **Konure** DSL, with nonterminals denoting hidden parts that are left to infer. The algorithm starts with a Prog nonterminal as its initial hypothesis, then progressively resolves Prog nonterminals until it completely infers the program. The algorithm resolves each of the Prog nonterminals by applying an appropriate production, that is, applying one of Prog := $\epsilon$, Prog := Seq, Prog := If, and Prog := For (Figure 3-6). **Konure** chooses the appropriate production based on three (potential) executions of the program, forcing a specific query to retrieve zero rows, at least one row, and at least two rows, respectively. These three executions are sufficient for **Konure** to uniquely determine the correct production for the current Prog nonterminal. The inference proceeds by expanding nonterminals until it obtains a complete program. As **Konure** recursively traverses the paths through the program as expressed in the DSL, it maintains path constraints that lead to the next part of the program to infer. Instead of maintaining the current hypothesis as an explicit sentential form, **Konure** represents the hypothesis implicitly in the data structures and recursive structure of the inference algorithm as it executes.
3.3 KONURE Domain-Specific Language

KONURE infers application functionality that can be expressed in the KONURE DSL.

3.3.1 DSL Overview

We design the KONURE DSL to precisely capture the programs that our technique works with. A goal here is to balance between expressiveness and inferrability. We outline the expressiveness in this section and defer the discussion on inferrability to Sections 3.3.4 and 3.3.5.

The KONURE DSL captures a range of data retrieval applications that work with an external database. A user runs an application through interfaces such as command line arguments or HTTP requests. When the application runs, it sends SQL queries to the database, which retrieves data as requested. For many real-world applications, such as forums, blogs, and inventory management systems, a significant part of their core functionality is dedicated to retrieving data in this form. In practice, many of these applications have multiple commands that access different parts of the database. In this research we infer one command at a time, and we refer to each command as a program.

Many of these programs share an interesting pattern: The data flow often manifests as SQL queries, and the control flow largely depends on the query results. As an example of conditional statements that depend on query results, a program may first look up a user’s name in the database and then execute one of two branches, that is, (1) if the user does not exist, then print an error and terminate or (2) if the user exists, then perform more queries to look up more information. As an example of loops that depend on query results, a program may first retrieve a list of articles in the database, then repeatedly perform the same action on each of these articles. When a program’s control flow largely depends on the database queries, the database traffic during program execution may reveal much information about the program functionality. The KONURE DSL is designed to capture data retrieval programs that have this common pattern.
3.3.2 Preliminaries

To formally define the Konure DSL, we first define skeletons (Definition 3.3.1), then describe the externally observable part of a program (Definition 3.3.2), and finally define the DSL as a subset of programs in Prog (Figure 3-6) that satisfy two additional restrictions (Definition 3.3.3 and Definition 3.3.4). For readability, we present Definition 3.3.2 and Definition 3.3.3 here only at a high level and postpone their formalization to Chapter 4.

**Definition 3.3.1.** The skeleton of a program \( P \in \text{Prog} \) is a program that is syntactically identical to \( P \) except for replacing syntactic components derived from the Orig nonterminal (Figure 3-6) with an empty placeholder \( \diamond \). Figure 3-14 presents the syntax for skeleton programs. We write \( S \) for the set of skeleton programs, \( S = S\text{Prog} \). For readability, we shall denote Prog elements (Figure 3-6) with uppercase letters, except for variables such as \( x, y \), and denote \( S \) elements with lowercase letters.

We shall write \( \pi_S P \) for the skeleton of program \( P \in \text{Prog} \); it is defined in Figure 3-15. We use an overline, as in \( \overline{C} \) and \( \overline{O} \), to denote a list.

Clearly for any program \( P \in \text{Prog} \), query \( Q \in \text{Query} \), and expression \( E \in \text{Expr} \), we have \( \pi_S P \in S \), \( \pi_S Q \in S\text{Query} \), and \( \pi_S E \in S\text{Expr} \).

**Definition 3.3.2.** For any program \( P \in \text{Prog} \), \( \tilde{P} \) is the semantically equivalent program obtained from \( P \) by discarding unreachable branches in If and For statements, downgrading For statements with empty loop bodies or loop bodies that execute at most once to If statements, and downgrading If statements with an unreachable branch or two semantically equivalent branches to Seq statements. We present the algorithms for this code transformation in Section 4.2.

**Definition 3.3.3.** For any program \( P \in \text{Prog} \), \( \mathcal{T}(P) \) is the set of queries in \( P \) that retrieve at least two rows in some execution\(^1\). \( \mathcal{R}(P) \) is the set of all queries \( Q \) in \( P \) with two subsequent queries \( Q_1 \) and \( Q_2 \) such that \( Q_1 \) immediately follows \( Q \) in the program, \( Q_1 \) does not appear as the first query of an else branch of an If or For statement, \( Q_2 \) occurs after \( Q_1 \) in the program, and \( Q_1 \) and \( Q_2 \) have the same skeleton.

---

\(^{1}\) A query will never retrieve more than one row if, for example, it selects rows that have a specific primary key value.
\( \mathcal{D}(P) \) is a predicate that is true if and only if the two branches of all conditional statements in \( P \) start with queries with different skeletons (or one of the branches is empty). We formally define the functions \( \mathcal{J}(\cdot) \), \( \mathcal{R}(\cdot) \), and \( \mathcal{D}(\cdot) \) in Section 4.3.

### 3.3.3 DSL Definition

We present the grammar for the Konure DSL in Figure 3-6. Each query in this DSL performs an SQL select operation that retrieves data from specified columns in specified tables. Our current DSL supports SQL where clauses that select rows in which one column has the same value as another column (\( \text{Col} = \text{Col} \)) or the same value as a value in the context (\( \text{Col} = \text{Orig} \)). Selecting from multiple tables corresponds to an SQL join operation. The query stores the retrieved data in a unique variable (\( y \)) for later use. All variables must be defined before they are used.

The control flow in the DSL is directly tied to queries and their results. An If statement first performs a query to retrieve data. If the query retrieves nonempty data, it enters the then branch, otherwise the else branch. A For statement likewise first performs a query. If the query retrieves nonempty data, the loop body executes once for each row retrieved by the query. If the query retrieves empty data, execution enters the else branch.

To enable the Konure inference algorithm to effectively distinguish If statements from Seq statements, Konure requires the two branches of each If statement to start with queries that have different skeletons (or one of the branches must be empty). To facilitate effective loop detection, Konure requires the first query after any query that may retrieve multiple rows to have a skeleton that is distinct from all subsequent queries. Konure also requires that the program have no nested loops.

The outcomes of executing a program consists of a concrete trace, which consists of the intercepted SQL queries, and the output values produced by Print statements. Each Print statement is associated with a query and only prints values retrieved by its query.

**Definition 3.3.4** (The Konure DSL). We define the Konure DSL as the set of
programs $\mathcal{K} \subset \text{Prog}$ defined as:

$$
\mathcal{K} = \{ \tilde{P} \mid P \in \text{Prog}, \mathcal{T}(\tilde{P}) \cap \mathcal{R}(\tilde{P}) = \emptyset, \mathcal{D}(\tilde{P}) = \text{true} \}
$$

The first restriction, $\mathcal{T}(\tilde{P}) \cap \mathcal{R}(\tilde{P}) = \emptyset$, states that if a query may retrieve multiple rows from the database, then the next query does not share a skeleton with any other subsequent query in the program. This restriction facilitates loop detection by eliminating repeated queries that do not come from iterations of the same loop (Section 3.4.2). The second restriction, $\mathcal{D}(\tilde{P}) = \text{true}$, states that the two branches of any If statement in $\tilde{P}$ must start with queries with different skeletons (or one of the branches must be empty). Intuitively, this restriction enables KONURE to efficiently distinguish Seq from If statements (Chapter 4).

We present several immediate extensions to $\mathcal{K}$ in Section 4.8.

Because of the focused expressive power of the KONURE DSL, it is possible to decide all relevant conditions statically, rewrite $P$ to $\tilde{P}$, and determine if $\tilde{P} \in \mathcal{K}$. Note that because programs $P \in \mathcal{K}$ may reference values using distinct but semantically equivalent variables, $\mathcal{K}$ is not a true canonical form, i.e., there may be distinct but semantically equivalent programs in $\mathcal{K}$. It is possible, however, to eliminate such equivalences by replacing each variable with the first semantically equivalent variable to occur in the program. This transformation is implementable with an SMT solver and eliminates distinct but semantically equivalent programs to deliver a true canonical form for the KONURE DSL.

### 3.3.4 Design Rationale

The DSL captures a wide range of applications that display data from a database by retrieving data based on inputs and database contents. Meanwhile, these applications are restrictive enough to be inferred efficiently.

Because the DSL directly ties the control flow to query results, KONURE can

---

2Our implemented KONURE prototype deploys a more sophisticated loop detection algorithm that enables it to relax this restriction.
effectively observe the control flow execution by observing the database traffic (Figure 3-3). For example, the student registration program in Section 3.1 enters two different branches in the first two executions, which is inferrable by comparing the two corresponding traces (Figures 3-5 and 3-7).

Another benefit of tying the control flow to query results in the DSL is that Konure can effectively force the program to execute down certain paths. Konure achieves this goal by carefully choosing values for the inputs and the database so that, when Konure executes the program, the relevant queries retrieve appropriate numbers of rows that lead to the path. For example, to force the student registration program (Section 3.1) to enter a (potential) branch unvisited by the first execution (Figure 3-5), Konure solves for a set of new input and database values to guarantee that, in the second execution, the first query retrieves at least one row (Figure 3-7).

3.3.5 Expressiveness and Limitations

Konure works well with programs whose behavior conforms to the Konure DSL, though the programs themselves can be implemented in any language or in any coding style or methodology. Two key properties of the Konure DSL are that (1) the data flow manifests as database queries, which are directly observable in the database traffic, and (2) the control flow is directly tied to the query results. Konure takes advantage of these properties to actively explore various paths in the program. The outcome is an accurate inferred model of the program, and the inference algorithm does not require an analysis of the source code or the binary of the program.

The Konure inference algorithm may not extend well to infer unknown conditional expressions or arithmetic calculations in the program that are not directly observable. Example programs include online-shopping applications, whose core functionality often involve numeric calculations that are not implemented as database query expressions. We discuss unsupported programs in Section 5.1.3. In general, Konure is not designed to infer programs that cannot be captured by an inferrable DSL.

On the other hand, it is straightforward to extend Konure to support applications
with SQL queries that involve relational comparisons (besides equality and membership checks), simple arithmetics, constants, or aggregate functions. It is straightforward because (1) we use an SMT solver that supports solving constraints involving these operators and (2) the operators are directly present in the intercepted SQL queries. Because experience with SMT solvers in other contexts shows that these solvers readily support formulas with these kinds of operators and constraints, we do not anticipate any significant performance issues with this extension. It is also possible to extend KONURE to access not only the database traffic, but also other runtime or descriptive information, of the program. For example, one could first statically extract all of the constant values used in the program (binary or source code), then take advantage of these known constants while inferring conditional checks. Another way to extend KONURE is to incorporate domain knowledge about computations that are well known, widely used, and easy to reason about in the solver. Example computations include standard string manipulations (such as concatenation, splitting, and capitalizing), date and time conversions, and number translations. We anticipate that adding these features would require only relatively small changes to the overall framework of the inference algorithm.

3.4 KONURE Inference Algorithm

We present the KONURE inference algorithm (Algorithm 1) for a program \( P \) that implements a single command. For programs with multiple commands, KONURE uses Algorithm 1 to infer each command in turn.

Recall that, conceptually, the KONURE inference algorithm works with hypotheses represented as sentential forms of the DSL grammar. The algorithm systematically constructs inputs and database contents, runs the program, and observes the resulting database traffic and outputs to resolve a selected nonterminal in the current hypothesis.

Algorithm 1 configures an empty database, sets the parameters to distinct values, invokes Algorithm 2 to run the program and obtain an initial trace, then invokes
Algorithm 6 to recursively infer the program. The inference algorithm works with *deduplicated* annotated traces $t$ that record one iteration of each executed loop, so that the structure of the trace matches the corresponding path through the program.

### 3.4.1 Notation

Before presenting the algorithms, we first define the relevant terminology and notation, including contexts, origin locations, concrete traces, abstract traces, annotated traces, and path constraints.

**Definition 3.4.1.** A context $\sigma = \langle \sigma_I, \sigma_D, \sigma_R \rangle \in \text{Context}$ contains value mappings for the input parameters ($\sigma_I \in \text{Input}$), database contents ($\sigma_D \in \text{Database}$), and results retrieved by database queries ($\sigma_R \in \text{Result}$):

\[
\sigma \in \text{Context} = \text{Input} \times \text{Database} \times \text{Result} \\
\sigma_I \in \text{Input} = \text{Variable} \rightarrow \text{Value} \\
\sigma_D \in \text{Database} = \text{Table} \rightarrow \mathbb{Z}_{>0} \rightarrow \text{Column} \rightarrow \text{Value} \\
\sigma_R \in \text{Result} = \text{Variable} \rightarrow \mathbb{Z}_{>0} \rightarrow \text{Table} \rightarrow \text{Column} \rightarrow \text{Value} \\
\text{Value} = \text{Int} \cup \text{String}
\]

The input context $\sigma_I$ maps input parameter variables $x \in \text{Variable}$ to concrete values. The database context $\sigma_D$ maps database locations (identified by a table name, a row number, and a column name) to concrete values. The results context $\sigma_R$ maps each query result variable $y \in \text{Variable}$ to a list of rows, with each value in each row identified by the table and column from which it was retrieved.

**Example 3.4.2.** In Section 3.1 the first execution of the program (Figure 3-5) uses the following context:

\[
\sigma_1 = \{\{s: '0', p: '1'\}, \{\text{student} : \emptyset, \text{teacher} : \emptyset, \text{course} : \emptyset, \text{registration} : \emptyset\}, \emptyset\}.
\]

This context sets input parameters $s$ and $p$ to 0 and 1, respectively, and sets all database tables to empty. The second execution (Figure 3-7) uses the following con-
\[ \sigma_2 = \{ \{ s: '5', p: '6' \}, \{ \text{student}: \{1: \{ \text{id}: '5', \text{password}: '2', \text{firstname}: '3', \text{lastname}: '4' \} \}, \text{teacher}: \emptyset, \text{course}: \emptyset, \text{registration}: \emptyset \}. \]

This context sets input parameters \( s \) and \( p \) to '5' and '6', respectively, and sets the \text{student} table to contain one row whose column \text{id} equals the input \( s \).

**Definition 3.4.3.** An \textit{origin location} \( O \in \text{Orig} \) in a program \( P \in \text{Prog} \) is an occurrence of a variable \( x \) or a column \( y.\text{Col} \) in a query result \( y \).

**Definition 3.4.4.** For an origin location \( O \in \text{Orig} \) and a context \( \sigma = \langle \sigma_I, \sigma_D, \sigma_R \rangle \in \text{Context} \), \( \sigma(O) \) denotes the result from looking up \( O \) in \( \sigma \). Specifically, for an input parameter \( x \in \text{Variable} \), \( \sigma(x) = \sigma_I(x) \). For a query result variable \( y \in \text{Variable} \), table \( t \in \text{Table} \), and column \( c \in \text{Column} \), \( \sigma(y.\text{t}.c) = \sigma_R(y)(t)(c) \). When a program references a query result variable that holds multiple rows, they are referenced as a list.

For a query \( Q \in \text{Query} \), \( \text{SQL}_\sigma(Q) \) denotes the concrete query \( Q \) in SQL syntax:

\[
\text{SQL}_\sigma(y \leftarrow \text{select } \overline{C} \text{ where } E; \text{ print } O) = \text{SELECT } \overline{C} \text{ FROM } \text{Join}(\overline{C}, E) \text{ WHERE } \text{SQL}_\sigma(E)
\]

\[
\text{SQL}_\sigma(\text{true}) = \text{true}
\]

\[
\text{SQL}_\sigma(E_1 \land E_2) = \text{SQL}_\sigma(E_1) \text{ AND } \text{SQL}_\sigma(E_2)
\]

\[
\text{SQL}_\sigma(C_1 = C_2) = (C_1 = C_2)
\]

\[
\text{SQL}_\sigma(C = O) = \begin{cases} C = \sigma(O) & \text{if } \sigma(O) \text{ is a value} \\ C \text{ IN } \sigma(O) & \text{if } \sigma(O) \text{ is a list} \end{cases}
\]

where \( C, C_1, C_2 \in \text{Col}, E, E_1, E_2 \in \text{Expr}, O \in \text{Orig}, \) and \( y \in \text{Variable} \). We use an overline, as in \( \overline{C} \) and \( \overline{O} \), to denote a list. The \text{Join}(\overline{C}, E) \) operation collects the relevant tables in \( \overline{C} \) to construct corresponding SQL JOIN operations, using the checks.
in \( E \) to construct the relevant QN expressions.

\( \sigma(Q) \) denotes the result from evaluating \( Q \) in \( \sigma \). Evaluating \( Q \) involves replacing origin locations in \( Q \) with their values in \( \sigma_I \) and \( \sigma_R \), rewriting the query in SQL syntax (\( SQL_{\sigma}(Q) \)), then performing the SQL query on \( \sigma_D \). The query result contains an ordered list of rows. \( |\sigma(Q)| \) denotes the number of rows in \( \sigma(Q) \). \( Q.y \) denotes the variable that stores the retrieved data. \( \sigma[Q.y \mapsto z] \) denotes the new context after updating \( \sigma_R \) to map \( Q.y \) to \( z \). When the new content \( z \) is empty, we shall write \( \sigma \) for \( \sigma[Q.y \mapsto \emptyset] \).

\( \text{Print}_{\sigma}(Q) \) denotes the output from \( Q \): if \( Q \) is of the form

\[ \text{"y } \leftarrow \text{ select } C \text{ where } E \text{ ; print } O \" \]

then \( \text{Print}_{\sigma}(Q) = \sigma[y \mapsto \sigma(Q)](O) \), where \( C \in \text{Col}, E \in \text{Expr}, \) and \( O \in \text{Orig} \).

**Example 3.4.5.** Following the notation in Example 3.4.2, we have \( \sigma_1(s) = '0' \), \( \sigma_1(p) = '1' \), \( \sigma_2(s) = '5' \), and \( \sigma_2(p) = '6' \). Let \( Q_1 \) be the first inferred query in Figure 3-8, that is,

\[ Q_1 = y_1 \leftarrow \text{select student.id, student.password, student.firstname, student.lastname} \]

\[ \text{where student.id } = s \text{ ; print } [] . \]

We have concrete queries:

\[ SQL_{\sigma_1}(Q_1) = \text{SELECT * FROM student WHERE id } = '0', \]

\[ SQL_{\sigma_2}(Q_1) = \text{SELECT * FROM student WHERE id } = '5'. \]

Moreover, \( \sigma_1(Q_1) = \emptyset \) and \( |\sigma_1(Q_1)| = 0 \), consistent with the first example execution.

\(^3\)For brevity, we do not spell out the columns in the \text{SELECT} clause and the tables in the \text{WHERE} clause.
Also, \(\sigma_2(Q_1)\) contains the row in the student table:

\[
\sigma_2(Q_1) = \{\text{student.id : '5', student.password : '2', student.firstname : '3', student.lastname : '4'}\}.
\]

The row count \(|\sigma_2(Q_1)| = 1\) is consistent with the second example execution, where the first query is configured to retrieve at least one row (Figure 3-7a).

**Definition 3.4.6.** We denote the concrete trace from executing a program \(P \in \text{Prog}\) in context \(\sigma \in \text{Context}\) as \(\sigma(P) \in \text{CTrace}\). A concrete trace consists of the intercepted SQL traffic, specifically, the queries \(\text{CQuery}^*\) and corresponding retrieved rows \(\text{CData}^*\). Clearly for any query \(Q \in \text{Query}\), expression \(E \in \text{Expr}\), and context \(\sigma \in \text{Context}\), we have \(\text{SQL}_\sigma(Q) \in \text{CQuery}\) and \(\text{SQL}_\sigma(E) \in \text{CExpr}\).

Figure 3-17 presents the rules for executing a program to obtain a concrete trace. We shall write \([q_d]\) for the concrete trace \((q \ d) \in \text{CTrace}\). We write \(\cdot \oplus \cdot\) to denote concatenating two lists into a list.

**Remark.** In addition to producing a trace of database traffic, the program execution also produces outputs (\(\text{CVal}^*\)) from evaluating Print statements with \(\text{Print.(\cdot)}\). As presented, our algorithm (and associated soundness proof) does not work with Print statements. Our implemented KONURE prototype infers Print statements by correlating values that appear in the output with values observed in the database traffic. Recall that in the KONURE DSL, each Print statement is associated with a query and only prints values retrieved by its query. This restriction enables KONURE to associate each Print statement with its corresponding query.

**Example 3.4.7.** Following the notation in Example 3.4.2 and Example 3.4.5, let \(Q_2\) be the second inferred query in Figure 3-10 that is,

\[
Q_2 = y_2 \leftarrow \text{select student.id, student.password, student.firstname, student.lastname}\;
\text{where student.id = s \land student.password = p}; \text{print } [].
\]
Let hypothetical program

\[ P' = \text{if } Q_1 \text{ then } Q_2 \text{ else } \epsilon, \]

then executing \( P' \) in \( \sigma_1 \) would produce concrete trace:

\[ \sigma_1(P') = \left[ \text{SELECT * FROM student WHERE id = '0'} \right]. \]

Executing \( P' \) in \( \sigma_2 \) would produce concrete trace:

\[ \sigma_2(P') = \left[ \text{SELECT * FROM student WHERE id = '5'}, \text{SELECT * FROM student WHERE id = '5' AND password = '6'} \right]. \]

These two concrete traces are consistent with the two example traces in Figure 3-5a and Figure 3-7a, respectively. So far, the hypothetical program \( P' \) is consistent with the observed behavior of the example program (Section 3.1). However, the third context in the example would cause \( P' \) to behave inconsistently (Figure 3-9).

**Definition 3.4.8.** \( \boxed{P} \) denotes the black box executable of a program \( P \in \text{Prog} \), i.e., executing \( \boxed{P} \) in context \( \sigma \in \text{Context} \) produces the concrete trace \( \sigma(P) \). Note that KONURE does not access the source code of \( P \) when it executes \( \boxed{P} \).

**Definition 3.4.9.** An abstract trace is the list of queries, along with their results, that KONURE generates from a concrete trace after replacing concrete values with their origin locations and replacing SQL syntax with the syntax of abstract traces (Figure 3-16b). An abstract trace contains abstract queries \( (A\text{Query}^*) \) and row counts for each query \( (r^*) \). The main modifications from a concrete trace are to replace each concrete value by its origin location and to summarize the retrieved data with row counts.

To infer the origin locations, KONURE maintains a context, which keeps track of the concrete values available at each origin location in the input and result components. One complication is the possibility that two distinct origin locations may hold the same concrete value in an execution. When such ambiguities occur, KONURE adopts a demand-driven approach to obtain an unambiguous origin location (Sec-
With the origin locations inferred, it is straightforward to rewrite the trace syntax as an abstract trace.

**Example 3.4.10.** Following the notation in Example 3.4.7, the abstract trace for \( \sigma_1(P') \) is the same as Figure 3-5b, with a row count 0. The abstract trace for \( \sigma_2(P') \) is the same as Figure 3-7b, with row counts 1, 0.

**Definition 3.4.11.** A *query-result pair* \((Q, r)\) has a query \(Q \in \text{Query} \) and an integer \(r \in \mathbb{Z}_{\geq 0}\) that counts the number of rows retrieved by \(Q\) during execution. Converting an abstract trace into a list of query-result pairs is straightforward.

**Example 3.4.12.** Following the notation in Example 3.4.7, the abstract trace for \( \sigma_1(P') \) converts into the following list of query-result pairs: \(e_1 = (Q_1, 0)\). The abstract trace for \( \sigma_2(P') \) converts into the following list of query-result pairs: \(e_2 = (Q_1, 1), (Q_2, 0)\).

**Definition 3.4.13.** A *loop layout tree* for a program \(P \in \text{Prog}\) is a tree that represents information about the execution of loops (Figure 3-18). Each node in the loop layout tree is a query-result pair that corresponds to a query in \(P\). Each node represents whether a loop in \(P\) iterates over the corresponding query multiple times. In particular, when a loop in \(P\) iterates over a query multiple times, the query’s corresponding node in the loop layout tree has multiple subtrees, with each subtree corresponding to an iteration of the loop. We convert a list of query-result pairs into a loop layout tree in \text{DETECTLOOPS}, which we discuss below.

**Example 3.4.14.** Following the notation in Example 3.4.7, the loop layout tree for \(P'\) executing in \(\sigma_1\) is:

\[ l_1 = (Q_1, 0) \setminus \text{Nil}. \]

The loop layout tree for \(P'\) executing in \(\sigma_2\) is:

\[ l_2 = (Q_1, 1) \setminus ((Q_2, 0) \setminus \text{Nil}) . \]

Let \(Q_3, Q_4, Q_5\) be the inferred queries for the third, fourth, and fifth queries in
Figure 3-11 respectively. Let hypothetical program

\[ P'' = \text{if } Q_1 \text{ then } \{ \text{if } Q_2 \text{ then } \{ \text{for } Q_3 \text{ do } \{ \text{for } Q_4, Q_5 \text{ else } \epsilon \} \text{ else } \epsilon \} \text{ else } \epsilon \} \text{ else } \epsilon. \]

Let \( \sigma_3 \) be the context for producing the example trace in Figure 3-11. When executing \( P'' \) in \( \sigma_3 \), the queries \( Q_1, Q_2, Q_3 \) retrieve one, one, and two rows, respectively. The loop that iterates over \( Q_3 \) is repeated twice. Let \( r_{41}, r_{51} \) be the row counts for \( Q_4, Q_5 \) in the first iteration of the loop. Let \( r_{42}, r_{52} \) be the row counts for \( Q_4, Q_5 \) in the second iteration of the loop. The loop layout tree for \( P'' \) executing in \( \sigma_3 \) is:

\[
l_3 = (Q_1, 1) \triangleright ((Q_2, 1) \triangleright ((Q_3, 2) \triangleright ((Q_4, r_{41}) \triangleright ((Q_5, r_{51}) \triangleright \text{Nil})),
(Q_4, r_{42}) \triangleright ((Q_5, r_{52}) \triangleright \text{Nil}))).
\]

**Definition 3.4.15.** An annotated trace is an ordered list of annotated query tuples. Each tuple, denoted as \( \langle Q, r, \lambda \rangle \), has three components obtained from a query \( Q \in \text{Query} \). The first component is the query \( Q \). The second component is the number of rows retrieved by \( Q \) during an execution. The third component is the annotated information of whether a loop was found to iterate over data retrieved by \( Q \). If such loop was found then \( \lambda \) is a nonnegative integer that indicates the iteration index. If no such loop was found then \( \lambda = \text{NotLoop} \). Each path from the root of the loop layout tree to a leaf generates a corresponding annotated trace.

**Example 3.4.16.** Following the notation in Example 3.4.14 executing \( P' \) in \( \sigma_1 \) results in an annotated trace:

\[ t_1 = \langle Q_1, 0, \text{NotLoop} \rangle. \]

Executing \( P' \) in \( \sigma_2 \) results in an annotated trace:

\[ t_2 = \langle Q_1, 1, \text{NotLoop} \rangle, \langle Q_2, 0, \text{NotLoop} \rangle. \]
Executing \( P'' \) in \( \sigma_3 \) results in two annotated traces:

\[
\begin{align*}
t_{31} &= \langle Q_1, 1, \text{NotLoop} \rangle, \langle Q_2, 1, \text{NotLoop} \rangle, \langle Q_3, 2, 1 \rangle, \langle Q_4, r_{41}, \text{NotLoop} \rangle, \\
&\quad \langle Q_5, r_{51}, \text{NotLoop} \rangle, \\
t_{32} &= \langle Q_1, 1, \text{NotLoop} \rangle, \langle Q_2, 1, \text{NotLoop} \rangle, \langle Q_3, 2, 2 \rangle, \langle Q_4, r_{42}, \text{NotLoop} \rangle, \\
&\quad \langle Q_5, r_{52}, \text{NotLoop} \rangle.
\end{align*}
\]

**Definition 3.4.17.** A path constraint \( W = (\langle Q_1, r_1, s_1 \rangle, \ldots, \langle Q_n, r_n, s_n \rangle) \), consists of a sequence of queries \( Q_1, \ldots, Q_n \in \text{Query} \), row count constraints \( r_1, \ldots, r_n \), and boolean flags \( s_1, \ldots, s_n \). Each \( r_i \) specifies the range of the number of rows in a query result, denoted as one of \((= 0)\), \((\geq 1)\), or \((\geq 2)\). Each \( s_i \) is **true** if a loop iterates over the corresponding retrieved rows and **false** otherwise.

**Example 3.4.18.** In Section 3.1, the first execution does not impose any path constraints,

\[ W_1 = \text{Nil}. \]

Following the notation in Example 3.4.14, the path constraint specifying that \( Q_1 \) retrieves at least one row is:

\[ W_2 = \langle Q_1, \geq 1, \text{false} \rangle. \]

The path constraint specifying that \( Q_1, Q_2 \) each retrieves at least one row is:

\[ W_3 = (\langle Q_1, \geq 1, \text{false} \rangle, \langle Q_2, \geq 1, \text{false} \rangle). \]

Before knowing whether a loop iterates over the results of \( Q_3 \), the path constraint specifying that \( Q_1, Q_2, Q_3 \) retrieve at least one, at least one, and at least two rows, respectively, is:

\[ W_4 = (\langle Q_1, \geq 1, \text{false} \rangle, \langle Q_2, \geq 1, \text{false} \rangle, \langle Q_3, \geq 2, \text{false} \rangle). \]
After knowing that a loop iterates over the results of $Q_3$, the path constraint specifying that $Q_1, Q_2, Q_3, Q_4$ each retrieves at least one row is:

$$W_5 = ((Q_1, \geq 1, \text{false}), (Q_2, \geq 1, \text{false}), (Q_3, \geq 1, \text{true}), (Q_4, \geq 1, \text{false})).$$

**Definition 3.4.19.** We define the $\simeq$ operator as follows:

$$r \simeq (= 0) = \begin{cases} 
\text{true} & \text{if } r = 0 \\
\text{false} & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}$$

$$r \simeq (\geq 1) = \begin{cases} 
\text{true} & \text{if } r \geq 1 \\
\text{false} & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}$$

$$r \simeq (\geq 2) = \begin{cases} 
\text{true} & \text{if } r \geq 2 \\
\text{false} & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}$$

where $r \in \mathbb{Z}_{\geq 0}$.

**Definition 3.4.20.** A context $\sigma \in \text{Context}$ satisfies a path constraint

$$W = ((Q_1, r_1, s_1), \ldots, (Q_n, r_n, s_n))$$

if (1) a sequence of contexts $\sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_n \in \text{Context}$ are updated according to the evaluation of the queries $Q_1, \ldots, Q_n$ in $\sigma$ and (2) $|\sigma_i(Q_i)| \simeq r_i$ for all $i = 1, \ldots, n$.

Specifically, the context sequence satisfies $\sigma_1 = \sigma$ and for all $i = 1, \ldots, n - 1$:

$$\sigma_{i+1} = \begin{cases} 
\sigma_i[Q_i.y \mapsto \sigma_i(Q_i)] & \text{if } s_i = \text{false} \text{ or } |\sigma_i(Q_i)| = 0 \\
\sigma_i[Q_i.y \mapsto \sigma_i(Q_i)[k_i]] & \text{if } s_i = \text{true} \text{ and } |\sigma_i(Q_i)| \geq 1
\end{cases}$$

for some integer $k_i$ such that if $|\sigma_i(Q_i)| \geq 1$ then $1 \leq k_i \leq |\sigma_i(Q_i)|$. We call $\sigma_n$ the context after updating $\sigma$ with $W$.

A context $\sigma \in \text{Context}$ always satisfies the trivial path constraint $W = \text{Nil}$. 
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**Example 3.4.21.** Following the notation in Example 3.4.2, Example 3.4.14, and Example 3.4.18 we have:

1. $\sigma_1$ satisfies $W_1$ but does not satisfy $W_2, W_3, W_4$,

2. $\sigma_2$ satisfies $W_1, W_2$ but does not satisfy $W_3, W_4$, and

3. $\sigma_3$ satisfies $W_1, W_2, W_3, W_4$.

These results are consistent with how the example in Section 3.1 chooses contexts to infer each production.

**Definition 3.4.22.** Origin locations $O_1, O_2 \in \text{Orig}$ are equivalent with respect to path constraint $W$, denoted as $O_1 \equiv_W O_2$, if for any context $\sigma \in \text{Context}$ that satisfies $W$, $O_1, O_2$ hold the same values in the context after updating $\sigma$ with $W$.

**Example 3.4.23.** Following the notation in Example 3.4.5, Example 3.4.7, and Example 3.4.18 we have:

$$s \equiv_W y_1.student.id, \quad p \not\equiv_W y_1.student.password,$$
$$s \equiv_W y_2.student.id, \quad p \equiv_W y_2.student.password.$$

**Definition 3.4.24.** Expressions $E_1, E_2 \in \text{Expr}$ are identical except for equivalent variables with respect to path constraint $W$, denoted as $E_1 \doteq_W E_2$, if all of their corresponding origin locations are equivalent with respect to $W$ and all of the remaining components are syntactically identical (Figure 3-19).

Queries $Q_1, Q_2 \in \text{Query}$ are identical except for equivalent variables with respect to path constraint $W$ and variables $Y_1, Y_2$, denoted as $Q_1 \doteq_{W,Y_1,Y_2} Q_2$, if the following conditions hold:

1. $Q_1 = y_1 \leftarrow \text{select } C \text{ where } E_1 ; \text{ print } O_1$,

2. $Q_2 = y_2 \leftarrow \text{select } C \text{ where } E_2 ; \text{ print } O_2$, and

3. $E'_1 \doteq_W E_2$, where $E'_1$ is the expression obtained from $E_1$ after replacing all occurrences of variables in $Y_1$ with their counterparts in $Y_2$. 
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Informally, two queries are identical except for equivalent variables when, after renaming variables and removing Print statements, the queries are syntactically identical except for the use of different but equivalent origin locations.

**Example 3.4.25.** Following the notation in Example 3.4.7 and Example 3.4.18, let $Q'_2$ be an alternative second inferred query in Figure 3-10 that is,

$$Q'_2 = y_2 \leftarrow \text{select student.id, student.password, student.firstname, student.lastname}$$

where $\text{student.id} = y_1.$student.id $\land$ $\text{student.password} = p$ $; \text{print} \ [\ ]$, then $Q_2 \models_{W_2, \text{Nil, Nil}} Q'_2$.

**Definition 3.4.26.** An annotated trace $t = \langle Q_1, r_1, \lambda_1 \rangle, \ldots, \langle Q_n, r_n, \lambda_n \rangle$ is *consistent* with path constraint $W$, denoted as $t \sim W$, if the path specified in $W$ is not longer than $t$, each query in $t$ matches the corresponding query in $W$, and each row count in $t$ matches the corresponding requirement in $W$:

$$t \sim \text{Nil} = \text{true}$$

$$t \sim (\langle Q'_1, r'_1, s'_1 \rangle, \ldots, \langle Q'_m, r'_m, s'_m \rangle)$$

$$= m \leq n \land (\forall i = 1, \ldots, m : r_i \simeq r'_i \land Q_i \models_{W_i, Y_i, Y'_i} Q'_i)$$

where $W_i = (\langle Q'_1, r'_1, s'_1 \rangle, \ldots, \langle Q'_{i-1}, r'_{i-1}, s'_{i-1} \rangle)$ contains the first $(i - 1)$ constraint tuples in $W$, $Y_i = (Q_1.y, \ldots, Q_{i-1}.y)$ is the list of variables defined by the first $(i - 1)$ queries in $t$, and $Y'_i = (Q'_1.y, \ldots, Q'_{i-1}.y)$ is the list of variables defined by the queries in $W_i$.

**Example 3.4.27.** Following the notation in Example 3.4.16 and Example 3.4.18, we have $t_1 \sim W_1, t_2 \sim W_1, t_{31} \sim W_1, t_{32} \sim W_1, t_1 \not\sim W_2, t_2 \sim W_2, t_{31} \sim W_2, t_{32} \sim W_2, t_1 \not\sim W_3, t_2 \not\sim W_3, t_{31} \sim W_3, t_{32} \sim W_3, t_1 \not\sim W_4, t_2 \not\sim W_4, t_{31} \sim W_4, t_{32} \sim W_4, t_1 \not\sim W_5$, and $t_2 \not\sim W_5$.

If we additionally have, for example, $r_{41} = 0, r_{42} = 1$, and $r_{52} = 3$, then $t_{31} \not\sim W_5$ and $t_{32} \sim W_5$. 
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Algorithm 1 Infer an executable program

**Input:** $P$ is the executable of a program $P \in \mathcal{K}$.
**Output:** Program equivalent to $P$.

1: procedure **Infer**($P$)
2: \hspace{1em} $\sigma \leftarrow$ Database empty, input parameters distinct
3: \hspace{1em} $t \leftarrow$ **GetTrace**($P$, Nil, $\sigma$)
4: \hspace{1em} return **InferProg**($P$, Nil, $t$)
5: end procedure

Algorithm 2 Execute a program and deduplicate the trace according to a path constraint

**Input:** $P$ is the executable of a program $P \in \mathcal{K}$.
**Input:** $W$ is a path constraint.
**Input:** $\sigma$ is a context that satisfies $W$.
**Output:** Annotated trace $t$, $t \sim W$, from executing $P$ with $\sigma$.

1: procedure **GetTrace**($P$, $W$, $\sigma$)
2: \hspace{1em} $e \leftarrow$ **Execute**($P$, $\sigma$)
3: \hspace{1em} $l \leftarrow$ **DetectLoops**($e$)
4: \hspace{1em} $t \leftarrow$ **MatchPath**($l$, $W$)
5: \hspace{1em} return $t$
6: end procedure

3.4.2 Algorithm

We next present the Konure inference algorithm, which works with the black box executable of a program (Algorithm 1). Konure executes the program using carefully chosen contexts that match certain path constraints. Each time the program runs, it produces a concrete trace, from which Konure constructs an abstract trace and then an annotated trace (Algorithm 2). Conceptually, Konure follows annotated traces to traverse paths in the program, assuming that the program belongs to the Konure DSL (Section 3.3). Konure recursively infers the program by choosing the appropriate production to resolve each nonterminal of the DSL program (Algorithm 6).

**Infer:** Algorithm 1 takes an executable program $P$. It first configures an initial context $\sigma$ where all database tables are empty and the input parameters are distinct. It then invokes **GetTrace**, which executes $P$ in context $\sigma$ and returns an initial annotated trace $t$. Finally, **Infer** invokes the main Konure inference algorithm,
InferProg, to infer \( P \).

**Example 3.4.28.** In Section 3.1, Konure invokes Infer to infer the example program. To execute the program for the first time, Konure uses the initial context in variable \( \sigma \), which equals \( \sigma_1 \) in Example 3.4.2. The resulting trace (Figure 3-5) is converted into an annotated trace, variable \( t \), which equals \( t_1 \) in Example 3.4.16.

**GetTrace:** Algorithm 2 takes an executable program \([P]\), path constraint \( W \), and context \( \sigma \) as parameters. It first invokes Execute, which runs \([P]\) in context \( \sigma \) to obtain the flat list \( e \) of query-result pairs converted from the concrete trace that \([P]\) generates when it runs. It then invokes DetectLoops, which runs the Konure loop detection algorithm to produce the loop layout tree \( l \). Finally, MatchPath generates an annotated trace that corresponds to a path through \( l \) consistent with the path constraint \( W \).

**Execute:** The Execute procedure takes an executable program \([P]\) and a context \( \sigma = (\sigma_I, \sigma_D, \sigma_R) \in Context \). It first populates the database with contents specified in \( \sigma_D \) and then executes \([P]\) with input parameters specified in \( \sigma_I \). It collects the outputs and database traffic, i.e., the concrete trace \( \sigma(P) \) (Figure 3-3). Execute converts the concrete trace into an abstract trace, converts the abstract trace into a list of query-result pairs, then returns this list of pairs.

**Example 3.4.29.** In Section 3.1 when Konure executes the program for the first time, it invokes Execute with context \( \sigma_1 \) (Example 3.4.2). Execute configures the database to empty and runs the program with inputs '0' and '1'. This execution results in the first concrete trace (Figure 3-5a) which equals \( \sigma_1(P') \) in Example 3.4.7. Execute converts the concrete trace into an abstract trace, described in Example 3.4.10 and then into a list of query-result pairs that equals \( e_1 \) in Example 3.4.12.

**DetectLoops:** Algorithm 3 takes a list of query-result pairs and constructs a loop layout tree. (1) If the first query retrieves \( r \geq 2 \) rows, DetectLoops checks if the skeleton of the second query is repeated exactly \( r \) times in the tail of the trace. If the repetitions match, DetectLoops determines that a loop iterates over the
first query in the trace, splits the trace into $r$ segments that each correspond to an iteration of the loop, recursively constructs a loop layout tree for each segment, and then inserts the recursively constructed loop layout trees as the children of the first query. (2) In all other scenarios, DETECTLOOPS determines that no loop iterates over the first query in the trace, recursively constructs a loop layout tree for the tail of the trace, and then inserts the recursively constructed loop layout tree as the child of the first query of the trace.

**Example 3.4.30.** Following the notation in Example 3.4.12 and Example 3.4.14 we have $\text{DETECTLOOPS}(e_1) = l_1$ and $\text{DETECTLOOPS}(e_2) = l_2$. Let $e_3$ be the list of query-result pairs resulting from executing $P''$ in $\sigma_3$ (Example 3.4.14), that is,

$$e_3 = (Q_1, 1), (Q_2, 1), (Q_3, 2), (Q_4, r_{41}), (Q_5, r_{51}), (Q_4, r_{42}), (Q_5, r_{52}),$$

then $\text{DETECTLOOPS}(e_3) = l_3$.

**MATCHPATH:** Algorithm 4 takes a loop layout tree and a path constraint. The procedure first calls GETANNOTATEDTRACE to convert the loop layout tree into a set of annotated traces that each contains at most one iteration of any loop. MATCHPATH then picks an annotated trace that is consistent with the given path constraint.

**Example 3.4.31.** Following the notation in Example 3.4.14 and Example 3.4.16 we have

$$\text{GETANNOTATEDTRACE}(l_1) = \{t_1\},$$

$$\text{GETANNOTATEDTRACE}(l_2) = \{t_2\},$$

$$\text{GETANNOTATEDTRACE}(l_3) = \{t_{31}, t_{32}\}.$$ 

Note that the annotated traces $t_{31}$ and $t_{32}$ each contains only one iteration of the loop, even though this loop is repeated multiple times.
Algorithm 3 Loop detection algorithm

**Input:** $e$ is either Nil or a nonempty list of query-result pairs $(Q_1, r_1), \ldots, (Q_n, r_n)$.

**Output:** Loop layout tree constructed from $e$.

1:  procedure DetectLoops($e$)
2:      if $e = \text{Nil}$ then
3:          return Nil
4:      end if
5:      $(Q_1, r_1), \ldots, (Q_n, r_n) \leftarrow e$
6:      $a \leftarrow \text{empty list}$
7:      for $j \leftarrow 2, 3, \ldots, n$ do ▷ Identify repetitions
8:          if $\pi_S Q_j = \pi_S Q_2$ then
9:              Append $j$ to $a$
10:         end if
11:      end for
12:      if $r_1 \leq 1$ or $r_1 \neq \text{len}(a)$ then ▷ Did not find repetitions caused by any loops that iterate over $Q_1$
13:          $e' \leftarrow (Q_2, r_2), \ldots, (Q_n, r_n)$
14:          $l \leftarrow \text{DetectLoops}(e')$
15:          return $(Q_1, r_1) \setminus l$
16:      else ▷ Found a loop that iterates over $Q_1$
17:          Append $n+1$ to $a$
18:          for $j \leftarrow 1, 2, \ldots, r_1$ do
19:              $b \leftarrow a[j]$
20:              $c \leftarrow a[j+1] - 1$
21:          end for
22:          $e' \leftarrow (Q_b, r_b), \ldots, (Q_c, r_c)$
23:          $l_j \leftarrow \text{DetectLoops}(e')$
24:          return $(Q_1, r_1) \cup (l_1, \ldots, l_{r_1})$
25:      end if
26:  end procedure

Following the notation in Example 3.4.18 we have

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{MatchPath}(l_1, W_1) &= t_1, \\
\text{MatchPath}(l_2, W_2) &= t_2, \\
\text{MatchPath}(l_3, W_3) &= t_{31}
\end{align*}
\]

(or $t_{32}$, depending on the order in which MatchPath enumerates the traces returned from GetAnnotatedTrace), and

\[
\text{MatchPath}(l_3, W_4) = t_{31} \quad (\text{or } t_{32}).
\]
Algorithm 4 Pick an annotated trace that is consistent with a path constraint

Input: $l$ is a loop layout tree.
Input: $W$ is a path constraint.
Output: Annotated trace constructed from $l$ that is consistent with $W$.

1: procedure MatchPath($l$, $W$)
2: for $t$ in GetAnnotatedTrace($l$) do
3: if $t = \text{Nil}$ then
4: continue
5: end if
6: if $t \sim W$ then
7: return $t$
8: end if
9: end for
10: return $\text{Nil}$
11: end procedure

Input: $l$ is a loop layout tree.
Output: Set of annotated traces constructed from $l$.

12: procedure GetAnnotatedTrace($l$)
13: if $l = \text{Nil}$ then
14: return $\{\text{Nil}\}$
15: else if $l = (Q, r) \cdot l'$ then
16: return $\{(Q, r, \text{NotLoop}) \circ t \mid t \in \text{GetAnnotatedTrace}(l')\}$
17: else if $l = (Q, r) \circ (l'_1, l'_2, \ldots, l'_r)$ then
18: return $\cup_{i=1}^{r} \{(Q, r, i) \circ t \mid t \in \text{GetAnnotatedTrace}(l'_i)\}$ \\
19: end if
20: end procedure

If we additionally have, for example, $r_{41} = 0$, $r_{42} = 1$, and $r_{52} = 3$, then $\text{MatchPath}(l_3, W_5) = t_{32}$. In this case $t_{31}$ can no longer be returned, because $t_{31} \not\sim W_5$ (Example 3.4.27).

MakePathConstraint: The MakePathConstraint procedure takes an annotated trace prefix $t$, a subsequent query $Q \in \text{Query}$, and an integer $r \in \mathbb{Z}_{\geq 0}$. The procedure constructs a new path constraint, $W$, which specifies that any satisfying context must enable the program to execute down the same path as $t$, then perform query $Q$ and retrieve a certain number of rows as specified by $r$. In particular, if $r = 0$ then $Q$ is required to retrieve zero rows. If $r = 1$ or $r = 2$ then $Q$ is required to retrieve at least $r$ rows. More concretely, for each annotated query tuple $\langle Q_i, r_i, \lambda_i \rangle$ in
Algorithm 5: Obtain a deduplicated annotated trace that satisfies a path constraint.

**Input:** \( P \) is the executable of a program \( P \in \mathcal{K} \).

**Input:** \( W \) is a path constraint.

**Output:** The first component represents the satisfiability of \( W \). When satisfiable, the second component is an annotated trace \( t \) where \( t \sim W \).

1. **procedure** \( \text{SolveAndGetTrace}(P, W) \)
2. \( \sigma \leftarrow \text{Solve}(W) \)
3. if \( \sigma = \text{Unsat} \) then
4. \hspace{1em} return false, Nil
5. else
6. \hspace{1em} \( t \leftarrow \text{GetTrace}(P, W, \sigma) \)
7. \hspace{1em} return true, \( t \)
8. end if
9. end procedure

In \( t \), the procedure adds \( \langle Q_i, r'_i, s'_i \rangle \) to the path constraint where \( r'_i = \begin{cases} (= 0) & \text{if } r_i = 0 \\ (\geq 1) & \text{if } r_i \geq 1 \end{cases} \) and \( s'_i = \text{true} \) if and only if previous recursions of \text{InferProg} chose the production “Prog := For” for the corresponding query. The procedure then adds \( \langle Q, r', \text{false} \rangle \) to the path constraint where \( r' = \begin{cases} (= 0) & \text{if } r = 0 \\ (\geq 1) & \text{if } r = 1 \\ (\geq 2) & \text{if } r = 2 \end{cases} \).

**Example 3.4.32.** Following the notation in Example 3.4.14 and Example 3.4.18, we have:

\[
\text{MakePathConstraint}(\text{Nil}, Q_1, 1) = W_2,
\]

\[
\text{MakePathConstraint}(\langle Q_1, 1, \text{NotLoop} \rangle, Q_2, 1) = W_3,
\]

\[
\text{MakePathConstraint}(\langle (Q_1, 1, \text{NotLoop}), (Q_2, 1, \text{NotLoop}) \rangle, Q_3, 2) = W_4.
\]

**InferProg:** Algorithm 6 implements the main \text{Konure} inference algorithm. This algorithm recursively explores all relevant paths through the program, resolving Prog nonterminals as they are (conceptually) encountered. Algorithm 6 takes as parameters the executable \( P \) of the program to infer and a split annotated trace consisting
of a prefix $s_1$ that corresponds to an explored path through the program and a suffix $s_2$ from the remaining unexplored part of the program. The first Query $Q$ in $s_2$ is generated by the next Prog nonterminal to resolve. KONURE therefore determines whether the query $Q$ was generated by a Seq, If, or For statement, then recurses to infer the remaining parts of the program.

KONURE makes this determination by examining three deduplicated annotated traces $t_0$, $t_1$, and $t_2$. All of these traces are from executions that follow the same path to $Q$ as $s_1$. In the execution that generated $t_0$, $Q$ retrieves zero rows, in the execution that generated $t_1$, $Q$ retrieves at least one row, and in the execution that generated $t_2$, $Q$ retrieves at least two rows. If KONURE detects a loop in $t_2$ over the rows that $Q$ retrieves, it infers that $Q$ was generated by a For statement (line 14 in Algorithm 6). Otherwise, it examines $t_0$ and $t_1$ to determine if $Q$ was generated by an If statement (line 20 in Algorithm 6) or a Seq statement (line 24 in Algorithm 6) — conceptually, if the queries that follow $Q$ in $t_0$ and $t_1$ differ, then $Q$ is generated by an If statement, otherwise it is generated by a Seq statement.

KONURE obtains traces $t_0$, $t_1$, and $t_2$ by using MakePathConstraint to construct three path constraints $W_0$, $W_1$, and $W_2$, then using an SMT solver to obtain contexts $\sigma_0$, $\sigma_1$, and $\sigma_2$ that cause $P$ to produce (deduplicated annotated) traces $t_0$, $t_1$, and $t_2$ (Algorithm 5). If $W_i$ is satisfiable then $t_i \sim W_i$.

Example 3.4.33. Consider the first execution of the example program in Section 3.1. INFER invokes GetTrace with context $\sigma_1$ (Example 3.4.28). The initial path constraint is $W_1 = \text{Nil}$ (Example 3.4.18). GetTrace invokes Execute with $\sigma_1$, resulting in the list of query-result pairs $e_1$ (Example 3.4.29). Recall from Example 3.4.30 that DetectLoops($e_1$) = $l_1$. Recall from Example 3.4.31 that MatchPath($l_1, W_1$) = $t_1$. Hence $t_1$ is the initial annotated trace obtained from GetTrace.

INFER then invokes InferProg with trace prefix Nil and trace suffix $t_1$. The first query in $t_1$ is $Q_1$ (Example 3.4.16). InferProg invokes MakePathConstraint three times, constructing three different path constraints. The first path constraint
specifies that \( Q_1 \) retrieves zero rows:

\[
\text{MakePathConstraint}(\text{Nil}, Q_1, 0) = (Q_1, = 0, \text{false}).
\]

The second path constraint specifies that \( Q_1 \) retrieves at least one row:

\[
\text{MakePathConstraint}(\text{Nil}, Q_1, 1) = (Q_1, \geq 1, \text{false}).
\]

The third path constraint specifies that \( Q_1 \) retrieves at least two rows:

\[
\text{MakePathConstraint}(\text{Nil}, Q_1, 2) = (Q_1, \geq 2, \text{false}).
\]

\text{InferProg} then invokes \text{SolveAndGetTrace} to determine if these path constraints are satisfiable and, if so, obtain the corresponding annotated traces. In the example (Section 3.1), the first path constraint results in the annotated trace \( t_1 \). The second path constraint results in the annotated trace \( t_2 \) (Example 3.4.16). The third path constraint is not satisfiable. Based on these results, \text{InferProg} applies the “Prog := If” production to resolve the topmost Prog nonterminal.

**Intuition.** \text{InferProg} implements the core recursion of the \text{Konure} inference algorithm. For any program \( P \in \mathcal{K} \), each Prog nonterminal in the abstract syntax tree of \( P \) corresponds to a recursive call to \text{InferProg} as follows. Each step of the recursion resolves a Prog nonterminal by applying the appropriate production, that is, one of Prog := \( \epsilon \), Prog := Seq, Prog := If, and Prog := For (Figure 3-6). The appropriate production is the (only) one that is consistent with the incoming trace, \( s_1 @ s_2 \), as well as three other potential traces, \( t_0 \), \( t_1 \), and \( t_2 \). \text{InferProg} recurses only after collecting sufficient information to uniquely determine the correct production for the current Prog nonterminal. As a result, this recursion does not need to backtrack.

Note that all of the traces used in \text{InferProg} are deduplicated annotated traces. Because each annotated trace corresponds to a path through the program AST, the
length of the annotated trace is bounded by the code size of $P$. Because each recursive call to $\text{InferProg}$ consumes a tuple in the incoming trace ($s_1 @ s_2$), the number of recursive calls to $\text{InferProg}$ is bounded by the maximum length of annotated traces, which is bounded by the size of $P$. Although $\mathcal{K}$ can express arbitrarily large programs, each program has a finite code size. Hence, $\text{Infer}(P)$ terminates for any program $P \in \mathcal{K}$. We present these properties in Chapter 4.

### 3.5 Path Constraint Solver

$\text{Solve}$ takes a path constraint $W$ and uses an SMT solver to solve for a context $\sigma \in \text{Context}$ that satisfies $W$. The procedure returns a satisfying $\sigma$ if it exists and returns “Unsat” otherwise.

Like many database test data generation approaches [54, 160, 155, 156, 83, 149], $\text{Solve}$ uses a row-based approach to translate path constraints into SMT formulas. For each query $Q_i$ in $W$ that is required to retrieve at least one or at least two rows, $\text{Solve}$ generates variables that model the required number of rows of the relevant tables. It then generates constraints that require the values of these variables to satisfy the selection criteria of $Q_i$. It also generates constraints that require primary keys to be unique.

For each query $Q_i$ that is required to retrieve zero rows, $\text{Solve}$ generates constraints that ensure that none of the values in the relevant tables satisfy the selection criteria of $Q_i$. If $Q_i$ occurs in a loop, the constraints only enforce that $Q_i$ retrieves zero rows in at least one iteration of the loop (as opposed to always retrieving zero rows). Here, loop iterations map easily to the rows of unknown variables, because loops in the KONURE DSL are designed to iterate over rows of data.

### 3.6 Origin Location Disambiguation

Recall that an origin location $O \in \text{Orig}$ in a program $P \in \text{Prog}$ is an occurrence of a variable $x$ or a column reference $y.\text{Col}$ in $P$. Concrete traces contain intercepted
def liststudentcourses (conn, inputs):
    util.clear_warnings()
    outputs = []
    s0 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM student WHERE id = :x0",
                    {'x0': inputs[0]})
    if util.has_rows(s0):
        s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM student WHERE id=:x0
                      AND password=:x1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'student ', 'id'), 'x1': inputs[1]})
        if util.has_rows(s2):
            s6 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM course c JOIN
                          registration r on r.course_id = c.id WHERE r.
                          student_id = :x0", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s2, 'student ', 'id')})
            outputs.extend(util.get_data(s6, 'course ', 'id '))
            outputs.extend(util.get_data(s6, 'course ', 'teacher_id '))
            outputs.extend(util.get_data(s6, 'registration ', 'course_id '))
            if util.has_rows(s6):
                s6_all = s6
                for s6 in s6_all:
                    s12 = util.do_sql(conn, "Select firstname,
                                       lastname from teacher where id = :x0",
                                       {'x0': util.get_one_data(s6, 'course ', 'teacher_id ')})
                    s13 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT count(*) FROM
                                      registration WHERE course_id = :x0",
                                      {'x0': util.get_one_data(s6, 'registration ', 'course_id ')})
                    s6 = s6_all
                    else:
                        pass
                    else:
                        pass
                    else:
                        pass
                return util.add_warnings(outputs)

Figure 3-13: KONURE infers the example command and regenerates code in Python
SProg := \epsilon | SSeq | SIf | SFor
SSeq := SQuery SProg
SIf := if SQuery then SProg else SProg
SFor := for SQuery do SProg else SProg
SQuery := \diamond \leftarrow \text{select}\ SCol^+ \text{ where } SExpr ; \text{ print } \diamond
SExpr := \text{true} | SExpr \land SExpr | SCol = SCol | SCol = \diamond
SCol := t.c

t \in \text{Table, } c \in \text{Column, } \diamond \text{ is a placeholder}

Figure 3-14: Grammar for skeleton programs (§)

\[\pi_{S} \epsilon = \epsilon\]
\[\pi_{S}(Q \ P) = \pi_{S}Q \ \pi_{S}P\]
\[\pi_{S}(\text{if } Q \text{ then } P_1 \text{ else } P_2) = \pi_{S}Q \ \pi_{S}P_1 \ \pi_{S}P_2\]
\[\pi_{S}(\text{for } Q \text{ do } P_1 \text{ else } P_2) = \pi_{S}Q \ \pi_{S}P_1 \ \pi_{S}P_2\]
\[\pi_{S}(y \leftarrow \text{select } C \text{ where } E ; \text{ print } O) = \diamond \leftarrow \text{select } C \text{ where } \pi_{S}E ; \text{ print } \diamond\]
\[\pi_{S}\text{true} = \text{true}\]
\[\pi_{S}(E_1 \land E_2) = \pi_{S}E_1 \land \pi_{S}E_2\]
\[\pi_{S}(C_1 = C_2) = (C_1 = C_2)\]
\[\pi_{S}(C = O) = (C = \diamond)\]

P, P_1, P_2 \in \text{Prog, } Q \in \text{Query, } C, C_1, C_2 \in \text{Col, } E, E_1, E_2 \in \text{Expr, } O \in \text{Orig, } y \in \text{Variable}

Figure 3-15: Calculating the skeleton of a program
CTrace ::= CQuery* CData*  
CQuery ::= SELECT CCol+ FROM CJoin WHERE CExpr  
CJoin ::= t | CJoin JOIN t ON CCol = CCol  
CExpr ::= true | CExpr AND CExpr | CCol = CCol | CCol = CVal  
           | CCol IN CVal*  
CCol ::= t.c  
CVal ::= i | s  
CData ::= CRow*  
CRow ::= (CCol CVal)⁺  

| t ∈ Table,  c ∈ Column,  i ∈ Int,  s ∈ String |

(a) Concrete traces.

ATrace ::= AQuery* r*  
AQuery ::= y ← select ACol⁺ where AExpr  
AExpr ::= true | AExpr ∧ AExpr | ACol = ACol | ACol ∈ AOrig⁺  
ACol ::= t.c  
AOrig ::= x | y.ACol  

| x, y ∈ Variable,  t ∈ Table,  c ∈ Column,  r ∈ Z⁺⁺ |

(b) Abstract traces.

Figure 3-16: Grammars for concrete and abstract traces.
\[
\begin{align*}
\sigma(\epsilon) &= \left[ \frac{\text{Nil}}{\text{Nil}} \right] \\
\sigma[Q.y \mapsto \sigma(Q)](P) &= \left[ \frac{q}{d} \right] \\
\sigma(Q.P) &= \left[ \frac{\text{SQL}_r(Q) \cdot q}{\sigma(Q) \cdot d} \right] \\
|\sigma(Q)| > 0 & \quad \sigma[Q.y \mapsto \sigma(Q)](P_1) = \left[ \frac{q}{d} \right] \\
\sigma(\text{if } Q \text{ then } P_1 \text{ else } P_2) &= \left[ \frac{\text{SQL}_r(Q) \cdot q}{\sigma(Q) \cdot d} \right] \\
\sigma(\text{if } Q \text{ then } P_1 \text{ else } P_2) &= \left[ \frac{\text{SQL}_r(Q) \cdot q}{\emptyset \cdot d} \right] \\
\sigma(Q) &= (x_1, \ldots, x_r) \quad r > 0 \\
\sigma[Q.y \mapsto x_1](P_1) &= \left[ \frac{q_1}{d_1} \right] \\
\ldots \\
\sigma[Q.y \mapsto x_r](P_1) &= \left[ \frac{q_r}{d_r} \right] \\
\sigma(\text{for } Q \text{ do } P_1 \text{ else } P_2) &= \left[ \frac{\text{SQL}_r(Q) \cdot q_1 \cdot \ldots \cdot q_r}{\sigma(Q) \cdot d_1 \cdot \ldots \cdot d_r} \right] \\
\sigma(\text{for } Q \text{ do } P_1 \text{ else } P_2) &= \left[ \frac{\emptyset \cdot q_1 \cdot \ldots \cdot q_r}{\emptyset \cdot d_1 \cdot \ldots \cdot d_r} \right] \\
\end{align*}
\]

\(P, P_1, P_2 \in \text{Prog}, \quad Q \in \text{Query}, \quad \sigma \in \text{Context}, \quad y \in \text{Variable}, \quad r \in \mathbb{Z}_{\geq 0}\)

\(q, q_1, \ldots, q_r \in \text{CQuery}, \quad d, d_1, \ldots, d_r \in \text{CData}, \quad x_1, \ldots, x_r \in \text{CRow}\)

Figure 3-17: Semantics for executing a program using a context to obtain a concrete trace

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Tree} & \quad \text{:=} \quad \text{Nil} \mid (Q, r) \setminus \text{Tree} \mid (Q, r) \odot \text{Tree}^* \\
\end{align*}
\]

\(Q \in \text{Query}, \quad r \in \mathbb{Z}_{\geq 0}\)

Figure 3-18: Grammar for loop layout trees
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{true} & \equiv_W \text{true} & (\text{true}) \\
(C_1 = C_2) & \equiv_W (C_1 = C_2) & (\text{col}) \\
O & \equiv_W O' & (\text{orig}) \\
(C = O) & \equiv_W (C = O') & (\text{and}) \\
E_1 & \equiv_W E'_1 & E_2 = W (E'_1 \land E'_2) \\
(E_1 \land E_2) & \equiv_W (E'_1 \land E'_2) \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[E_1, E_2, E'_1, E'_2 \in \text{Expr}, \ C, C_1, C_2 \in \text{Col}, \ O, O' \in \text{Orig}, \ W \text{ is a path constraint}\]

Figure 3-19: Check if two expressions are identical except for equivalent variables with respect to a path constraint
Algorithm 6 Recursively infer a subprogram

Input: $P$ is the executable of a program $P \in \mathcal{K}$.
Input: $s_1$ is a prefix of an annotated trace.
Input: $s_2$ is a suffix of an annotated trace.
Output: Subprogram equivalent to $P$’s subprogram after trace $s_1$.

1: procedure INFERPROG($P, s_1, s_2$)
2: if $s_2 = \text{Nil}$ then return $\epsilon \triangleright \text{Prog} := \epsilon$
3: end if
4: $k \leftarrow$ The length of $s_1$
5: $Q \leftarrow$ The first query in $s_2$
6: for $i = 0, 1, 2$ do
7: $W_i \leftarrow \text{MakePathConstraint}(s_1, Q, i)$
8: $(f_i, t_i) \leftarrow \text{SolveAndGetTrace}(P, W_i)$
9: if $f_i$ then $\triangleright$ Satisfiable
10: $t_{i,1} \leftarrow t_i[1, \ldots, (k + 1)] \triangleright$ New trace prefix
11: $t_{i,2} \leftarrow t_i[(k + 2), \ldots] \triangleright$ New trace suffix
12: end if
13: end for
14: if $f_2$ and found loop on the last query in $t_{2,1}$ then
15: $b_t \leftarrow \text{INFERPROG}(P, t_{2,1}, t_{2,2})$
16: if $f_0$ then $b_f \leftarrow \text{INFERPROG}(P, t_{0,1}, t_{0,2})$
17: else $b_f \leftarrow \epsilon$
18: end if
19: return “for $Q$ do $b_t$ else $b_f$” $\triangleright$ Prog := For
20: else if $f_0$ and $f_1$ and (($t_{0,2} = \text{Nil}$ and $t_{1,2} \neq \text{Nil}$) or ($t_{0,2} \neq \text{Nil}$ and $t_{1,2} = \text{Nil}$) or the first queries in $t_{0,2}$ and $t_{1,2}$ have different skeletons) then
21: $b_t \leftarrow \text{INFERPROG}(P, t_{1,1}, t_{1,2})$
22: $b_f \leftarrow \text{INFERPROG}(P, t_{0,1}, t_{0,2})$
23: return “if $Q$ then $b_t$ else $b_f$” $\triangleright$ Prog := If
24: else
25: if $f_0$ then $b \leftarrow \text{INFERPROG}(P, t_{0,1}, t_{0,2})$
26: else $b \leftarrow \text{INFERPROG}(P, t_{1,1}, t_{1,2})$
27: end if
28: return “$Q$ $b$” $\triangleright$ Prog := Seq
29: end if
30: end procedure
queries executed by the program. In these intercepted queries, the origin locations have been replaced by the corresponding concrete values from the execution. When Konure converts concrete traces into abstract traces, it restores the origin locations by matching concrete values across query results and input parameters to translate the concrete values back into their corresponding origin locations.

Because Konure uses a general SMT solver to obtain contexts $\sigma$ that satisfy specified path constraints $W$, the contexts may introduce ambiguity by coincidentally generating the same value in different input parameters or database locations. This ambiguity shows up as different origin locations $O_1$ and $O_2$ that both contain the same concrete value to translate. Konure resolves the ambiguity as follows:

- Konure first asks the solver if it is possible to reproduce the path to the ambiguous concrete value with the additional constraint that $O_1$ and $O_2$ hold disjoint values. If so, the resulting execution resolves the ambiguity.

- Otherwise, Konure asks the solver if it is possible to reproduce this path with the additional constraint that $O_1$ holds a value not in $O_2$. If not, the values in $O_1$ are a subset of the values in $O_2$. Konure similarly uses the solver to determine if the values in $O_2$ are a subset of the values in $O_1$. If $O_1$ and $O_2$ are subsets of each other, they hold the same values and Konure can use either origin location.

- Otherwise, there exists an execution in which $O_1$ has at least one value $v$ not in $O_2$ (or vice-versa). Konure asks the solver to produce a context that generates this execution. The resulting execution in this context resolves the ambiguity — if the value $v$ ever appears in the same location as the concrete value, then Konure uses $O_1$ as the origin location, otherwise it uses $O_2$. 
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Chapter 4

Soundness Proof of KONURE

In this chapter, we first outline the structure of a soundness proof for the core KONURE inference algorithm (Algorithm 1) and then provide the full proof. The proof is structured as follows. Sections 4.2 and 4.3 elaborate on the transformation and the functions that are used to define K in Section 3.3 (Definition 3.3.4). Section 4.4 proves Theorem 1. Section 4.5 proves Theorem 2. Section 4.6 proves Theorem 3 and Theorem 4. Section 4.7 proves Theorem 5.

4.1 Soundness Proof Overview

Definition 4.1.1. Programs $P_1, P_2 \in \text{Prog}$ are identical except for equivalent variables, denoted as $P_1 \equiv P_2$, if they have the same control structures and if all of the corresponding queries are identical except for equivalent variables with respect to the paths that reach these queries (Figure 4-1).

Informally, two programs are identical except for equivalent variables when, after renaming variables and removing Print statements, the programs are syntactically identical except for the use of different but equivalent origin locations.

To simplify the presentation, when the context is clear, we write $P_1 \equiv P_2$ as a shorthand for $P_1 \equiv_{w,Y_1,Y_2} P_2$ and write $Q_1 \equiv Q_2$ as a shorthand for $Q_1 \equiv_{w,Y_1,Y_2} Q_2$. By default we keep track of $W,Y_1,Y_2$ by traversing the program in the same manner as in Figure 4-1.
\[
\frac{P \vdash_{\text{nil,nil,nil}} P'}{P \vdash P''} \quad \text{(full)}
\]
\[
\frac{\epsilon \vdash_{W,Y,Y'} \epsilon}{Q \vdash_{W,Y,Y'} Q' \quad Y_Q = Y \oplus Q.y \quad Y_Q' = Y' \oplus Q'.y \quad P \vdash_{W,Y_Q,Y_Q'} P'} {Q \ P \vdash_{W,Y,Y'} Q' P''} \quad \text{(seq)}
\]
\[
\begin{align*}
&W_0 = W \oplus (Q', = 0, \text{false}) \quad W_1 = W \oplus (Q', \geq 1, \text{false}) \\
&Y_Q = Y \oplus Q.y \quad Y_Q' = Y' \oplus Q'.y \\
&Q \vdash_{W,Y,Y'} Q' \quad P_1 \vdash_{W,Y_Q,Y_Q'} P_1' \quad P_2 \vdash_{w_0,Y_Q,Y_Q'} P_2'\end{align*}
\]
\[
\text{if } Q \text{ then } P_1 \text{ else } P_2 \vdash_{W,Y,Y'} \text{ if } Q' \text{ then } P_1' \text{ else } P_2' \quad \text{(if)}
\]
\[
\begin{align*}
&W_0 = W \oplus (Q', = 0, \text{true}) \quad W_1 = W \oplus (Q', \geq 1, \text{true}) \\
&Y_Q = Y \oplus Q.y \quad Y_Q' = Y' \oplus Q'.y \\
&Q \vdash_{W,Y,Y'} Q' \quad P_1 \vdash_{W,Y_Q,Y_Q'} P_1' \quad P_2 \vdash_{w_0,Y_Q,Y_Q'} P_2'\end{align*}
\]
\[
\text{for } Q \text{ do } P_1 \text{ else } P_2 \vdash_{W,Y,Y'} \text{ for } Q' \text{ do } P_1' \text{ else } P_2' \quad \text{(for)}
\]

\[P, P_1, P_2, P', P_1', P_2' \in \text{Prog}, \quad Q, Q' \in \text{Query}, \quad y \in \text{Variable}, \quad W, W_0, W_1 \text{ are path constraints,} \quad Y, Y_Q, Y_Q', Y_Q'' \in \text{Variable}\]

Figure 4-1: Check if two programs are identical except for equivalent variables

**Definition 4.1.2.** For a program \( P \in \text{Prog} \) and a context \( \sigma \in \text{Context} \), \( \sigma \vdash P \Downarrow_{\text{exec}} e \) denotes evaluating \( P \) in \( \sigma \) to obtain a list of query-result pairs \( e \). Figure 4-2 defines this evaluation.

\( \sigma \vdash P \Downarrow_{\text{loops}} l \) denotes evaluating \( P \) in \( \sigma \) to obtain a loop layout tree \( l \) (see Definition 3.4.13). Figure 4-3 defines this evaluation.

**Definition 4.1.3.** For programs \( P, P' \in \text{Prog} \) and annotated trace \( t \), we use the notation \( P \xrightarrow{t} P' \) to denote that traversing the AST of \( P \) from top to bottom, by following the row counts in \( t \), leads to a subtree \( P' \). Figure 4-4 defines this traversal.

For loop layout trees \( l, l' \) and annotated trace \( t \), we use the notation \( l \xrightarrow{t} l' \) to denote that traversing \( l \) from top to bottom, by following the row counts and loop iteration numbers in \( t \), leads to a subtree \( l' \). Figure 4-5 defines this traversal.

**Definition 4.1.4.** A path constraint \( W \) is derived from a program \( P \in \text{Prog} \) if one of the following holds:

1. \( W = \text{nil} \).
\[
\sigma \vdash \epsilon \Downarrow_{\text{exec}} \text{Nil} \quad \text{(epsilon)}
\]
\[
\sigma[Q.y \mapsto \sigma(Q)] \vdash P \Downarrow_{\text{exec}} e \quad \text{(seq)}
\]
\[
\sigma \vdash Q P \Downarrow_{\text{exec}} (Q, \sigma(Q)) \Downarrow e \quad \text{(if-1)}
\]
\[
\sigma \vdash \text{if } Q \text{ then } P_1 \text{ else } P_2 \Downarrow_{\text{exec}} (Q,0) \Downarrow e \quad \text{(if-2)}
\]
\[
\sigma[Q.y \mapsto x_1, \ldots, x_r] \vdash P_1 \Downarrow_{\text{exec}} e_1 \quad \sigma[Q.y \mapsto x_r] \vdash P_1 \Downarrow_{\text{exec}} e_r \quad \text{(for-1)}
\]
\[
\sigma \vdash \text{for } Q \text{ do } P_1 \text{ else } P_2 \Downarrow_{\text{exec}} (Q,0) \Downarrow e \quad \text{(for-2)}
\]

\[P, P_1, P_2 \in \text{Prog}, \ Q \in \text{Query}, \ \sigma \in \text{Context}, \ y \in \text{Variable}, \ r \in \mathbb{Z}_{\geq 0}, \ x_1, \ldots, x_r \in \text{CRow}\]

Figure 4-2: Semantics for executing a program using a context to directly obtain a list of query-result pairs

2. \(W = \langle Q', r', s' \rangle\), \(P \neq \epsilon\), and \(Q' \triangleq_{\text{Nil}, \text{Nil}, \text{Nil}} \mathcal{F}(P)\), where \(\mathcal{F}(P)\) is the first query in \(P\). We formally define the function \(\mathcal{F}(\cdot)\) in Section 4.3.

3. \(W = (\langle Q'_1, r'_1, s'_1 \rangle, \ldots, \langle Q'_m, r'_m, s'_m \rangle)\), where \(m \geq 2\), and there exists an annotated trace \(t\) such that:

(a) \(P \vdash t \rightarrow \epsilon\),

(b) \(t \sim W'\), where \(W' = (\langle Q'_1, r'_1, s'_1 \rangle, \ldots, \langle Q'_{m-1}, r'_{m-1}, s'_{m-1} \rangle, \langle Q'_m, r'_m, s'_m \rangle)\) for some row constraint \(r'\), and

(c) for all \(i = 1, \ldots, m-1\), \(s'_i = \text{true}\) if and only if the corresponding element in \(P\) is a for-construct.

**Definition 4.1.5.** The *size* of a program \(P \in \text{Prog}\) is denoted as \(\|P\|\) and defined as the number of times that the AST of \(P\) applies a production to expand a “Prog” nonterminal:
\[\sigma \vdash \epsilon \Downarrow_{\text{loops}} \text{Nil}\] (epsilon)

\[\sigma\Gamma Q \rightarrow \sigma(Q)] \vdash P \Downarrow_{\text{loops}} l\] (seq)

\[\sigma \vdash Q P \Downarrow_{\text{loops}} (Q, |\sigma(Q)|) \setminus l\]

\[|\sigma(Q)| > 0 \quad \sigma\Gamma Q \rightarrow \sigma(Q)] \vdash P_1 \Downarrow_{\text{loops}} l\] (if-1)

\[\sigma \vdash \text{if } Q \text{ then } P_1 \text{ else } P_2 \Downarrow_{\text{loops}} (Q, |\sigma(Q)|) \setminus l\]

\[|\sigma(Q)| = 0 \quad \sigma \vdash P_2 \Downarrow_{\text{loops}} l\] (if-2)

\[\sigma(Q) = (x_1, \ldots, x_r) \quad r \geq 2\]

\[\sigma\Gamma Q \rightarrow x_1) \vdash P_1 \Downarrow_{\text{loops}} l_1 \quad \ldots \quad \sigma\Gamma Q \rightarrow x_r \vdash P_1 \Downarrow_{\text{loops}} l_r\] (for-1a)

\[\sigma \vdash \text{for } Q \text{ do } P_1 \text{ else } P_2 \Downarrow_{\text{loops}} (Q, r) \cap (l_1, \ldots, l_r)\]

\[|\sigma(Q)| = 1 \quad \sigma\Gamma Q \rightarrow \sigma(Q)] \vdash P_1 \Downarrow_{\text{loops}} l\] (for-1b)

\[\sigma \vdash \text{for } Q \text{ do } P_1 \text{ else } P_2 \Downarrow_{\text{loops}} (Q, 1) \setminus l\]

\[|\sigma(Q)| = 0 \quad \sigma \vdash P_2 \Downarrow_{\text{loops}} l\] (for-2)

\[\sigma \vdash \text{for } Q \text{ do } P_1 \text{ else } P_2 \Downarrow_{\text{loops}} (Q, 0) \setminus l\]

\[P, P_1, P_2 \in \text{Prog}, \quad Q \in \text{Query}, \quad \sigma \in \text{Context}, \quad y \in \text{Variable}, \quad r \in \mathbb{Z}_{\geq 0}, \quad x_1, \ldots, x_r \in \text{CRow}\]

Figure 4.3: Semantics for executing a program using a context to obtain a loop layout tree

\[\|\epsilon\| = 1\]

\[\|Q \ P\| = 1 + \|P\|\]

\[\|\text{if } Q \text{ then } P_1 \text{ else } P_2\| = 1 + \|P_1\| + \|P_2\|\]

\[\|\text{for } Q \text{ do } P_1 \text{ else } P_2\| = 1 + \|P_1\| + \|P_2\|\]

where \(P, P_1, P_2 \in \text{Prog}\) and \(Q \in \text{Query}\).

**Proposition 4.1.6 (Solver).** For any path constraint \(W\), the procedure \textsc{Solve}(\(W\)) returns a context \(\sigma \in \text{Context}\) if and only if \(W\) is satisfiable.

**Rationale.** The path constraint solver outlined in Section 3.5 asks the SMT solver a question that is equisatisfiable as the existence of a satisfying context. Since the
Figure 4-4: Traverse a program by following an annotated trace, to obtain a subprogram.

Logical formulas are quantifier-free and involve only equality checks, their satisfiability is decidable, for example by first converting the formulas to disjunctive normal form (DNF) and then checking each disjunct with a congruence closure algorithm [37]. Our Konure prototype uses an off-the-shelf SMT solver, Z3 [61], that works efficiently in practice.

**Proposition 4.1.7** (Disambiguation). For any program $P \in \mathcal{K}$ and context $\sigma \in \text{Context}$, if $\sigma \vdash P \Downarrow_{\text{exec}} e$, $\text{EXECUTE}(\bar{P}, \sigma) = e'$, and $e = ((Q_1, r_1), \ldots, (Q_n, r_n))$, then $e' = ((Q'_1, r_1), \ldots, (Q'_n, r_n))$, where $Q_i \equiv Q'_i$ for any $i = 1, \ldots, n$.

**Rationale.** The disambiguation procedure (Section 3.6) asks the SMT solver a question that equivalently encodes the relationship between origin locations. By Proposition 4.1.6, we obtain a correct list of query-result pairs after disambiguating the traces obtained from program execution.
Figure 4-5: Traverse a loop layout tree by following an annotated trace, to obtain a subtree

This proposition states that, after KONURE executes the program as a black box and obtains an abstract trace, the resulting list of query-result pairs is equivalent to the outcome from evaluating the source code as in Figure 4-2.

**Theorem 1** (Loop Detection). For any program $P \in \mathcal{K}$ and context $\sigma \in \text{Context}$, if $\sigma \vdash P \Downarrow \text{exec} e$ and $\sigma \vdash P \Downarrow \text{loops} l$ then $\text{DETECTLOOPS}(e) = l$.

*Proof Sketch.* By induction on the derivation of $P$. We present a full proof in Section 4.4. □

This theorem states that DETECTLOOPS correctly identifies repetitions in the trace caused by loops in a program in $\mathcal{K}$. In particular, the algorithm produces a loop layout tree, same as the outcome of extracting loop information from the program’s source code.

**Theorem 2** (Trace-Code Correspondence). For any program $P \in \mathcal{K}$, path constraint $W$ that is derived from $P$, context $\sigma \in \text{Context}$ that satisfies $W$, and annotated trace $t$, if $t = \text{GETTRACE}(P, W, \sigma)$ then there exists a loop layout tree $l'$ such that:

1. $\sigma \vdash P \Downarrow \text{loops} l'$,
2. $t \sim W$,
3. $P \xrightarrow{\tau} \epsilon$, 

$Q, Q' \in \text{Query}, \quad r, i \in \mathbb{Z}_{\geq 0}$
4. \( l' \sim^l \text{Nil} \), and

5. \( l' \) and the variable \( l \) are identical except for equivalent variables.

**Proof Sketch.** By induction on the derivation of \( P \). We present a full proof in Section 4.5. \( \square \)

This theorem states that \( \text{GetTrace} \) correctly extracts from the program execution an annotated trace that corresponds to a path through the program AST. This property ensures that the length of the annotated trace is bounded by the code size of the program in \( \mathcal{K} \). This annotated trace also corresponds to a path through the loop layout tree, which enables the core inference algorithm to identify the location of loops in the trace. This annotated trace also satisfies the given path constraint. This property is nontrivial, because when the program executes multiple iterations of a loop, not all of the iterations are required to satisfy the path constraint.

**Theorem 3** (Core Recursion). For any programs \( P \in \text{Prog} \) and \( P' \in \mathcal{K} \) and annotated traces \( t, t' \), if \( P' \xrightarrow{\cdot} P \) and \( \xrightarrow{l} \epsilon \) then \( P \xrightarrow{\text{InferProg}} (P', t', t) \).

**Proof Sketch.** The proof first performs case analysis of the relationship between the possible first production in \( P \), properties of the path constraints \( W_i \), and values \( f_i, t_{i,j} \) from the executions of \( P' \) in Algorithm 6 to show that Algorithm 6 chooses the correct first production in \( P \). The proof then proceeds by induction on the productions applied to derive \( P \). We present a full proof in Section 4.6. \( \square \)

This theorem states that each recursive call to \( \text{InferProg} \) correctly returns a subprogram of the final AST.

**Theorem 4** (Soundness of Inference). For any program \( P \in \mathcal{K} \), \( P \xrightarrow{\text{Infer}} [P] \).

**Proof Sketch.** The proof first shows that the initial trace \( t \) at line 3 of Algorithm 1 satisfies \( P \xrightarrow{\epsilon} \epsilon \). The rest of the proof follows from Theorem 3. We present a full proof in Section 4.6. \( \square \)

This theorem states our main soundness claim: If a program belongs to \( \mathcal{K} \) then \( \text{Konure} \) infers the correct program.
Theorem 5 (Complexity). For any program $P \in \mathcal{K}$, the execution of $\text{INFER}(P)$ calls the $\text{INFERPROG}$ procedure at most $\|P\|$ times.

Proof Sketch. By induction on the derivation of $P$. We present a full proof in Section 4.7.

Intuition. Each recursive call to $\text{INFERPROG}$ constructs a subprogram for $P \in \mathcal{K}$. The algorithm does not need to backtrack because it never makes an incorrect hypothesis choice. Each step is conclusive — only one nonterminal expansion is possible. The algorithm also does not involve an equivalence check.

The inference algorithm terminates when it has fully constructed the AST of $P$. More concretely, the number of recursive calls to $\text{INFERPROG}$ is linear in the size of the given program. Critically, this number of executions is bounded by the size of the source code of $P$, not by the number of iterations that any loop executes. It works because any loop’s iterations are independent from each other (Figure 3-6).

We prove Theorems 2 through 5 only for programs $P \in \mathcal{K}$ (and without reasoning about Print statements). However, the proofs rely only on the black box execution of $P$ in $\text{EXECUTE}(P, \sigma)$. The soundness properties therefore hold for arbitrary programs written in arbitrary languages as long as the program’s externally observable behavior is equivalent to that of some program $P \in \mathcal{K}$. We will discuss these implications in Section 4.8.

4.2 The TRIM Transformation

This section presents the transformation that obtains $\tilde{P}$, which we introduce in Section 3.3 to define the Konure DSL, $\mathcal{K}$ (Definition 3.3.4). Recall from Section 3.3 that, for any program $P \in \text{Prog}$, $\tilde{P}$ is the program after discarding unreachable code in $P$. The reachability properties facilitate the soundness proof in Section 4.6 and enable a concise way to characterize complexity in Section 4.7. In Section 4.8 we will extend our soundness results to programs not in $\mathcal{K}$, such as programs in $\text{Prog}$ that may contain unreachable code.
Algorithm 7 presents the TRIM transformation that obtains $\widetilde{P}$, $\widetilde{P} = \text{TRIM}(P)$, which simplifies $P$ by iteratively discarding unreachable branches with TRIMOnce (Algorithm 8).

The TRIMOnce procedure takes an initial program, $P \in \text{Prog}$, and a path constraint, $W$. The procedure returns a tuple of two components. The first component is a boolean value which indicates whether the transformation alters $P$. The second component is the transformed program. If $P$ is empty, TRIMOnce returns the empty program. If the top-most nonterminal symbol of $P$ is Seq, TRIMOnce first recursively simplifies the tail of the sequence and then uses the simplified tail to construct a new Seq. If the top-most nonterminal of $P$ is If or For, TRIMOnce first recursively simplifies the subprograms and then simplifies the current control construct if possible. To perform these checks, TRIMOnce updates the path constraint $W$ and calls SOLVE (Section 3.5) to check reachability.

We show that the TRIM transformation terminates (Theorem 6) with an equivalent program (Theorem 7) with no unreachable code (Proposition 4.2.17).

4.2.1 Termination of TRIM

To show termination, we define a measure of code size and show that the TRIMOnce transformation decreases the code size.

Definition 4.2.1. The branch complexity tuple for a program $P \in \text{Prog}$ is denoted as $\mathcal{B}(P)$ and defined as a 3-tuple of nonnegative integers, $\mathcal{B}(P) = (f, i, s) \in \mathbb{Z}_\geq 0^3$. Here,
Algorithm 8 Trim unreachable branches and simplify control constructs if possible

Input: \( P \) is a program in Prog.
Input: \( W \) is a path constraint.
Output: Tuple \(( s, P' \) where \( P \equiv P' \) and \( s \) indicates whether \( P' \neq P \).

1: procedure TrimOnce \(( P, W \))
2: \( P = \epsilon \) then return \(( \text{false}, \epsilon \)\)
3: else if \( P = Q \ P_1 \) then
4: \( (s_1, P'_1) \leftarrow \text{TrimOnce}(P_1, W) \)
5: return \(( s_1, Q \ P'_1) \)
6: else if \( P = \text{if } Q \ \text{then } P_1 \ \text{else } P_2 \) then
7: if \( \text{Solve}(W @ \langle Q, \geq 1, \text{false} \rangle) = \text{Unsat} \) then return \(( \text{true}, Q \ P_2) \)
8: else if \( \text{Solve}(W @ \langle Q, = 0, \text{false} \rangle) = \text{Unsat} \) then return \(( \text{true}, Q \ P_1) \)
9: end if
10: \( (s_1, P'_1) \leftarrow \text{TrimOnce}(P_1, W @ \langle Q, \geq 1, \text{false} \rangle) \)
11: \( (s_2, P'_2) \leftarrow \text{TrimOnce}(P_2, W @ \langle Q, = 0, \text{false} \rangle) \)
12: if \( P'_1 \equiv_{\text{W,Nil,Nil}} P'_2 \) then
13: return \(( \text{true}, Q \ P'_1) \)
14: else
15: return \(( s_1 \lor s_2, \text{if } Q \ \text{then } P'_1 \ \text{else } P'_2) \)
16: end if
17: else if \( P = \text{for } Q \ \text{do } P_1 \ \text{else } P_2 \) then
18: if \( \text{Solve}(W @ \langle Q, \geq 2, \text{true} \rangle) = \text{Unsat} \) then
19: return \(( \text{true}, \text{if } Q \ \text{then } P_1 \ \text{else } P_2) \)
20: end if
21: \( (s_1, P'_1) \leftarrow \text{TrimOnce}(P_1, W @ \langle Q, \geq 1, \text{true} \rangle) \)
22: if \( P'_1 = \epsilon \) then
23: return \(( \text{true}, \text{if } Q \ \text{then } \epsilon \ \text{else } P_2) \)
24: end if
25: if \( \text{Solve}(W @ \langle Q, = 0, \text{true} \rangle) = \text{Unsat} \) then
26: \( s_2 \leftarrow (P_2 \neq \epsilon) \)
27: \( P'_2 \leftarrow \epsilon \)
28: else
29: \( (s_2, P'_2) \leftarrow \text{TrimOnce}(P_2, W @ \langle Q, = 0, \text{true} \rangle) \)
30: end if
31: return \(( s_1 \lor s_2, \text{for } Q \ \text{do } P'_1 \ \text{else } P'_2) \)
32: end if
33: end procedure
\(f\) denotes the number of for-constructs in \(P\), \(i\) denotes the number of if-constructs in \(P\), and \(s\) denotes the number of sequential queries in \(P\):

\[
\begin{align*}
\mathcal{B}(\varepsilon) &= (0, 0, 0) \\
\mathcal{B}(Q, P) &= (f_1, i_1, 1 + s_1) \quad \text{if } \mathcal{B}(P) = (f_1, i_1, s_1) \\
\mathcal{B}\left(\text{if } Q \text{ then } P_1 \text{ else } P_2\right) &= (f_1 + f_2, 1 + i_1 + i_2, s_1 + s_2) \\
&\quad \text{if } \mathcal{B}(P_1) = (f_1, i_1, s_1), \mathcal{B}(P_2) = (f_2, i_2, s_2) \\
\mathcal{B}\left(\text{for } Q \text{ do } P_1 \text{ else } P_2\right) &= (1 + f_1 + f_2, i_1 + i_2, s_1 + s_2) \\
&\quad \text{if } \mathcal{B}(P_1) = (f_1, i_1, s_1), \mathcal{B}(P_2) = (f_2, i_2, s_2)
\end{align*}
\]

where \(P, P_1, P_2 \in \text{Prog}, Q \in \text{Query},\) and \(f_1, f_2, i_1, i_2, s_1, s_2 \in \mathbb{Z}_{\geq 0}\).

**Definition 4.2.2.** We define a partial order on \(\mathbb{Z}_0^3\) as follows: \((f_1, i_1, s_1) \leq (f_2, i_2, s_2)\) if \(f_1 \leq f_2, f_1 + i_1 \leq f_2 + i_2,\) and \(f_1 + i_1 + s_1 \leq f_2 + i_2 + s_2.\)

**Proof of partial order.** (1) Reflexivity: For any 3-tuple \((f, i, s) \in \mathbb{Z}_0^3,\) we have \(f \leq f, f + i \leq f + i,\) and \(f + i + s \leq f + i + s.\) (2) Antisymmetry: For any 3-tuples \((f_1, i_1, s_1), (f_2, i_2, s_2) \in \mathbb{Z}_0^3\) such that \((f_1, i_1, s_1) \leq (f_2, i_2, s_2)\) and \((f_2, i_2, s_2) \leq (f_1, i_1, s_1),\) we have \(f_1 = f_2, f_1 + i_1 = f_2 + i_2,\) and \(f_1 + i_1 + s_1 = f_2 + i_2 + s_2.\) (3) Transitivity: For any 3-tuples \((f_1, i_1, s_1), (f_2, i_2, s_2), (f_3, i_3, s_3) \in \mathbb{Z}_0^3\) such that \((f_1, i_1, s_1) \leq (f_2, i_2, s_2)\) and \((f_2, i_2, s_2) \leq (f_3, i_3, s_3),\) we have \(f_1 \leq f_2 \leq f_3, f_1 + i_1 \leq f_2 + i_2 \leq f_3 + i_3,\) and \(f_1 + i_1 + s_1 \leq f_2 + i_2 + s_2 \leq f_3 + i_3 + s_3.\)

Informally, this partial order compares the code complexity of two programs. The first comparison, \(f_1 \leq f_2,\) compares the number of loop constructs in the programs. The second comparison, \(f_1 + i_1 \leq f_2 + i_2,\) compares the total number of control constructs in the programs. The third comparison, \(f_1 + i_1 + s_1 \leq f_2 + i_2 + s_2,\) compares the total number of queries in the programs.

**Proposition 4.2.3.** For any strictly decreasing sequence of branch complexity tuples \((f_1, i_1, s_1), (f_2, i_2, s_2), \ldots \in \mathbb{Z}_0^3\) such that \((f_{k+1}, i_{k+1}, s_{k+1}) < (f_k, i_k, s_k)\) for all \(k = 1, 2, \ldots,\) the length of the sequence is finite.

**Proof.** Since \(f_1 + i_1 + s_1\) is finite, there is only a finite number of 3-tuples \((f, i, s) \in \mathbb{Z}_0^3\) such that \((0, 0, 0) < (f, i, s) < (f_1, i_1, s_1).\)
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Lemma 4.2.4. For any program $P \in \text{Prog}$ and path constraint $W$, if $\text{TrimOnce}(P, W) = (false, P')$ then $P' = P$.

Proof. This proof is by induction on the derivation of $P$.

Case 1: $P = \epsilon$.

By Algorithm 8 execution enters the branch on line 2. $P' = \epsilon = P$.

Case 2: $P$ is of the form “Seq”. $P$ expands to “$Q P_1$”, where $Q$ corresponds to the Query symbol and $P_1$ corresponds to the Prog symbol.

By Algorithm 8 execution enters the branch on line 3. Since

\[ \text{TrimOnce}(P, W) = (false, P'), \]

$s_1 = false$ and $P' = Q P'_1$. By the induction hypothesis, if $s_1 = false$ then $P'_1 = P_1$. Hence, $P' = Q P'_1 = Q P_1 = P$.

Case 3: $P$ is of the form “If”. $P$ expands to “if $Q$ then $P_1$ else $P_2$”, where $Q$ corresponds to the Query symbol, $P_1$ corresponds to the first Prog symbol, and $P_2$ corresponds to the second Prog symbol.

By Algorithm 8 execution enters the branch on line 6. Since

\[ \text{TrimOnce}(P, W) = (false, P'), \]

execution must not enter the branches on lines 7 or 8. Execution continues after line 9. By the induction hypothesis, if $s_1 = false$ then $P'_1 = P_1$. Also, if $s_2 = false$ then $P'_2 = P_2$. Execution must enter the branch on line 14. Since $s_1 \lor s_2 = false$, $s_1 = s_2 = false$. Hence, $P' = if Q then P'_1 else P'_2 = if Q then P_1 else P_2 = P$.

Case 4: $P$ is of the form “For”. $P$ expands to “for $Q$ do $P_1$ else $P_2$”, where $Q$ corresponds to the Query symbol, $P_1$ corresponds to the first Prog symbol,
and \( P_2 \) corresponds to the second Prog symbol. The proof is similar to the proof of Case 3.

\[ \square \]

**Lemma 4.2.5.** For any program \( P \in \text{Prog} \) and path constraint \( W \), if \( \text{TrimOnce}(P, W) = (\text{true}, P') \) then \( B(P') < B(P) \).

**Proof.** This proof is by induction on the derivation of \( P \).

**Case 1:** \( P = \varepsilon \).

By Algorithm 8, execution enters the branch on line 2. Hence it is not possible to have \( \text{TrimOnce}(P, W) = (\text{true}, P') \).

**Case 2:** \( P \) is of the form “Seq”. \( P \) expands to “\( Q P_1 \)”, where \( Q \) corresponds to the Query symbol and \( P_1 \) corresponds to the Prog symbol.

By Algorithm 8, execution enters the branch on line 3. Since \( \text{TrimOnce}(P, W) = (\text{true}, P') \),

\[ s_1 = \text{true} \quad \text{and} \quad P' = Q P'_1. \]

By the induction hypothesis, if \( s_1 = \text{true} \) then \( B(P'_1) < B(P_1) \). By Definition 4.2.1 and Definition 4.2.2, \( B(Q P'_1) < B(Q P_1) \). Hence, \( B(P') < B(P) \).

**Case 3:** \( P \) is of the form “If”. \( P \) expands to “if \( Q \) then \( P_1 \) else \( P_2 \)”, where \( Q \) corresponds to the Query symbol, \( P_1 \) corresponds to the first Prog symbol, and \( P_2 \) corresponds to the second Prog symbol.

By Algorithm 8, execution enters the branch on line 6.

Let \( f_1, f_2, i_1, i_2, s_1, s_2 \in \mathbb{Z}_{\geq 0} \) such that \( B(P_1) = (f_1, i_1, s_1) \) and \( B(P_2) = (f_2, i_2, s_2) \).

**Case 3.1:** Execution enters the branch on line 7.
By Definition 4.2.1, $\mathcal{B}(Q \ P_2) = (f_2, i_2, 1 + s_2)$. Also,

$$\mathcal{B}(\text{if } Q \text{ then } P_1 \text{ else } P_2) = (f_1 + f_2, 1 + i_1 + i_2, s_1 + s_2).$$

By Definition 4.2.2, $(f_2, i_2, 1 + s_2) < (f_1 + f_2, 1 + i_1 + i_2, s_1 + s_2)$. Since TrimOnce($P, W$) = (true, $P'$), $P' = Q \ P_2$. Hence, $\mathcal{B}(P') = \mathcal{B}(Q \ P_2) < \mathcal{B}(\text{if } Q \text{ then } P_1 \text{ else } P_2) = \mathcal{B}(P)$.

Case 3.2: Execution enters the branch on line 8. The proof is similar to the proof of Case 3.1.

Case 3.3: Execution continues after line 9.

By the induction hypothesis, if $s_1 = \text{true}$ then $\mathcal{B}(P'_1) < \mathcal{B}(P_1)$. Also, if $s_2 = \text{true}$ then $\mathcal{B}(P'_2) < \mathcal{B}(P_2)$. By Lemma 4.2.4 if $s_1 = \text{false}$ then $\mathcal{B}(P'_1) = \mathcal{B}(P_1)$. Also, if $s_2 = \text{false}$ then $\mathcal{B}(P'_2) = \mathcal{B}(P_2)$. Hence, $\mathcal{B}(P'_1) \leq \mathcal{B}(P_1)$ and $\mathcal{B}(P'_2) \leq \mathcal{B}(P_2)$ always hold.

If execution enters the branch on 12, since TrimOnce($P, W$) = (true, $P'$), we have $P' = Q \ P'_1$. Let $f'_1, i'_1, s'_1 \in \mathbb{Z}_{\geq 0}$ such that $\mathcal{B}(P'_1) = (f'_1, i'_1, s'_1)$. By Definition 4.2.1, $\mathcal{B}(Q \ P'_1) = (f'_1, i'_1, 1 + s'_1)$.

Also, $\mathcal{B}(\text{if } Q \text{ then } P_1 \text{ else } P_2) = (f_1 + f_2, 1 + i_1 + i_2, s_1 + s_2)$. Since $\mathcal{B}(P'_1) \leq \mathcal{B}(P_1)$, $(f'_1, i'_1, s'_1) \leq (f_1, i_1, s_1)$. By Definition 4.2.2, $(f'_1, i'_1, 1 + s'_1) < (f_1 + f_2, 1 + i_1 + i_2, s_1 + s_2)$. Hence, $\mathcal{B}(P') = \mathcal{B}(Q \ P'_1) < \mathcal{B}(\text{if } Q \text{ then } P_1 \text{ else } P_2) = \mathcal{B}(P)$.

If execution enters the branch on 14, since TrimOnce($P, W$) = (true, $P'$), we have $s_1 \lor s_2 = \text{true}$ and $P' = \text{if } Q \text{ then } P'_1 \text{ else } P'_2$.

Hence, at least one of $\mathcal{B}(P'_1) < \mathcal{B}(P_1)$ or $\mathcal{B}(P'_2) < \mathcal{B}(P_2)$ holds. By Definition 4.2.1 and Definition 4.2.2, $\mathcal{B}(\text{if } Q \text{ then } P'_1 \text{ else } P'_2) < \mathcal{B}(\text{if } Q \text{ then } P_1 \text{ else } P_2)$. Hence, $\mathcal{B}(P') < \mathcal{B}(P)$.

Case 4: $P$ is of the form “For”. $P$ expands to “for $Q$ do $P_1$ else $P_2$”, where $Q$ corresponds to the Query symbol, $P_1$ corresponds to the first Prog symbol, and $P_2$ corresponds to the second Prog symbol. The proof is similar to the
proof of Case 3.

**Theorem 6 (Trim Terminates).** For any program \( P \in \text{Prog} \), the execution of \( \text{Trim}(P) \) terminates.

**Proof.** By Lemma 4.2.5, \( B(P') < B(P) \) on line 3 as long as \( s = \text{true} \). Hence, the value of \( B(P) \) strictly decreases in each iteration of the loop as long as \( s = \text{true} \). By Proposition 4.2.3, after a finite number of iterations, it is no longer possible to have \( B(P') < B(P) \). At this time, \( s = \text{false} \) by Lemma 4.2.5. Execution enters the branch on line 4. The algorithm then terminates.

**Proposition 4.2.6.** For any program \( P \in \text{Prog} \), \( \text{Trim}(\text{Trim}(P)) = \text{Trim}(P) \).

**Proof.** For any program \( P_0 \in \text{Prog} \), let \( P_1 = \text{Trim}(P_0) \). In the last iteration of the loop in Algorithm 7 variable \( s = \text{false} \) on line 3. By Lemma 4.2.4, variable \( P' = P \) at this time. Since the algorithm returns \( P_1 \), we have \( \text{TrimOnce}(P_1, \text{Nil}) = (\text{false}, P_1) \). Let \( P_2 = \text{Trim}(P_1) \). In the first iteration of the loop in Algorithm 7 variable \( s = \text{false} \) and \( P' = P = P_1 \) on line 3. Hence, the return value \( P_2 = P_1 \). In other words, \( \text{Trim}(\text{Trim}(P_0)) = \text{Trim}(P_0) \).  

4.2.2 Soundness of TRIM

To show that TRIM produces an equivalent program, we show that each recursive call to TRIMOnce rewrites each subprogram into a corresponding subprogram that is equivalent with respect to a path constraint.

**Definition 4.2.7.** We define the *observational equivalence* relation on Prog as follows: \( P_1 \equiv P_2 \) if for any context \( \sigma \in \text{Context} \), \( \sigma(P_1) = \sigma(P_2) \).

**Proof of equivalence relation.** (1) Reflexivity: For any program \( P \in \text{Prog} \), \( \sigma(P) = \sigma(P) \) for all \( \sigma \in \text{Context} \). (2) Symmetry: For any programs \( P_1, P_2 \in \text{Prog} \) such that \( P_1 \equiv P_2 \), \( \sigma(P_2) = \sigma(P_1) \) for all \( \sigma \in \text{Context} \). (3) Transitivity: For any programs \( P_1, P_2, P_3 \in \text{Prog} \) such that \( P_1 \equiv P_2 \) and \( P_2 \equiv P_3 \), \( \sigma(P_1) = \sigma(P_2) = \sigma(P_3) \) for all \( \sigma \in \text{Context} \).  
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Proposition 4.2.8. For any programs \( P_1, P_2 \in \text{Prog} \), if \( P_1 \equiv P_2 \) then \( \text{INFER}(P_1) = \text{INFER}(P_2) \).

Proof. By Definition 4.2.7 \( \sigma(P_1) = \sigma(P_2) \) for any context \( \sigma \in \text{Context} \). By Definition 3.4.8 for any \( \sigma \) we have \( \text{EXECUTE}(P_1, \sigma) = \text{EXECUTE}(P_2, \sigma) \). By Algorithm 1 \( \text{INFER}(P_1) = \text{INFER}(P_2) \). \( \square \)

Definition 4.2.9. For any path constraint \( W \), we define a relation on \( \text{Prog} \) as follows: \( P_1 \equiv_{W,Y_1,Y_2} P_2 \) if for any context \( \sigma \in \text{Context} \) that satisfies \( W \), \( \sigma(P'_1) = \sigma(P_2) \), where \( P'_1 \) is the program obtained from \( P_1 \) after replacing all occurrences of variables in \( Y_1 \) with their counterparts in \( Y_2 \).

Proposition 4.2.10. For any programs \( P_1, P_2 \in \text{Prog} \) and list of variables \( Y \in \text{Variable} \), \( P_1 \equiv_{\text{Nil,Y,Y}} P_2 \) if and only if \( P_1 \equiv_{\text{Nil,Y,Y}} P_2 \).

Proof. By definition. \( \square \)

Proposition 4.2.11. For any programs \( P_1, P_2 \in \text{Prog} \), \( P_1 \equiv_{\text{Nil,Nil,Nil}} P_2 \) if and only if \( P_1 \equiv P_2 \).

Proof. By definition. \( \square \)

Proposition 4.2.12. For any programs \( P_1, P_2 \in \text{Prog} \), path constraint \( W \), and lists of variables \( Y_1, Y_2 \in \text{Variable} \), if \( P_1 \equiv_{W,Y_1,Y_2} P_2 \) then \( P_1 \equiv_{W,Y_1,Y_2} P_2 \).

Proof. By induction on the derivation of \( P_1, P_2 \), using Definition 3.4.24 and Figure 4.\( \square \)

Proposition 4.2.13. For any programs \( P_1, P_2 \in \text{Prog} \), if \( P_1 \equiv P_2 \) then \( P_1 \equiv P_2 \).

Proof. By Proposition 4.2.11 and Proposition 4.2.12. \( \square \)

Lemma 4.2.14. For any program \( P \in \text{Prog} \) and path constraint \( W \), if \( \text{TRIMONCE}(P, W) = (s, P') \) then \( P' \equiv_{W,\text{Nil,Nil}} P \).

Proof. This proof is by induction on the derivation of \( P \).
Case 1: $P = \epsilon$.

By Algorithm 8, execution enters the branch on line 2. Hence, $P' = \epsilon = P$. By Definition 4.2.9, $P' \equiv_{W,\text{Nil,Nil}} P$.

Case 2: $P$ is of the form “Seq”. $P$ expands to “$Q \ P_1$”, where $Q$ corresponds to the Query symbol and $P_1$ corresponds to the Prog symbol.

By Algorithm 8, execution enters the branch on line 3. By the induction hypothesis, variable $P_1'$ satisfies $P_1' \equiv_{W,\text{Nil,Nil}} P_1$. For any context $\sigma \in \text{Context}$ that satisfies $W$, let $\sigma_1 = \sigma[Q.y \mapsto \sigma(Q)]$. Since $\sigma_1$ only adds the mapping of a new variable $Q.y$ which does not appear in $W$, $\sigma_1$ also satisfies $W$. By Definition 4.2.9, $\sigma_1(P_1') = \sigma_1(P_1)$. By Figure 3-17, $\sigma(Q \ P_1') = \sigma(Q \ P_1)$. By Definition 4.2.9, $Q \ P_1' \equiv_{W,\text{Nil,Nil}} Q \ P_1$. Since TRIMONCE($P, W$) = $(s, P')$, $P' = Q \ P_1'$. Hence, $P' \equiv_{W,\text{Nil,Nil}} P$.

Case 3: $P$ is of the form “If”. $P$ expands to “if $Q$ then $P_1$ else $P_2$”, where $Q$ corresponds to the Query symbol, $P_1$ corresponds to the first Prog symbol, and $P_2$ corresponds to the second Prog symbol.

By Algorithm 8, execution enters the branch on line 6.

Case 3.1: SOLVE($W@\langle Q, \geq 1, \text{false}\rangle$) is unsatisfiable.

Execution enters the branch on line 7. By Proposition 4.1.6, for any context $\sigma \in \text{Context}$ that satisfies $W$, $\sigma(Q) = \emptyset$ because $|\sigma(Q)| \geq 1$ is impossible. Hence, $\sigma[Q.y \mapsto \sigma(Q)] = \sigma$. By Figure 3-17, $\sigma(Q \ P_2) = \sigma(\text{if } Q \text{ then } P_1 \text{ else } P_2)$. By Definition 4.2.9, $Q \ P_2 \equiv_{W,\text{Nil,Nil}} \text{if } Q \text{ then } P_1 \text{ else } P_2$. Since TRIMONCE($P, W$) = $(s, P')$, $P' = Q \ P_2$. Hence, $P' \equiv_{W,\text{Nil,Nil}} P$.

Case 3.2: SOLVE($W@\langle Q, = 0, \text{false}\rangle$) is unsatisfiable.

Execution enters the branch on line 8. The proof is similar to the proof of Case 3.1.

Case 3.3: Both SOLVE($W@\langle Q, \geq 1, \text{false}\rangle$) and SOLVE($W@\langle Q, = 0, \text{false}\rangle$) are satisfiable.
Execution continues after line 9. By the induction hypothesis, variables $P_1'$ and $P_2'$ satisfy

$$P_1' \equiv W \circ (Q \geq 1, \text{false}), \text{Nil}, \text{Nil} \ P_1,$$

$$P_2' \equiv W \circ (Q\geq 0, \text{false}), \text{Nil}, \text{Nil} \ P_2.$$

For any context $\sigma \in \text{Context}$ that satisfies $W$, only one of $|\sigma(Q)| = 0$ and $|\sigma(Q)| \geq 1$ holds.

**Case 3.3.1:** If $|\sigma(Q)| = 0$, $\sigma$ satisfies $W \circ (Q, = 0, \text{false})$. By Definition 4.2.9, $\sigma(P_2') = \sigma(P_2)$. Since $\sigma(Q) = \emptyset$, $\sigma[Q.\ y\mapsto\sigma(Q)] = \sigma$. By Figure 3-17

$$\sigma(\text{if } Q\text{ then } P_1'\text{ else } P_2') = \sigma(\text{if } Q\text{ then } P_1\text{ else } P_2).$$

**Case 3.3.2:** If $|\sigma(Q)| \geq 1$, $\sigma$ satisfies $W \circ (Q \geq 1, \text{false})$. Let $\sigma_1 = \sigma[Q.\ y\mapsto\sigma(Q)]$. Since $\sigma_1$ only adds the mapping of a new variable $Q.\ y$ which does not appear in $W$, $\sigma_1$ also satisfies the path constraint $W \circ (Q \geq 1, \text{false})$. By Definition 4.2.9, $\sigma_1(P_1') = \sigma_1(P_1)$. By Figure 3-17

$$\sigma(\text{if } Q\text{ then } P_1'\text{ else } P_2') = \sigma(\text{if } Q\text{ then } P_1\text{ else } P_2).$$

Either case, we have

$$\sigma(\text{if } Q\text{ then } P_1'\text{ else } P_2') = \sigma(\text{if } Q\text{ then } P_1\text{ else } P_2).$$

By Definition 4.2.9, if $Q\text{ then } P_1'\text{ else } P_2' \equiv W, \text{Nil}, \text{Nil}$ if $Q\text{ then } P_1\text{ else } P_2$.

Next, consider if $P_1'$ and $P_2'$ are identical except for equivalent variables.

**Case 3.3.1:** If $P_1' \equiv W, \text{Nil}, \text{Nil}$ $P_2'$, execution enters the branch on line 12. By Proposition 4.2.12, $P_1' \equiv W, \text{Nil}, \text{Nil}$ $P_2'$. By Definition 4.2.9, if $Q\text{ then } P_1'\text{ else } P_2' \equiv W, \text{Nil}, \text{Nil}$ if $Q\text{ then } P_1\text{ else } P_2$. By Figure 3-17.
tion 4.2.9 and Figure 3-17, we have

\[ \text{if } Q \text{ then } P'_1 \text{ else } P'_2 \equiv_{W,Nil,Nil} \text{if } Q \text{ then } P'_1 \text{ else } P'_2. \]

Since \( \text{TrimOnce}(P, W) = (s, P') \), \( P' = Q P'_1 \). Clearly \( Q P'_1 \equiv_{W,Nil,Nil} \text{if } Q \text{ then } P'_1 \text{ else } P'_2 \). By Definition 4.2.9 \( P' \equiv_{W,Nil,Nil} P \).

Case 3.3.2: If \( P'_1 \not\equiv_{W,Nil,Nil} P'_2 \), execution enters the branch on line 14. Since \( \text{TrimOnce}(P, W) = (s, P') \), we have \( P' = \text{if } Q \text{ then } P'_1 \text{ else } P'_2 \). Hence, \( P' \equiv_{W,Nil,Nil} P \).

Case 4: \( P \) is of the form “For”. \( P \) expands to \( \text{for } Q \text{ do } P_1 \text{ else } P_2 \)”, where \( Q \) corresponds to the Query symbol, \( P_1 \) corresponds to the first Prog symbol, and \( P_2 \) corresponds to the second Prog symbol. The proof is similar to the proof of Case 3.

Lemma 4.2.15. For any program \( P \in \text{Prog} \), if \( \text{TrimOnce}(P, Nil) = (s, P') \) then \( P' \equiv P \).

Proof. By Lemma 4.2.14 \( P' \equiv_{Nil,Nil,Nil} P \). By Proposition 4.2.11 \( P' \equiv P \). □

Theorem 7 (Trim Preserves Semantics). For any program \( P \in \text{Prog} \), \( \text{Trim}(P) \equiv P \).

Proof. By Lemma 4.2.15 \( P' \equiv P \) on line 3 in each iteration of the loop. By Theorem 6, the loop terminates. By Definition 4.2.7, the final program \( P' \) preserves the semantics of the initial program. □

We next outline the reachability properties of the simplified program. Intuitively, since \( \text{TrimOnce} \) discards unreachable branches, the remaining branches are all reachable.

Proposition 4.2.16. For any program \( P \in \text{Prog} \) and path constraint \( W \), if

\[ \text{TrimOnce}(P, W) = (\text{false}, P') \]
then the following hold for $P'$:

- For any query $Q \in \text{Query in } P'$, there exists a context $\sigma \in \text{Context}$ such that $Q$ is used while evaluating $\sigma(P')$.

- For any if-construct “if $Q$...” in $P'$, there exists a context $\sigma \in \text{Context}$ such that $Q$ is used while evaluating $\sigma(P')$ and the corresponding row count $r \geq 1$.

- For any if-construct “if $Q$...” in $P'$, there exists a context $\sigma \in \text{Context}$ such that $Q$ is used while evaluating $\sigma(P')$ and the corresponding row count $r = 0$.

- For any for-construct “for $Q$...” in $P'$, there exists a context $\sigma \in \text{Context}$ such that $Q$ is used while evaluating $\sigma(P')$ and the corresponding row count $r \geq 2$.

Rationale. By induction on the derivation of $P'$, using Proposition 4.1.6 \hfill \blacksquare

**Proposition 4.2.17** (Reachability). For any program $P \in \text{Prog}$, the following hold:

- For any query $Q \in \text{Query in } \text{Trim}(P)$, there exists a context $\sigma \in \text{Context}$ such that $Q$ is used while evaluating $\sigma(\text{Trim}(P))$.

- For any if-construct “if $Q$...” in $\text{Trim}(P)$, there exists a context $\sigma \in \text{Context}$ such that $Q$ is used while evaluating $\sigma(\text{Trim}(P))$ and the corresponding row count $r \geq 1$.

- For any if-construct “if $Q$...” in $\text{Trim}(P)$, there exists a context $\sigma \in \text{Context}$ such that $Q$ is used while evaluating $\sigma(\text{Trim}(P))$ and the corresponding row count $r = 0$.

- For any for-construct “for $Q$...” in $\text{Trim}(P)$, there exists a context $\sigma \in \text{Context}$ such that $Q$ is used while evaluating $\sigma(\text{Trim}(P))$ and the corresponding row count $r \geq 2$.

Rationale. In the last iteration of the loop in Algorithm 7, variable $s = \text{false}$ on line 3. The rest of the proof follows from Proposition 4.2.16 \hfill \blacksquare
4.3 Source Code Characteristics

This section defines the functions \( T(\cdot) \), \( R(\cdot) \), and \( D(\cdot) \), which we introduce in Section 3.3 to define the Konure DSL. To present the Konure DSL restrictions formally, we define the following characteristics for describing the source code of a program in Prog.

**Definition 4.3.1.** For any program \( P \in \text{Prog} \), function \( T(P) \) returns the first query of \( P \) if \( P \) is nonempty or Nil if \( P \) is empty:

\[
T(\epsilon) = \text{Nil}
\]
\[
T(Q \ P) = Q
\]
\[
T(\text{if } Q \text{ then } P_1 \text{ else } P_2) = Q
\]
\[
T(\text{for } Q \text{ do } P_1 \text{ else } P_2) = Q
\]

where \( P, P_1, P_2 \in \text{Prog} \) and \( Q \in \text{Query} \).

**Definition 4.3.2.** Let SQuery be the set of skeleton queries (Appendix ??). For any program \( P \in \text{Prog} \) and \( q \in \text{SQuery} \cup \{ \text{Nil} \} \), function \( C(q, P) \) returns the number of queries in \( P \) that share the skeleton \( q \):

\[
C(\text{Nil}, P) = 0
\]
\[
C(q, \epsilon) = 0
\]
\[
C(q, Q \ P) = \begin{cases} 
1 + C(q, P) & \text{if } \pi_s Q = q, \quad (q \neq \text{Nil}) \\
C(q, P) & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]
\[
C(q, \text{if } Q \text{ then } P_1 \text{ else } P_2) = \begin{cases} 
1 + C(q, P_1) + C(q, P_2) & \text{if } \pi_s Q = q, \quad (q \neq \text{Nil}) \\
C(q, P_1) + C(q, P_2) & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]
\[
C(q, \text{for } Q \text{ do } P_1 \text{ else } P_2) = \begin{cases} 
1 + C(q, P_1) + C(q, P_2) & \text{if } \pi_s Q = q, \quad (q \neq \text{Nil}) \\
C(q, P_1) + C(q, P_2) & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

where \( P, P_1, P_2 \in \text{Prog}, Q \in \text{Query} \), and \( q \in \text{SQuery} \cup \{ \text{Nil} \} \).
Definition 4.3.3. For any program $P \in \text{Prog}$, function $\mathcal{R}(P)$ returns the set of all queries in $P$ whose immediate subsequent query on the nonempty branch shares skeleton with other subsequent queries:

\[
\mathcal{R}(\epsilon) = \emptyset
\]

\[
\mathcal{R}(Q \; P) = \begin{cases} 
\{Q.y\} \cup \mathcal{R}(P) & \text{if } \mathcal{C}(\pi_S P, P) \geq 2 \\
\mathcal{R}(P) & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

\[
\mathcal{R}(\text{if } Q \text{ then } P_1 \text{ else } P_2) = \begin{cases} 
\{Q.y\} \cup \mathcal{R}(P_1) \cup \mathcal{R}(P_2) & \text{if } \mathcal{C}(\pi_S P_1, P_1) \geq 2 \\
\mathcal{R}(P_1) \cup \mathcal{R}(P_2) & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

\[
\mathcal{R}(\text{for } Q \text{ do } P_1 \text{ else } P_2) = \begin{cases} 
\{Q.y\} \cup \mathcal{R}(P_1) \cup \mathcal{R}(P_2) & \text{if } \mathcal{C}(\pi_S P_1, P_1) \geq 2 \\
\mathcal{R}(P_1) \cup \mathcal{R}(P_2) & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

where $P, P_1, P_2 \in \text{Prog}$ and $Q \in \text{Query}$.

Definition 4.3.4. For any program $P \in \text{Prog}$ and context $\sigma \in \text{Context}$, $\mathcal{T}_\sigma(P)$ denotes the set of queries that each returns at least two rows when executing $P$ using $\sigma$:

\[
\mathcal{T}_\sigma(\epsilon) = \emptyset
\]

\[
\mathcal{T}_\sigma(Q \; P) = \begin{cases} 
\{Q.y\} \cup \mathcal{T}_\sigma[Q.y\rightarrow\sigma(Q)](P) & \text{if } |\sigma(Q)| \geq 2 \\
\mathcal{T}_\sigma[Q.y\rightarrow\sigma(Q)](P) & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

\[
\mathcal{T}_\sigma(\text{if } Q \text{ then } P_1 \text{ else } P_2) = \begin{cases} 
\{Q.y\} \cup \mathcal{T}_\sigma[Q.y\rightarrow\sigma(Q)](P_1) & \text{if } |\sigma(Q)| \geq 2 \\
\mathcal{T}_\sigma(P_1) & \text{if } |\sigma(Q)| = 1
\end{cases}
\]

\[
\mathcal{T}_\sigma(\text{for } Q \text{ do } P_1 \text{ else } P_2) = \begin{cases} 
\{Q.y\} \cup \bigcup_{i=1}^r \mathcal{T}_\sigma[Q.y\rightarrow\sigma(Q)][i](P_1) & \text{if } |\sigma(Q)| = r \geq 2 \\
\mathcal{T}_\sigma[Q.y\rightarrow\sigma(Q)](P_1) & \text{if } |\sigma(Q)| = 1
\end{cases}
\]

\[
\mathcal{T}_\sigma(P_2) & \text{otherwise}
\]
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where $P, P_1, P_2 \in \text{Prog}$, $Q \in \text{Query}$, $y \in \text{Variable}$, and $r \in \mathbb{Z}_{\geq 0}$.

**Definition 4.3.5.** For any program $P \in \text{Prog}$, function $\mathcal{T}(P)$ returns the set of queries in $P$ that may retrieve at least two rows during any execution: $\mathcal{T}(P) = \bigcup_{\sigma \in \text{Context}} \mathcal{T}_{\sigma}(P)$.

**Definition 4.3.6.** For any program $P \in \text{Prog}$, predicate $\mathcal{D}(P)$ is true if and only if the two branches of any conditional statement in $P$ start with queries with different skeletons:

$$
\mathcal{D}(\epsilon) = \text{true} \\
\mathcal{D}(Q \ P) = \mathcal{D}(P) \\
\mathcal{D}(\text{if } Q \text{ then } P_1 \text{ else } P_2) = \begin{cases} 
\text{true} & \text{if } P_1 = P_2 = \epsilon \\
\pi_y \mathcal{F}(P_1) \neq \pi_y \mathcal{F}(P_2) \land \mathcal{D}(P_1) \land \mathcal{D}(P_2) & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases} \\
\mathcal{D}(\text{for } Q \text{ do } P_1 \text{ else } P_2) = \begin{cases} 
\text{true} & \text{if } P_1 = P_2 = \epsilon \\
\mathcal{D}(P_1) \land \mathcal{D}(P_2) & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
$$

where $P, P_1, P_2 \in \text{Prog}$ and $Q \in \text{Query}$.

### 4.4 Soundness of DETECTLOOPS

We show that the outcome of DETECTLOOPS (Algorithm 3) is consistent with the loop layout tree obtained from the source code (Theorem 1). To facilitate discussion we define an auxiliary procedure, DETECTLOOPS\text{Aux} (Algorithm 9). This procedure is the same as DETECTLOOPS except for two additional variables, $P$ and $\sigma$, which are used in the proof but do not affect the results of the algorithm.

**Lemma 4.4.1.** For any program $P_0 \in \mathcal{K}$ and context $\sigma_0 \in \text{Context}$ if $\sigma_0 \vdash P_0 \Downarrow_\text{exec} e_0$, during the calculation of DETECTLOOPS\text{Aux}(e_0, P_0, \sigma_0), if the parameters of a recursive call DETECTLOOPS\text{Aux}(e, P, \sigma)$ satisfy $\sigma \vdash P \Downarrow_\text{exec} e$ and Algorithm 9 enters line 3 then:

1. $\mathcal{F}(P) = Q_1$,
2. $|\sigma(Q_1)| = r_1$, and
3. if $r_1 \geq 2$ then $Q_1.y \in T(P_0)$.

Proof. This proof is by induction on the derivation of $P$.

Case 1: $P = \epsilon$. Since $\sigma \vdash P \Downarrow_{\text{exec}} e$, by Figure 4-2 $e = \text{Nil}$. Algorithm 9 returns before line 5.

Case 2: $P$ is of the form “Seq”. $P$ expands to “$Q P_1$”, where $Q$ corresponds to the Query symbol and $P_1$ corresponds to the Prog symbol. Since $\sigma \vdash P \Downarrow_{\text{exec}} e$, by Figure 4-2 $Q_1 = Q$ and $r_1 = |\sigma(Q)| = |\sigma(Q_1)|$. By Definition 4.3.1 $F(P) = Q = Q_1$. By Definition 4.3.4 if $r_1 \geq 2$ then $Q_1.y \in T_\sigma(P)$ and $Q_1.y \in T_{\sigma_0}(P_0)$. By Definition 4.3.5 $Q_1.y \in T(P_0)$.

Case 3: $P$ is of the form “If”. $P$ expands to “if $Q$ then $P_1$ else $P_2$”, where $Q$ corresponds to the Query symbol, $P_1$ corresponds to the first Prog symbol, and $P_2$ corresponds to the second Prog symbol. The proof is similar to the proof of Case 2.

Case 4: $P$ is of the form “For”. $P$ expands to “for $Q$ do $P_1$ else $P_2$”, where $Q$ corresponds to the Query symbol, $P_1$ corresponds to the first Prog symbol, and $P_2$ corresponds to the second Prog symbol. The proof is similar to the proof of Case 2.

Lemma 4.4.2. For any program $P_0 \in \mathcal{K}$ and context $\sigma_0 \in \text{Context}$ if $\sigma_0 \vdash P_0 \Downarrow_{\text{exec}} e_0$, during the calculation of DETECTLOOPSAux($e_0, P_0, \sigma_0$), if the parameters of a recursive call DETECTLOOPSAux($e, P, \sigma$) satisfy $\sigma \vdash P \Downarrow_{\text{exec}} e$ and $\sigma \vdash P \Downarrow_{\text{loops}} l$ then DETECTLOOPSAux($e, P, \sigma$) = $l$.

Proof. This proof is by induction on the derivation of $P$.

Case 1: $P = \epsilon$. Since $\sigma \vdash P \Downarrow_{\text{exec}} e$, by Figure 4-2 $e = \text{Nil}$. Since $\sigma \vdash P \Downarrow_{\text{loops}} l$, by Figure 4-3 $l = \text{Nil}$. By Algorithm 9 DETECTLOOPSAux($\text{Nil}, P, \sigma$) = $\text{Nil}$.
Case 2: $P$ is of the form “Seq”. $P$ expands to “$Q \ \textit{P}_1$”, where $Q$ corresponds to the Query symbol and $P_1$ corresponds to the Prog symbol.

Let $r = |\sigma(Q)|$ and $\sigma_1 = \sigma[Q.y \mapsto \sigma(Q)]$.

Since $\sigma \vdash P \Downarrow_\text{exec} e$, by Figure 4-2 there exists a list of query-result pairs $e_1$ such that $e = (Q, r) @ e_1$ and $\sigma_1 \vdash P_1 \Downarrow_\text{exec} e_1$. By Lemma 4.4.1, $e = (Q_1, r_1) @ e_1$.

Since $\sigma \vdash P \Downarrow_\text{loops} l$, by Figure 4-3 there exists a loop layout tree $l_1$ such that $l = (Q, r) \setminus l_1$ and $\sigma_1 \vdash P_1 \Downarrow_\text{loops} l_1$. By Lemma 4.4.1, $l = (Q_1, r_1) \setminus l_1$.

**Case 2.1:** $r \leq 1$. In Algorithm 9 execution enters the branch on line 12.

**Case 2.2:** $r \geq 2$. By Lemma 4.4.1, $Q.y \in \mathcal{F}(P_0)$. By Definition 3.3.4, $Q.y \notin \mathcal{R}(P_0)$. By Definition 4.3.3, $c(\pi_5\mathcal{F}(P_1), P_1) \leq 1$. By Figure 4-2, $\pi_5\mathcal{F}(P_1)$ appears at most once in $e_1$. In Algorithm 9 the branch on line 8 never executes, so the length of $a$ in the procedure remains zero. Execution enters the branch on line 12.

In both cases, by Lemma 4.4.1 variable $\sigma' = \text{sigma}_1$. Also, variables $e' = e_1$ and $P' = P_1$. Algorithm 9 recursively calls DETECTLOOPS_AUX$(e, P, \sigma)$ on line 20 which returns $l_1$ by the induction hypothesis. Hence

$$\text{DET}
\text{ECTLOOPS_AUX}(e, P, \sigma) = (Q_1, r_1) \setminus \text{DET}
\text{ECTLOOPS_AUX}(e_1, P_1, \sigma_1)$$

$$= (Q, r) \setminus l_1$$

$$= l.$$ 

**Case 3:** $P$ is of the form “If”. $P$ expands to “if $Q$ then $P_1$ else $P_2$”, where $Q$ corresponds to the Query symbol, $P_1$ corresponds to the first Prog symbol, and $P_2$ corresponds to the second Prog symbol.

**Case 3.1:** $\sigma(Q) = \emptyset$. 
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Since $\sigma \vdash P \Downarrow_{\text{exec}} e$, by Figure 4-2, there exists a list of query-result pairs $e_2$ such that $e = (Q, 0) \circ e_2$ and $\sigma \vdash P_2 \Downarrow_{\text{exec}} e_2$. By Lemma 4.4.1, $e = (Q_1, r_1) \circ e_2$.

Since $\sigma \vdash P \Downarrow_{\text{loops}} l$, by Figure 4-3, there exists a loop layout tree $l_2$ such that $l = (Q, 0) \circ l_2$ and $\sigma \vdash P_2 \Downarrow_{\text{loops}} l_2$. By Lemma 4.4.1, $l = (Q_1, r_1) \circ l_2$.

By Lemma 4.4.1, $r_1 = |\sigma(Q)| = 0$. In Algorithm 9, execution enters the branch on line 12. By Definition 3.4.4, variable $\sigma' = \sigma$. Also, variables $e' = e_2$ and $P' = P_2$. Algorithm 9 recursively calls DetectLoopsAux$(e_2, P_2, \sigma)$ on line 20, which returns $l_2$ by the induction hypothesis. Hence DetectLoopsAux$(e, P, \sigma) = (Q_1, r_1) \circ \text{DetectLoopsAux}(e_2, P_2, \sigma) = (Q, 0) \circ l_2 = l$.

Case 3.2: $\sigma(Q) \neq \emptyset$. The proof is similar to the proof of Case 2.

Case 4: $P$ is of the form “For”. $P$ expands to “for $Q$ do $P_1$ else $P_2$”, where $Q$ corresponds to the Query symbol, $P_1$ corresponds to the first Prog symbol, and $P_2$ corresponds to the second Prog symbol.

Case 4.1: $\sigma(Q) = \emptyset$. The proof is similar to the proof of Case 3.1.

Case 4.2: $|\sigma(Q)| = 1$. The proof is similar to the proof of Case 2.

Case 4.3: $|\sigma(Q)| = r \geq 2$.

Let $x_1, \ldots, x_r$ be the rows of $\sigma(Q)$, $\sigma(Q) = (x_1, \ldots, x_r)$. For $i = 1, \ldots, r$, let $\sigma_i = \sigma[Q \cdot y \mapsto x_i]$.

Since $\sigma \vdash P \Downarrow_{\text{exec}} e$, by Figure 4-2, there exists lists of query-result pairs $e_1, \ldots, e_r$ such that $e = (Q, r) \circ e_1 \circ \ldots \circ e_r$ and $\sigma_i \vdash P_1 \Downarrow_{\text{exec}} e_i$ for each $i = 1, \ldots, r$. By Lemma 4.4.1, $r = r_1$ and $e = (Q_1, r_1) \circ e_1 \circ \ldots \circ e_r$.

Since $\sigma \vdash P \Downarrow_{\text{loops}} l$, by Figure 4-3, there exists loop layout trees $l_1, \ldots, l_r$ such that $l = (Q, r) \circ (l_1, \ldots, l_r)$ and $\sigma_i \vdash P_1 \Downarrow_{\text{loops}} l_i$ for each $i = 1, \ldots, r$. 
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Since \( r \geq 2 \), by Lemma 4.4.1, \( Q.y \in T(P_0) \). By Definition 3.3.4, \( Q.y \not\in R(P_0) \). By Definition 4.3.3, \( \mathcal{C}(\pi_S \mathcal{F}(P_1), P_1) \leq 1 \).

By Definition 3.3.4 and Algorithm 8, \( P_1 \neq \epsilon \). By Definition 4.3.2, \( \mathcal{C}(\pi_S \mathcal{F}(P_1), P_1) \geq 1 \). Hence, \( \mathcal{C}(\pi_S \mathcal{F}(P_1), P_1) = 1 \).

By Figure 4-2, \( \pi_S \mathcal{F}(P_1) \) appears in the first query-result pair in each \( e_i \) (\( i = 1, \ldots, r_1 \)) and not in any other query-result pairs. In Algorithm 9, the branch on line 8 executes if and only if the query under inspection comes from the first query-result pair of any \( e_i \) (\( i = 1, \ldots, r_1 \)). Hence, the length of \( a \) equals \( r_1 \) on line 12.

Execution does not enter the branch on this line.

Execution continues to the loop on line 24. In the \( i \)-th iteration of this loop, variable \( b \) is the index of the first query-result pair of \( e_i \) and variable \( c \) is the index of the last query-result pair of \( e_i \) (\( i = 1, \ldots, r_1 \)). By Lemma 4.4.1, variable \( \sigma' = \sigma[Q_1.y \mapsto x_i] = \sigma_i \). Also, variables \( e' = e_i \) and \( P' = P_1 \). Algorithm 9 recursively calls \( \text{DetectLoopsAux}(e_i, P_1, \sigma_i) \) on line 30 which returns \( l_i \) by the induction hypothesis. Hence

\[
\text{DetectLoopsAux}(e, P, \sigma) = (Q_1, r_1) \cup (\text{DetectLoopsAux}(e_1, P_1, \sigma_1), \ldots,
\text{DetectLoopsAux}(e_r, P_1, \sigma_r))
= (Q, r) \cup (l_1, \ldots, l_r)
= l.
\]

\( \square \)

**Theorem 1** (Loop Detection). For any program \( P \in \mathcal{K} \) and context \( \sigma \in \text{Context} \), if \( \sigma \vdash P \Downarrow_{\text{exec}} e \) and \( \sigma \vdash P \Downarrow_{\text{loops}} l \) then \( \text{DetectLoops}(e) = l \).

**Proof.** By Lemma 4.4.2, \( \text{DetectLoopsAux}(e, P, \sigma) = l \). Since Algorithm 9 and Algorithm 3 differ only in the auxiliary variables, \( \text{DetectLoops}(e) = l \). \( \square \)
Algorithm 9 Loop detection algorithm [Algorithm 3] with auxiliary variables

**Input:** $e$ is either Nil or a nonempty list of query-result pairs $(Q_1, r_1), \ldots, (Q_n, r_n)$.
**Input:** $P \in \text{Prog}$ is an auxiliary variable used only in the soundness proof.
**Input:** $\sigma \in \text{Context}$ is an auxiliary variable used only in the soundness proof.
**Output:** Loop layout tree constructed from $e$.

1: **procedure** DETECTLOOPS(e, P, $\sigma$)
2: if $e = \text{Nil}$ then
3: return Nil
4: end if
5: $(Q_1, r_1), \ldots, (Q_n, r_n) \leftarrow e$
6: $a \leftarrow \text{empty list}$
7: for $j \leftarrow 2, 3, \ldots, n$ do \hspace{1em} \text{\triangleright} Identify repetitions
8: if $\pi_S(Q_j) = \pi_S(Q_2)$ then
9: Append $j$ to $a$
10: end if
11: end for
12: if $r_1 = 0$ then \hspace{1em} \text{\triangleright} Did not find repetitions caused by any loops that iterate over $Q_1$
13: $e' \leftarrow (Q_2, r_2), \ldots, (Q_n, r_n)$
14: $\sigma' \leftarrow \sigma[Q_1.y \mapsto \sigma(Q_1)]$
15: if $r_1 = 0$ then
16: $P' \leftarrow$ Subprogram of $P$ in the empty branch
17: else
18: $P' \leftarrow$ Subprogram of $P$ in the nonempty branch
19: end if
20: $l \leftarrow \text{DETECTLOOPS}(e', P', \sigma')$
21: return $(Q_1, r_1) \setminus l$
22: else \hspace{1em} \text{\triangleright} Found a loop that iterates over $Q_1$
23: Append $n + 1$ to $a$
24: for $j \leftarrow 1, 2, \ldots, r_1$ do
25: $b \leftarrow a[j]$
26: $c \leftarrow a[j + 1] - 1$
27: $e' \leftarrow (Q_b, r_b), \ldots, (Q_c, r_c)$
28: $\sigma' \leftarrow \sigma[Q_1.y \mapsto \sigma(Q_1)[j]]$
29: $P' \leftarrow$ Subprogram of $P$ in the nonempty branch
30: $l_j \leftarrow \text{DETECTLOOPS}(e', P', \sigma')$
31: end for
32: return $(Q_1, r_1) \cup (l_1, \ldots, l_{r_1})$
33: end if
34: end procedure
4.5 Soundness of GetTrace

We show that the outcome of MATCHPATH corresponds to a path through the program’s abstract syntax tree and corresponds to a path through the loop layout tree (Lemma 4.5.9). We then show the soundness of GetTrace (Theorem 2).

To facilitate discussion we first introduce notation for reasoning about subtrees of the program AST (Section 4.5.1) and subtrees of the loop layout tree (Section 4.5.2).

4.5.1 Traversing the Program AST

**Proposition 4.5.1.** For any programs $P_1, P_2, P_3 \in \text{Prog}$ and annotated traces $t_1, t_2$:

1. if $P_1 \xrightarrow{t_1} P_2$ and $P_2 \xrightarrow{t_2} P_3$ then $P_1 \xrightarrow{t_1 @ t_2} P_3$.

2. if $P_1 \xrightarrow{t_1} P_2$ and $P_1 \xrightarrow{t_1 @ t_2} P_3$ then $P_2 \xrightarrow{t_2} P_3$.

**Proof.** By induction on the length of $t_1$ and the derivation of $P_1$. 

**Remark.** Note that the reverse direction of subtraction does not hold. If $P_2 \xrightarrow{t_2} P_3$ and $P_1 \xrightarrow{t_1 @ t_2} P_3$, $P_1 \xrightarrow{t_1} P_2$ may not hold. Consider the following programs:

$$
P_1 = Q_1 Q_2$$

$$P_2 = \text{if } Q_2 \text{ then } Q_3 \text{ else } \epsilon$$

$$P_3 = \epsilon$$

Let $t_1 = \langle Q_1, 0, \text{NotLoop} \rangle$ and $t_2 = \langle Q_2, 0, \text{NotLoop} \rangle$. By Figure 4-4, $P_2 \xrightarrow{t_2} \epsilon$, $P_1 \xrightarrow{t_1 @ t_2} \epsilon$, and $P_1 \xrightarrow{t_1} Q_2$. However, $Q_2 \neq P_2$.

**Proposition 4.5.2.** For any programs $P_1, P_2 \in \text{Prog}$ and annotated traces $t_1, t_2$, if $P_1 \xrightarrow{t_1} P_2$ then there exists program $P_3 \in \text{Prog}$ such that $P_1 \xrightarrow{t_1} P_3$.

**Proof.** The proof is by induction on the length of $t_1$ and the derivation of $P_1$.

**Case 1:** $t_1 = \text{Nil}$. Let $P_3 = P_1$. By Figure 4-4, $P_1 \xrightarrow{\text{Nil}} P_1$.

**Case 2:** $t_1 = \langle Q', r, \lambda \rangle @ t'_1$. We have $t_1 @ t_2 = \langle Q', r, \lambda \rangle @ t'_1 @ t_2$. 
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Case 2.1: $P_1 = \epsilon$. Since $t_1 \circ t_2 \neq \text{Nil}$, it is not possible to have $P_1 \xrightarrow{t_1 \circ t_2} P_2$ by Figure 4-4.

Case 2.2: $P_1$ is of the form “Seq”. $P_1$ expands to “$Q P_1'$”, where $Q$ corresponds to the Query symbol and $P_1'$ corresponds to the Prog symbol.

Since $P_1 \xrightarrow{t_1 \circ t_2} P_2$, by Figure 4-4, $Q \equiv Q'$ and $P_1' \xrightarrow{t_1' \circ t_2} P_2$. By the induction hypothesis, there exists program $P_3 \in \text{Prog}$ such that $P_1' \xrightarrow{t_1'} P_3$. By Figure 4-4, $P_1 \xrightarrow{(Q', r, \lambda)} P_1'$. By Proposition 4.5.1 $P_1 \xrightarrow{t_1} P_3$.

Case 2.3: $P$ is of the form “If”. $P$ expands to “if $Q$ then $P_1'$ else $P_2'$”, where $Q$ corresponds to the Query symbol, $P_1'$ corresponds to the first Prog symbol, and $P_2'$ corresponds to the second Prog symbol.

Case 2.3.1: $r > 0$. The proof is similar to the proof of Case 2.2.

Case 2.3.2: $r = 0$.

Since $P_1 \xrightarrow{t_1 \circ t_2} P_2$, by Figure 4-4, $Q \equiv Q'$ and $P_2' \xrightarrow{t_1 \circ t_2} P_2$.

By the induction hypothesis, there exists program $P_3 \in \text{Prog}$ such that $P_2' \xrightarrow{t_1'} P_3$. By Figure 4-4, $P_1 \xrightarrow{(Q', r, \lambda)} P_1'$. By Proposition 4.5.1 $P_1 \xrightarrow{t_1} P_3$.

Case 2.4: $P$ is of the form “For”. $P$ expands to “for $Q$ do $P_1$ else $P_2$”, where $Q$ corresponds to the Query symbol, $P_1$ corresponds to the first Prog symbol, and $P_2$ corresponds to the second Prog symbol.

The proof is similar to the proof of Case 2.3.

\[ \square \]

Proposition 4.5.3. For any program $P \in \text{Prog}$, context $\sigma \in \text{Context}$, loop layout tree $l$ such that $\sigma \vdash P \Downarrow_{\text{loops}} l$, and annotated trace $t \in \text{GetAnnotatedTrace}(l)$, we have $P \xrightarrow{t} \epsilon$.

Proof. This proof is by induction on the derivation of $P$.
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Case 1: $P = \epsilon$.

By Figure 4-3, $\sigma \vdash P \Downarrow_{\text{loops}} \text{Nil}$. By Algorithm 4

GetAnnotatedTrace(\text{Nil}) = \{ \text{Nil} \}.

Hence $t = \text{Nil}$. By Figure 4-4, $\epsilon \xrightarrow{\text{Nil}} \epsilon$.

Case 2: $P$ is of the form “Seq”. $P$ expands to “$Q P_1$”, where $Q$ corresponds to the Query symbol and $P_1$ corresponds to the Prog symbol.

Let $\sigma_1 = \sigma[Q.y \mapsto \sigma(Q)]$ and $r = |\sigma(Q)|$.

Since $\sigma \vdash P \Downarrow_{\text{loops}} l$, by Figure 4-3, there exists a loop layout tree $l_1$ such that $l = (Q,r) \setminus l_1$ and $\sigma_1 \vdash P_1 \Downarrow_{\text{loops}} l_1$. By Algorithm 4.

GetAnnotatedTrace($l$)

= \{ $\langle Q,r,\text{NotLoop} \rangle \oplus t' \mid t' \in \text{GetAnnotatedTrace}(l_1)$ \}.

Since $t \in \text{GetAnnotatedTrace}(l)$, there exists

$t' \in \text{GetAnnotatedTrace}(l_1)$

such that $t = \langle Q,r,\text{NotLoop} \rangle \oplus t'$.

By the induction hypothesis, $P_1 \xrightarrow{t'} \epsilon$. By Figure 4-4, $P \xrightarrow{t} \epsilon$.

Case 3: $P$ is of the form “If”. $P$ expands to “if $Q$ then $P_1$ else $P_2$”, where $Q$ corresponds to the Query symbol, $P_1$ corresponds to the first Prog symbol, and $P_2$ corresponds to the second Prog symbol. The proof is similar to the proof of Case 2.

Case 4: $P$ is of the form “For”. $P$ expands to “for $Q$ do $P_1$ else $P_2$”, where $Q$ corresponds to the Query symbol, $P_1$ corresponds to the first Prog symbol, and $P_2$ corresponds to the second Prog symbol.
Case 4.1: $|\sigma(Q)| \leq 1$. The proof is similar to the proof of Case 2.

Case 4.2: $|\sigma(Q)| = r \geq 2$.

Let $x_1, \ldots, x_r$ be the rows of $\sigma(Q)$, $\sigma(Q) = (x_1, \ldots, x_r)$. Let $\sigma_i = \sigma[Q.y \mapsto x_i]$ for each $i = 1, \ldots, r$.

Since $\sigma \vdash P \downarrow\text{loops } l$, by Figure 4-3, there exists loop layout trees $l_1, \ldots, l_r$ such that $l = (Q, r) \odot (l_1, \ldots, l_r)$ and $\sigma_i \vdash P_1 \downarrow\text{loops } l_i$ for each $i = 1, \ldots, r$. By Algorithm 4, $\text{GetAnnotatedTrace}(l) = \bigcup_{i=1}^{r} \{ (Q, r, i) \oplus t' | t' \in \text{GetAnnotatedTrace}(l_i) \}$.

Since $t \in \text{GetAnnotatedTrace}(l)$, there exists integer $i \in \{1, \ldots, r\}$ and $t' \in \text{GetAnnotatedTrace}(l_i)$ such that $t = (Q, r, i) \oplus t'$.

By the induction hypothesis, $P_1 \xrightarrow{t'} \epsilon$. By Figure 4-4, $P \xrightarrow{t} \epsilon$.

4.5.2 Traversing the Loop Layout Tree

Proposition 4.5.4. For any loop layout trees $l_1, l_2, l_3$ and annotated traces $t_1, t_2$:

1. if $l_1 \xrightarrow{t_1} l_2$ and $l_2 \xrightarrow{t_2} l_3$ then $l_1 \xrightarrow{t_1 \oplus t_2} l_3$.

2. if $l_1 \xrightarrow{t_1} l_2$ and $l_1 \xrightarrow{t_1 \oplus t_2} l_3$ then $l_2 \xleftarrow{t_2} l_3$.

Proof. By induction on the length of $t_1$ and the derivation of $l_1$. □

Remark. Note that the reverse direction of subtraction does not hold. If $l_2 \xleftarrow{t_2} l_3$ and $l_1 \xrightarrow{t_1 \oplus t_2} l_3$, $l_1 \xrightarrow{t_1} l_2$ may not hold. Consider the following loop layout trees:

$l_1 = (Q_1, 0) \odot (Q_2, 2) \odot ((Q_3, 0) \setminus \text{Nil}, (Q_3, 3) \setminus \text{Nil})$

$l_2 = (Q_2, 2) \odot ((Q_3, 0) \setminus \text{Nil}, (Q_3, 1) \setminus \text{Nil})$

$l_3 = (Q_3, 0) \setminus \text{Nil}$

Let $t_1 = (Q_1, 0, \text{NotLoop})$ and $t_2 = (Q_2, 2, 1)$. By Figure 4-5, $l_2 \xrightarrow{t_2} l_3$, $l_1 \xrightarrow{t_1 \oplus t_2} l_3$, and $l_1 \xleftarrow{t_1} l_2$ where $l_2' = (Q_2, 2) \odot ((Q_3, 0) \setminus \text{Nil}, (Q_3, 3) \setminus \text{Nil})$. However, $l_2 \neq l_2'$. 
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Proposition 4.5.5. For any loop layout trees \( l_1, l_2 \) and annotated traces \( t_1, t_2 \), if \( l_1 \xrightarrow{t_1 \circ @ t_2} l_2 \) then there exists loop layout tree \( l_3 \) such that \( l_1 \xrightarrow{t_1} l_3 \).

Proof. The proof is by induction on the length of \( t_1 \) and the derivation of \( l_1 \).

Case 1: \( t_1 = \text{Nil} \). Let \( l_3 = l_1 \). By Figure 4-5, \( l_1 \xrightarrow{\text{Nil}} l_1 \).

Case 2: \( t_1 = (Q', r, \lambda) \circ @ t'_1 \). We have \( t_1 \circ @ t_2 = (Q', r, \lambda) \circ @ t'_1 \circ @ t_2 \).

Case 2.1: \( l_1 = \text{Nil} \). Since \( t_1 \circ @ t_2 \neq \text{Nil} \), it is not possible to have \( l_1 \xrightarrow{t_1 \circ @ t_2} l_2 \) by Figure 4-5.

Case 2.2: \( l_1 = (Q, r) \cup (l'_1, \ldots, l'_r) \).

Since \( l_1 \xrightarrow{l_1 \circ @ t_2} l_2 \), by Figure 4-5, \( Q \models Q' \), \( \lambda = \text{NotLoop} \), and \( l'_1 \xrightarrow{t'_1 \circ @ t_2} l_2 \). By the induction hypothesis, there exists loop layout tree \( l_3 \) such that \( l'_1 \xrightarrow{t'_1} l_3 \). By Figure 4-5, \( l_1 \xrightarrow{(Q', r, \lambda)} l'_1 \). By Proposition 4.5.4, \( l_1 \xrightarrow{t_1} l_3 \).

Case 2.3: \( l_1 = (Q', r) \cup (l'_1, \ldots, l'_r) \).

Since \( l_1 \xrightarrow{l_1 \circ @ t_2} l_2 \), by Figure 4-5, \( Q \models Q' \), \( 1 \leq \lambda \leq r \), and \( l'_\lambda \xrightarrow{t'_\lambda \circ @ t_2} l_2 \). By the induction hypothesis, there exists loop layout tree \( l_3 \) such that \( l'_\lambda \xrightarrow{t'_\lambda} l_3 \). By Figure 4-5, \( l_1 \xrightarrow{(Q', r, \lambda)} l'_\lambda \). By Proposition 4.5.4, \( l_1 \xrightarrow{t_1} l_3 \).

\( \Box \)

Proposition 4.5.6. For any loop layout tree \( l \) and annotated trace \( t \), we have \( t \in \text{GetAnnotatedTrace}(l) \) if and only if \( l \xrightarrow{t} \text{Nil} \).

Proof. By induction on the length of \( t \).

\( \Box \)

4.5.3 Consistency with Program AST, Path Constraint, and Loop Layout Tree

Lemma 4.5.7. For any program \( P \in \text{Prog} \), path constraint \( W \) that is derived from \( P \), context \( \sigma \in \text{Context} \) that satisfies \( W \), if \( \sigma \vdash P \downarrow_{\text{loops}} l \) then there exists an annotated trace \( t \in \text{GetAnnotatedTrace}(l) \) such that \( t \sim W \).
Proof Sketch. The proof is by induction on the derivation of $P$.

Case 1: $P = \epsilon$.

By Figure 4-3, $l = \text{Nil}$. By Algorithm 4, $\text{GETANNOTATEDTRACE}(l) = \{\text{Nil}\}$.

Let $t = \text{Nil}$, then $t \in \text{GETANNOTATEDTRACE}(l)$.

Case 1.1: $W = \text{Nil}$.

By Definition 3.4.26, $t \sim W$.

Case 1.2: $W = \langle Q', r', s' \rangle$.

By Definition 4.3.1, $F(P) = \text{Nil}$. By Definition 4.1.4, this case is not possible.

Case 1.3: $W = (\langle Q'_1, r'_1, s'_1 \rangle, \ldots, \langle Q'_m, r'_m, s'_m \rangle)$, where $m \geq 2$.

By Definition 4.1.4, there exists an annotated trace $t'$ such that $P \vdash \epsilon$ and $t' \sim W'$, where

$$W' = (\langle Q'_1, r'_1, s'_1 \rangle, \ldots, \langle Q'_{m-1}, r'_{m-1}, s'_{m-1} \rangle, \langle Q'_m, r', s'_m \rangle)$$

for some row constraint $r'$. By Figure 4-4, $t' = \text{Nil}$. By Definition 3.4.26, this case is not possible.

Case 2: $P$ is of the form “Seq”. $P$ expands to “$Q \ P_1$”, where $Q$ corresponds to the Query symbol and $P_1$ corresponds to the Prog symbol.

Let $\sigma' = \sigma[Q.y \mapsto \sigma(Q)]$. By Figure 4-5, there exists a loop layout tree $l'$ such that $l = (Q, |\sigma(Q)|) \setminus l'$ and $\sigma' \vdash P_1 \Downarrow_{\text{loops}} l'$.

Case 2.1: $W = \text{Nil}$.

By Algorithm 4, $\text{GETANNOTATEDTRACE}(l') \neq \emptyset$. Hence there exists an annotated trace $t' \in \text{GETANNOTATEDTRACE}(l')$. Let $t = (Q, |\sigma(Q)|, \text{NotLoop}) @ t'$. By Algorithm 4,

$$t \in \text{GETANNOTATEDTRACE}(l).$$
By Definition 3.4.26, $t \sim W$.

Case 2.2: $W = \langle Q', r', s' \rangle$.

By Definition 3.4.20, $|\sigma(Q')| \simeq r'$. By Definition 4.3.1, $F(P) = Q$.

By Definition 4.1.4, there exists an annotated trace $t' \in \text{GetAnnotatedTrace}(l)$ such that $Q' \sim \langle Q, |\sigma(Q)|, \text{NotLoop} \rangle @ t'$. By Algorithm 4

$$t \in \text{GetAnnotatedTrace}(l).$$

By Definition 3.4.26, $t \sim W$.

Case 2.3: $W = (\langle Q'_1, r'_1, s'_1 \rangle, \ldots, \langle Q'_m, r'_m, s'_m \rangle)$, where $m \geq 2$.

By Definition 4.1.4, there exists an annotated trace $t'$ such that $P \xrightarrow{t'} \epsilon$ and $t' \sim W'$, where

$$W' = (\langle Q'_1, r'_1, s'_1 \rangle, \ldots, \langle Q'_{m-1}, r'_{m-1}, s'_{m-1} \rangle, \langle Q'_m, r'_m, s'_m \rangle)$$

for some row constraint $r'$.

Let $t'' = \langle Q'', r'', \lambda'' \rangle @ t''$. By Definition 3.4.26, $Q'' \cong_{\text{Nil,Nil,Nil}} Q'_1$.

Also, $r'' \simeq r'_1$. By Figure 4-4, $Q'' \cong_{\text{Nil,Nil,Nil}} Q$.

Hence $Q'_1 \cong_{\text{Nil,Nil,Nil}} Q$. By Definition 3.4.24, Definition 3.4.22, and Definition 3.4.4, $\sigma(Q) = \sigma(Q'_1)$.

Since $\sigma$ satisfies $W$, by Definition 3.4.20, there exists a sequence of contexts $\sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_m \in \text{Context}$ that are updated according to the evaluation of the queries $Q'_1, \ldots, Q'_m$ in $\sigma$ and $|\sigma_i(Q'_i)| \simeq r'_i$ for all $i = 1, \ldots, m$. Since $\sigma_1 = \sigma$, we have $\sigma(Q) = \sigma_1(Q'_1)$. Hence $|\sigma(Q)| \simeq r'_1$.

Since $P \xrightarrow{t''} \epsilon$, by Figure 4-4, $P_1 \xrightarrow{t''} \epsilon$.

Let $W'' = (\langle Q'_2, r'_2, s'_2 \rangle, \ldots, \langle Q'_{m-1}, r'_{m-1}, s'_{m-1} \rangle, \langle Q'_m, r'_m, s'_m \rangle)$. By
Definition 3.4.26: \( t'' \sim W'' \).

Let \( W''' = (\langle Q_2', r_2', s_2' \rangle, \ldots, \langle Q_m', r_m', s_m' \rangle) \). By Definition 4.1.4, \( W''' \) is derived from \( P_1 \).

By Definition 3.4.20, \( \sigma_2 \) satisfies \( W''' \). Also, \( \sigma_2 = \sigma_1[Q_1' \mapsto \sigma(Q_1)] = \sigma[Q \mapsto \sigma(Q)] = \sigma' \). Hence \( \sigma' \) satisfies \( W''' \).

Since \( \sigma' \triangleright P_1 \triangleleft_{loops} l' \), by the induction hypothesis, there exists an annotated trace \( t''' \in \text{GetAnnotatedTrace}(l') \) such that \( t''' \sim W''' \).

Let \( t = \langle Q, |\sigma(Q)|, \text{NotLoop} \rangle \@ t''' \). Since \( l = (Q, |\sigma(Q)|) \setminus l' \), by Algorithm 4, \( t \in \text{GetAnnotatedTrace}(l) \).

Since \( |\sigma(Q)| \simeq r_1' \), by Definition 3.4.26, \( t \sim W \).

Case 3: \( P \) is of the form “If”. \( P \) expands to \( \text{if } Q \text{ then } P_1 \text{ else } P_2 \), where \( Q \) corresponds to the Query symbol, \( P_1 \) corresponds to the first Prog symbol, and \( P_2 \) corresponds to the second Prog symbol.

Case 3.1: \( |\sigma(Q)| \geq 1 \).

Let \( \sigma' = \sigma[Q \mapsto \sigma(Q)] \). By Figure 4-5, there exists a loop layout tree \( l' \) such that \( l = (Q, |\sigma(Q)|) \setminus l' \) and \( \sigma' \triangleright P_1 \triangleleft_{loops} l' \).

Case 3.1.1: \( W = \text{Nil} \). The proof is similar to the proof of Case 2.1.

Case 3.1.2: \( W = \langle Q', r', s' \rangle \). The proof is similar to the proof of Case 2.2.

Case 3.1.3: \( W = (\langle Q_1', r_1', s_1' \rangle, \ldots, \langle Q_m', r_m', s_m' \rangle) \), where \( m \geq 2 \). The proof is similar to the proof of Case 2.3. The main modification is the proof of \( P_1 \triangleright t'' \rightarrow \epsilon \): Since \( |\sigma(Q)| \geq 1 \), by Definition 3.4.19, \( r_1' = (\geq 1) \) or \( r_1' = (\geq 2) \). Either case, since \( r'' \simeq r_1' \), we have \( r'' \geq 1 \). Since \( P \triangleright t' \rightarrow \epsilon \), by Figure 4-4, \( P_1 \triangleright t'' \rightarrow \epsilon \).

Case 3.2: \( |\sigma(Q)| = 0 \). The proof is similar to the proof of Case 3.1.
Case 4: $P$ is of the form “For”. $P$ expands to “for $Q$ do $P_1$ else $P_2$”, where $Q$ corresponds to the Query symbol, $P_1$ corresponds to the first Prog symbol, and $P_2$ corresponds to the second Prog symbol.

Case 4.1: $|\sigma(Q)| \geq 2$.

Let $\sigma(Q) = (x_1, \ldots, x_r)$, where $r = |\sigma(Q)| \geq 2$. Let $\sigma'_1 = \sigma[Q.y \mapsto x_i]$ for each $i = 1, \ldots, r$. By Figure 4-3, there exists loop layout trees $l'_1, \ldots, l'_r$ such that $l = (Q, r) \circ (l'_1, \ldots, l'_r)$ and $\sigma'_1 \vdash P_1 \downarrow_{\text{loops}} l'_i$ for all $i = 1, \ldots, r$.

Case 4.1.1: $W = \text{Nil}$. The proof is similar to the proof of Case 2.1.

Case 4.1.2: $W = \langle Q', r', s' \rangle$. The proof is similar to the proof of Case 2.2.

Case 4.1.3: $W = (\langle Q'_1, r'_1, s'_1 \rangle, \ldots, \langle Q'_m, r'_m, s'_m \rangle)$, where $m \geq 2$.

The proof is similar to the proof of Case 3.1. The main modifications are the reasoning after defining $W'''$:

By Definition 4.1.4, $s'_1 = \text{true}$. By Definition 3.4.20 there exists integer $k_1$ such that $1 \leq k_1 \leq |\sigma_1(Q'_1)| = |\sigma(Q)| = r$ and $\sigma_2 = \sigma_1[Q'_1.y \mapsto \sigma_1(Q'_1)[k_1]] = \sigma[Q.y \mapsto x_{k_1}] = \sigma'_k$. Hence $\sigma'_k$ satisfies $W'''$.

Since $\sigma'_k \vdash P_1 \downarrow_{\text{loops}} l'_k$, by the induction hypothesis, there exists an annotated trace

$$t''' \in \text{GetAnnotatedTrace}(l'_k)$$

such that $t''' \sim W'''$.

Let $t = \langle Q, r, k_1 \rangle @ t'''$. Since $l = (Q, r) \circ (l'_1, \ldots, l'_r)$, by Algorithm 4, $t \in \text{GetAnnotatedTrace}(l)$.

Since $r = |\sigma(Q)| \simeq r'_1$, by Definition 3.4.26 $t \sim W$.

Case 4.2: $|\sigma(Q)| = 1$. The proof is similar to the proof of Case 3.1.

Case 4.3: $|\sigma(Q)| = 0$. The proof is similar to the proof of Case 3.1.
In this proof sketch we reuse the notation in Definition 3.4.26 when stating “\(t'' \sim W''\)” in Case 2.3. To complete the proof, we slightly revise this expression, as well as the expression “\(t \sim W\)” in the induction hypothesis, as follows. Generalize Definition 3.4.26 to work with subprograms. Specifically, define what it means for a suffix of an annotated trace to be consistent with a suffix of a path constraint, with respect to a prefix of the path constraint. This prefix of the path constraint specifies the path through the program to reach the subprogram that generates the trace suffix. Passing along this prefix of the path constraint is straightforward, as we have done systematically in Figure 4-1, Algorithm 8, and Lemma 4.2.14. This prefix of the path constraint is useful for reasoning about the equivalence of the queries in \(t''\) and \(W''\).

\[\]  

Lemma 4.5.8. For any program \(P \in \text{Prog}\), path constraint \(W\) that is derived from \(P\), context \(\sigma \in \text{Context}\) that satisfies \(W\), if \(\sigma \vdash P \Downarrow_{\text{loops}} l\) and \(l \neq \text{Nil}\) then \(\text{MatchPath}(l, W) \neq \text{Nil}\).

Proof. Case 1: \(W = \text{Nil}\).

Since \(l \neq \text{Nil}\), by Algorithm 4, there exists an annotated trace \(t \in \text{GetAnnotatedTrace}(l)\) such that \(t \neq \text{Nil}\). By Definition 3.4.26, \(t \sim \text{Nil}\). In Algorithm 4, execution enters the branch on line 6 with \(t \neq \text{Nil}\).

Case 2: \(W = (\langle Q_1', r_1', s_1' \rangle, \ldots, \langle Q_m', r_m', s_m' \rangle)\) and \(m \geq 1\).

By Lemma 4.5.7, there exists an annotated trace \(t' \in \text{GetAnnotatedTrace}(l)\) such that \(t' \sim W\). Since \(m \geq 1\), by Definition 3.4.26, \(t' \neq \text{Nil}\). In Algorithm 4, execution eventually enters the branch on line 6 with variable \(t \neq \text{Nil}\).
Lemma 4.5.9. For any program $P \in \text{Prog}$, path constraint $W$ that is derived from $P$, context $\sigma \in \text{Context}$ that satisfies $W$, loop layout tree $l$ such that $\sigma \vdash P \Downarrow_{\text{loops}} l$, and annotated trace $t = \text{MatchPath}(l, W)$:

1. $t \sim W$.

2. $P \xrightarrow{t} \epsilon$.

3. $l \xleftarrow{t} \text{Nil}$.

Proof. Case 1: $l = \text{Nil}$.

By Figure 4-3, $P = \epsilon$. By Algorithm 4, $\text{GetAnnotatedTrace}(l) = \{ \text{Nil} \}$. In Algorithm 4, execution never enters line 6 and thus returns Nil on line 10. Hence $t = \text{MatchPath}(l, W) = \text{Nil}$. By Figure 4-4, $P \xrightarrow{t} \epsilon$. By Figure 4-5, $l \xleftarrow{t} \text{Nil}$.

By Definition 4.1.4, $W = \text{Nil}$. By Definition 3.4.26, $t \sim W$.

Case 2: $l \neq \text{Nil}$.

By Lemma 4.5.8, $t = \text{MatchPath}(l, W) \neq \text{Nil}$. In Algorithm 4, execution must not return on line 10. Since $\text{GetAnnotatedTrace}(l)$ contains a finite number of annotated traces, the execution must return on line 7. Hence $t \in \text{GetAnnotatedTrace}(l)$ and $t \sim W$.

By Proposition 4.5.3, $P \xrightarrow{t} \epsilon$. By Proposition 4.5.6, $l \xleftarrow{t} \text{Nil}$.

Theorem 2 (Trace-Code Correspondence). For any program $P \in \mathcal{K}$, path constraint $W$ that is derived from $P$, context $\sigma \in \text{Context}$ that satisfies $W$, and annotated trace $t$, if $t = \text{GetTrace}(P, W, \sigma)$ then there exists a loop layout tree $l'$ such that:

1. $\sigma \vdash P \Downarrow_{\text{loops}} l'$,

2. $t \sim W$, 

\[ \square \]
3. \( P \xrightarrow{t} \epsilon \),

4. \( l' \xrightarrow{t} \text{Nil} \), and

5. \( l' \) and the variable \( l \) are identical except for equivalent variables.

Proof. Let \( e' \) be a list of query-result pairs such that \( \sigma \vdash P \Downarrow_{\text{exec}} e' \). By Proposition 4.1.7, the variable \( e \) in Algorithm 2 and \( e' \) are identical except for equivalent variables.

Let \( l' = \text{DetectLoops}(e') \). Since the variable \( l = \text{DetectLoops}(e) \), \( l \) and \( l' \) are also identical except for equivalent variables. By Theorem 1, \( \sigma \vdash P \Downarrow_{\text{loops}} l' \).

Let \( t' = \text{MatchPath}(l', W) \). Since the variable \( t = \text{MatchPath}(l, W) \), \( t \) and \( t' \) are also identical except for equivalent variables. By Lemma 4.5.9, \( t' \sim W \), \( P \xrightarrow{t'} \epsilon \), and \( l' \xrightarrow{t} \text{Nil} \).

By Figure 4-4, \( P \xrightarrow{t} \epsilon \). By Definition 3.4.26, \( t \sim W \). By Figure 4-5, \( l' \xrightarrow{t} \text{Nil} \).

\[ \square \]

### 4.6 Soundness of the Core Inference Algorithm

To help characterize the execution of the core inference algorithm \( \text{INFERPROG} \), we first present a notation for reasoning about context updates (Section 4.6.1). We then present the soundness proof of \( \text{INFERPROG} \) in Section 4.6.2. We conclude with the soundness proof of \( \text{INFER} \) in Section 4.6.3.

#### 4.6.1 Updating the Context while Traversing the Program AST

Figure 4-6 presents the definition of simultaneously updating the context, traversing a program \( P \in \text{Prog} \), and traversing a loop layout tree, by following an annotated trace.

Proposition 4.6.1. For any programs \( P_1, P_2, P_3 \in \text{Prog} \), contexts \( \sigma_1, \sigma_2, \sigma_3 \in \text{Context} \), loop layout trees \( l_1, l_2, l_3 \), and annotated traces \( t_1, t_2 \):
Proposition 4.6.2. For any programs $P, P' \in \text{Prog}$, contexts $\sigma, \sigma' \in \text{Context}$, loop layout trees $l, l'$, annotated trace $t$, if $\left[\begin{array}{l} P \\ l \end{array}\right] \xrightarrow{t} \left[\begin{array}{l} P' \\ l' \end{array}\right]$ then $P \xrightarrow{t} P'$ and $l \xrightarrow{t} l'$.

Proof. By induction on the derivation of $P_1$. \qed

Remark. Note that the reverse direction of subtraction does not hold. If $\left[\begin{array}{l} P \\ l \end{array}\right] \xrightarrow{t_2} \left[\begin{array}{l} P' \\ l' \end{array}\right]$ and $\left[\begin{array}{l} P_1 \\ l_1 \end{array}\right] \xrightarrow{t_1} \left[\begin{array}{l} P_2 \\ l_2 \end{array}\right]$ may not hold. Counter examples are similar to that of Sections 4.5.1 and 4.5.2.

Proposition 4.6.3. For any programs $P, P' \in \text{Prog}$, context $\sigma \in \text{Context}$, loop layout trees $l, l'$, and annotated query tuple $(Q', r, \lambda)$:

1. if $\sigma \vdash P \Downarrow_{\text{loops}} l$, $P \xrightarrow{(Q', r, \lambda)} P'$, and $l \xleftarrow{(Q', r, \lambda)} l'$, then there exists $\sigma' \in \text{Context}$ such that $\left[\begin{array}{l} P \\ l \end{array}\right] \xrightarrow{(Q', r, \lambda)} \left[\begin{array}{l} P' \\ l' \end{array}\right]$.

2. for any context $\sigma' \in \text{Context}$, if $\sigma \vdash P \Downarrow_{\text{loops}} l$ and $\left[\begin{array}{l} P \\ l \end{array}\right] \xrightarrow{(Q', r, \lambda)} \left[\begin{array}{l} P' \\ l' \end{array}\right]$ then $\sigma' \vdash P' \Downarrow_{\text{loops}} l'$.

Proof. 1. By induction on the derivation of $P$.

2. This proof is by induction on the derivation of $P$.

Case 1: $P = \epsilon$.

By Figure 4-6, it is not possible to have $\left[\begin{array}{l} P \\ l \end{array}\right] \xrightarrow{(Q', r, \lambda)} \left[\begin{array}{l} P' \\ l' \end{array}\right]$.

Case 2: $P$ is of the form “Seq”. $P$ expands to “$Q P_1$”, where $Q$ corresponds to the Query symbol and $P_1$ corresponds to the Prog symbol.

By Figure 4-6, $r = |\sigma(Q)|$, $\sigma' = \sigma[Q \mapsto \sigma(Q)]$, $P' = P_1$, and $l = (Q, r) \setminus l'$.

Since $\sigma \vdash P \Downarrow_{\text{loops}} l$, by Figure 4-3, $\sigma' \vdash P' \Downarrow_{\text{loops}} l'$. 
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Case 3: $P$ is of the form “If”. $P$ expands to “if $Q$ then $P_1$ else $P_2$”, where $Q$ corresponds to the Query symbol, $P_1$ corresponds to the first Prog symbol, and $P_2$ corresponds to the second Prog symbol. The proof is similar to the proof for Case 2.

Case 4: $P$ is of the form “For”. $P$ expands to “for $Q$ do $P_1$ else $P_2$”, where $Q$ corresponds to the Query symbol, $P_1$ corresponds to the first Prog symbol, and $P_2$ corresponds to the second Prog symbol.

Case 4.1: $|\sigma(Q)| \leq 1$. The proof is similar to the proof for Case 2.

Case 4.2: $|\sigma(Q)| \geq 2$. Let $(x_1, \ldots, x_r) = \sigma(Q)$. By Figure 4-6, $r = |\sigma(Q)| \geq 2$, $\lambda \in \{1, \ldots, r\}$, $\sigma' = \sigma[Q.y \mapsto x_{\lambda}]$, $P' = P_1$, and $l' = l_\lambda$. Also, there exists $l_1, \ldots, l_r$ such that $l = (Q, r) \cup (l_1, \ldots, l_r)$.

Since $\sigma \vdash P \Downarrow_{\text{loops}} l$, by Figure 4-3, $\sigma' \vdash P' \Downarrow_{\text{loops}} l'$.

Proposition 4.6.4. For any programs $P, P' \in \text{Prog}$, context $\sigma \in \text{Context}$, loop layout trees $l, l'$, and annotated trace $t$:

1. if $\sigma \vdash P \Downarrow_{\text{loops}} l$, $P \xrightarrow{l} P'$, and $l \xrightarrow{l'} l'$, then there exists $\sigma' \in \text{Context}$ such that $\left[ \begin{array}{c} \sigma \\ l \\ P \end{array} \right] \xrightarrow{l} \left[ \begin{array}{c} \sigma' \\ l' \\ P' \end{array} \right]$.

2. for any context $\sigma' \in \text{Context}$, if $\sigma \vdash P \Downarrow_{\text{loops}} l$ and $\left[ \begin{array}{c} \sigma \\ l \end{array} \right] \xrightarrow{l} \left[ \begin{array}{c} \sigma' \\ P' \end{array} \right]$ then $\sigma' \vdash P' \Downarrow_{\text{loops}} l'$.

Proof. 1. This proof is by induction on the length of $t$.

Case 1: $t = \text{Nil}$.

By Figure 4-4, $P' = P$. By Figure 4-5, $l' = l$. By Figure 4-6, $\left[ \begin{array}{c} \sigma \\ l \\ P \end{array} \right] \xrightarrow{\text{Nil}}$.

Case 2: $t = \langle Q', r, \lambda \rangle \oplus t''$.
By Proposition 4.5.2, there exists $P'' \in \text{Prog}$ such that $P \xrightarrow{(Q', r, \lambda)} P''$. By Proposition 4.5.5, there exists $l''$ such that $l \xrightarrow{(Q', r, \lambda)} l''$. By Proposition 4.6.3, there exists $\sigma'' \in \text{Context}$ such that $\left[ \sigma \ P \ l \right] \xrightarrow{\langle Q', r, \lambda \rangle} \left[ \sigma'' \ P'' \ l'' \right]$. By Proposition 4.6.3, $\sigma'' \vdash P'' \Downarrow \text{loops} l''$. Since $P \xrightarrow{t} P'$, we have $P \xrightarrow{(Q', r, \lambda) \ @ t'} P'$. By Proposition 4.5.1, $P'' \xrightarrow{t''} P'$. Since $l \xrightarrow{t} l'$, we have $l \xrightarrow{(Q', r, \lambda) \ @ t''} l'$. By Proposition 4.5.4, $l'' \xrightarrow{t''} l'$. By the induction hypothesis, there exists $\sigma''' \in \text{Context}$ such that $\left[ \sigma'' \ P'' \ l'' \right] \xrightarrow{t''} \left[ \sigma''' \ P' \ l' \right]$. Since $\left[ \sigma \ P \ l \right] \xrightarrow{\langle Q', r, \lambda \rangle} \left[ \sigma'' \ P'' \ l'' \right]$, by Proposition 4.6.1, $\left[ \sigma \ P \ l \right] \xrightarrow{\langle Q', r, \lambda \rangle} \left[ \sigma'' \ P'' \ l'' \right]$. Hence $\left[ \sigma \ P \ l \right] \xrightarrow{t} \left[ \sigma'' \ P'' \ l'' \right]$.

2. This proof is by induction on the length of $t$.

Case 1: $t = \text{Nil}$.

By Figure 4-6, $\sigma' = \sigma$, $P' = P$, and $l' = l$. Since $\sigma \vdash P \Downarrow \text{loops} l$, $\sigma' \vdash P' \Downarrow \text{loops} l'$.

Case 2: $t = \langle Q', r, \lambda \rangle \ @ t''$.

By Proposition 4.6.2, $P \xrightarrow{t} P'$ and $l \xrightarrow{t} l'$. By Proposition 4.5.2, there exists $P'' \in \text{Prog}$ such that $P \xrightarrow{(Q', r, \lambda)} P''$. By Proposition 4.5.5, there exists $l''$ such that $l \xrightarrow{(Q', r, \lambda)} l''$. Since $\sigma \vdash P \Downarrow \text{loops} l$, by Proposition 4.6.3, there exists $\sigma''$ such that $\left[ \sigma \ P \ l \right] \xrightarrow{\langle Q', r, \lambda \rangle} \left[ \sigma'' \ P'' \ l'' \right]$. By Proposition 4.6.3, $\sigma'' \vdash P'' \Downarrow \text{loops} l''$. Since $\left[ \sigma \ P \ l \right] \xrightarrow{t} \left[ \sigma' \ P' \ l' \right]$, by Proposition 4.6.1, $\left[ \sigma'' \ P'' \ l'' \right] \xrightarrow{t''} \left[ \sigma' \ P' \ l' \right]$. By the induction hypothesis, $\sigma' \vdash P' \Downarrow \text{loops} l'$.

□
Figure 4-6: Traverse a program and a corresponding loop layout tree by following an annotated trace, updating the context
4.6.2 Soundness of InferProg

To facilitate discussion we define an alternative implementation of InferProg in Algorithm 10. This version is equivalent to Algorithm 6 and uses annotated traces more explicitly. We first present a detailed case-by-case discussion on the properties of the variables in Algorithm 10 by line 16. We then conclude with the proof of Theorem 3.

Proposition 4.6.5. Consider any programs $P \in \mathbb{Prog}$ and $P' \in \mathcal{K}$ and annotated traces $t, t'$ such that $t \neq \text{Nil}$, $t' \neq \text{Nil}$, $P' \xrightarrow{t'} P$, and $P \xrightarrow{t} \epsilon$. During the execution of InferProg$(P', t', t)$, for each $i = 0, 1, 2$, the variable $W_i$ on line 9 of Algorithm 10 is derived from $P'$.

Proof. By Proposition 4.5.1, $P' \xrightarrow{t' \oplus t} \epsilon$. By Definition 3.4.26, Definition 4.1.4, and the definition of MakePathConstraint, $W_i$ is derived from $P'$.

Lemma 4.6.6. Consider any programs $P \in \mathbb{Prog}$ and $P' \in \mathcal{K}$ and annotated traces $t, t'$ such that $t \neq \text{Nil}$, $t' \neq \text{Nil}$, $P' \xrightarrow{t'} P$, and $P \xrightarrow{t} \epsilon$. During the execution of InferProg$(P', t', t)$, let $\sigma_i'$ be the context variable in SolveAndGetTrace on line 10 of Algorithm 10 for each integer $i \in \{0, 1, 2\}$. If variable $f_i = \text{true}$ on line 16, then there exists $\sigma_i, \sigma_i''$, $P'', l_i, l_i'$ such that:

\[
\begin{align*}
\sigma_i' \vdash P' \\
\sigma_i'' & \vdash \text{loops } l_i' \\
P' \xrightarrow{l_i'} \epsilon \\
l_i'' \xrightarrow{l_i} \text{Nil}
\end{align*}
\]

Proof. In Algorithm 10 variables $s_1 = t'$ and $s_2 = t$. By Proposition 4.6.5 $W_i$ is derived from $P'$.

Since $f_i = \text{true}$, by Algorithm 5 variable $t_i = \text{GetTrace}(P', W_i, \sigma_i')$. By Theorem 2 there exists a loop layout tree $l_i'$ such that:

\[
\begin{align*}
\sigma_i' & \vdash P' \\
\sigma_i'' & \vdash \text{loops } l_i' \\
\sigma_i'' & \vdash \text{loops } l_i'' \\
P' & \xrightarrow{l_i'} \epsilon \\
l_i'' & \xrightarrow{l_i} \text{Nil}
\end{align*}
\]
Since \( f_i = \text{true} \), variables \( t_{i,1} \) and \( t_{i,2} \) are defined on line 16 and satisfy:

\[
t_i = t_{i,1} \@ t_{i,2}
\]  
\[(4.5)\]

Since \( t' \neq \text{Nil} \), variable \( k \geq 1 \) on line 6. Let \( t'_{i,1} = \langle Q_1, r_{i,1}, \lambda_{i,1} \rangle, \ldots, \langle Q_k, r_{i,k}, \lambda_{i,k} \rangle \), then:

\[
t_{i,1} = t'_{i,1} \@ \langle Q_{k+1}, r_{i,k+1}, \lambda_{i,k+1} \rangle
\]  
\[(4.6)\]

By (4.4), (4.5), (4.6), and Proposition 4.5.5, there exists \( l_i, l''_i \) such that:

\[
l'_i \overset{t'_{i,1}}{\longleftarrow} l_i
\]  
\[
l_i \overset{\langle Q_{k+1}, r_{i,k+1}, \lambda_{i,k+1} \rangle}{\longrightarrow} l''_i
\]  
\[(4.7)\]

For all \( j = 1, \ldots, k \), by (4.2), variable \( r_{i,j} = 0 \) if and only if variable \( r_j = 0 \). Hence, traversing a program by following \( t' \) or \( t'_{i,1} \) will use the same rules in Figure 4-4. Since \( P' \overset{t'}{\longrightarrow} P \),

\[
P' \overset{t'_{i,1}}{\longrightarrow} P
\]  
\[(4.9)\]

By (4.1), (4.9), (4.7), and Proposition 4.6.4, there exists \( \sigma_i \) such that:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\sigma'_i \\
\sigma_i
\end{bmatrix} \overset{t'_{i,1}}{\longrightarrow} \begin{bmatrix}
\sigma_i \\
\sigma_i
\end{bmatrix}
\]  
\[(4.10)\]

By (4.3), (4.5), (4.6), (4.9), and Proposition 4.5.1,

\[
P \overset{\langle Q_{k+1}, r_{i,k+1}, \lambda_{i,k+1} \rangle \@ t_{i,2}}{\longrightarrow} \epsilon
\]  
\[(4.11)\]

By (4.11) and Proposition 4.5.2 there exists \( P'' \) such that:

\[
P \overset{\langle Q_{k+1}, r_{i,k+1}, \lambda_{i,k+1} \rangle}{\longrightarrow} P''
\]  
\[(4.12)\]
By (4.1), (4.10), and Proposition 4.6.4,

$$\sigma_i \vdash P \downarrow_{\text{loops}} l_i$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.13)

By (4.13), (4.12), (4.8), and Proposition 4.6.4, there exists $$\sigma''_i$$ such that

$$\left[ \sigma_i \right] P l_i \langle Q_{k+1}, r_{i,k+1}, \lambda_{i,k+1} \rangle \leftarrow\rightarrow \left[ \sigma''_i \right] P'' l''_i.$$ 

\[\square\]

**Lemma 4.6.7.** Consider any programs $$P \in \text{Prog}$$ and $$P' \in \mathcal{K}$$ and annotated traces $$t, t'$$ such that $$t \neq \text{Nil}$$, $$P' \xrightarrow{t'} P$$, and $$P \xrightarrow{t} \epsilon$$. During the execution of

$$\text{INFERPROG}(P', t', t),$$

if variable $$f_2 = \text{true}$$ on line 16 then variable $$\lambda_{2,k+1} \neq \text{NotLoop}$$ if and only if $$P$$ is of the form “For”.

**Proof.** In Algorithm 10 variables $$s_1 = t'$$ and $$s_2 = t$$. By Proposition 4.6.5 $$W_2$$ is derived from $$P''$$.

Let $$\sigma'_2$$ be the context variable in $$\text{SOLVEANDGETTRACE}$$ on line 10 for $$i = 2$$. Since $$f_2 = \text{true}$$, by Algorithm 5 variable $$t_2 = \text{GETTRACE}(P'', W_2, \sigma'_2)$$. By Theorem 2 there exists a loop layout tree $$l''_2$$ such that $$\sigma'_2 \vdash P' \downarrow_{\text{loops}} l''_2, t_2 \sim W_2$$, and $$l''_2 \xrightarrow{t_2} \text{Nil}$$.

**Case 1:** $$t' = \text{Nil}$$.

Since $$P' \xrightarrow{t'} P$$, by Figure 4-4, $$P' = P$$.

Let $$\sigma_2 = \sigma'_2, l_2 = l''_2, \text{then } \sigma_2 \vdash P \downarrow_{\text{loops}} l_2$$.

Since $$t' = \text{Nil}$$, variable $$k = 0$$ on line 6. Variable $$t_{2,1} = \langle Q_1, r_{2,1}, \lambda_{2,1} \rangle$$ on line 16. Variable $$t_2 = t_{2,1} @ t_{2,2} = \langle Q_1, r_{2,1}, \lambda_{2,1} \rangle @ t_{2,2}$$.

Since $$l''_2 \xrightarrow{t_2} \text{Nil}$$, by Proposition 4.5.5 there exists $$l''_2$$ such that $$l''_2 \xrightarrow{(Q_1,r_{2,1},\lambda_{2,1})} l''_2$$. Hence, $$l_2 \xrightarrow{(Q_1,r_{2,1},\lambda_{2,1})} l''_2.$$
By the definition of \textsc{MakePathConstraint}, the first query in \(W_2\) is the first query in \(t\). By Definition 3.4.26, the first queries in \(t_2\) and \(W_2\) are identical except for equivalent variables. In other words, \(Q_1\) and the first query in \(t\) are identical except for equivalent variables. Since \(P \xrightarrow{t} \epsilon\) and \(t \neq \text{Nil}\), by Figure 4-4, there exists \(P''\) such that \(P \xrightarrow{(Q_1,r_2,1,\lambda_2,1)} P''\).

By Proposition 4.6.3, there exists \(\sigma''\) such that \[
\begin{bmatrix}
\sigma'_2 \\
\rho'' \\
l_2
\end{bmatrix}
\xrightarrow{(Q_1,r_2,1,\lambda_2,1)}
\begin{bmatrix}
\sigma''_2 \\
\rho'' \\
l_2
\end{bmatrix}.
\]

Case 2: \(t' \neq \text{Nil}\).

By Lemma 4.6.6, there exists \(\sigma_2, \sigma''_2, P'', l_2, l''_2\) such that
\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\sigma'_2 \\
\rho'' \\
l_2
\end{bmatrix}
\xrightarrow{(Q_{k+1},r_{2,k+1},\lambda_{2,k+1})}
\begin{bmatrix}
\sigma''_2 \\
\rho'' \\
l_2
\end{bmatrix}.
\]

Either case, we have \[
\begin{bmatrix}
\sigma'_2 \\
\rho'' \\
l_2
\end{bmatrix}
\xrightarrow{(Q_{k+1},r_{2,k+1},\lambda_{2,k+1})}
\begin{bmatrix}
\sigma''_2 \\
\rho'' \\
l_2
\end{bmatrix}.
\]

The rest of the proof is by induction on the derivation of \(P\).

Case 1: \(P = \epsilon\).

Since \(P \xrightarrow{t} \epsilon\), by Figure 4-4, it is not possible to have \(t \neq \text{Nil}\). Hence the proposition trivially holds.

Case 2: \(P\) is of the form “Seq”. \(P\) expands to “\(Q\ P_1\)”, where \(Q\) corresponds to the Query symbol and \(P_1\) corresponds to the Prog symbol.

Since \[
\begin{bmatrix}
\sigma'_2 \\
\rho'' \\
l_2
\end{bmatrix}
\xrightarrow{(Q_{k+1},r_{2,k+1},\lambda_{2,k+1})}
\begin{bmatrix}
\sigma''_2 \\
\rho'' \\
l_2
\end{bmatrix},
\]
by Figure 4-6, \(\lambda_{2,k+1} = \text{NotLoop}\).

Case 3: \(P\) is of the form “If”. \(P\) expands to “\(\text{if } Q \text{ then } P_1 \text{ else } P_2\)”, where \(Q\) corresponds to the Query symbol, \(P_1\) corresponds to the first Prog symbol, and \(P_2\) corresponds to the second Prog symbol. The proof is similar to the proof of Case 2.
Case 4: $P$ is of the form “For”. $P$ expands to “for $Q$ do $P_1$ else $P_2$”, where $Q$ corresponds to the Query symbol, $P_1$ corresponds to the first Prog symbol, and $P_2$ corresponds to the second Prog symbol.

Since $t_2 \sim W_2$, by Definition 3.4.26 and the definition of MAKEPATHCONSTRAINT, $r_{2,k+1} \geq 2$. Since $\sigma_2 \overset{P_2}{\to} \sigma_2'$, by Figure 4-6, $\lambda_{2,k+1} \neq \text{NotLoop}$.

Lemma 4.6.8. Consider any programs $P \in \text{Prog}$ and $P' \in \mathcal{K}$, where $P$ is of the form “Seq”, and any annotated traces $t, t'$ such that $P' \overset{t'}{\to} P$ and $P \overset{t}{\to} \epsilon$. Let $P$ expand to “$Q P_1$” where $Q$ corresponds to the Query symbol and $P_1$ corresponds to the Prog symbol. During the execution of $\text{INFERPROG}([P'], t', t)$, for any integer $i \in \{0, 1, 2\}$, if variable $f_i = \text{true}$ on line 16 then $P' \overset{t_{i,1}}{\to} P_1$ and $P_1 \overset{t_{i,2}}{\to} \epsilon$.

Proof. In Algorithm 10, variables $s_1 = t'$ and $s_2 = t$. By Proposition 4.6.5 $W_i$ is derived from $P'$.

Since $f_i = \text{true}$, by Algorithm 5, variable $t_i = \text{GETTRACE}([P'], W_i, \sigma'_i)$ for some $\sigma'_i$. By Theorem 2

$$t_i \sim W_i \quad (4.14)$$

$$P' \overset{t}{\to} \epsilon \quad (4.15)$$

Since $P \overset{t}{\to} \epsilon$, by Figure 4-4, $Q \overset{t}{\to} Q_{k+1}$. Hence, by Figure 4-4

$$P \overset{\langle Q_{k+1}, r_{i,k+1}, \lambda_{i,k+1} \rangle}{\to} P_1 \quad (4.16)$$

Case 1: $t' = \text{Nil}$.

Variable $k = 0$ on line 6. Variable $t_{i,1} = \langle Q_1, r_{i,1}, \lambda_{i,1} \rangle$ on line 16. By (4.16), $P \overset{t_{i,1}}{\to} P_1$.

Since $P' \overset{t'}{\to} P$, by Figure 4-4, $P' = P$. By (4.15), $P \overset{t_{i}}{\to} \epsilon$.

Since $t_i = t_{i,1} @ t_{i,2}$, by Proposition 4.5.1, $P_1 \overset{t_{i,2}}{\to} \epsilon$. 
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Case 2: $t' \neq \text{Nil}$.

Variable $k \geq 1$ on line 6. Since $f_i = \text{true}$, variables $t_{i,1}$ and $t_{i,2}$ are defined on line 16 and satisfy:

$$t_i = t_{i,1} \oplus t_{i,2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.17)

Let $t'_{i,1} = \langle Q_1, r_{i,1}, \lambda_{i,1} \rangle, \ldots, \langle Q_k, r_{i,k}, \lambda_{i,k} \rangle$, then:

$$t_{i,1} = t'_{i,1} \oplus \langle Q_{k+1}, r_{i,k+1}, \lambda_{i,k+1} \rangle$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.18)

By (4.14), Definition 3.4.26 and the definition of MAKEPATHCONSTRAINT, $r_{i,j} = 0$ if and only if $r_j = 0$ for any $j = 1, \ldots, k$. Hence, traversing a program by following $t'$ or by following $t'_{i,1}$ will use the same rules in Figure 4-4. Since $P' \xrightarrow{t'} P$,

$$P' \xrightarrow{t'_{i,1}} P$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.19)

By (4.19), (4.16), (4.18), and Proposition 4.5.1

$$P' \xrightarrow{t'_{i,1}} P_1$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.20)

By (4.15), (4.20), (4.17), and Proposition 4.5.1

$$P_1 \xrightarrow{t'_{i,2}} \epsilon$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.21)

\qed

**Lemma 4.6.9.** Consider any programs $P \in \text{Prog}$ and $P' \in \mathcal{K}$, where $P$ is of the form “Seq”, and any annotated traces $t, t'$ such that $P' \xrightarrow{t'} P$ and $P \xrightarrow{t} \epsilon$. During the execution of INFERPROG($P'$, $t'$, $t$), if variables $f_0 = f_1 = \text{true}$ on line 16 then either $t_{0,2} = t_{1,2} = \text{Nil}$, or $t_{0,2} \neq \text{Nil}$ and $t_{1,2} \neq \text{Nil}$ and $\pi_{0Q_0} = \pi_{Q_1,k+2}$.

**Proof.** Let $P$ expand to “Q $P_1$”, where $Q$ corresponds to the Query symbol and $P_1$ corresponds to the Prog symbol. By Lemma 4.6.8 $P_1 \xrightarrow{t'_{i,2}} \epsilon$ for each $i = 0, 1$. The rest of the proof is by induction on the derivation of $P_1$. 
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Case 1: $P_1 = \epsilon$.

By Figure 4-4, $t_{i,2} = \text{Nil}$ for each $i = 0, 1$.

Case 2: $P_1$ is of the form “Seq”. $P_1$ expands to “$Q' P_2$”, where $Q'$ corresponds to the Query symbol and $P_2$ corresponds to the Prog symbol.

By Figure 4-4 for each $i = 0, 1$ we have $t_{i,2} \neq \text{Nil}$ and $Q_{i,k+2} = Q'$. Hence $\pi_S Q_{0,k+2} = \pi_S Q_{1,k+2} = \pi_S Q'$.

Case 3: $P_1$ is of the form “If”. The proof is similar to the proof of Case 2.

Case 4: $P_1$ is of the form “For”. The proof is similar to the proof of Case 2.

\[\square\]

Lemma 4.6.10. Consider any programs $P \in \text{Prog}$ and $P' \in \mathcal{K}$, where $P$ is of the form “If”, and any annotated traces $t, t'$ such that $P' \xrightarrow{t'} P$ and $P \xrightarrow{t} \epsilon$. Let $P$ expand to “if $Q$ then $P_1$ else $P_2$”, where $Q$ corresponds to the Query symbol, $P_1$ corresponds to the first Prog symbol, and $P_2$ corresponds to the second Prog symbol. During the execution of $\text{INFERPROG}(P', t', t)$:

1. if variable $f_0 = \text{true}$ on line 16 then $P' \xrightarrow{t_{0,1}} P_2$ and $P_2 \xrightarrow{t_{0,2}} \epsilon$.

2. if variable $f_1 = \text{true}$ on line 16 then $P' \xrightarrow{t_{1,1}} P_1$ and $P_1 \xrightarrow{t_{1,2}} \epsilon$.

Proof. 1. By Proposition 4.6.5 $W_0$ is derived from $P'$. Since $f_0 = \text{true}$, by Algorithm 5 variable $t_0 = \text{GETTRACE}(P', W_0, \sigma'_0)$ for some $\sigma'_0$. By Theorem 2 $t_0 \sim W_0$. By the definition of $\text{MAKEPATHCONSTRAINT}$, $r_{0,k+1} = 0$ on line 16.

The rest of the proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 4.6.8.

2. The proof is similar to the proof of 1.

\[\square\]

Lemma 4.6.11. Consider any programs $P \in \text{Prog}$ and $P' \in \mathcal{K}$, where $P$ is of the form “For”, and any annotated traces $t, t'$ such that $P' \xrightarrow{t'} P$ and $P \xrightarrow{t} \epsilon$. Let $P$ expand to “for $Q$ do $P_1$ else $P_2$”, where $Q$ corresponds to the Query symbol, $P_1$ corresponds
to the first Prog symbol, and \( P_2 \) corresponds to the second Prog symbol. During the execution of \( \text{InferProg}(P', t', t) \):

1. if variable \( f_0 = \text{true} \) on line 16 then \( P' \xrightarrow{t_{0,1}} P_2 \) and \( P_2 \xrightarrow{t_{0,2}} \epsilon \).

2. if variable \( f_2 = \text{true} \) on line 16 then \( P' \xrightarrow{t_{2,1}} P_1 \) and \( P_1 \xrightarrow{t_{2,2}} \epsilon \).

**Proof.** The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 4.6.10.

**Theorem 3** (Core Recursion). For any programs \( P \in \text{Prog} \) and \( P' \in \mathcal{K} \) and annotated traces \( t, t' \), if \( P' \xrightarrow{t'} P \) and \( P \xrightarrow{t} \epsilon \) then \( P \equiv \text{InferProg}(P', t', t) \).

**Proof.** This proof is by induction on the derivation of \( P \).

**Case 1:** \( P = \epsilon \).

By Figure 4-4, \( t = \text{Nil} \). By Algorithm 10, \( \text{InferProg}(P', t', \text{Nil}) = \epsilon \).

**Case 2:** \( P \) is of the form “Seq”. \( P \) expands to “\( Q \ P_1 \)”, where \( Q \) corresponds to the Query symbol and \( P_1 \) corresponds to the Prog symbol.

By Lemma 4.6.7 if \( f_2 = \text{true} \) then \( \lambda_{2,k+1} = \text{NotLoop} \), so execution does not enter the branch on line 17. By Lemma 4.6.9, execution does not enter the branch on line 23. Hence, execution enters the branch on line 27.

Since \( P' \xrightarrow{t'} P \), by Figure 4-4, \( P \) is a subprogram of \( P' \). Hence \( Q \) is a query in \( P' \). Since \( P' \in \mathcal{K} \), by Definition 3.3.4 and Proposition 4.2.6, \( \text{TRIM}(P') = P' \). Hence \( Q \) is a query in \( \text{TRIM}(P') \). By Proposition 4.2.17 there exists a context \( \sigma \in \text{Context} \) such that \( Q \) is used while evaluating \( \sigma(P') \). So at least one of the path constraints \( W_0, W_1 \) is satisfiable. By Proposition 4.1.6, at least one of the variables \( f_0, f_1 \) is true.

If \( f_i = \text{true} \) \((i = 0, 1)\), by Lemma 4.6.8 \( P' \xrightarrow{t_{i,1}} P_1 \) and \( P_1 \xrightarrow{t_{i,2}} \epsilon \). By the induction hypothesis, \( P_1 \equiv \text{InferProg}(P', t_{i,1}, t_{i,2}) \). Either case, \( P_1 \) and variable \( b \) on line 31 are identical except for equivalent variables.

Since \( P \xrightarrow{t} \epsilon \), by Figure 4-4, \( Q = Q_{k+1} \).
Case 3: $P$ is of the form “If”. $P$ expands to “if $Q$ then $P_1$ else $P_2$”, where $Q$ corresponds to the Query symbol, $P_1$ corresponds to the first Prog symbol, and $P_2$ corresponds to the second Prog symbol.

By Lemma 4.6.7, if $f_2 = \text{true}$ then $\lambda_{2,k+1} = \text{NotLoop}$, so execution does not enter the branch on line 17.

Since $P' \xrightarrow{f} P$, by Figure 4-4, $P$ is a subprogram of $P'$. Hence $Q$ is a query in $P'$. Since $P' \in \mathcal{K}$, by Definition 3.3.4 and Proposition 4.2.6, $\text{TRIM}(P') = P'$.

Hence $Q$ is a query in $\text{TRIM}(P')$. By Proposition 4.2.17, there exists a context $\sigma \in \text{Context}$ such that $Q$ is used while evaluating $\sigma(P')$ and the corresponding row count is zero (or positive). So both of the path constraints $W_0, W_1$ are satisfiable. By Proposition 4.1.6, variables $f_0 = f_1 = \text{true}$.

Since $\text{TRIM}(P') = P'$ and $P$ is subprogram of $P'$, by Algorithm 8 it is not possible to have $P_1 = P_2 = \epsilon$. By Definition 3.3.4 and Definition 4.3.6 $\pi_8\mathcal{F}(P_1) \neq \pi_8\mathcal{F}(P_2)$.

By Lemma 4.6.10, $P' \xrightarrow{t_{0,1}} P_2$ and $P_2 \xrightarrow{t_{0,2}} \epsilon$. By Lemma 4.6.10, $P' \xrightarrow{t_{1,1}} P_1$ and $P_1 \xrightarrow{t_{1,2}} \epsilon$.

Case 3.1: $P_1 = \epsilon$ and $P_2 \neq \epsilon$.

By Figure 4-4, $t_{1,2} = \text{Nil}$ and $t_{0,2} \neq \text{Nil}$.

Case 3.2: $P_1 \neq \epsilon$ and $P_2 = \epsilon$.

By Figure 4-4, $t_{1,2} \neq \text{Nil}$ and $t_{0,2} = \text{Nil}$.

Case 3.3: $P_1 \neq \epsilon$ and $P_2 \neq \epsilon$.

By Figure 4-4, $t_{1,2} \neq \text{Nil}$ and $t_{0,2} \neq \text{Nil}$. $Q_{0,k+2} \div \mathcal{F}(P_2)$. $Q_{1,k+2} \div \mathcal{F}(P_1)$. Since $\pi_8\mathcal{F}(P_1) \neq \pi_8\mathcal{F}(P_2)$, we have $\pi_8Q_{0,k+2} \neq \pi_8Q_{1,k+2}$.

In all of these cases, execution enters the branch on line 23.

By the induction hypothesis, $P_2$ and the variable

$$b_f = \text{INFERPROG}(P', t_{0,1}, t_{0,2})$$
on line 26 are identical except for equivalent variables. Also, $P_1$ and the variable $b_t = \text{InferProg}(P', t_{1,1}, t_{1,2})$ are identical except for equivalent variables.

Since $P \xrightarrow{t} \epsilon$, by Figure 4-4, $Q \equiv Q_{k+1}$.

Case 4: $P$ is of the form "For". $P$ expands to "for $Q$ do $P_1$ else $P_2$", where $Q$ corresponds to the Query symbol, $P_1$ corresponds to the first Prog symbol, and $P_2$ corresponds to the second Prog symbol.

Since $P' \xrightarrow{t} P$, by Figure 4-4, $P$ is a subprogram of $P'$. Hence $Q$ is a query in $P'$. Since $P' \in \mathcal{K}$, by Definition 3.3.4 and Proposition 4.2.6, $\text{TRIM}(P') = P'$. Hence $Q$ is a query in $\text{TRIM}(P')$. By Proposition 4.2.17, there exists a context $\sigma \in \text{Context}$ such that $Q$ is used while evaluating $\sigma(P')$ and the corresponding row count is at least two. So the path constraint $W_2$ is satisfiable. By Proposition 4.1.6, variable $f_2 = \text{true}$.

By Lemma 4.6.7, variable $\lambda_{2,k+1} \neq \text{NotLoop}$. Execution enters the branch on line 17.

By Lemma 4.6.11, $P' \xrightarrow{t_{2,1}} P_1$ and $P_1 \xrightarrow{t_{2,2}} \epsilon$. By the induction hypothesis, $P_1$ and the variable $b_t = \text{InferProg}(P', t_{1,1}, t_{1,2})$ on line 22 are identical except for equivalent variables.

Case 4.1: $f_0 = \text{true}$.

By Lemma 4.6.11, $P' \xrightarrow{t_{0,1}} P_2$ and $P_2 \xrightarrow{t_{0,2}} \epsilon$. By the induction hypothesis, $P_2$ and the variable $b_f = \text{InferProg}(P', t_{0,1}, t_{0,2})$ on line 22 are identical except for equivalent variables.

Case 4.2: $f_0 = \text{false}$.

The path constraint $W_0$ is unsatisfiable. Since $\text{TRIM}(P') = P'$, by Algorithm 8, $P_2 = \epsilon$. Hence $P_2 = b_f$ on line 22.

Since $P \xrightarrow{t} \epsilon$, by Figure 4-4, $Q \equiv Q_{k+1}$.

\qed
Algorithm 10 Recursively infer a subprogram (Algorithm 6) with more detail

Input: $\overrightarrow{P}$ is the executable of a program $P \in \mathcal{K}$.
Input: $s_1$ is a prefix of an annotated trace.
Input: $s_2$ is a suffix of an annotated trace.
Output: Subprogram equivalent to $P$'s subprogram after trace $s_1$.

1: procedure INFERP($\overrightarrow{P}, s_1, s_2$)  
2: \hspace{1em} if $s_2 = \text{Nil}$ then return $\epsilon$  
3: \hspace{1em} end if  
4: \hspace{1em} $k \leftarrow$ The length of $s_1$  
5: \hspace{1em} if $k > 0$ then $(Q_1, r_1, \lambda_1), \ldots, (Q_k, r_k, \lambda_k) \leftarrow s_1$  
6: \hspace{1em} end if  
7: \hspace{1em} $(Q_{k+1}, r_{k+1}, \lambda_{k+1}), \ldots, (Q_n, r_n, \lambda_n) \leftarrow s_2$  
8: \hspace{1em} for $i = 0, 1, 2$ do  
9: \hspace{2em} $W_i \leftarrow \text{MAKEPATHCONSTRAINT}(s_1, Q_{k+1}, i)$  
10: \hspace{2em} $(f_i, t_i) \leftarrow \text{SOLVEANDGETTRACE}(\overrightarrow{P}, W_i)$  
11: \hspace{2em} if $f_i$ then  
12: \hspace{3em} $(Q_1, r_1, \lambda_1), \ldots, (Q_{k+1}, r_{k+1}, \lambda_{k+1}),$  
13: \hspace{3em} $(Q_{i,k+2}, r_{i,k+2}, \lambda_{i,k+2}), \ldots, (Q_{i,m}, r_{i,m}, \lambda_{i,m}) \leftarrow t_i$  
14: \hspace{3em} $t_{i,1} \leftarrow (Q_1, r_1, \lambda_1), \ldots, (Q_{k+1}, r_{k+1}, \lambda_{k+1})$  
15: \hspace{3em} $t_{i,2} \leftarrow (Q_{i,k+2}, r_{i,k+2}, \lambda_{i,k+2}), \ldots, (Q_{i,m}, r_{i,m}, \lambda_{i,m})$  
16: \hspace{1em} end if  
17: \hspace{1em} end for  
18: \hspace{1em} if $f_2$ and $\lambda_{2,k+1} \neq \text{NotLoop}$ then  
19: \hspace{2em} $b_t \leftarrow \text{INFERPROG}(\overrightarrow{P}, t_{2,1}, t_{2,2})$  
20: \hspace{2em} if $f_0$ then $b_f \leftarrow \text{INFERPROG}(\overrightarrow{P}, t_{0,1}, t_{0,2})$  
21: \hspace{2em} else $b_f \leftarrow \epsilon$  
22: \hspace{2em} end if  
23: \hspace{1em} return "for $Q_{k+1}$ do $b_t$ else $b_f$"  
24: \hspace{1em} end if  
25: \hspace{1em} else if $f_0$ and $f_1$ and (($t_{0,2} = \text{Nil}$ and $t_{1,2} \neq \text{Nil}$) or ($t_{0,2} \neq \text{Nil}$ and $t_{1,2} = \text{Nil}$) or ($t_{0,2} \neq \text{Nil}$ and $t_{1,2} \neq \text{Nil}$ and $\pi_3 Q_{0,k+2} \neq \pi_3 Q_{1,k+2}$)) then  
26: \hspace{2em} $b_t \leftarrow \text{INFERPROG}(\overrightarrow{P}, t_{1,1}, t_{1,2})$  
27: \hspace{2em} $b_f \leftarrow \text{INFERPROG}(\overrightarrow{P}, t_{0,1}, t_{0,2})$  
28: \hspace{2em} return "if $Q_{k+1}$ then $b_t$ else $b_f$"  
29: \hspace{1em} end if  
30: \hspace{1em} else  
31: \hspace{2em} if $f_0$ then $b \leftarrow \text{INFERPROG}(\overrightarrow{P}, t_{0,1}, t_{0,2})$  
32: \hspace{2em} else $b \leftarrow \text{INFERPROG}(\overrightarrow{P}, t_{1,1}, t_{1,2})$  
33: \hspace{1em} end if  
34: \hspace{1em} return "$Q_{k+1}$ $b$"  
35: \hspace{1em} end if  
36: \hspace{1em} end procedure
4.6.3 Soundness of Infer

Theorem 4 (Soundness of Inference). For any program $P \in \mathcal{K}$, $P \doteq \text{Infer}(P)$.

Proof. By Definition 3.4.20, the variable $\sigma$ in Algorithm 1 satisfies the trivial path constraint Nil. By Figure 4-4, there exists an annotated trace $t'$ such that $P \xrightarrow{t'} \epsilon$. By Definition 3.4.26, $t' \sim \text{Nil}$. By Definition 4.1.4, the trivial path constraint Nil is derived from $P$.

Since $P \in \mathcal{K}$, by Theorem 2, variable $t$ satisfies $P \xrightarrow{t} \epsilon$. By Figure 4-4, $P \xrightarrow{\text{Nil}} P$. By Theorem 3, $P \doteq \text{InferProg}(P, \text{Nil}, t)$. □

Corollary 4.6.12. For any programs $P_1, P_2 \in \mathcal{K}$, if $P_1 \equiv P_2$ then $P_1 \doteq P_2$.

Proof. By Proposition 4.2.8, $\text{Infer}(P_1) = \text{Infer}(P_2)$. Since $P_1, P_2 \in \mathcal{K}$, by Theorem 4, $P_1 \doteq \text{Infer}(P_1)$ and $P_2 \doteq \text{Infer}(P_2)$. □

Corollary 4.6.13. For any programs $P_1, P_2 \in \mathcal{K}$, $P_1 \equiv P_2$ if and only if $P_1 \doteq P_2$.


4.7 Complexity

We show that the number of recursive calls to Algorithm 6 is linear in the size of the given program.

Lemma 4.7.1. For any programs $P \in \text{Prog}$ and $P' \in \mathcal{K}$ and annotated traces $t, t'$, if $P' \xrightarrow{t'} P$ and $P \xrightarrow{t} \epsilon$ then the execution of $\text{InferProg}(P', t', t)$ calls the $\text{InferProg}$ procedure at most $(\|P\| - 1)$ times.

Proof. This proof is by induction on the derivation of $P$.

Case 1: $P = \epsilon$.

By Figure 4-4, $t = \text{Nil}$. By Algorithm 6, the procedure returns immediately without calling $\text{InferProg}$. By Definition 4.1.5, $\|\epsilon\| = 1$. 150
Case 2: $P$ is of the form “Seq”. $P$ expands to “$Q \ P_1$”, where $Q$ corresponds to the Query symbol and $P_1$ corresponds to the Prog symbol.

By the proof of Theorem 3, execution in Algorithm 6 enters the branch on line 24. This branch calls the InferProg procedure once. At least one of the variables $f_0, f_1$ is true. When $f_i = \text{true} \ (i = 0, 1)$, by the induction hypothesis, InferProg($P', t_{i,1}, t_{i,2}$) recursively calls the InferProg procedure at most $(\|P_1\| - 1)$ times. Either case, InferProg is totally called at most $1 + (\|P_1\| - 1) = \|P_1\|$ times. By Definition 4.1.5 $\|P\| = 1 + \|P_1\|$.

Case 3: $P$ is of the form “If”. $P$ expands to “if $Q$ then $P_1$ else $P_2$”, where $Q$ corresponds to the Query symbol, $P_1$ corresponds to the first Prog symbol, and $P_2$ corresponds to the second Prog symbol.

By the proof of Theorem 3, execution in Algorithm 6 enters the branch on line 20. This branch calls the InferProg procedure twice. By the induction hypothesis, InferProg($P', t_{0,1}, t_{0,2}$) calls the InferProg procedure at most $(\|P_2\| - 1)$ times and InferProg($P', t_{1,1}, t_{1,2}$) calls the InferProg procedure at most $(\|P_1\| - 1)$ times. Hence, InferProg is totally called at most $2 + (\|P_1\| - 1) + (\|P_2\| - 1) = \|P_1\| + \|P_2\|$ times. By Definition 4.1.5 $\|P\| = 1 + \|P_1\| + \|P_2\|$.

Case 4: $P$ is of the form “For”. $P$ expands to “for $Q$ do $P_1$ else $P_2$”, where $Q$ corresponds to the Query symbol, $P_1$ corresponds to the first Prog symbol, and $P_2$ corresponds to the second Prog symbol.

By the proof of Theorem 3, execution in Algorithm 6 enters the branch on line 14. This branch calls the InferProg procedure at most twice. The rest of the proof is similar to the proof of Case 3.

\[\square\]

**Theorem 5** (Complexity). For any program $P \in \mathcal{K}$, the execution of Infer($P$) calls the InferProg procedure at most $\|P\|$ times.
Proof. By the proof of Theorem 4, we have \( P \xrightarrow{\text{Nil}} P \) and \( P \xrightarrow{t} \epsilon \) for the variable \( t \) in Algorithm 1. By Lemma 4.7.1, the execution of \( \text{INFERP} \{ P \} \) recursively calls the \( \text{INFERP} \) procedure at most \((\| P \| - 1)\) times. By Algorithm 1, the execution of \( \text{INF} \{ P \} \) directly calls the \( \text{INFERP} \) procedure once. Hence \( \text{INFERP} \) is totally called at most \( 1 + (\| P \| - 1) = \| P \| \) times.

4.8 Remark on the Konure DSL

We next discuss the outcomes of using Konure to infer programs that are not in \( \mathcal{K} \).

4.8.1 Programs in Konure DSL Grammar

Apart from the set of inferrable programs \( \mathcal{K} \) (Definition 3.3.4) for which we designed Konure, we also identify the following interesting sets of programs in \( \text{Prog} \), where we obtain a stronger result.

Definition 4.8.1.

\[
\begin{align*}
K_2 &= \{ P \mid P \in \text{Prog}, \tilde{P} \in \mathcal{K} \} \\
K_3 &= \{ P \mid P \in \text{Prog}, \exists P' \in \mathcal{K} : P \equiv P' \} \\
K_4 &= \{ P \mid P \in \text{Prog}, \text{INF} \{ P \} \equiv P \}
\end{align*}
\]

\( K_2 \) represents the set of programs in \( \text{Prog} \) for which the TRIM transformation produces an equivalent program in \( \mathcal{K} \). \( K_3 \) represents the set of programs in \( \text{Prog} \) that have an equivalent program in \( \mathcal{K} \) but the TRIM transformation may not necessarily produce the program in \( \mathcal{K} \). \( K_4 \) represents the set of programs in \( \text{Prog} \) that \( \text{INF} \) is able to infer correctly, although it is not designed to support these programs (because our Konure DSL restrictions are conservative).

Corollary 4.8.2. For any programs \( P_1, P_2 \in K_2 \), if \( P_1 \equiv P_2 \) then \( \tilde{P}_1 \equiv \tilde{P}_2 \).

Proof. By Definition 3.3.2 and Theorem 7, \( \tilde{P}_1 \equiv P_1 \) and \( \tilde{P}_2 \equiv P_2 \). By Definition 4.2.7, \( \tilde{P}_1 \equiv \tilde{P}_2 \). By the definition of \( K_2, \tilde{P}_1, \tilde{P}_2 \in \mathcal{K} \). By Corollary 4.6.12, \( \tilde{P}_1 \equiv \tilde{P}_2 \).
Corollary 4.8.3. For any program $P \in K_3$, let $P' \in K$ such that $P \equiv P'$, then $P' \equiv \text{Infer}(P)$.

Proof. By the definition of $K_3$, such program $P'$ exists. Since $P \equiv P'$, by Proposition 4.2.8, $\text{Infer}(P) = \text{Infer}(P')$. By Theorem 4, $P' \equiv \text{Infer}(P')$. \hfill \Box

We distinguish the sets $K$, $K_2$, $K_3$, $K_4$, and $\text{Prog}$ as follows.

Proposition 4.8.4. $K \subset K_2$.

Proof. 1. $K \subseteq K_2$: For any program $P \in K$, by Definition 3.3.4, there exists program $P' \in \text{Prog}$ such that $P = \tilde{P}'$. By Definition 3.3.2 and Proposition 4.2.6, $\tilde{P}' = \tilde{P}''$. In other words, $\tilde{P} = P \in K$. Hence, $P \in K_2$.

2. $K \neq K_2$: Consider the following example. Let queries $Q_1, Q_2 \in \text{Query}$ such that $\pi_8 Q_1 \neq \pi_8 Q_2$ and that there exists contexts $\sigma, \sigma' \in \text{Context}$ such that $Q_1$ retrieves nonempty data with $\sigma$ and retrieves empty data with $\sigma'$. Let program $P \in \text{Prog}$ be as follows:

$$P = \text{if } Q_1 \text{ then } \{\text{if } Q_1 \text{ then } Q_2 \text{ else } \epsilon\} \text{ else } \epsilon$$

By Definition 3.3.2

$$\tilde{P} = \text{if } Q_1 \text{ then } \{Q_1 \ Q_2\} \text{ else } \epsilon$$

By Definition 3.3.4, $\tilde{P} \in K$. By the definition of $K_2$, $P \in K_2$. Since $P \neq \tilde{P}$, by Proposition 4.2.6, there does not exist any program $P' \in \text{Prog}$ such that $P = \tilde{P}'$. By Definition 3.3.4, $P \not\in K$.

\hfill \Box

Proposition 4.8.5. $K_2 \subset K_3$.

Proof. 1. $K_2 \subseteq K_3$: For any program $P \in K_2$, by definition, $\tilde{P} \in K$. By Definition 3.3.2 and Theorem 7, $P \equiv \tilde{P}$. Hence $P \in K_3$. 
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2. $K_2 \neq K_3$: Consider the following example. Let queries $Q_1, Q_2, Q_3, Q_4 \in \text{Query}$ such that $\pi_S Q_1, \pi_S Q_2, \pi_S Q_3, \pi_S Q_4$ are distinct and that there exists contexts $\sigma, \sigma' \in \text{Context}$ such that $Q_1$ retrieves nonempty data with $\sigma$ and retrieves empty data with $\sigma'$. Let programs $P_1, P_2 \in \text{Prog}$ be as follows:

$$P_1 = Q_1 \; Q_2 \; \text{if} \; Q_1 \; \text{then} \; Q_3 \; \text{else} \; Q_4$$

$$P_2 = \text{if} \; Q_1 \; \text{then} \; \{Q_2 \; Q_1 \; Q_3\} \; \text{else} \; \{Q_2 \; Q_1 \; Q_4\}$$

By Definition 4.2.7, $P_1 \equiv P_2$. By Definition 3.3.2, $\tilde{P}_1 = P_1$ and $\tilde{P}_2 = P_2$. By Definition 3.3.4, $P_1 \in K$ and $P_2 \not\in K$. Hence $P_2 \in K_3$ and $P_2 \not\in K_2$.


Proof. 1. $K_3 \subseteq K_4$: For any program $P \in K_3$, by definition, there exists program $P' \in K$ such that $P \equiv P'$. By Theorem 4, $P' \doteq \text{INFER}(P')$. By Proposition 4.2.13, $P' \equiv \text{INFER}(P')$. By Definition 4.2.7, $\text{INFER}(P') \equiv P$.

2. $K_3 \neq K_4$: Consider the following program $P \in \text{Prog}$.

```plaintext
if \; y_1 \leftarrow \text{select} \; * \; \text{from} \; \text{t1} \; \text{where} \; \text{t1.val1}=x_1 \{ 
    y_2 \leftarrow \text{select} \; * \; \text{from} \; \text{t2} \; \text{where} \; \text{t2.val1}=y_1.\text{t1.val1} 
    y_3 \leftarrow \text{select} \; * \; \text{from} \; \text{t2} \; \text{where} \; \text{t2.id}=x_1 
    \text{if} \; y_4 \leftarrow \text{select} \; * \; \text{from} \; \text{t1} \; \text{where} \; \text{t1.val1}=x_1 \; \land \; \text{t1.val2}=x_2 \{ 
        \text{if} \; y_5 \leftarrow \text{select} \; * \; \text{from} \; \text{t1} \; \text{where} \; \text{t1.val1}=x_1 \; \land \; \text{t1.val2}=x_3 
        \{ 
            \text{for} \; y_6 \leftarrow \text{select} \; * \; \text{from} \; \text{t1} \; \text{where} \; \text{t1.val1}=x_1 \{ 
                y_7 \leftarrow \text{select} \; * \; \text{from} \; \text{t2} \; \text{where} \; \text{t2.val1}=y_6.\text{t1.val1} 
            \} \text{ else } \{\} 
        \} \text{ else } \{\} 
    \} \text{ else } \{\} 
\} \text{ else } \{\} 
\} \text{ else } \{\} 
```

Variables $x_1, x_2, x_3$ are distinct input parameters. Table $\text{t1}$ has columns $\text{val1}$ and $\text{val2}$. Table $\text{t2}$ has columns $\text{id}$ and $\text{val1}$, where $\text{id}$ is the primary key.
By Definition 3.3.2, \( \tilde{P} = P \). Since query \( y_1 \) may return more than one row, \( y_1 \in T(\tilde{P}) \). Since queries \( y_2 \) and \( y_7 \) have the same skeleton, \( y_1 \in R(\tilde{P}) \). Hence \( T(\tilde{P}) \cap R(\tilde{P}) \neq \emptyset \). By Definition 3.3.4, \( \tilde{P} \notin K \). Hence \( P \notin K \) and \( P \notin K_2 \).

To show that \( P \in K_4 \), we first show that the loop detection algorithm in Algorithm 3 correctly identifies loops for \( P \). Let \( r_i = |y_i| \) be the number of rows retrieved by query \( y_i \) for each \( i = 1, 2, \ldots, 7 \). When execution enters query \( y_6 \), we have \( r_1 > 0 \), \( r_4 > 0 \), and \( r_5 > 0 \). Hence \( y_1 \neq \emptyset \), \( y_4 \neq \emptyset \), and \( y_5 \neq \emptyset \). Note that the rows retrieved by \( y_4 \) and \( y_5 \) are both subsets of the rows retrieved by \( y_1 \), that is, \( y_4 \subseteq y_1 \) and \( y_5 \subseteq y_1 \). Since \( x_2 \) and \( x_3 \) are distinct input parameters, the Konure inference algorithm assigns them different values (Section 3.6). Hence the rows retrieved by \( y_4 \) and \( y_5 \) are disjoint, that is, \( y_4 \cap y_5 = \emptyset \). Since \( y_4 \) and \( y_5 \) are both nonempty, we have \( y_4 \subseteq y_1 \) and \( y_5 \subseteq y_1 \). Hence \( r_1 > r_4 > 0 \), \( r_1 > r_5 > 0 \), and \( r_1 \geq 2 \). Since queries \( y_1 \) and \( y_6 \) are identical, \( r_1 = r_6 \geq 2 \). Since query \( y_7 \) is repeated \( r_6 \geq 2 \) times in the trace, the loop detection algorithm in Algorithm 3 correctly identifies query \( y_7 \) as iterations of a loop that iterates over query \( y_6 \).

We next discuss the two other sets of repetitive query skeletons:

(a) Queries \( y_2 \) and \( y_7 \) have the same skeleton. During execution, this skeleton is repeated \( (r_6 + 1) \) times in the trace. Since \( r_6 + 1 = r_1 + 1 \neq r_1 \), the loop detection algorithm does not incorrectly identify queries \( y_1 \) and \( y_7 \) as iterations of a loop that iterates over query \( y_1 \).

(b) Queries \( y_4 \) and \( y_5 \) have the same skeleton. Since query \( y_3 \) selects data by the primary key, \( r_3 \leq 1 \). Hence the loop detection algorithm does not incorrectly identify queries \( y_4 \) and \( y_5 \) as iterations of a loop that iterates over query \( y_3 \).

For these reasons, the DETECTLOOPS procedure is able to infer the correct loop layout trees. The rest of the Konure inference algorithm produces \( \text{INFER}(P) \), where \( P = \text{INFER}(P) \). By Proposition 4.2.13, \( P \equiv \text{INFER}(P) \). By the definition of \( K_4 \), \( P \in K_4 \).
To show that \( P \not\in K_3 \), assume by way of contradiction that \( P \in K_3 \). By the definition of \( K_3 \), there exists \( P' \in \mathcal{K} \) such that \( P \equiv P' \). By Theorem 4, \( P' \equiv \text{Infer}(P') \). Since \( P \equiv P' \), the black box programs \( P \) and \( P' \) are observationally equivalent. Hence \( \text{Infer}(P) = \text{Infer}(P') \). Since \( P \equiv \text{Infer}(P') \), we have \( P \equiv P' \). No matter how we alter \( P \) with different but equivalent origin locations, the query \( y_1 \) may still return more than one row and the queries \( y_2 \) and \( y_7 \) still have the same skeleton. Hence \( \mathcal{I}(P') \cap \mathcal{R}(P') \neq \emptyset \). Since \( P' \in \mathcal{K} \), we have the desired contradiction. Hence \( P \not\in K_3 \).

**Proposition 4.8.7.** \( K_4 \subseteq \text{Prog} \).

**Proof.** 1. \( K_4 \subseteq \text{Prog} \): By definition.

2. \( K_4 \neq \text{Prog} \): Consider the following example. Let queries \( Q_1, Q_2 \in \text{Query} \) such that \( \pi_S Q_1 \) and \( \pi_S Q_2 \) are distinct and that there exists context \( \sigma \in \text{Context} \) such that \( Q_1 \) retrieves two rows with \( \sigma \). Let program \( P \in \text{Prog} \) be as follows:

\[
P = Q_1 \ Q_2 \ Q_2
\]

The execution of \( \text{Infer}(P) \) may fail because the loop detection algorithm in Algorithm 3 may observe \( Q_1 \) retrieve two rows in an execution and mistakenly identify the two subsequent \( Q_2 \) queries as two iterations of a loop. Hence \( P \not\in K_4 \).

\[\square\]

**Proposition 4.8.4** states that the TRIM transformation transforms certain programs that are not in the KONURE DSL into equivalent programs in the KONURE DSL. **Proposition 4.8.5** states that the TRIM transformation does not transform all of the potential programs into the KONURE DSL. **Proposition 4.8.6** states that the restrictions in Definition 3.3.4 are conservative, that is, there are programs not expressible in the KONURE DSL but still allows the KONURE inference algorithm to
infer the correct program. Proposition 4.8.7 states that the KONURE DSL syntax alone is not sufficient for inferrability.

### 4.8.2 Programs Expressible in KONURE DSL

Recall that two programs in Prog are observationally equivalent (Definition 4.2.7) if they produce the same concrete trace (Definition 3.4.6) for all contexts. In other words, when these programs are executed as black boxes (Definition 3.4.8), they always produce the same list of SQL queries and the same retrieved rows. These concrete traces are the only behavior directly observed by KONURE in the EXECUTE procedure. We extend our results to black box programs that are not necessarily written in the KONURE DSL grammar but share the externally visible behavior of some program in $\mathcal{K}$.

**Definition 4.8.8.** $\overline{U}$ denotes the black box executable for a program with an unknown implementation. To execute $\overline{U}$ with a context $\sigma \in \text{Context}$, we populate the database, set the input parameters, and collect the concrete trace as in the EXECUTE procedure.

**Definition 4.8.9.** $\overline{U}$ is **expressible** as program $P \in \text{Prog}$ if for all contexts $\sigma \in \text{Context}$, executing $\overline{U}$ with $\sigma$ produces $\sigma(P)$. $\overline{U}$ is expressible in $\mathcal{K}$ if there exists a program $P \in \mathcal{K}$ such that $\overline{U}$ is expressible as $P$.

**Proposition 4.8.10.** For any program $P \in K_3$, $\overline{P}$ is expressible in $\mathcal{K}$.

**Proof.** By the definition of $K_3$ (Definition 4.8.1), there exists program $P' \in \mathcal{K}$ such that $P \equiv P'$. By Definition 4.2.7 for any context $\sigma \in \text{Context}$, $\sigma(P) = \sigma(P')$. By Definition 3.4.8 executing $\overline{P}$ produces $\sigma(P')$. By Definition 4.8.9 $\overline{P}$ is expressible as $P'$ and is expressible in $\mathcal{K}$. \hfill $\square$

**Proposition 4.8.11.** For any program $P \in \text{Prog}$, if $\overline{U}$ is expressible as $P$ then $\text{Infer}(\overline{U}) = \text{Infer}(\overline{P})$.

**Proof.** By Definition 4.8.9 for any context $\sigma \in \text{Context}$,

$$\text{EXECUTE}(\overline{U}, \sigma) = \text{EXECUTE}(\overline{P}, \sigma).$$
By Algorithm 1, \( \text{INFER}(\mathcal{U}) = \text{INFER}(\mathcal{P}) \).

Corollary 4.8.12. For any program \( P \in \mathcal{K} \), if \( \mathcal{U} \) is expressible as \( P \) then \( P \vdash \text{INFER}(\mathcal{U}) \).


Corollary 4.8.12 states that, as long as the program executable is expressible in \( \mathcal{K} \), \text{KONURE} infers it correctly. The program can be implemented in arbitrary languages or programming styles.

Example programs that can be expressible in \text{KONURE} DSL include the data retrieval components of task managers, blogs, chat rooms, and inventory management systems. In practice, most of the real-world programs, even if expressible in the \text{KONURE} DSL, are implemented in standard programming languages such as Java, Ruby, and Python. Because of our black box approach, \text{KONURE} can work with these programs as long as their externally visible behavior conforms to the \text{KONURE} DSL.
Chapter 5

Experimental Evaluation of KONURE

We evaluate our program inference technique with the following research questions:

• **RQ1: Ability to Infer and Regenerate Benchmark Programs.** Can KONURE infer real-world applications that access databases?

  We used KONURE to infer the commands in several open-source database-backed applications (Section 5.1). We present positive results, where KONURE infers the commands in reasonable amounts of time, in Section 5.1.2 and discuss limitations in Section 5.1.3.

• **RQ2: Scalability.** How does our technique scale with more complex programs?

  Our results indicate that KONURE scales well for most dimensions of program complexity. The only dimension for which KONURE does not scale well is the length of ambiguous long reference chains (Section 5.2).

• **RQ3: Active Learning Versus User Inputs.** How does our active learning technique compare with manual user inputs?

  Our results indicate that, in contrast to our active learning approach, the manual approach often misses infrequent corner cases (Section 5.3).

We performed experiments on a Ubuntu 16.04 virtual machine with 2 cores and 2 GB memory. The host machine uses a processor with 4 cores (3.4 GHz Intel Core
5.1 RQ1: Ability to Infer and Regenerate Benchmark Programs

We implemented a Konure prototype and acquired five benchmark applications to evaluate this prototype. Each application has multiple commands that access different parts of the database. Each command takes input parameters, translates the inputs into SQL queries against the relational database, and returns results extracted from the results of the queries.

5.1.1 Benchmark Applications

Our benchmark applications include:

- **Fulcrum Task Manager:** Fulcrum [3] is an open-source project planning tool, built with Ruby on Rails, with over 1500 stars on GitHub. The source code contains 3642 lines of JavaScript, Ruby, SASS, and HTML. Fulcrum maintains multiple projects. Each project may contain multiple stories. Each story may contain multiple notes. Fulcrum retrieves data from 5 relevant tables with 55 columns. Its commands enable users to navigate the contents of projects, stories, and notes, as well as the users who created these contents.

- **Kandan Chat Room:** Kandan [5] is an open-source chat room application, built with Ruby on Rails, with over 2700 stars on GitHub. The source code contains 8438 lines of JavaScript, CoffeeScript, SASS, CSS, Ruby, and HTML. Kandan maintains multiple chat rooms (so-called channels) that users can access. Kandan retrieves data from 4 relevant tables with 41 columns. Its commands enable users to navigate chat rooms and messages (so-called activities) and display relevant user information.
• **Enki Blogging Application:** Enki [2] is an open-source blogging application, built with Ruby on Rails, with over 800 stars and 280 forks on GitHub. The source code contains 2589 lines of Ruby, HTML, JavaScript, CSS, and SASS. Enki maintains multiple pages and posts, each of which may have comments. Enki retrieves data from 5 relevant tables with 39 columns. Its commands enable the author of the blog to navigate pages, posts, and comments.

• **Blog:** The Blog application is an example obtained from the Ruby on Rails website [4]. The source code contains 232 lines of HTML, Ruby, and JavaScript. Blog maintains information about blog articles and blog comments. Blog retrieves data from 2 relevant tables with 11 columns. It implements a command that retrieves all articles and a command that retrieves a specific article and its associated comments.

• **Student Registration:** The student registration application discussed in Section 3.1. This application was adapted from an earlier version of a program developed by the MITRE Corporation. The version was developed specifically for studying the detection and nullification of SQL injection attacks. In the test suite titled “IARPA STONESOUPI Phase 1 - Injection for Java” [7], the version “TC_Java_89_m100” is the most similar to the program that we used and implements largely the same functionality. The application was written in Java and interacts with a MySQL database [165] via JDBC [123]. The source code contains 1264 lines of Java. It retrieves data from 5 relevant tables with 17 columns.

The Fulcrum, Enki, and Blog servers receive HTTP requests, interact with the database accordingly, and respond the client with an HTML page that contains the data retrieved. The Kandan server receives HTTP requests, interacts with the database accordingly, and responds with JSON objects that contain data retrieved and HTML templates to display the JSON data. For these applications, the Konure prototype works with the retrieved database results after they are automatically extracted from the surrounding HTML/JSON code. Student Registration implements
a command-line interface that receives text commands, interacts with the database accordingly, and responds with text output. A copy of the source code for these benchmark applications is available at [10].

**Application Selection Criteria.** We choose our real world benchmark applications — Fulcrum, Kandan, and Enki — from the applications studied in a recent survey paper [173]. We choose these three applications because their core functionality shares a common pattern, as characterized by the KONURE DSL. We omit other applications in the survey mainly for three reasons:

- In some applications, the control flow and the data flow are similar to that of the KONURE DSL. However, these applications perform computations that are more complicated than the KONURE DSL currently supports. Such computations often belong to standard domains such as string manipulation, aggregate calculation, and date/time conversion. Example applications include task managers, chat rooms, and blogs with more complicated features than Fulcrum, Kandan, and Enki. To support these applications, we anticipate that the solver for KONURE would need to incorporate more knowledge to work productively with a number of standard domains.

- Some applications implement highly specialized calculations. For example, online shopping applications perform specific numeric calculations specific to that domain.

- In some applications, the control flow does not depend primarily on the results of database queries. Example applications include file sharing applications whose control logic relies heavily on the state of the file system. To support these applications, we anticipate that KONURE would need to observe the file system traffic and incorporate the file system operations into the active learning algorithm.

The remaining benchmark applications — Blog and Student — implement interesting core functionality that is expressible in the KONURE DSL.
Based on our understanding and use of the applications, we identified data retrieval commands that these applications execute as part of their standard functionality. In general, these commands step through tables, typically using results from earlier look-ups to access the correct data in current tables. As a command traverses tables, it collects data to return to the user. Fulcrum uses five database tables, Kandan uses four database tables, Enki uses five database tables, Blog uses two database tables, and Student Registration uses five database tables. For Fulcrum, we identified eight of 14 data retrieval commands as potential inference candidates. For Kandan, we identified six of 11, for Enki, four of ten, for Blog, two of two, and for Student Registration, one of one. The remaining commands in these applications often implement specialized data or control flow that are not expressible in the KONURE DSL. We discuss unsupported commands in Section 5.1.3.

5.1.2 Results

We built virtual machines for executing these applications, then configured our KONURE prototype to operate properly in this context. Specifically, the Rails framework stores password hashes in the database. Based on the Rails configuration, the Rails framework uses these hashes to perform a password check at the start of specified commands. We configured our KONURE prototype to generate databases and parameters that, during inference, always pass the password check. We also support the insertion of boilerplate password checking code into the regenerated code for specified commands. We anticipate that the automated introduction of such boilerplate code will be standard in many usage contexts. We then used KONURE to infer and regenerate the commands. The source code for the regenerated commands is available in Appendix A and at [6].

Table 5.1 presents statistics from running the KONURE prototype on the commands. The first column (Command) presents the name of the command. The second (Params) presents the number of input parameters for the command. The third (App) presents the name of the application.

The next column (Runs) presents the number of executions that KONURE used to
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Command</th>
<th>Params</th>
<th>App</th>
<th>Runs</th>
<th>SQL Solves</th>
<th>Time LOC</th>
<th>S Q L</th>
<th>For Output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>get_home</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Fulcrum</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>8 mins</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>5 1 0 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get_projects</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Fulcrum</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>8 mins</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>5 1 0 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get_projects_id</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Fulcrum</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>29 mins</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>8 2 0 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get_projects_id_stories</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Fulcrum</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>7 mins</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>8 3 0 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get_projects_id_stories_id</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Fulcrum</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>8 mins</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>9 3 0 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get_projects_id_stories_id_notes</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Fulcrum</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>8 mins</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>9 3 0 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get_projects_id_users</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Fulcrum</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>30 mins</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>8 2 0 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get_channels</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Kandan</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>105 mins</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>16 4 2 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get_channels_id_activities</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Kandan</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>39 mins</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>16 6 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get_channels_id_activities_id</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Kandan</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>7 mins</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>11 3 0 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get_me</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Kandan</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>6 mins</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>8 1 0 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get_users</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Kandan</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>236</td>
<td>9 mins</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>1 9 0 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get_users_id</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Kandan</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>6 mins</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>8 1 0 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get_chans-projects-id-activities</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Kandan</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>7 mins</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>11 3 0 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get_chans-projects-id-activities_id</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Kandan</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>7 mins</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>11 3 0 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get_channels</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Enki</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>22 secs</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1 0 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get_admin_pages</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Enki</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>22 secs</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>2 1 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get_admin_pages_id</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Enki</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>23 secs</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1 0 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get_admin_posts</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Enki</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>33 secs</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>3 1 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get_articles</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Blog</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>21 secs</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2 0 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get_article_id</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Blog</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>42 secs</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>3 0 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>liststudentcourses</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Student</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>41 secs</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>3 0 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
infer the command. Each execution involves a set of generated input values presented
to the application working with generated database contents. All commands require
fewer than 30 executions to obtain a model for the command as expressed in the
Konure DSL. The next column (Solves) presents the number of invocations of the
Z3 SMT solver that Konure executed to infer the model for the command. Because
Konure may invoke the SMT solver multiple times for each inference step, the
number of Z3 invocations is larger than the number of application executions. The
next column (Time) presents the wall-clock time required to infer the model for each
command. The times vary from less than a minute to about two hours. In general, the
times are positively correlated with the number of solves, the length of the programs,
and the number of potentially ambiguous origin locations. Most of the inference time
was spent on solving for alternative database contents to satisfy various constraints.
The inference time also includes the time required to set up, tear down, and execute
the applications (and their web servers) in the Konure environment.

The remaining columns present statistics from the regenerated Python implementa-
tions. The LoC, SQL, If, For, and Output columns present the number of lines
of code, SQL statements, If statements, For statements, and the number of lines that
generate output.

Quality of the Regenerated Code. We recruited a software engineer with three
years of experience working with Ruby on Rails applications to evaluate the Konure
inference and regeneration by comparing the original Ruby on Rails and regenerated
Python versions of each command. Starting from a command URL, the software en-
gineer locates the relevant controller, models, and views in the original Ruby on Rails
application to form an understanding of the program functionality. The software
engineer mentally translates the Ruby on Rails abstractions into concrete actions
and compares them against the regenerated Python code. (1) One complication was
that the Ruby on Rails framework automatically generates a substantial amount of
database traffic that is not directly reflected in the Ruby on Rails code. This traffic
was explicitly reflected in the regenerated code. The software engineer was occasion-
ally surprised to see these queries in the regenerated code, but eventually understood that they accurately reflect the low-level implementation of the high-level aspect abstractions in Ruby on Rails. (2) Another complication was that the Ruby on Rails implementation contains auxiliary functionality (such as session management) which performs database queries and checks the query results against specific values (such as checking if the user is an admin). Our KONURE implementation captures these database queries and includes them in the regenerated code, but does not currently regenerate the associated conditional checks against the specific values. After taking these phenomena into account, the software engineer determined that the regenerated commands were consistent with the original Ruby on Rails implementations.

The evaluation also highlights how the Rails framework, specifically the ActiveRecord object relational mapping abstraction, implicitly generates substantial database traffic as it assembles the object state (including the state of objects on which it depends) when initially loading the object. This code that generates this database traffic is explicit and therefore directly visible in the regenerated Python code.

This comparison of the original Ruby on Rails code with the regenerated version highlights two key properties of the regenerated version. (1) Understandability: Because the regenerated Python code performs database queries explicitly, we anticipate that the regenerated code can help developers comprehend the program behavior at the level of database queries. (2) Streamlined implementation: The regenerated code contains only the core functionality as expressed in the KONURE DSL and does not need to implement the less common features that are required in comprehensive abstraction frameworks such as Ruby on Rails. As a result, the regenerated program is often lighter weight than the original application.

**Noisy Specifications.** We note that the regenerated programs are free of SQL injection attack vulnerabilities, as KONURE regenerates programs using a standard SQL library in Python that systematically eliminates the possibility of these attacks. However, these vulnerabilities are present in the original student registration application. These vulnerabilities are rare corner cases that are not captured by the KONURE DSL.
Thus, Konure omits them and infers only the common use cases of the program. These results highlight the ability of Konure to work with noisy specifications.

5.1.3 Commands Not Expressible in Konure DSL

In our experiments, we observed data-retrieval commands that are not fully expressible in the Konure DSL. For example, several Enki commands condition on whether a retrieved value is “NULL” (undetected conditionals). Several other Enki commands combine multiple input parameters before using the combined value to access the database (unanticipated data calculations). A Kandan command produces inconsistent traces even if the path constraints in the Konure inference algorithm remain unchanged (unanticipated control flow). In addition to these real-world applications and commands, we also developed an adversarial synthetic program that may cause non-termination of the Konure inference algorithm. We used Konure to infer these commands and report the outcomes below with representative examples.

Undetected Conditionals Outside Konure DSL (Omitted Functionality).

Recall from Sections 3.3.4 and 3.3.5 that Konure is designed to infer control structures that depend largely on externally observable data, specifically, the database queries and results. A program that is not expressible in the Konure DSL may contain a conditional statement that, after retrieving data from the database, compares a retrieved value against a specific constant value (such as “NULL”, “1”, or “admin”). Konure is not designed to generate the specific inputs and database values for inferring conditional statements of this form, especially when the conditional checks are not externally observable. As a result Konure may infer a slice of the program functionality that conforms to the Konure DSL, omitting the undetected branches, without reporting any errors.

Omitting functionality in this form enables Konure to work with noisy specifications. Konure is likely to work well with programs whose main functionality is expressible in the Konure DSL with exceptions on rare corner cases. For example, if a program is defective when handling rare corner case inputs (and database val-
ues), KONURE is likely to omit the functionality for the rare corner cases and end up inferring only the main functionality.

**Example 5.1.1.** Consider the following Python program inspired by the applications in our experiments.

```python
def outside(conn, inputs):
    s1 = util.do_sql(conn, 'SELECT * FROM t1 WHERE id = :x', {'x': inputs[0]})
    if util.has_rows(s1):
        v = util.get_one_data(s1, 't1', 'val')
        print(v)
        if v == 0:
            crash()
        else:
            s2 = util.do_sql(conn, 'SELECT * FROM t2 WHERE id = :x', {'x': v})
```

The database has two tables, `t1` and `t2`. Each table has two columns, `id` and `val`, both holding integers. The column `id` of each table is the unique primary key. The `conn` variable is an established database connection. The `inputs` variable holds the list of input parameters. This program uses one input parameter, `inputs[0]`. The call to `util.do_sql` first assembles an SQL query by replacing “:x” with the value of the input parameter, then performs this query on the database, and finally stores the retrieved rows in variable `s1`. The call to `util.has_rows` checks whether variable `s1` holds nonempty rows. When `s1` holds nonempty rows, the call to `util.get_one_data` extracts from this row the integer in column `val` and stores it in variable `v`. After printing the value of `v`, the program behaves differently depending on whether this value equals a constant number, zero. Depending on this check, the program either crashes or proceeds to perform another query. This conditional check is not directly observable in the database traffic and causes the program to be not expressible in KONURE DSL.

When inferring this program, our current KONURE implementation does not generate database values that cause variable `v` to equal zero. As a result this program
never enters the corresponding branch. KONURE thus infers and regenerates a slice of this program that performs the second query regardless of the value of \( v \). During this inference, KONURE does not report any errors.

**Error Reported for Unanticipated Control Flow Behavior.** We designed KONURE to work with programs expressible in the KONURE DSL. For example, the inference algorithm assumes that all conditional statements in the program must condition on query results being empty or nonempty. In other words, if a query produces the same empty/nonempty results across two executions of the program, the program should continue to execute the same path in both executions. This assumption does not hold for programs that are not expressible in the KONURE DSL. For these programs, different executions may behave inconsistently depending on unanticipated factors. In this case, KONURE may detect the unanticipated behavior, report an error, and exit prematurely.

**Example 5.1.2.** Consider the following Python program inspired by the applications in our experiments.

```python
def outside(conn, inputs):
    s1 = util.do_sql(conn, 'SELECT * FROM t1 WHERE id = :x', {'x':
        inputs[0]})
    if rand():
        s2 = util.do_sql(conn, 'SELECT * FROM t2 WHERE id = :x', {'x':
            inputs[1]})
        print(s2)
    if rand():
        s3 = util.do_sql(conn, 'SELECT * FROM t2 WHERE val = :x', {'x':
            inputs[2]})
        print(s3)
    if rand():
        s4 = util.do_sql(conn, 'SELECT * FROM t1 WHERE id = :x', {'x':
            inputs[1]})
        print(s4)
```

The database has two tables, \( t1 \) and \( t2 \). Each table has two columns, \( id \) and \( val \),
both holding integers. The columns id are the unique primary keys. The conn variable is an established database connection. The inputs variable holds the list of input parameters. This program uses three input parameters, inputs[0], inputs[1], and inputs[2]. Each call to util.do_sql first assembles an SQL query by replacing “:x” with the value of the specified input parameter, then performs this query on the database. The retrieved rows are then stored in the corresponding variable, s1, s2, s3, or s4. Each call to rand obtains a random boolean value, either True or False. Conditioned on these random values, the program may or may not execute the branches that perform queries for s2, s3, and s4. We use the rand function to emulate the effects of uninferrable conditional expressions that are not captured by the Konure DSL.

When inferring this program, our current Konure implementation often observes two inconsistent executions. Both executions perform the query for s2 and retrieve empty data. However, in one execution the next query is the query for s3, while in the other execution the next query is the query for s4. This behavior is not expressible in the Konure DSL, which triggers an assertion failure in our current Konure implementation.

Error Reported for Unanticipated Data Calculations. We designed the Konure DSL to express programs whose data flow manifests as SQL queries, which are externally observable in the database traffic. Programs not in the Konure DSL may perform calculations, such as arithmetics and string manipulations, using general-purpose programming language features that are not observable by Konure. These calculations may produce values that do not equal any of the inputs or database values. In this case Konure detects the unanticipated value, reports an error, and exits prematurely.

Example 5.1.3. Consider the following Python program inspired by the applications in our experiments.

```python
def outside(conn, inputs):
    x = average(inputs[0], inputs[1])
```
The database has a table `t1` with two columns, `id` and `val`, both holding integers. The `conn` variable is an established database connection. The `inputs` variable holds the list of input parameters. This program uses two input parameters, `inputs[0]` and `inputs[1]`, both assumed to be integers. The program first calculates the average value of the two input parameters and stores it in variable `x`. Note that this calculation is not expressible in the KONURE DSL. Also, the value of `x` may not equal any of the inputs or database values. The program then calls `util.do_sql` to perform an SQL query using the value of `x`.

When inferring this program, our current KONURE implementation often reports that the query contains an unanticipated value for which KONURE cannot find an origin location. This behavior triggers an assertion failure in our current KONURE implementation.

**Potential Non-Termination.** There are adversarial programs for which KONURE might not terminate, nor report an error.

**Example 5.1.4.** Consider the following adversarial program, written in Python.

```python
def outside(conn, inputs):
    v = inputs[0]
    while True:
        s1 = util.do_sql(conn, 'SELECT * FROM t1 WHERE id = :x', {'x': v})
        if util.has_rows(s1):
            print(v)
            v = util.get_one_data(s1, 't1', 'val')
        else:
            break
        print('Done')
```

The database has a table `t1` with two columns, `id` and `val`, both holding integers. The
column \textit{id} is the unique primary key. The \texttt{conn} variable is an established database connection. The \texttt{inputs} variable holds the list of input parameters. This program uses one input parameter, \texttt{inputs[0]}. The call to \texttt{util.do_sql} first assembles an SQL query by replacing "\texttt{:x}" with the value of variable \texttt{v}, then performs this query on the database, and finally stores the retrieved rows in variable \texttt{s1}. Because this query selects rows by the primary key, the query always retrieves at most one row. The call to \texttt{util.has_rows} checks whether variable \texttt{s1} holds nonempty rows. When \texttt{s1} holds nonempty rows, which must be exactly one row in this program, the call to \texttt{util.get_one_data} extracts from this row the integer in column \texttt{val}. The program then uses the extracted value to update variable \texttt{v}.

If we use \textsc{Konure} to infer this program as a black box, the inference algorithm may not terminate. Recall that the inference algorithm repeatedly represents an unvisited branch as a path constraint and uses this path constraint to solve for a satisfying context. It is always possible for the solver to return a context that causes \textsc{Konure} to infer that the program contains deeper nested conditional branches. For example, let variable \textit{i} be the input parameter and queries \textit{Q_k} be as follows (\textit{k = 1, 2, 3, ...}): 

\begin{align*}
Q_1 &= y_1 \leftarrow \text{select t1.id, t1.val where t1.id = i; print [t1.id]}, \\
Q_{k+1} &= y_{k+1} \leftarrow \text{select t1.id, t1.val where t1.id = y_k.t1.val; print [t1.id].}
\end{align*}

For each \textit{k = 1, 2, 3, ...}, the path constraint

\[ W_k = \langle Q_1, \geq 1, \text{true} \rangle, \ldots, \langle Q_k, \geq 1, \text{true} \rangle \]

always has a satisfying context that allows the program above to terminate when executed. If the solver for \textsc{Konure} returns these contexts, the inference algorithm
could update the hypothesis, $P$, as follows:

\[
P = \text{if } Q_1 \text{ then } P_1 \text{ else } \epsilon,
\]
\[
P = \text{if } Q_1 \text{ then } \{ \text{if } Q_2 \text{ then } P_2 \text{ else } \epsilon \} \text{ else } \epsilon,
\]
\[
P = \text{if } Q_1 \text{ then } \{ \text{if } Q_2 \text{ then } \{ \text{if } Q_3 \text{ then } P_3 \text{ else } \epsilon \} \text{ else } \epsilon \} \text{ else } \epsilon,
\]
\[
P = \ldots,
\]

where $P_1, P_2, P_3$ denote Prog nonterminals that remain to be inferred. Here, the inference algorithm would populate table $t1$ with more and more rows, updating the hypothesis with deeper and deeper nested conditional statements. The hypothesis would always contain an unvisited branch for the case where the last query in the trace retrieves nonempty data. Hence, the inference algorithm would not terminate in this adversarial situation.

Our current Konure implementation uses an off-the-shelf SMT solver that is not maximally distinct. As a result the solver often returns a context that causes the program to enter an infinite loop when executed, without allowing our Konure implementation to proceed to non-termination as described above.

### 5.2 RQ2: Scalability

We evaluate the scalability of the inference algorithm with experiments on the following classes of synthetic commands. The source code for these commands is available in Appendix B and at [6].

- **Simple Sequences (SS):** A sequence of different queries, without any conditional or loop statements. Each query does not reference any previously retrieved data.

- **Nested Conditionals (NC):** A series of nested conditional statements. Each except the innermost If statement has a nested If statement in the *then* branch. The innermost If statement has a query in the *then* branch. None of the queries
reference previously retrieved data.

- **Unambiguous Long Reference Chains (UL):** Like (NC), but each query references data retrieved by the previous query when the data is nonempty.

- **Ambiguous Long Reference Chains (AL):** Like (UL), but each then block has an additional query before the nested If statement. This additional query retrieves a superset of the data that will be retrieved by the next query.

- **Ambiguous Short Reference Chains (AS):** Like (NC), but each then block has an additional query before the nested If statement. This additional query retrieves a superset of the data that will be retrieved by the next query, which prints the retrieved data.

We expect the current KONURE implementation to (1) scale well for (SS) and (NC) commands — the fact that the queries are independent makes it straightforward to translate path constraints to a small number of logical formulas, (2) scale well for (UL) commands, because disambiguation is unnecessary, (3) scale poorly for (AL) commands, because the number of disambiguation constraints grows rapidly as the length of the query reference chain increases, and (4) scale well for (AS) commands, because the reference chains are short.

### 5.2.1 Results

For each class above, we built representative commands with varying code sizes. We then used KONURE to infer each command. Figure 5-1 presents statistics from running KONURE on these synthetic commands. For SS commands (Figure 5-1a), the horizontal axis presents the number of queries in the command. For the remaining commands (Figures 5-1b-5-1e), the horizontal axis presents the number of conditionals in the command plus one. The left vertical axis presents the number of runs, solves, or lines of code. The lines **Runs** (executions of the command), **Solves** (invocations of Z3), and **LoC** (lines of code in the command) use this axis. The first right vertical axis presents the inference time in seconds. The line **Time** (wall-clock time for inference)
uses this axis. The second right vertical axis presents the number of constraints that
Konure sends to the SMT solver during inference. The lines PathCstr (constraints
to enforce an execution path) and DisamCstr (constraints to disambiguate origin
locations) use this axis. In Figure 5-1d, Konure ran out of memory after the version
with five conditionals.

5.2.2 Discussion

Konure scales well for (SS), (NC), (UL), and (AS) commands, which is consistent
with results in Section 5.1. Konure does not scale well for (AL) commands, where
the major performance bottleneck is sending the solver disambiguation constraints
(Section 3.6). We did not optimize Konure to generate a small number of disam-
biguation constraints, so the communication dominates the inference time. After Z3
receives constraints, it solves them quickly.

Figure 5-1: Performance on synthetic commands
We anticipate that commands with ambiguous long reference chains will occur rarely in practice, as the structure of database tables typically supports the application functionality well enough to access the desired data by navigating through only several tables. The four commands from Table 5.1 with the longest inference times (get_projects_id, get_projects_id_users, get_channels, and get_channels_id_activities) all infer in feasible times. We therefore anticipate the inference algorithm will scale to handle real applications.

Since we expect ambiguous long reference chains to occur rarely, we did not optimize Konure for this case. If this issue becomes important in practice, a way to mitigate it would be to develop a solver that returns maximally distinct values. This solver would ensure that unrelated origin locations hold disjoint values.

Because Konure analyzes each command separately, it scales linearly with the number of commands. Therefore, it easily scales to handle applications with many commands, which is often the primary source of complexity.

5.3 RQ3: Active Learning Versus User Inputs

Instead of using active learning, an alternative approach is to use dynamic monitoring to obtain inputs for interacting with the seed program. To better evaluate the value of active learning in our context, we implemented a system that observes inputs, outputs, and database traffic generated during normal use to infer models of programs that access databases [134]. The results show that this approach often fails to infer the full functionality of the application because it often misses infrequent corner cases. In contrast, Konure uses active learning to find inputs, as opposed to asking the user for examples or specifications.

Wrapping a standard CEGIS-style loop [145] around this system would require access to a specification, such as the source code of a reference implementation, that describes the program behavior to synthesize. In contrast, Konure treats the given program as a black box and infers the program behavior based on its externally visible inputs, outputs, and database traffic.
5.4 Conclusion

Applications that read relational databases are pervasive in modern computing environments. We present new active learning techniques that automatically infer and regenerate these applications. Key aspects of these techniques include (1) the formulation of an inferrable DSL that supports the range of computational patterns that these applications exhibit and (2) the inference algorithm, which progressively synthesizes inputs and database contents that productively resolve uncertainty in the current working hypothesis. Results from our implementation highlight the ability of this approach to infer and regenerate applications that access relational databases.

Looking towards the future we see opportunities extending these techniques. An immediate extension would be expanding the DSL with domain-specific knowledge that enables more effective generation of inputs and database contents. More broadly, future work might expand the domains of computations that work with active learning and identify other crucial components of complex systems that may benefit from inference and regeneration. Another future direction would be to intervene, in addition to observing, the application behavior during execution. A goal here would be to leverage the intervention to more effectively expose learnable application behavior.
Chapter 6

SHEAR: Inferring Loop Structures in Database-Backed Applications via Speculative Manipulation

In this chapter, we first present an example that illustrates how SHEAR works. We then present the design and implementation of SHEAR, including the problem formulation, the algorithm for inferring loop and repetitive structures, and the algorithm for inferring the full program structure.

6.1 Example

We present an example that illustrates how SHEAR uses speculative manipulation to analyze the loop and repetitive structures in a database program.

Example Program. Figure 6-1 presents the code of a task management program, where each function call do_sql(query, params) performs a database query by replacing the variables in query with the corresponding values specified in params. The program takes an input argument, tid, and retrieves data from three database tables: tasks, comments, and users. It first retrieves a task specified by the input. When the task exists, the program retrieves comments under this task. For each comment, the
program retrieves the user that made this comment, along with all tasks created by this user. After iterating over comments, the program retrieves the user to which the task is assigned, along with all tasks created by this user.

An example execution of the program uses the tasks and comments tables in Figure 6-2a, the users table empty, and the input tid=2. Figure 6-2b presents the resulting trace of the database traffic. This trace is an instance of the program behavior that we observe when executing the program.

Ambiguities from Loops and Repetitions. Without knowing the ground truth, our algorithm analyzes the trace to infer the program’s loop structure. We first describe multiple plausible (but not equivalent) loop structures and then present how our algorithm disambiguates these plausible structures to infer the correct one.

We highlight five plausible loop structures in Figure 6-3. Each of these structures may produce the trace in Figure 6-2b. Each loop structure performs certain queries,
(a) Database tables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>tasks:</th>
<th>id</th>
<th>title</th>
<th>creator_id</th>
<th>assignee_id</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>comments:</th>
<th>id</th>
<th>task_id</th>
<th>commenter_id</th>
<th>content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) SQL database traffic of an execution. The queries retrieve 1, 2, 0, 2, 0, 0, and 0 rows, respectively.

```
q0: SELECT * FROM tasks WHERE id = 2
q1: SELECT * FROM comments WHERE task_id = 2
q2: SELECT * FROM users WHERE id = 4
q3: SELECT * FROM tasks WHERE creator_id = 4
q4: SELECT * FROM users WHERE id = 6
q5: SELECT * FROM tasks WHERE creator_id = 6
q6: SELECT * FROM users WHERE id = 6
q7: SELECT * FROM tasks WHERE creator_id = 6
```

Figure 6-2: Example execution trace

iterates over the rows retrieved by a query, and optionally performs more queries after the loop ends. We use comments (after the “#” symbol) to represent queries produced across different loop iterations. Among these candidate loop structures, the only one that is consistent with the program (Figure 6-1) is Plausible Loop L (Figure 6-3a). All other candidates are nonequivalent and incorrect, but also indistinguishable with the trace alone. A key reason for these ambiguities is that the execution trace is almost unstructured—there are no pre-defined ways to split the trace to into segments that correspond to loop iterations.

**Shear** infers the unique correct loop structure using *speculative manipulation*. To do this, **Shear** first identifies potential execution points that correspond to queries over which a loop may iterate. In our example, these queries are $q_1$ and $q_3$, each of which retrieved two rows. We illustrate these execution points as question marks in Figure 6-4. For each of these execution points, **Shear** performs three *altered executions* of the program to determine whether the potential loop is valid.

**Probing Program Behavior via Speculative Manipulation.** **Shear** uses a proxy between the program and the database to relay and manipulate the SQL queries
in the database traffic. SHEAR first reuses the original inputs and database contents to start executing the program. When the program issues query $q_0$, SHEAR faithfully relays the database traffic for this query. Next, when the program issues query $q_1$, SHEAR strategically alters the SQL query into $q_1'$ before forwarding it to the database. The altered query $q_1'$ retrieves only the first row among the rows that would have been retrieved by the original $q_1$. The database performs $q_1'$ and retrieves the row as requested, which is then relayed through the proxy back to the program. After this manipulation, SHEAR resumes normal program execution until it terminates. The manipulated execution produces the first altered trace that consists of queries $q_0$, $q_1'$, $q_2$, $q_3$, $q_6$, and $q_7$. Figure 6-5b illustrates this manipulation.

SHEAR next obtains the second altered trace. SHEAR faithfully relays the database traffic for query $q_0$. When the program issues query $q_1$, SHEAR alters it into $q_1''$, which retrieves only the second row among the rows that would have been retrieved by query.
Figure 6-4: SHEAR performs speculative manipulation to infer and regenerate database-backed programs that may contain loop and repetitive structures $q_1$. The database performs $q''_1$, whose rows are relayed through the proxy back to the program. After this manipulation, SHEAR resumes normal program execution until it terminates. The resulting altered trace consists of queries $q_0$, $q''_1$, $q_4$, $q_5$, $q_6$, and $q_7$. Figure 6-6a illustrates this manipulation.

Finally, SHEAR obtains the third altered trace, where the query $q_1$ is altered to $q'''_1$ that retrieves both the first and the second rows in $q_1$. In this example, $q'''_1$ retrieves the same results as $q_1$. Hence the third altered trace consists of queries $q_0$, $q'''_1$, $q_2$, $q_3$, $q_4$, $q_5$, $q_6$, and $q_7$. Figure 6-6b illustrates this manipulation.

Change-Set Validation Indicating the Presence of a Loop at $q_1$. SHEAR compares these three altered traces to determine if a loop iterates over the two rows retrieved by query $q_1$. Note that queries $q_0$, $q'_1$, $q''_1$, and $q'''_1$ are produced before any iterations of the hypothetical loop.

SHEAR first compares the lengths of the three altered traces to calculate the number of queries that would be produced by the subprogram after the hypothetical loop ends. This number is calculated by adding up the lengths of the first two altered traces after the hypothetical loop location ($q'_1$ or $q''_1$), then subtracting with the length of the third altered trace after the hypothetical loop location ($q'''_1$). In this example, this number is 2. Figure 6-7 illustrates this comparison.

SHEAR uses this number to infer queries that would be produced by hypothetical
loop iterations. Specifically, SHEAR removes from each altered trace the last 2 queries and the queries before the hypothetical loop. Remaining queries in the first altered trace are \( q_2 \) and \( q_3 \), which would be produced by the first hypothetical loop iteration. Remaining queries in the second altered trace are \( q_4 \) and \( q_5 \), which would be produced by the second hypothetical loop iteration. Remaining queries in the third altered trace are \( q_2, q_3, q_4, \) and \( q_5 \), which would be produced by both first two hypothetical loop iterations.

SHEAR then uses these results to check if the hypothetical loop is valid. In this example, the queries produced by the first hypothetical iteration (\( q_2 \) and \( q_3 \)) comprise a strict prefix of the queries produced by both of the first two hypothetical iterations (\( q_2, q_3, q_4, \) and \( q_5 \)). Also, the last 2 queries in all three altered traces are identical (\( q_6 \) and \( q_7 \)). Based on these observations, SHEAR determines that the program behavior is consistent with the existence of a hypothetical loop. SHEAR therefore determines
Figure 6-6: SHEAR alters the database traffic during program execution to infer loops structures from the example trace (continued)

that a loop indeed iterates over the two rows retrieved by query $q_1$.

Change-Set Validation Indicating the Absence of a Loop at $q_3$. Because query $q_3$ also retrieved two rows during execution, there can potentially be a loop that iterates over the two rows retrieved by query $q_3$ (Plausible Loop Z). To determine whether this loop exists, SHEAR alters the database traffic for query $q_3$ to obtain three altered traces. The first altered execution alters query $q_3$ into query $q'_3$ which retrieves only the first row in query $q_3$. The resulting altered trace consists of queries $q_0$, $q_1$, $q_2$, $q'_3$, $q_4$, $q_5$, $q_6$, and $q_7$. The second altered execution alters query $q_3$ into query $q''_3$ which retrieves only the second row in query $q_3$. The resulting altered trace consists of queries $q_0$, $q_1$, $q_2$, $q''_3$, $q_4$, $q_5$, $q_6$, and $q_7$. The third altered execution alters query $q_3$ into query $q'''_3$ which retrieves both the first and the second rows in query $q_3$. The resulting altered trace consists of queries $q_0$, $q_1$, $q_2$, $q'''_3$, $q_4$, $q_5$, $q_6$, and $q_7$.  
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Figure 6-7: SHEAR validates the change-sets for the hypothesis L and concludes that L is correct

(a) Expected if Z were correct

(b) Traces that reject Z

Figure 6-8: SHEAR validates the change-sets for the hypothesis Z and concludes that Z is incorrect

SHEAR first compares the lengths of the three altered traces to calculate the number of queries that would be produced by the subprogram after the hypothetical loop ends. This number is calculated by adding up the lengths of the first two altered traces after the hypothetical loop location (\(q'_3\) or \(q''_3\)), then subtracting with the length of the third altered trace after the hypothetical loop location (\(q'''_3\)). In this example, this number is 4. Figure 6-8a illustrates the expected outcome of this comparison.

SHEAR then uses this number to infer the queries that would be produced by the hypothetical loop iterations. Specifically, SHEAR removes the last 4 queries in each altered trace and removes the leading queries up to the hypothetical loop location. For all of the three altered traces, there are no remaining queries. Figure 6-8b illustrates the actual outcome of this comparison.

SHEAR then uses these results to check if the hypothetical loop is valid. In this example, the queries produced by the first hypothetical iteration (no queries) do no comprise a strict prefix of the queries produced by both of the first two hypothetical
iterations (no queries). Based on these observations, SHEAR determines that the
program behavior is inconsistent with the existence of a hypothetical loop. SHEAR
determines that there are no loops that iterate over the two rows retrieved by query
$q_3$. Hence, SHEAR rules out the incorrect Plausible Loop Z.

**Probing and Validating the Loop Body Structure.** After SHEAR infers that a
loop iterates over query $q_1$, it manipulates the database traffic again to calculate the
loop iteration boundaries. For each row retrieved by $q_1$, SHEAR obtains an altered
trace where $q_1$ is altered to retrieve only that single row. In this example, because $q_1$
retrieves only two rows, these altered traces are already obtained earlier when SHEAR
detects the existence of the loop.

SHEAR compares these traces to first calculate the number of queries in the trace
that are generated by the after-loop subprogram. In this case, the after-loop sub-
program generates two queries ($q_6$ and $q_7$). This result is used to infer the number
of queries generated by each loop iteration. In this case, the first iteration generates
two queries ($q_2$ and $q_3$) and the second iteration generates two queries ($q_4$ and $q_5$).
Hence, SHEAR rules out the incorrect Plausible Loop W,X,Y and determines that the
Plausible Loop L is correct.

**Regeneration.** After inferring the precise loop and repetition structures, SHEAR
proceeds to infer the remaining program structure and regenerate the full program.
For the example program, our SHEAR implementation regenerates the code in **Figure 6-9**. Like KONURE, our current SHEAR implementation regenerates Python code
using a standard SQL library to perform database queries (Section 3.1).

**Discussion.** SHEAR’s program inference algorithm is based on several speculatively
manipulated executions of the program per hypothetical loop. The algorithm works
precisely with programs that may contain a variety of loop and repetitive structures
including nested loops, consecutive loops, loops with conditional statements, and non-
loop repetitive queries. These capabilities enable SHEAR to infer and regenerate a
wider range of computations than prior work.
def example_3(conn, inputs):
    util.clear_warnings()
    outputs = []
    s0 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM tasks WHERE id = :x0", {'x0': inputs[0]})
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s0, 'tasks', 'title'))
    if util.has_rows(s0):
        s1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM comments WHERE task_id = :x0", {'x0': inputs[0]})
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s1, 'comments', 'content'))
        s1_all = s1
        for s1 in s1_all:
            s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM users WHERE id = :x0", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s1, 'comments', 'commenter_id')})
            outputs.extend(util.get_data(s2, 'users', 'name'))
            s3 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM tasks WHERE creator_id = :x0", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s1, 'comments', 'commenter_id')})
            outputs.extend(util.get_data(s3, 'tasks', 'title'))
        s1 = s1_all
        s4 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM users WHERE id = :x0", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'tasks', 'assignee_id')})
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s4, 'users', 'name'))
        s5 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM tasks WHERE creator_id = :x0", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'tasks', 'assignee_id')})
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s5, 'tasks', 'title'))
    else:
        pass
    return util.add_warnings(outputs)

Figure 6-9: SHEAR infers the example program and regenerates code in Python
6.2 Problem Formulation

Program inference and regeneration is the process of observing a program’s behavior, inferring aspects of the behavior as a model in a certain domain, and using this inferred model to regenerate a new program (Figure 6-10a). Inferring programs that access an external database involves observing the database interactions [135] (Chapter 3). SHEAR extends this paradigm with speculative manipulation. That is, SHEAR not only observes but also manipulates the database interactions (Figure 6-10b). In both SHEAR and prior work, the technique consists of a DSL and an inference algorithm. We present the DSL below and defer the inference algorithm overview to Section 6.4.1.

6.2.1 DSL for Inferrable Programs

The DSL characterizes the externally observable behavior of database-backed programs that can be inferred. The externally observable behavior consists of the input-output behavior and the database interactions generated during program execution.

We first reiterate key characteristics of the DSL in prior work [135]: (1) each statement performs an SQL query to retrieve rows from the database, (2) the retrieved rows determine the control flow, and (3) the data flow is largely visible in the database traffic.

We next present the SHEAR DSL. Figure 6-11 presents the DSL for database-backed programs that can be inferred and regenerated by SHEAR. A program consists of sequences (Seq), conditionals (If), or loops (For). Each Query statement performs...
an SQL select operation that retrieves data from the database. The query stores the retrieved data in a unique variable \( y \) for later use. An If statement tests if its Query retrieves empty or nonempty data. A For statement iterates over the rows in its Query. For loops may be nested. The SHEAR DSL is the set of programs \( S \subset \text{Prog} \) where the two branches of any If statement start with queries with different skeletons\(^1\) This DSL expands expressiveness over prior work due to SHEAR’s speculative manipulation (Section 7.1.3).

This DSL targets database applications with commands that retrieve data from an external database and, therefore, restricts SQL queries to only select statements. One common scenario here is that the commands implement an Internet-accessible, database-backed application. The purpose of the application is to provide read access to the database to remote users who access the database via the Internet.

We highlight the following characteristics of SHEAR’s target domain of computations as the key enablers of its loop inference capabilities: (1) There are strong boundaries between components. Specifically, the interface between the program and the external database serves as a strong boundary for SHEAR to observe, probe, and learn information. (2) The component interactions can be altered transparently during program execution. Specifically, the database interactions are altered by SHEAR during program execution without causing runtime errors or crashes. (3) Loops in

---

\(^1\)As in prior work, this restriction is designed merely to enhance performance distinguishing Seq and If statements and does not affect the correctness of the algorithms.
σ ∈ Context = Input × Database × Result
σ_I ∈ Input = Variable → Value
σ_D ∈ Database = Table → Z_{>0} → Column → Value
σ_R ∈ Result = Variable → Z_{>0} → Table → Column → Value
Value = Int ∪ String

Figure 6-12: Contexts for programs in the DSL

the program iterate over collections that move across component boundaries. Specifically, loops in the DSL iterate over the rows retrieved from the database. After SHEAR alters a database query, the retrieved data changes accordingly, which in turn triggers different behaviors in the remaining program. (4) The execution of each loop iteration generates a deterministic and nonempty trace. In particular, the loop body in the DSL is always nonempty. (5) Each loop iteration operates locally on a single element of the collection. Specifically, each loop iteration in the DSL operates on an individual row among all retrieved rows. This property enables SHEAR to perform change-set validation to infer the loop structures.

6.2.2 Formalizing the Program Behavior

To facilitate discussion, we follow the notation in prior work [135] that characterizes the general domain of database-backed programs and the behavior of such programs. Below, we reiterate the relevant definitions and extend them to work with more sophisticated loop structures, specifically nested loops and loops followed by additional statements.

Definition 6.2.1. A context σ = ⟨σ_I, σ_D, σ_R⟩ ∈ Context (Figure 6-12) contains value mappings for the input parameters (σ_I), database contents (σ_D), and results retrieved by database queries (σ_R).

Definition 6.2.2. [P] denotes the black box executable of a program P ∈ Prog.

Definition 6.2.3. A query-result pair (Q, r) has a query Q ∈ Query and an integer r ∈ Z_{≥0} that counts the number of rows retrieved by Q during execution.
**Definition 6.2.4.** A loop layout tree for a program $P \in \text{Prog}$ is a tree that represents information about the execution of loops. Each node in the tree is a query-result pair that corresponds to a query in $P$. Each node represents whether a loop in $P$ iterates over the corresponding query multiple times.

**Definition 6.2.5.** An annotated trace is an ordered list of annotated query tuples. Each tuple, denoted as $(Q, r, \lambda)$, has three components. The first component is a query $Q \in \text{Query}$. The second component is the number of rows retrieved by $Q$ during an execution. The third component is the annotated information of whether a loop was found to iterate over data retrieved by $Q$. Each path from the root of the loop layout tree to a leaf generates a corresponding annotated trace.

**Definition 6.2.6.** A path constraint $W = ((Q_1, r_1, d_1, a_1), \ldots, (Q_n, r_n, d_n, a_n))$ consists of a sequence of queries $Q_1, \ldots, Q_n \in \text{Query}$, row count constraints $r_1, \ldots, r_n$, boolean flags $d_1, \ldots, d_n$, and boolean flags $a_1, \ldots, a_n$. Each $r_i$ specifies the range of the number of rows. Each $d_i$ is true if a loop iterates over the corresponding retrieved rows and false otherwise. Each $a_i$ is true if a loop iterates over the corresponding retrieved rows and the path enters the subprogram after the loop.

**Definition 6.2.7.** An annotated trace $t$ is consistent with path constraint $W$, denoted as $t \sim W$, if the path specified in $W$ is not longer than $t$, each query in $t$ matches a query in $W$, each row count in $t$ matches a row count constraint in $W$, and each after-loop status in $t$ matches a flag in $W$.

**Definition 6.2.8.** For a program $P \in \text{Prog}$ and a context $\sigma \in \text{Context}$, $\sigma \vdash P \Downarrow_{\text{exec}} e$ and $\sigma \vdash P \Downarrow_{\text{loops}} l$ denote evaluating $P$ in $\sigma$ to obtain a list of query-result pairs $e$ and a loop layout tree $l$, respectively.

### 6.3 Probe-and-Validate Cycle for Inferring Loop Structures

SHEAR takes a database-backed program, infers its functionality, then regenerates a new version of the program with the same inferred functionality ([Figure 6-10b](#)). A
Algorithm 11 Infer if a loop iterates over a query by manipulating the database traffic in three program executions

**Input:** \( [P] \) is the executable of \( P \in \mathcal{S} \). \( \sigma \) is a context. \( k \) is an integer, denoting a hypothetical loop at \( k \)-th query.

**Output:** Boolean \( f \) represents whether a loop is found to iterate over the \( k \)-th query in the trace from executing \( [P] \) with \( \sigma \).

**Output:** Integer \( l_\alpha \) represents the number of queries in the trace produced by the subprogram that follows the inferred loop.

1: procedure **InferLoopExists**\( ([P], \sigma, k) \)
2: \( s_1 \leftarrow \text{ExecAndPick}([P], \sigma, k, [1]) \); \( s_2 \leftarrow \text{ExecAndPick}([P], \sigma, k, [2]) \); \( s_{12} \leftarrow \text{ExecAndPick}([P], \sigma, k, [1,2]) \)
3: \( s'_1 \leftarrow s_1[k+1,\ldots] \); \( s'_2 \leftarrow s_2[k+1,\ldots] \); \( s'_{12} \leftarrow s_{12}[k+1,\ldots] \)
4: \( l_\alpha \leftarrow \text{Len}(s'_1) \) \( + \) \( \text{Len}(s'_2) \) \( - \) \( \text{Len}(s'_{12}) \) \( \triangleright \) Len. after hypo. loop
5: \( l_1 \leftarrow \text{Len}(s'_1) \) \( - \) \( l_\alpha \) \( \triangleright \) Len. of the first hypo. iteration
6: \( l_2 \leftarrow \text{Len}(s'_2) \) \( - \) \( l_\alpha \) \( \triangleright \) Len. of the second hypo. iteration
7: \( l_{12} \leftarrow \text{Len}(s'_{12}) \) \( - \) \( l_\alpha \) \( \triangleright \) Len. of both hypo. iterations
8: \( \beta_1 \leftarrow s'_1[l_1,\ldots,l_1] \) \( \triangleright \) Queries in the first hypo. iteration
9: \( \beta_{12} \leftarrow s'_{12}[l_1,\ldots,l_{12}] \) \( \triangleright \) Queries in both hypo. iterations
10: \( \alpha_1 \leftarrow s'_1[l_1+1,\ldots] \) \( \triangleright \) Queries after the hypo. loop
11: \( \alpha_2 \leftarrow s'_2[l_2+1,\ldots] \) \( \triangleright \) Queries after the hypo. loop
12: \( \alpha_{12} \leftarrow s'_{12}[l_{12}+1,\ldots] \) \( \triangleright \) Queries after the hypo. loop
13: if \( \alpha_1 = \alpha_2 = \alpha_{12} \) and \( \text{PerfectPrefix}(\beta_1, \beta_{12}) \) then
14: return \( \langle \text{true}, l_\alpha \rangle \) \( \triangleright \) Traces consistent with hypo. loop
15: end if
16: return \( \langle \text{false}, \text{Nil} \rangle \) \( \triangleright \) Traces inconsistent with hypo. loop
17: end procedure

The key contribution of SHEAR is manipulating the program’s execution on the fly to resolve ambiguities. SHEAR alters the program’s interactions with the environment at precisely chosen execution points. Specifically, SHEAR infers loops in a database program by speculatively altering the database interactions during program execution.

To infer whether there is a loop that iterates over a specific query, SHEAR removes certain data from the corresponding database interactions and validates how it affects program execution. With a small number of such altered executions, SHEAR infers whether the execution point contains a loop and, if so, the structure of the loop.

### 6.3.1 Speculative Manipulation of Database Interactions

SHEAR manipulates the database interactions through a proxy interposed between the program and the database. In a normal execution of the program, the proxy
Figure 6-13: Illustration of Algorithm 11 when applied to a true loop that iterates over the $k$-th query
faithfully relays the interactions between the program and the database. In an execution of the program where SHEAR alters the database interactions, the SHEAR proxy (conceptually) removes certain data from the database interactions while the program runs. Technically, there are two general options to implement this alteration: (1) altering the queries sent from the program to the database or (2) altering the data sent from the database to the program. Our SHEAR implementation uses the first option.

**ExecAndPick.** This procedure takes a program, a context, an integer \( k \), and a list of distinct row indices \( \rho \). It executes the program with the context while intercepting the database traffic.

For the first \((k - 1)\) queries that the program sends to the database, the proxy relays the traffic faithfully. Up to this point, the collected queries and their retrieved data are identical to what would have been collected from a normal execution of the program.

For the \(k\)-th query, the proxy alters the query so that it retrieves only a sub-list of the rows that would have been retrieved if the query were unaltered. The sub-list of rows is specified by the row indices in \( \rho \). Our SHEAR implementation alters the query using standard SQL clauses "LIMIT", "OFFSET", and "ORDER BY". The proxy forwards the altered query to the database, which retrieves (altered) data for the query. The proxy sends the (altered) data back to the program, which processes the data and continues execution accordingly.

After this alteration, the SHEAR proxy continues to relay the rest of the database traffic faithfully until the program terminates. The procedure returns the list of collected SQL queries.

From the program’s viewpoint, SHEAR transparently removes certain rows from the data that would have been retrieved. Because SHEAR only removes rows, it only mildly disturbs the execution flow. If the program conforms to the SHEAR DSL, this manipulation does not cause the program to crash. Moreover, in our experiments, this manipulation works reliably with all of our benchmark applications, without
triggering any errors, warnings, or crashes.

6.3.2 Loop Inference Based on Fine-Grained Interactive Feedback

We next present how SHEAR infers loops by performing speculative manipulation and collecting feedback from the altered program executions.

Probing and Validating the Presence of a Loop

For each potential execution point that may contain loops, SHEAR first infers whether the loop exists. If so, SHEAR then infers the structure of each loop iteration. Both steps are achieved through probe-and-validate cycles (Figure 6-4).

**InferLoopExists.** Algorithm [11] infers whether a loop iterates over a specific query during an execution of the program. This procedure takes the program and a context $\sigma$. Executing the program with the context $\sigma$ would produce a trace. The third parameter, $k$, is an integer query index. The procedure infers if the $k$-th query in the trace was iterated over by a loop during program execution.

To infer whether a loop iterates over the $k$-th query, the procedure invokes `ExecAndPick` three times. Each invocation executes the program with $\sigma$ and alters the $k$-th query. The first execution alters the $k$-th query to retrieve only the first row among all of the rows that would have been retrieved in an unaltered execution. The second execution alters the query to retrieve only the second row. The third execution alters the query to retrieve only the first two rows. Each execution produces an altered list of SQL queries. Because all three executions initially use the same context $\sigma$ to run the program, the three resulting altered lists are identical up to the $(k - 1)$-th query. These three altered lists may differ after the $k$-th query, depending on the structure of the program.

The `InferLoopExists` procedure then performs location-based change-set validation on these three altered lists, to infer whether the program contains a loop that
Algorithm 12 Infer the loop body structure in terms of the lengths of loop iterations

Input: $P$ is the executable of $P \in S$. $\sigma$ is a context. $k, r, l_\alpha$ are integers denoting a loop at $k$-th query, the number of iterations, and the number of queries after loop, respectively.

Output: List $l_\beta$ of $r$ integers, where the $i$-th ($i = 1, \ldots, r$) integer represents the number of queries produced by the $i$-th loop iteration.

1: procedure INFERLOOPBODY($P$, $\sigma$, $k$, $r$, $l_\alpha$)
2: $l_\beta \leftarrow$ Empty list
3: for $i \leftarrow 1, \ldots, r$ do
4: $s_i \leftarrow$ EXECANDPICK($P$, $\sigma$, $[i]$)
5: $l_i \leftarrow$ LEN($s_i$) $-$ $k$ $-$ $l_\alpha$
6: Append $l_i$ to $l_\beta$
7: end for
8: return $l_\beta$
9: end procedure

iterates over the $k$-th query. The procedure obtains the three list suffixes starting from the $(k + 1)$-th query (line 3). The procedure compares these three list suffixes regarding their lengths and contents. Conceptually, it first assumes there would be a loop that iterates over the specified query. The procedure calculates the number of queries that would have been produced by only the first hypothetical loop iteration (line 5), the number for only the second hypothetical iteration (line 6), and the number for both the first and second iterations (line 7). The procedure then locates the queries that would have been produced by these hypothetical loop iterations (lines 8-9) and by any remaining queries in the program following the hypothetical loop (lines 10-11). Figure 6-13 illustrates these calculations. Finally, the INFERLOOPEXISTS procedure checks if the lengths and contents for these hypothetical iterations are consistent (line 13). The procedure invokes PERFECTPREFIX with variables $\beta_1$ and $\beta_{12}$, which represent the queries that would have been produced by the first hypothetical loop iteration and by the first two hypothetical loop iterations, respectively. The PERFECTPREFIX procedure takes two lists of SQL queries. It returns true if and only if (1) the first list is strictly shorter than the second list and (2) the queries in the first list are exactly the same as the corresponding queries at the beginning of the second list.

When a loop is found, the value $l_\alpha$ represents the number of queries in the execution trace that occur after all loop iterations end. Because this value indicates
exactly where the loop ends, it enables SHEAR to distinguish the loop body and the after-loop subprogram without ambiguity.

This procedure infers that a loop exists if and only if the hypothetical loop is consistent with the three (altered) executions. We show that it detects the potential loop accurately (Section 6.3.3).

Probing and Validating the Loop Body Structure

When a loop has been inferred to be present, SHEAR invokes the \textsc{InferLoopBody} procedure (Algorithm 12) to infer the structure of the loop body. In particular, inferring the loop body structure requires inferring the boundaries for each loop iteration in the execution traces.

\textsc{InferLoopBody}. The \textsc{InferLoopBody} procedure takes a program, a context $\sigma$, and three integers $k, r, l_\alpha$. SHEAR invokes this procedure only when it has inferred that a loop iterates over the $r$ rows retrieved by the $k$-th query in the trace from executing the program with $\sigma$. Because loops in the SHEAR DSL iterate over each row retrieved by the query (Section 6.2.1), the loop has $r$ iterations each accessing one row from the $k$-th query. The integer $l_\alpha$ is a result from \textsc{InferLoopExists} (Algorithm 11) and equals the number of queries in the trace that are produced by the subprogram that follows the detected loop.

The procedure \textsc{InferLoopBody} performs speculative manipulation and location-
based change-set validation to infer the length of each loop iteration in the trace. Specifically, the procedure invokes EXECANDPICK for \( r \) times. Each invocation executes the program with context \( \sigma \), but altered so that the \( k \)-th query retrieves only one row each time. Each such execution produces a list of (altered) SQL queries. In each list, the first \((k - 1)\) queries are unaltered, while the queries after the \( k \)-th query are altered. These suffix queries correspond to the queries that would have been produced by one iteration of the loop, followed by \( l_\alpha \) queries that are produced by the subprogram in \( P \) after the loop. Figure 6-14 illustrates these calculations.

The procedure calculates the lengths of each loop iteration, then returns all of these lengths as a list \( l_\beta \). Using this list of lengths, it is straightforward to divide the unaltered execution trace into segments that correspond to the individual loop iterations.

**Putting it All Together**

We present how SHEAR analyzes any execution trace of the program to infer all of the executed loop structures.

**InferLoops.** Algorithm 13 starts with an unaltered trace from executing the program. For each query in the trace, it invokes INFERLOOPEXISTS (Algorithm 11) to infer if a loop iterates over the query. If a loop is inferred to exist, INFERLOOPS invokes INFERLOOPBODY (Algorithm 12) to identify loop iteration boundaries in the trace. Both of these procedures leverage SHEAR’s proxy to perform speculative manipulation. The INFERLOOPS procedure finally invokes BUILDLLTREE to construct a tree that represents the structure of all loops inferred.

**BuildLLTree.** The BUILDLLTREE procedure takes a list of query-result pairs \( e \), along with a list \( L \) of all loops inferred in \( e \). When there are \( m \) inferred loops, the \( j \)-th loop iterates over the \( k_j \)-th query with iteration lengths \( l_{\beta j} \). These lengths indicate the location of the queries in \( e \) that are generated by each loop. When there are no

\(^2\)A straightforward optimization is to avoid repeatedly executing the program with the same context and alterations.
Algorithm 13 Infer all loops

**Input:** $P$ is the executable of $P \in S$. $\sigma$ is a context. $e$ is the list of query-result pairs obtained from executing $P$ with $\sigma$.

**Output:** Loop layout tree constructed from $e$.

1: procedure `InferLoops($P$, $\sigma$, $e$)
2:     \[ L \leftarrow \text{Empty list} \]
3:     \[ (Q_1, r_1), \ldots, (Q_n, r_n) \leftarrow e \]
4:     \textbf{for} $k = 1, \ldots, n$ \textbf{do}
5:         \textbf{if} $r_k < 2$ \textbf{then continue end if}
6:         \[ (f, l_\alpha) \leftarrow \text{InferLoopExists($P$, $\sigma$, $k$)} \]
7:         \textbf{if not} $f$ \textbf{then continue end if}
8:         \[ l_\beta \leftarrow \text{InferLoopBody($P$, $\sigma$, $k$, $r_k$, $l_\alpha$)} \]
9:         \text{Append} $\langle k, l_\beta \rangle$ \text{to} $L$
10:      \textbf{end for}
11:     return `BuildLLTree(e, L)`
12: \textbf{end procedure}

nested loops, the queries generated by different loops do not overlap. On the other hand, when there are nested loops, the queries generated by an inner loop are a subset of the queries generated by the outer loop. The procedure constructs a loop layout tree that represents the structure of all loops inferred in $e$. The procedure builds subtrees bottom-up, first building the subtrees for the last and innermost loops.

Programs in the Shear DSL have the following property: When a loop iterates over the $k$-th query and when Shear deletes the database traffic from the $k$-th query, the altered execution traces are the same as the original unaltered trace for all of the queries that do not belong to this loop. Any such altered trace differs from the unaltered trace only by lacking the queries that belong to certain iterations of this loop. As a result, the `InferLoops` procedure is able to precisely identify the structures of all loops that iterated at least twice (see Section 6.4.1) in any unaltered trace. These algorithms work well for programs that may contain multiple loops, nested or otherwise.

6.3.3 Soundness of the Loop Inference Algorithm

We first outline a soundness proof for the loop inference algorithm and then discuss the intuition.
Definition 6.3.1. For program $P \in \text{Prog}$ and context $\sigma \in \text{Context}$, $\sigma[\rightarrow_k P]$ denotes the context after evaluating $P$ in $\sigma$ for $k$ queries. $\text{LEN}_{\text{exec}}(P, \sigma)$ denotes the length of the trace from evaluating $P$ in $\sigma$, that is, $\text{LEN}_{\text{exec}}(P, \sigma) = \text{LEN}(e)$ where $\sigma \vdash P \Downarrow_{\text{exec}} e$.

Definition 6.3.2. For program $P \in \text{Prog}$ and list of query-result pairs $e$, $P - e = P'$ denotes the remaining subprogram after consuming $P$ with $e$.

Definition 6.3.3. For program $P \in \text{Prog}$ and context $\sigma \in \text{Context}$, a loop iterates over the $k$-th query for $r_k$ times if the following hold for some $P_1, P_2 \in \text{Prog}$: $\sigma \vdash P \Downarrow_{\text{exec}} (Q_1, r_1), \ldots, (Q_n, r_n)$, $1 \leq k \leq n$, and $P - (Q_1, r_1), \ldots, (Q_{k-1}, r_{k-1}) = \text{for } Q_k \text{ do } P_1; P_2$. In this case, $\sigma \vdash_k P \Downarrow_{\text{before}} e$ denotes the list of query-result pairs $e$ produced by the subprogram before the loop. $\sigma \vdash_k P \Downarrow_{i} e_i$ denotes the list of query-result pairs $e_i$ obtained from evaluating the $i$-th iteration of the loop $(i = 1, \ldots, r_k)$. $\sigma \vdash_k P \Downarrow_{\text{after}} e$ denotes the list of query-result pairs $e$ produced by the subprogram after the loop. $\Lambda(P, \sigma, k) = [e_1, \ldots, e_{r_k}]$ denotes the list of lists of query-result pairs produced by each of the $r_k$ loop iterations. When no loops iterate over the $k$-th query, $\Lambda(P, \sigma, k) = \text{NotLoop}$.

Definition 6.3.4. For program $P \in \text{Prog}$, context $\sigma \in \text{Context}$, and integer $k$, $P[k]_{\sigma}$ denotes the $k$-th query evaluated when executing $P$ in $\sigma$.

Definition 6.3.5. For program $P \in \text{Prog}$, context $\sigma \in \text{Context}$, integer $k$ where a loop iterates over the $k$-th query, and list of integers $\rho_1, \ldots, \rho_m$, $\sigma \vdash_k P \Downarrow_{\text{alter}}^{\rho_1, \ldots, \rho_m} e$ denotes the list of query-result pairs $e$ produced by an altered evaluation of $P$ in $\sigma$ where the loop that iterates over the $k$-th query performs only the iterations $\rho_1, \ldots, \rho_m$.

Proposition 6.3.6. For program $P \in S$, context $\sigma \in \text{Context}$, and integer $k$, if $\Lambda(P, \sigma, k) = [e_1, \ldots, e_r]$, $\sigma \vdash_k P \Downarrow_{\text{Nil}}^{\rho_1, \ldots, \rho_m} (Q_1, r_1), \ldots, (Q_n, r_n)$, and EXECANDPICK($P$, $\sigma, k, []$) = $[q_1, \ldots, q_{n'}]$, then we have $n = n'$ and $q_i$ corresponds to $Q_i$ for all $i = 1, \ldots, n$.

Proposition 6.3.7. For program $P \in S$, context $\sigma \in \text{Context}$, integer $k$, and list of distinct integers $\rho_1, \ldots, \rho_m$ ($m > 0$), if $\Lambda(P, \sigma, k) = [e_1, \ldots, e_r]$, $1 \leq \rho_1 < \ldots < \rho_m \leq r$, $\sigma \vdash_k P \Downarrow_{\text{alter}}^{\rho_1, \ldots, \rho_m} (Q_1, r_1), \ldots, (Q_n, r_n)$, and EXECANDPICK($P$, $\sigma, k, [\rho_1, \ldots, \rho_m]$) = $[q_1, \ldots, q_{n'}]$, then we have $n = n'$ and $q_i$ corresponds to $Q_i$ for all $i = 1, \ldots, n$. 201
Theorem 8. For any program $P \in S$, context $\sigma \in \text{Context}$, and integer $k$, if we have $
abla \sigma (Q_1, r_1), \ldots, (Q_n, r_n), 1 \leq k \leq n, r_k \geq 2,$ and $\Lambda(P, \sigma, k) = [e_1, \ldots, e_r]$, then we have $\text{InferLoopExists}([P], \sigma, k) = \langle \text{true}, \text{Len}(e') \rangle$ where $\sigma \vdash_k P \downarrow \text{after } e'$.

Proof Sketch. By induction on $k$ and the derivation of loop body. □

Theorem 9. For any program $P \in S$, context $\sigma \in \text{Context}$, and integer $k$, if $\sigma \vdash P \downarrow \text{exec} (Q_1, r_1), \ldots, (Q_n, r_n), 1 \leq k \leq n, r_k \geq 2,$ and $\Lambda(P, \sigma, k) = \text{NotLoop}$, then $\text{InferLoopExists}([P], \sigma, k) = \langle \text{false}, \text{Nil} \rangle$.

Proof Sketch. The proof performs a case analysis of whether a subprogram $P'$ (see below) references $Q_k$ and, if so, where is the first reference. Here $P'$ satisfies $P - (Q_1, r_1), \ldots, (Q_{k-1}, r_{k-1}) = P'$. □

Theorem 10. For any program $P \in S$, context $\sigma \in \text{Context}$, and integer $k$, if $\Lambda(P, \sigma, k) = [e_1, \ldots, e_r]$ and $\sigma \vdash_k P \downarrow \text{after } e'$, then $\text{InferLoopBody}([P], \sigma, k, r, \text{Len}(e')) = [\text{Len}(e_1), \ldots, \text{Len}(e_r)]$.

Theorem 11. For any program $P \in S$ and context $\sigma \in \text{Context}$, if $\sigma \vdash P \downarrow \text{exec } e$ and $\sigma \vdash P \downarrow \text{loops } l$, then $\text{InferLoops}([P], \sigma, e) = l$.

These results indicate that SHEAR is guaranteed to infer loops precisely and return the correct loop layout trees for any program in the DSL. The algorithm works well with any context for (and any initial execution of) the program, regardless of whether the program contains repetitive queries or not. Loop inference is based primarily on how the program behavior changes when the SHEAR proxy removes certain iterations of a hypothetical loop. The loop body boundaries are determined by how the trace changes when the proxy removes all but one loop iteration.

The most important parts of the proof are Theorem 8 and Theorem 9. SHEAR needs only several manipulated executions here because SHEAR works with loops that iterate over collections of rows and whose iterations each operates on one individual row (Section 6.2.1). Intuitively, the loop body can be expressed equivalently as a function that depends only on (1) the one row iterated over by the current loop iteration and (2) the context preceding the loop. When SHEAR probes an execution point that contains a loop, the resulting altered traces have an unambiguous way to
divide into segments that correspond to the database interactions produced before
the loop, produced by each loop iteration, and produced after the loop (Figure 6-13).
The segments before and after the loop will be the same across all three altered traces.
The segments produced by the loop body in the third altered trace (consisting of two
iterations) will be the same as the concatenation of the segment produced by the
loop body in the first altered trace (consisting of the first iteration) and the segment
produced by the loop body in the second altered trace (consisting of the second
iteration). Conversely, when SHEAR probes execution points that are not loops, the
resulting altered traces will fail the change-set validations. Such feedback enables
SHEAR to infer loops correctly.

6.4 Modular Constructive Inference of Full Program Structure

SHEAR incorporates its loop inference algorithm into a prior technique [135] for the
inference and regeneration of database-backed programs (Section 6.2). With specu-
lative manipulation, SHEAR brings in the capability to infer sophisticated loop and
repetitive structures.

6.4.1 Modular Inference of Program Constructs

A basic principle in both SHEAR’s and prior work’s full program inference algorithms
is, at each step, to correctly and unambiguously infer a construct in the target pro-
gram. Technically, this modular construction is performed by expanding a nonter-
minal symbol in a sentential form in the DSL, that is, a partially expanded abstract
syntax tree (AST). This principle enables the algorithms to efficiently infer the pro-
gram structure and to detect when they have obtained a complete program, even
when working with infinite program search spaces.

To preserve this principle in the absence of the ability to alter the program ex-
ecutions, prior work imposes restrictions on the DSL that it can infer. In contrast,
Shear preserves this principle while significantly expanding the range of programs that it can infer. The reason for this capability is that, conceptually, speculative manipulation enables Shear to break dependencies that otherwise exist across different database queries that retrieve overlapping data. We consider this capability as a fundamental strength of Shear.

Preliminaries: Inference Algorithm

We first summarize the algorithm in prior work that infers programs that consist mainly of sequences and conditionals, with limited loops [135]. The inference algorithm uses an SMT solver to generate useful inputs and database values with which to execute the original program. As the algorithm executes the program, it observes the program behavior in terms of the database interactions and the outputs. Based on this observation, the algorithm updates a hypothesis of the inferred program structure as a partially expanded AST. If the updated hypothesis still contains uncertainty, the algorithm resolves this uncertainty by using the SMT solver again to generate new inputs and database values that distinguish different hypotheses. The algorithm recursively expands nonterminal symbols in the inferred program’s AST.

To facilitate discussion, we follow the naming convention in prior work and reuse several helper procedures for program execution and solver invocation.

**Infer.** The entry point to the inference algorithm. It takes an executable $P$ and configures an initial context $\sigma$ where all database tables are empty and the input parameters are distinct. It invokes GetTrace on $P$ to obtain an initial annotated trace $t$. This trace $t$ is used to invoke InferProg, which infers the program recursively.

**InferProg.** This procedure infers programs in the Shear DSL that may contain sophisticated loop and repetitive structures, including nested loops and after-loop subprograms. This procedure recursively explores all relevant paths through a hypothetical DSL program and resolves Prog nonterminals as they are encountered. The
procedure takes as parameters the executable $P$ and an annotated trace. To resolve a Prog nonterminal, Shear examines three annotated traces $t_0$, $t_1$, and $t_2$. In the executions that generated $t_0$, $t_1$, and $t_2$, $Q$ retrieves zero rows, at least one row, and at least two rows, respectively. Shear encodes these requirements into path constraints by invoking $\text{MakePathConstraint}$. Shear then obtains the satisfying traces (if they exist) by invoking $\text{SolveAndGetTrace}$. These traces are then used to expand the Prog symbol into one of four statements: $\epsilon$, Seq, If, or For.

**GetTrace.** This procedure executes the program, collects a trace, detects loops by invoking $\text{InferLoops}$, and returns an annotated trace that satisfies a path constraint.

**MakePathConstraint.** This procedure takes a trace prefix $s_1$, a query $Q$, an integer $i$, and two lists of boolean flags $d$ and $a$. The procedure constructs a path constraint, $W_i$, which specifies that the program should execute down the same path as $s_1$, then perform $Q$ and retrieve $i$ rows.

**SolveAndGetTrace.** This procedure takes an executable $P$ and a path constraint $W$. The procedure solves for a context $\sigma$ that enables $P$ to produce a trace $t$ that satisfies $W$. If satisfiable, the procedure invokes GetTrace to execute the program and obtain a satisfying trace.

**Modular Construction of Loops Newly Inferred**

The wider range of computations captured by the Shear DSL gives rise to challenging loop-related ambiguities that go beyond the scope of prior work (Section 7.1). We briefly describe how Shear reasons about potential For statements as a part of the $\text{InferProg}$ procedure and present more detail in the supplementary material.

Shear invokes $\text{InferLoops}$ with the unaltered trace $t_2$ to infer whether the execution point $Q$ contains a loop. (1) If $\text{InferLoops}$ infers that the execution point $Q$ does not have loops, Shear then proceeds to infer whether $Q$ was generated by an If statement or a Seq statement. This scenario is handled similarly as in prior
work. (2) On the other hand, if INFEROOPS infers that a loop iterates over the rows retrieved by $Q$, SHEAR updates its hypothesis to represent that $Q$ was generated by a For statement. In this case, the INFERPREG procedure will recursively infer the subprograms inside the For statement. Before entering the recursion, however, it first obtains two additional annotated traces. The trace $t_{\text{iter}}$ is an annotated trace whose query $Q$ retrieves at least two rows and whose suffix is generated by the loop body. The trace $t_{\text{after}}$ is an annotated trace whose suffix is generated not by the loop body, but by the after-loop subprogram. The INFERPREG procedure then uses $t_{\text{iter}}$ and $t_{\text{after}}$ to recursively infer the loop-body subprogram and the after-loop subprogram, respectively. We note that most of the fine-grained information collected during this process is made possible by speculative manipulation.

Modular Inference of Loops that Previously Iterated Only Once

A complication is when a loop iterated only once during an execution of the program. This complication arises from the ability of the SHEAR DSL to capture programs whose loops are not the last statements. These programs may have statements after loops and even multiple consecutive loops, which are important computations that go beyond the scope of prior work.

The complications are as follows. When a loop iterated only once, the INFEROOPS procedure does not immediately determine where the (only) loop iteration ends in the provided list of query-result pairs. The resulting loop layout tree there-
fore does not characterize this loop. When SHEAR traverses this tree to generate annotated traces, at least one resulting trace contains both the queries generated by the loop body (which iterated only once) and the queries generated after the loop. These traces, if untreated, would cause the INFERPROG procedure’s recursive steps to diverge from the structure of the hypothetical program’s AST.

SHEAR solves these complications by constructing two new traces based on the previous trace where the loop iterated only once. SHEAR performs speculative manipulation to identify the boundary of the (only one) loop iteration in the trace. Specifically, SHEAR first matches a trace \( t \) against the known Prog nonterminals that have already been inferred. If a query \( Q \) is known to be generated by a For statement but retrieved only one row in \( t \), then the corresponding loop iterated only once. In this case, SHEAR invokes EXECANDPICK with an empty list \( \rho \). In the altered execution, the query \( Q \) is altered to retrieve zero rows. The corresponding loop iterates for zero times and continues execution after the loop. The resulting trace \( t_{\text{after}} \) contains only the after-loop queries, without any loop-body queries. Next, SHEAR uses \( t_{\text{after}} \) to locate the boundary of the loop body in \( t \) and discards all of the subsequent queries. The resulting trace \( t_{\text{iter}} \) contains only the loop-body queries, without any after-loop queries. Figure 6-15 illustrates these calculations.

This way, even though the loop iterated only once in the original trace \( t \), SHEAR is able to update its hypothesis with the correct loop structure. SHEAR does so by discarding \( t \) and replacing it with two new traces \( t_{\text{iter}} \) and \( t_{\text{after}} \) that correspond correctly to the loop body and the after-loop subprogram, respectively.

### 6.4.2 Soundness of the Full Program Inference Algorithm

The soundness of this algorithm builds on our key results in Section 6.3.3.

**Theorem 12.** For any program \( P \in S \), \( \text{INFER}(P) \) and \( P \) are identical except for the use of different but equivalent origin locations.

**Proof Sketch.** The proof is by induction on the productions of \( P \). Because the regeneration algorithm extends from prior work (Section 6.4.1), our general proof structure
is similar to that of prior work [138]. Our main modifications are (1) replacing the loop detection theorem in prior work with our Theorem 11 and (2) adding a branch to the structural induction proof of InferProg to account for the second subprogram in For statements in our more expressive DSL.
Chapter 7

Experimental Evaluation of SHEAR

We evaluate our loop inference technique with the following research questions:

- **RQ1: Ability to Infer and Regenerate Benchmark Programs.** How does SHEAR compare with existing techniques in the ability to infer applications that access databases?

  We used SHEAR to infer the commands in several open-source database-backed applications. Compared to existing techniques, SHEAR infers a wider range of loop and repetitive structures (Section 7.1).

- **RQ2: Scalability.** How does our technique scale with more complex loop structures?

  Our results indicate that SHEAR scales well for most dimensions of program complexity. The only dimension for which SHEAR does not scale well is the number of layers of nested loops (Section 7.2).

- **RQ3: Speculative Manipulation Versus Enumerative Search.** How does our technique compare with enumerative search?

  In our experiments, the SHEAR inference times grow asymptotically slower than the search space sizes do with most dimensions of program complexity. The only dimension along which SHEAR is asymptotically slower is the number of loop iterations (Section 7.3).
We performed experiments on Ubuntu 16.04 virtual machines with 6 cores and 4 GB memory. The host machine uses a processor with 6 cores (2.9 GHz Intel Core i9) and has 32 GB 2400 MHz DDR4 memory. Our SHEAR implementation uses Python 3.7.9 (PyPy 7.3.3) and Z3 4.6.0.

7.1 RQ1: Ability to Infer and Regenerate Benchmark Programs

We evaluate SHEAR on a set of benchmark applications and a synthetic test suite. Each application has several commands; SHEAR infers one command at a time. Each command takes input parameters, performs SQL queries accordingly, and outputs some of the retrieved data.

7.1.1 Benchmark Applications

Our benchmark applications include:

- **RailsCollab Project Manager**: RailsCollab [8] is an open-source project management and collaboration tool, built with Ruby on Rails, with over 250 stars on GitHub. The source code contains 11944 lines of Ruby, HTML, CSS, and JavaScript. RailsCollab maintains multiple task lists, tasks, milestones, time records, and messages. RailsCollab retrieves data from 24 relevant tables with 270 columns. Its commands enable users to navigate these contents.

- **Kanban Task Manager**: Kanban [11] is an open-source task management system, built with Ruby on Rails, with over 600 stars and 200 forks on GitHub. The source code contains 1653 lines of JavaScript, SASS, Ruby, and HTML. Kanban maintains boards. Each board may contain multiple lists. Each list may contain multiple cards, each of which may have comments. Kanban retrieves data from 4 relevant tables with 42 columns. Its commands enable users to navigate boards, lists, cards, and comments.
• **Todo Task Manager**: Todo [9] is an open-source task-tracking tool, built with Ruby on Rails, with over 100 stars and 180 forks on GitHub. The source code contains 1340 lines of HTML, JavaScript, Ruby, CSS, and SASS. Todo maintains multiple lists. Each list may contain multiple tasks. Todo retrieves data from 2 relevant tables with 10 columns. Its commands enable users to navigate lists and tasks.

• **Fulcrum Task Manager**: The same Fulcrum [3] application as in Section 5.1.1.

• **Kandan Chat Room**: The same Kandan [5] application as in Section 5.1.1.

• **Enki Blogging Application**: The same Enki [2] application as in Section 5.1.1.

• **Blog**: The same Blog [4] application as in Section 5.1.1.

• **Student Registration**: The same Student [7] application as in Section 5.1.1.

• **Synthetic**: A set of synthetic Python programs with repetitions, nested loops, and consecutive loops designed to challenge other loop inference techniques.

Five of these applications – RailsCollab, Kanban, Fulcrum, Kandan, and Enki – are studied in a recent survey [173]. We identified the Todo Task Manager from popular Ruby on Rails projects on GitHub. Five of the applications – Fulcrum, Kandan, Enki, Blog, and Student – were used in the evaluation of **Konure**. A copy of the source code for the benchmark applications is available at [10]. The synthetic test suite highlights the capability of **Shear**. The source code for the synthetic test suite is available in Appendix C.

**Characteristics of Loop and Repetition Structures.** Our benchmarks have structures as follows.

- **Non-Loop Repetitive Queries**: Codes "\(R\)" and "\(r\)" denote that a command contains non-loop repetitive queries that violate the heuristic assumptions in other loop inference systems. Specifically, the code "\(R\)" denotes that the command may generate an execution trace that contains non-adjacent repetitions. The code "\(r\)" denotes generating adjacent repetitions.
• **Control Structures in the Loop Body:** The code “C” denotes that a command has a loop whose loop body contains control structures such as conditional statements or loops.

• **Nested Loops:** The code “N_i” denotes that a command contains \( i \) layers of nested loops when the command’s externally observable behavior is expressed in the Shear DSL.

• **After-Loop Subprograms:** The code “A” denotes that a command contains after-loop subprograms. The code “A_i” denotes that the command contains \( i \) loops, one after the other.

Commands with code “R” are out of the scope of Konure, Kobayashi’s algorithm \[99\], and WebRobot \[64\]. Commands with code “r” are out of the scope of Konure, DaViS \[110\], Kobayashi’s algorithm, and WebRobot. Commands with code “C” are out of the scope of DaViS, Kobayashi’s algorithm, and WebRobot. Commands with code “N_i” are out of the scope of Konure, DaViS, and Kobayashi’s algorithm. Commands with code “A” or “A_i” are out of the scope of Konure.

### 7.1.2 Results

**Experimental Results for Loop Inference.** Table 7.1 and Table 7.2 present the results of applying Shear to the benchmark commands, along with a comparison with other loop inference techniques. Each row presents a command. A row is shaded if the corresponding command does not have any loop or repetitive structures as expressed in the Shear DSL. The first column (**Command**) presents the command name. The next (**Time**) presents the wall-clock inference time. The next (**LoC**) presents the number of lines in the regenerated Python code. The next three (**Q, If, and For**) present the numbers of SQL, If, and For statements as expressed in the DSL. The next (**Struct**) presents the characteristics of loop and repetitive structures outlined above. The next two (**S and Kn**) represent whether the command is supported by Shear and Konure, respectively. The next two (**D and Kb**) represent whether the execution
Table 7.1: SHEAR’s performance on inferring and regenerating benchmark commands

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Command</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>LoC</th>
<th>Q</th>
<th>If</th>
<th>For</th>
<th>Struct</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>Kn</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>Kb</th>
<th>WR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>get_projects_id_messages</td>
<td>7203.3s</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>R, C, A2</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get_projects_id_messages_id</td>
<td>4326.4s</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get_projects_id_messages_display_list</td>
<td>7461.4s</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>R, C, A2</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get_projects_id_times</td>
<td>8739.7s</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>R, C, A</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get_projects_id_times_id</td>
<td>3846.7s</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get_projects_id_milestones_id</td>
<td>5544.6s</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>R, r, A</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get_users_id (RailsCollab)</td>
<td>960.3s</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get_api_lists</td>
<td>1557.2s</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>C, N3</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get_api_lists_id</td>
<td>765.5s</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>C, N2</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get_api_cards</td>
<td>780.3s</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>C, N2</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get_api_cards_id</td>
<td>398.4s</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get_api_boards_id</td>
<td>1329.2s</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>C, N3, A</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get_home (Todo)</td>
<td>529.3s</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get_lists_id_tasks</td>
<td>565.9s</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>C, A</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get_lists_id_tasks (fixed 404 error)</td>
<td>742.2s</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>C, A</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get_channels</td>
<td>3762.2s</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get_home (Enki)</td>
<td>757.2s</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get_archives</td>
<td>659.4s</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>C, A</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get_admin_posts</td>
<td>397.5s</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get_admin (trimmed)</td>
<td>773.9s</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>A2</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>liststudentcourses</td>
<td>171.1s</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>repeat_2</td>
<td>82.0s</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>repeat_3</td>
<td>102.7s</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>R, r</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>repeat_4</td>
<td>122.2s</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>R, r</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>repeat_5</td>
<td>143.0s</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>R, r</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 7.2: Shear’s performance on inferring and regenerating benchmark commands (continued)
traces produced by the command are compatible with DaViS and Kobayashi’s loop inference algorithms [99], respectively. The next (WR) represents whether the loop structures can be supported by an adaptation of the rewrite-based loop synthesis algorithm in WebRobot. Symbols “✓” and “✗” indicate that a command is in the scope and out of the scope of a technique, respectively. Symbol “–” indicates that a command is not applicable for the comparison of loop inference techniques.

Compared to these four other techniques, Shear supports a substantially more complex set of loop and repetitive structures. All 25 benchmark commands with loops (whose “For” column is nonzero) are supported by Shear. In contrast, only 13 of these commands are supported by at least one of the four other techniques. All 6 benchmark commands without loops but contain repetitive queries (whose “For” column is zero) are supported by Shear. In contrast, only one of these commands is supported by at least one of the four other techniques. Overall, 25 benchmark commands are out of the scope of Konure, 18 commands are out of the scope of DaViS, and 25 commands are out of the scope of both Kobayashi’s [99] and WebRobot’s [61] algorithms. In contrast, all of these commands are supported by Shear. We attribute these differences to Shear’s capability to precisely disambiguate loops with speculative manipulation.

**Experimental Results for Program Inference.** We applied Shear to infer and regenerate 53 commands in our benchmarks. These commands include 9 from RailsCollab, 7 from Kanban, 3 from Todo, 8 from Fulcrum, 6 from Kandan, 7 from Enki, 2 from Blog, 1 from Student, and 10 from Synthetic. Among these supported commands, 25 (47%) are out of the scope of Konure (Table 7.1 and Table 7.2).

The wall-clock inference times range between 39–8740 seconds (average 1197 seconds). Among the 25 benchmark commands that are out of the scope of Konure, Shear’s inference times range between 82–8740 seconds (average 1909 seconds). Among the 28 benchmark commands that are supported by both Shear and Konure, Shear’s inference times range between 39–3762 seconds (average 560 seconds). The former commands are often larger and more complex than the latter.
We next compare SHEAR and KONURE on the 21 shared benchmark commands that are used in the evaluation of both systems. The unaltered execution numbers in SHEAR are slightly higher than the corresponding numbers reported in KONURE. We attribute this difference to the different uses of the solver when implementing these two systems. The number of altered executions in SHEAR range between 0–6.3 times (average 1.6 times) that of unaltered executions. We attribute this overhead to SHEAR’s algorithm that infers a wider range of loop and repetitive structures.

The number of solver invocations in both systems are roughly in the same range.

SHEAR’s inference times are generally shorter than KONURE for commands that required many solver invocations. We attribute this difference to the different uses of the solver when implementing these two systems. SHEAR’s inference times are generally longer than KONURE for commands that required many executions. We attribute this difference to the increased number of command executions by SHEAR for inferring more expressive loop and repetitive structures.

**Experimental Results for Program Regeneration.** For each benchmark command, SHEAR regenerates a Python program. We present all of the regenerated programs in Appendix D. The regenerated programs have between 1–55 (average 9.8) SQL queries, between 0–15 (average 2.3) If statements, between 0–5 (average 0.9) For statements, between 0–50 (average 12.7) lines that generate output, and between 7–147 (average 36.0) total lines of code.

We compared the regenerated programs for the shared commands. For each shared command in Enki, Fulcrum, Kandan, and Student, SHEAR and KONURE infer and regenerate equivalent programs. For each command in Blog, SHEAR and KONURE infer and regenerate equivalent programs except for a minor difference in the scripts for restarting and executing the application.

---

1Our benchmarks contain 7 commands that can be supported by KONURE but were not used in KONURE’s evaluation.
Scope. Some of these benchmark applications implement read-only data-retrieval commands\(^2\) that are out of the scope of SHEAR. Six such commands in RailsCollab and two in Kandan retrieve files or folders. One in Kanban and one in Fulcrum retrieves metadata such as session keys and history updates. Four in RailsCollab and one in Kanban iterate over the rows retrieved by an earlier query that does not immediately precede the first iteration of the loop body. One in RailsCollab contains conditional statements that do not depend on whether the preceding query retrieves empty or nonempty. The majority of the remaining data retrieval commands in Enki and RailsCollab involve application-specific calculations such as concatenating multiple input strings, checking whether a datetime is smaller than another, and enumerating a set of activity type strings. SHEAR infers all of the data retrieval commands in Todo, Blog, Student, and Synthetic.

7.1.3 Discussion

Compared to four other techniques, SHEAR supports a wider range of loop and repetitive structures that occur in real-world database-backed applications. When applied on identical benchmarks that are supported by both SHEAR and Konure, the two infer and regenerate equivalent results, with the main difference being that SHEAR may execute the benchmarks more times. This overhead often becomes less noticeable for larger programs, as the inference algorithm spends a larger portion of the time interacting with the solver. Almost half of our benchmark commands contain loop and repetitive structures that are supported by only SHEAR but not Konure.

We attribute these improvements to the capability of SHEAR to perform speculative manipulation. Intuitively, speculative manipulation enables SHEAR to eliminate dependencies between constructs that access overlapping sets of database items, which in turn enables SHEAR to more precisely control program behavior and obtain fined-grained interactive feedback. SHEAR exploits this control to infer a larger and

\(^2\)For a Ruby on Rails application, these commands correspond to the routes that handle HTTP GET requests with an index action, a show action, or an action that displays the current user. We count such routes only if their corresponding actions are implemented and access the database.
more expressive class of programs than KONURE while preserving the advantages of the KONURE inference algorithm, which proceeds by correctly and unambiguously expanding one nonterminal at each step of the algorithm. This capability enables SHEAR to eliminate many of the heuristic restrictions in prior work. It enables the unambiguous inference of a wider range of computations that are out of the scope of prior techniques. The four prior techniques all use repetition-based pattern matching to infer loops from the execution traces of programs. Because there are often multiple program structures that can generate the observed repetitions, these prior techniques all resort to heuristics to deal with the ambiguity. They either limit the loop and repetitive structures they can work with or simply pick one of the multiple nonequivalent candidate program structures.

In particular, the SHEAR DSL is more expressive than KONURE as follows. The KONURE DSL uses heuristics to impose a range of restrictions on the structure of the program—for example, it requires the (unchecked) property that any query that follows a query in the DSL program that may retrieve multiple rows must not have the same query skeleton as any following query. It also requires any loop to be the last statement of the program, that is, KONURE does not allow any other statements to follow after a loop ends. And it does not support nested loops. Because the SHEAR DSL does not have these restrictions, it is much more expressive than the KONURE DSL: (1) The SHEAR DSL supports more general looping constructs, specifically loop nests and intermixed sequences of sequential code, loops, and conditionals. In contrast, the KONURE DSL supports only a single loop at the end of the program with no code after the loop. (2) The SHEAR DSL supports repeated queries. In contrast, the KONURE DSL imposes restrictions on repeated queries. These differences are a result of SHEAR’s speculative manipulation, which enables SHEAR to infer more benchmarks: 10 of our open-source commands have code after loops, 4 have nested loops, and 6 have non-loop repetitions—all these commands are supported by SHEAR but not KONURE. SHEAR infers all 31 commands (21 open-source and 10 synthetic) that contain loops or repetitions, while KONURE infers only 6 of them.
for n_loops in range(l):
s = do_sql("SELECT * FROM t1")
for row in s:
    for n_body in range(b):
        do_sql("SELECT * FROM t0")

(a) with \( l \) consecutive loops, where each loop body has \( b \) queries

do_sql("SELECT * FROM t1")
for n_query in range(q):
do_sql("SELECT * FROM t2")

(b) with \( q \) non-loop repetitive queries

def rec(n_layer):
    if n_layer <= 0:
        do_sql("SELECT * FROM t0")
        return
    s = do_sql("SELECT * FROM t1")
    for row in s:
        rec(n_layer - 1)
    rec(n)

(c) with \( n \) layers of nested loops

Figure 7-1: Programs for testing scalability

7.2 RQ2: Scalability

We empirically evaluate the scalability of SHEAR’s loop inference algorithm along seven dimensions of program complexity. These dimensions are: (a) the number of consecutive loops in the program, (b) the number of iterations executed for a loop, (c) the number of non-loop repetitive queries in the program, (d) the number of queries in the body of a loop, (e) the number of non-loop queries that retrieve multiple rows during execution, (f) the number of both consecutive loops and database rows, and (g) the number of layers of nested loops. The dimension f is designed to simulate the effects of applying SHEAR to infer full programs, because our database solver often inserts more rows for longer program paths. By definition, the dimension f reflects the combined effects of both dimensions a and b.

Independent Variables. For each dimension of program complexity, we developed a set of synthetic Python programs (along with the associated input and database val-
ues) with various levels of complexity. Each program’s externally observable behavior is expressible in the SHEAR DSL. Specifically, we generated the synthetic programs for dimension (a) from Figure 7-1a with $r = 2$, $b = 1$, and varying values for $l$, (b) from Figure 7-1a with $l = 1$, $b = 1$, and varying values for $r$, (c) from Figure 7-1b with $r = 8$ and varying values for $q$, (d) from Figure 7-1a with $r = 2$, $l = 1$, and varying values for $b$, (e) from Figure 7-1a with $r = 2$, $b = 0$, and varying values for $l$, (f) from Figure 7-1a with $b = 1$ and varying values for both $r$ and $l$ ($r = l$), and (g) from Figure 7-1c with varying values for $n$. Here $r$ denotes the number of rows we insert into the table $t_1$ in the database.

Note that for the complexity dimensions $b$ and $f$, setting $r = 1$ means inserting only one row into the table $t_1$, which causes the loop to iterate only once. Loops that iterated only once are not identified by loop inference alone (Section 6.4.1).

**Dependent Variables.** For each dimension of complexity and value of the independent variable, we executed the synthetic program with the associated input and database values. We measured the **wall-clock time for executing the program**. This execution produces an unaltered trace. We then used this unaltered trace (along with the executable program) to invoke SHEAR’s loop inference algorithm. We measured the **wall-clock time for inferring loops** in this trace.

### 7.2.1 Results

Figure 7-2 presents the scalability results for SHEAR’s loop inference. Each subfigure corresponds to a dimension of complexity. The horizontal axes represent the independent variables. The vertical axes represent the dependent variables in numbers of seconds.

The green circles represent program execution times. The program execution time is positively correlated with the length of the unaltered execution trace. The traces in our experiments contain between 0–48 queries (Figure 7-2a), 2–17 queries (Figure 7-2b), 1–17 queries (Figure 7-2c), 3–33 queries (Figure 7-2d), 0–16 queries (Figure 7-2e), 2–272 queries (Figure 7-2f), and 1–127 queries for 0–6 layers of nested
loops and 255–1023 queries for 7–9 layers (Figure 7-2g).

The blue triangles represent loop inference times. **Shear** correctly infers the unique correct loop structures for all of these traces.

### 7.2.2 Discussion

In these experiments, the growths of the loop inference times are correlated mainly with the number of altered program executions during loop inference. For the plotted values, the loop inference times scale linearly with the number of loops (Figure 7-2a), the number of loop iterations (Figure 7-2b), and the number of queries retrieving multiple rows (Figure 7-2e). For the plotted values, the loop inference times remain stable with various numbers of non-loop repetitions (Figure 7-2c) and numbers of queries in the loop body (Figure 7-2d) and scale quadratically with the number of both loops and database rows (Figure 7-2f). In theory, the asymptotic growths of the loop inference times are also correlated with the times for executing the program and the times for parsing the execution traces. These two time components both grow linearly along dimensions a–e and quadratically along the dimension f. The loop inference times grow exponentially with increasing layers of nested loops (Figure 7-2g). We attribute this phenomenon to the exponential growth in the lengths of execution traces for deeper nested loops. Overall, **Shear**’s loop inference algorithm scales polynomially along the first six dimensions of program complexity.

### 7.3 RQ3: Speculative Manipulation Versus Enumerative Search

We evaluate the asymptotic efficiency of **Shear**’s loop inference algorithm by contrasting the loop inference time against the size of the search space of candidate program structures. We note that many program synthesis techniques are based on enumerative search with pruning [14, 18, 32, 50, 69, 79, 93, 102, 103, 111, 112, 143, 144, 158, 162, 163, 175, 116].
Figure 7-2: Time to infer loops in programs with various measures of complexity
Figure 7-3: Number of candidate loop structures in programs with various measures of complexity
**Independent Variables.** We conducted two experiments that calculate the search space sizes. The first experiment uses the same set of independent variables as in Section 7.2. The second experiment uses the maximum depth of programs as the independent variable, where depth is defined as the maximum number of SQL queries along any path in the program’s AST.

**Dependent Variables.** The first experiment uses the unaltered traces collected from executing the synthetic programs for the various dimensions of complexity and values of the independent variables. For each trace, we calculated the *number of candidate loop structures* that may generate the trace. The second experiment is based on theoretical calculation. For each maximum program depth, we calculated the *number of candidate AST program structures* under this depth.

### 7.3.1 Results

Figure 7-3 presents the results for the first experiment. Each subfigure corresponds to one dimension of program complexity. The horizontal axes represent the independent variables. The vertical axes represent the sizes of the search space of candidate loop structures given an unaltered trace. To evaluate the efficiency of SHEAR’s loop inference algorithm, we compare the asymptotic growths of the search space sizes against the loop inference times. For the plotted values, the search space sizes grow at least exponentially with increasing numbers of consecutive loops (Figure 7-3a), numbers of queries retrieving multiple rows (Figure 7-3c), and numbers of both loops and database rows (Figure 7-3f). In contrast, the SHEAR loop inference times grow polynomially along these dimensions (Figure 7-2a, Figure 7-2e, and Figure 7-2f).

Compared to the loop inference times, the search space sizes also grow asymptotically faster with increasing numbers of non-loop repetitions (Figure 7-3c), numbers of queries in the loop body (Figure 7-3d), and numbers of layers of nested loops (Figure 7-3g). We attribute these differences to SHEAR’s ability to infer loops efficiently. The only dimension along which the search space sizes grow slower than loop inference times is the number of loop iterations (Figure 7-3b). We attribute this.
difference to the increased number of program executions required for SHEAR to infer the boundaries for an increased number of loop iterations.

Figure 7-4 presents the results for the second experiment. The horizontal axis represents the maximum depth of a program in the SHEAR DSL. The vertical axis represents the size of the search space of candidate AST structures. Because these numbers are too large for our plotting software, we plot them after taking logarithm with base 10. This search space grows double-exponentially with the maximum program depth.

7.3.2 Discussion

Overall, the asymptotic performance of SHEAR’s loop inference algorithm (Figure 7-2) is very efficient compared to the search space of candidate loop structures (Figure 7-3). We attribute this efficiency to the fact that SHEAR’s algorithm does not require enumerative search—instead, it is based on manipulating the program executions and comparing the trace lengths. A naïve search space of candidate AST programs may contain programs whose depths are less than or equal to the trace length, up to 272 in our experiments. This search space is way beyond the plotting capability of Figure 7-4 and infeasible to enumerate. In contrast, the SHEAR loop inference algorithm terminates within half an hour on a laptop computer for all of these experiments (Figure 7-2).


7.4 Conclusion

The need to infer loop constructs from observations of program executions has repeatedly arisen in a range of fields. We present a novel dynamic analysis technique that automatically infers loop and repetitive structures from execution traces. The algorithm strategically alters the program’s database traffic at precisely chosen execution points to elicit different behaviors, which differ depending on the structure of the underlying program. Results from our implementation highlight the effectiveness of our technique at eliminating many of the limitations present in other systems.
Chapter 8

Conclusion

Human society will continue to develop and rely on software. The goal of my research is to improve software development by automating tasks that currently require substantial manual engineering effort, more specifically by providing a powerful way for developers to express program functionality that adapts flexibly to a variety of contexts. This thesis demonstrates that the program inference and regeneration framework satisfies this goal.

We have demonstrated the feasibility of this framework by implementing it in Konure and Shear. These systems take a gray-box active learning approach. They treat an existing program as a gray box that consists of black-box components that interact with each other, observing the behaviors of the black boxes, controlling the environments in which they operate, inferring models of their core functionality, and finally using the models to regenerate new implementations. The new implementations deliver the same core functionality but are potentially augmented or transformed to operate successfully in different environments. Example use cases include generating correct-by-construction code augmented with checks that eliminate security vulnerabilities, automatically improving program comprehension and producing cleaner code, and automatically extracting the human knowledge in software and retargeting it to different languages and platforms.

We evaluate Konure and Shear by applying them to open source database-backed applications. Our results indicate that Konure and Shear work well with
applications whose core functionality is expressible in our DSLs, with data flow largely visible in the database queries and control flow directly tied to the query results. Our current techniques do not work well with applications whose core functionality is not expressible in our DSLs. Some of these applications can be inferred and regenerated after straightforward extensions to our current techniques. Others may require more involved extensions or are out of the scope of our approach.

Because our approach was designed to work with a range of inferrable computations, each of our techniques is unsuitable for inferring and regenerating general-purpose computations. To this end, our philosophy is to identify recurring patterns — many such patterns exist in today’s software, which contains enormous amounts of human effort — and design domain-specific techniques that exploit these patterns. In the future, software will serve even more critical tasks in human society. The research presented in this thesis provides insights on how to reduce the fundamental inefficiencies in how people work with software.
Appendix A

Code Regenerated by KONURE

A.1 Regenerated Code for Fulcrum Task Manager

A.1.1 Command get_home

```python
def get_home(conn, inputs):
    util.clear_warnings()
    outputs = []
    s0 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users' WHERE 'users'.'email' = :x0 ORDER BY 'users'.'id' ASC LIMIT 1", {'x0': inputs[0]})
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s0, 'users', 'email'))
    if util.has_rows(s0):
        s7 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.'id' = :x0 ORDER BY 'users'.'id' ASC LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id')})
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s7, 'users', 'email'))
        s8 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT DISTINCT 'projects'.'id' = 'projects_users'.'project_id' WHERE 'projects_users'.'user_id' = :x0", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s7, 'users', 'id')})
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s8, 'projects', 'id'))
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s8, 'projects', 'name'))
```
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s8, 'projects', 'start_date'))

s9 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users'
WHERE 'users'.id = :x0 ORDER BY 'users'.id ASC
LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s7, 'users', 'id')})

outputs.extend(util.get_data(s9, 'users', 'email'))

s10 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT DISTINCT 'projects'.* FROM 'projects'
projects_users' ON 'projects'.id = 'projects_users'.project_id WHERE 'projects_users'
.user_id = :x0", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s9, 'users', 'id')})

outputs.extend(util.get_data(s10, 'projects', 'id'))

outputs.extend(util.get_data(s10, 'projects', 'name'))

outputs.extend(util.get_data(s10, 'projects', 'start_date'))

else:
    pass

return util.add_warnings(outputs)

---

A.1.2 Command get_projects

def get_projects (conn, inputs):
    util.clear_warnings ()

    outputs = []

    s0 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users'
users'.email = :x0 ORDER BY 'users'.id ASC LIMIT 1", {'x0': inputs[0]})

    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s0, 'users', 'email'))

    if util.has_rows(s0):
        s7 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users'
WHERE 'users'.id = :x0 ORDER BY 'users'.id ASC
LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id')})

        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s7, 'users', 'email'))

        s8 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT DISTINCT 'projects'.* FROM 'projects'
projects_users' ON 'projects'.id = 'projects_users'.project_id WHERE 'projects_users'
.project_id = :x0", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s9, 'users', 'id')})

        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s8, 'projects', 'start_date'))
A.1.3 Command get_projects_id

def get_projects_id(conn, inputs):
    util.clear_warnings()
    outputs = []
    s0 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT ‘users’.* FROM ‘users’ WHERE ‘users’.’email’ = :x0 ORDER BY ‘users’.’id’ ASC LIMIT 1", {'x0': inputs[0]})
    if util.has_rows(s0):
        s8 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT ‘users’.* FROM ‘users’ WHERE ‘users’.’id’ = :x0 ORDER BY ‘users’.’id’ ASC LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id')})
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s8, 'projects', 'id'))
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s8, 'projects', 'name'))
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s8, 'projects', 'start_date'))
        s9 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT ‘users’.* FROM ‘users’ WHERE ‘users’.’id’ = :x0 ORDER BY ‘users’.’id’ ASC LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s7, 'users', 'id')})
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s9, 'users', 'email'))
        s10 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT DISTINCT ‘projects’.* FROM ‘projects’ INNER JOIN ‘projects_users’ ON ‘projects’.’id’ = ‘projects_users’.’project_id’ WHERE ‘projects_users’.’user_id’ = :x0", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s9, 'users', 'id')})
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s10, 'projects', 'id'))
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s10, 'projects', 'name'))
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s10, 'projects', 'start_date'))
    else:
        pass
    return util.add_warnings(outputs)
s9 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT DISTINCT 'projects'.# FROM 'projects' INNER JOIN 'projects_users' ON 'projects'.'id' = 'projects_users'.'project_id' WHERE 'projects_users'.'user_id' = :x0", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s8, 'users', 'id')})
s10 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.# FROM 'users' WHERE 'users'.'id' = :x0 ORDER BY 'users'.'id' ASC LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s8, 'users', 'id')})
s11 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT DISTINCT 'projects'.# FROM 'projects' INNER JOIN 'projects_users' ON 'projects'.'id' = 'projects_users'.'project_id' WHERE 'projects_users'.'user_id' = :x0 AND 'projects'.'id' = :x1 LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s10, 'users', 'id'), 'x1': inputs[1]})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s11, 'projects', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s11, 'projects', 'name'))
if util.has_rows(s11):
    s61 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT DISTINCT 'users'.# FROM 'users' INNER JOIN 'projects_users' ON 'users'.'id' = 'projects_users'.'user_id' WHERE 'projects_users'.'project_id' = :x0", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s11, 'projects', 'id')})
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s61, 'users', 'id'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s61, 'users', 'email'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s61, 'users', 'name'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s61, 'users', 'initials'))
    s62 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT DISTINCT 'projects'.# FROM 'projects' INNER JOIN 'projects_users' ON 'projects'.'id' = 'projects_users'.'project_id' WHERE 'projects_users'.'user_id' = :x0", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s10, 'users', 'id')})
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s62, 'projects', 'id'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s62, 'projects', 'name'))
else:
    s12 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT DISTINCT 'projects'.# FROM 'projects' INNER JOIN 'projects_users' ON 'projects'.'id' = 'projects_users'.'project_id' WHERE 'projects_users'.'user_id' = :x0", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s10, 'users', 'id')})
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s12, 'projects', 'id'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s12, 'projects', 'name'))
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A.1.4 Command get_projects_id_stories

def get_projects_id_stories (conn, inputs):
    util.clear_warnings()
    outputs = []
    s0 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT ‘users’.* FROM ‘users’ WHERE ‘users’."email" = :x0 ORDER BY ‘users’."id" ASC LIMIT 1", {’x0’: inputs[0]})
    if util.has_rows(s0):
        s8 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT ‘users’.* FROM ‘users’ WHERE ‘users’."id" = :x0 ORDER BY ‘users’."id" ASC LIMIT 1", {’x0’: util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id')})
        s9 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT DISTINCT ‘projects’.* FROM ‘projects’ INNER JOIN ‘projects_users’ ON ‘projects’."id" = ‘projects_users’."project_id" WHERE ‘projects_users’."user_id" = :x0", {’x0’: util.get_one_data(s8, 'users', 'id')})
        s10 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT ‘users’.* FROM ‘users’ WHERE ‘users’."id" = :x0 ORDER BY ‘users’."id" ASC LIMIT 1", {’x0’: util.get_one_data(s8, 'users', 'id')})
        s11 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT DISTINCT ‘projects’.* FROM ‘projects’ INNER JOIN ‘projects_users’ ON ‘projects’."id" = ‘projects_users’."project_id" WHERE ‘projects_users’."user_id" = :x0 AND ‘projects’."id" = :x1 LIMIT 1", {’x0’: util.get_one_data(s10, 'users', 'id'), ’x1’: inputs[1]})
    if util.has_rows(s11):
s46 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'stories'.* FROM 'stories' WHERE 'stories'.'project_id' IN (:x0)", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s11, 'projects', 'id')})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s46, 'stories', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s46, 'stories', 'title'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s46, 'stories', 'description'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s46, 'stories', 'estimate'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s46, 'stories', 'requested_by_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s46, 'stories', 'owned_by_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s46, 'stories', 'project_id'))
if util.has_rows(s46):
    s62 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'notes'.* FROM 'notes' WHERE 'notes'.'story_id' IN (:x0)", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s46, 'stories', 'id')})
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s62, 'notes', 'id'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s62, 'notes', 'note'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s62, 'notes', 'user_id'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s62, 'notes', 'story_id'))
else:
    pass
else:
    s12 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT DISTINCT 'projects'.* FROM 'projects' INNER JOIN 'projects_users' ON 'projects'.'id' = 'projects_users'.'project_id' WHERE 'projects_users'.'user_id' = :x0", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s10, 'users', 'id')})
else:
    pass
return util.add_warnings(outputs)
A.1.5 Command get_projects_id_stories_id

def get_projects_id_stories_id(conn, inputs):
    util.clear_warnings()
    outputs = []
    s0 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users' WHERE 'users'.'email' = :x0 ORDER BY 'users'.'id' ASC LIMIT 1", {'x0': inputs[0]})
    if util.has_rows(s0):
        s8 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users'
            WHERE 'users'.'id' = :x0 ORDER BY 'users'.'id' ASC
            LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id')})
        s9 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT DISTINCT 'projects'.* FROM 'projects'
            INNER JOIN 'projects_users' ON 'projects'.'id' = 'projects_users'.'project_id'
            WHERE 'projects_users'.'user_id' = :x0", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s8, 'users', 'id')})
        s10 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users'
            WHERE 'users'.'id' = :x0 ORDER BY 'users'.'id' ASC
            LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s8, 'users', 'id')})
        s11 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT DISTINCT 'projects'.* FROM 'projects'
            INNER JOIN 'projects_users' ON 'projects'.'id' = 'projects_users'.'project_id'
            WHERE 'projects_users'.'user_id' = :x0 AND 'projects'.'id' = :x1
            LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s10, 'users', 'id'), 'x1': inputs[1]})
        if util.has_rows(s11):
            s47 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'stories'.* FROM 'stories'
                WHERE 'stories'.'project_id' = :x0 AND 'stories'.'id' = :x1
                LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s11, 'projects', 'id'), 'x1': inputs[2]})
            outputs.extend(util.get_data(s47, 'stories', 'id'))
            outputs.extend(util.get_data(s47, 'stories', 'title'))
            outputs.extend(util.get_data(s47, 'stories', 'description'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s47, 'stories', 'estimate'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s47, 'stories', 'requested_by_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s47, 'stories', 'owned_by_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s47, 'stories', 'project_id'))
if util.has_rows(s47):
    s64 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'notes'.* FROM 'notes' WHERE 'notes'. 'story_id' = :x0", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s47, 'stories', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s64, 'notes', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s64, 'notes', 'note'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s64, 'notes', 'user_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s64, 'notes', 'story_id'))
else:
    s48 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT DISTINCT 'projects' .* FROM 'projects' INNER JOIN 'projects_users' ON 'projects'. 'id' = 'projects_users'. 'project_id' WHERE 'projects_users'. 'user_id' = :x0", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s10, 'users', 'id')}))
else:
    s12 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT DISTINCT 'projects' .* FROM 'projects' INNER JOIN 'projects_users' ON 'projects'. 'id' = 'projects_users'. 'project_id' WHERE 'projects_users'. 'user_id' = :x0", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s10, 'users', 'id')}))
else:
    pass
return util.add_warnings(outputs)
A.1.6 Command get_projects_id_stories_id_notes

def get_projects_id_stories_id_notes (conn, inputs):
    util.clear_warnings()
    outputs = []
    s0 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT "users".* FROM "users" WHERE "users".'email' = :x0 ORDER BY "users".'id' ASC LIMIT 1", {'x0': inputs[0]})
    if util.has_rows(s0):
        s8 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT "users".* FROM "users" WHERE "users".'id' = :x0 ORDER BY "users".'id' ASC LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id')})
        s9 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT DISTINCT "projects".* FROM "projects" INNER JOIN "projects_users" ON "projects".'id' = "projects_users".'project_id' WHERE "projects_users".'user_id' = :x0", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s8, 'users', 'id')})
        s10 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT "users".* FROM "users" WHERE "users".'id' = :x0 ORDER BY "users".'id' ASC LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s8, 'users', 'id')})
        s11 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT DISTINCT "projects".* FROM "projects" INNER JOIN "projects_users" ON "projects".'id' = "projects_users".'project_id' WHERE "projects_users".'user_id' = :x0 AND "projects".'id' = :x1 LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s10, 'users', 'id'), 'x1': inputs[1]})
        if util.has_rows(s11):
            s47 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT "stories".* FROM "stories" WHERE "stories".'project_id' = :x0 AND "stories".'id' = :x1 LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s11, 'projects', 'id'), 'x1': inputs[2]})
            if util.has_rows(s47):
                s57 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT "notes".* FROM "notes" WHERE "notes".'story_id' = :x0", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s47, 'stories', 'id')})
outputs.extend util.get_data(s57, 'notes', 'id'))
outputs.extend util.get_data(s57, 'notes', 'note'))
outputs.extend util.get_data(s57, 'notes', 'user_id'))
outputs.extend util.get_data(s57, 'notes', '
story_id'))
else:
s48 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT DISTINCT 'projects '
* FROM 'projects' INNER JOIN 'projects_users'
ON 'projects'.'id' = 'projects_users'.'
project_id' WHERE 'projects_users'.'user_id' = :x0",
{'x0': util.get_one_data(s10, 'users', 'id')})
else:
s12 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT DISTINCT 'projects'.*
FROM 'projects' INNER JOIN 'projects_users' ON 'projects'.'id' = 'projects_users'.'project_id' WHERE 'projects_users'.'user_id' = :x0",
{'x0': util.get_one_data(s10, 'users', 'id')})
else:
pas
return util.add_warnings(outputs)

A.1.7 Command get_projects_id_stories_id_notes_id

def get_projects_id_stories_id_notes_id (conn, inputs):
    util.clear_warnings ()
outputs = []
s0 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.'* FROM 'users'
WHERE 'users'.'email' = :x0 ORDER BY 'users'.'id' ASC LIMIT 1", {'
x0': inputs[0]})
if util.has_rows(s0):
s8 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.'* FROM 'users'
WHERE 'users'.'id' = :x0 ORDER BY 'users'.'id' ASC
LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'))}
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s9 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT DISTINCT 'projects'/* FROM 'projects' INNER JOIN 'projects_users' ON 'projects'.'id' = 'projects_users'.'project_id' WHERE 'projects_users'.'user_id' = :x0", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s8, 'users', 'id')})
s10 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'/* FROM 'users' WHERE 'users'.'id' = :x0 ORDER BY 'users'.'id' ASC LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s8, 'users', 'id')})
s11 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT DISTINCT 'projects'/* FROM 'projects' INNER JOIN 'projects_users' ON 'projects'.'id' = 'projects_users'.'project_id' WHERE 'projects_users'.'user_id' = :x0 AND 'projects'.'id' = :x1 LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s10, 'users', 'id'), 'x1': inputs[1]})
if util.has_rows(s11):
s47 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'stories'/* FROM 'stories' WHERE 'stories'.'project_id' = :x0 AND 'stories'.'id' = :x1 LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s11, 'projects', 'id'), 'x1': inputs[2]})
if util.has_rows(s47):
s57 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'notes'/* FROM 'notes' WHERE 'notes'.'story_id' = :x0 AND 'notes'.'id' = :x1 LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s47, 'stories', 'id'), 'x1': inputs[3]})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s57, 'notes', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s57, 'notes', 'note'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s57, 'notes', 'user_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s57, 'notes', 'story_id'))
if util.has_rows(s57):
passexcept:
else:
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s58 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT DISTINCT 'projects' .* FROM 'projects' INNER JOIN 'projects_users' ON 'projects'.'id' = 'projects_users'.'project_id' WHERE 'projects_users'.'user_id' = :x0", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s10, 'users', 'id'))}
else:
    s48 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT DISTINCT 'projects' .* FROM 'projects' INNER JOIN 'projects_users' ON 'projects'.'id' = 'projects_users'.'project_id' WHERE 'projects_users'.'user_id' = :x0", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s10, 'users', 'id'))}
else:
s12 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT DISTINCT 'projects' .* FROM 'projects' INNER JOIN 'projects_users' ON 'projects'.'id' = 'projects_users'.'project_id' WHERE 'projects_users'.'user_id' = :x0", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s10, 'users', 'id'))}
else:
    pass
return util.add_warnings(outputs)

A.1.8 Command get_projects_id_users

def get_projects_id_users (conn, inputs):
    util.clear_warnings ()
    outputs = []
    s0 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users' .* FROM 'users' WHERE 'users'.'email' = :x0 ORDER BY 'users'.'id' ASC LIMIT 1", {'x0': inputs[0]})
    if util.has_rows(s0):
        s8 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users' .* FROM 'users'
                        WHERE 'users'.'id' = :x0 ORDER BY 'users'.'id' ASC
                        LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'))}
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s9 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT DISTINCT 'projects'.* FROM 'projects' INNER JOIN 'projects_users' ON 'projects'.'id' = 'projects_users'.'project_id' WHERE 'projects_users'.'user_id' = :x0", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s8, 'users', 'id')})
s10 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users' WHERE 'users'.'id' = :x0 ORDER BY 'users'.'id' ASC LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s8, 'users', 'id')})
s11 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT DISTINCT 'projects'.* FROM 'projects' INNER JOIN 'projects_users' ON 'projects'.'id' = 'projects_users'.'project_id' WHERE 'projects_users'.'user_id' = :x0 AND 'projects'.'id' = :x1 LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s10, 'users', 'id'), 'x1': inputs[1]})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s11, 'projects', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s11, 'projects', 'name'))
if util.has_rows(s11):
    s61 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT DISTINCT 'users'.* FROM 'users' INNER JOIN 'projects_users' ON 'users'.'id' = 'projects_users'.'user_id' WHERE 'projects_users'.'project_id' = :x0", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s11, 'projects', 'id')})
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s61, 'users', 'id'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s61, 'users', 'email'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s61, 'users', 'name'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s61, 'users', 'initials'))
s62 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT DISTINCT 'projects'.* FROM 'projects' INNER JOIN 'projects_users' ON 'projects'.'id' = 'projects_users'.'project_id' WHERE 'projects_users'.'user_id' = :x0", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s10, 'users', 'id')})
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s62, 'projects', 'id'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s62, 'projects', 'name'))
else:
    s12 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT DISTINCT 'projects'.* FROM 'projects' INNER JOIN 'projects_users' ON 'projects' INNER JOIN 'projects_users' ON 'projects'.'id' = 'projects_users'.'project_id' WHERE 'projects_users'.'user_id' = :x0", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s10, 'users', 'id')})
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s12, 'projects', 'id'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s12, 'projects', 'name'))
def get_channels(conn, inputs):
    util.clear_warnings()
    outputs = []
    s0 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users' WHERE 'users'.'username' = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': inputs[0]})
    if util.has_rows(s0):
        s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users'
            WHERE 'users'.'id' = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id')})
        s3 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'channels'.* FROM 'channels'",
            {}) 
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s3, 'channels', 'id'))
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s3, 'channels', 'name'))
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s3, 'channels', 'user_id'))
        if util.has_rows(s3):
            s4 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'activities'.* FROM 'activities'
                WHERE 'activities'.'channel_id' IN :x0"
            , {'x0': util.get_data(s3, 'channels', 'id'))})
            outputs.extend(util.get_data(s4, 'activities', 'id'))
            outputs.extend(util.get_data(s4, 'activities', 'content'))
            outputs.extend(util.get_data(s4, 'activities', '
                channel_id'))

A.2 Regenerated Code for Kandan Chat Room

A.2.1 Command get_channels
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s4, 'activities', 'user_id'))

if util.has_rows(s4):
    s71 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users' WHERE 'users'.id IN :x0", {'x0': util.get_data(s4, 'activities', 'user_id')})
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s71, 'users', 'id'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s71, 'users', 'email'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s71, 'users', 'first_name'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s71, 'users', 'last_name'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s71, 'users', 'username'))
    s72 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users' WHERE 'users'.id = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s2, 'users', 'id')})
    s73 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'channels'.* FROM 'channels'", {''})
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s73, 'channels', 'id'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s73, 'channels', 'id'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s73, 'channels', 'name'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s73, 'channels', 'user_id'))
    s73_all = s73
    for s73 in s73_all:
        s74 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT COUNT(*) FROM 'activities' WHERE 'activities'.channel_id = :x0", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s73, 'channels', 'id')})
        s75 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'activities'.* FROM 'activities' WHERE 'activities'.channel_id = :x0 ORDER BY id DESC LIMIT 30 OFFSET 0", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s73, 'id')})

channels', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s75, 'activities', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s75, 'activities', 'content'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s75, 'activities', 'channel_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s75, 'activities', 'user_id'))

if util.has_rows(s75):
    s78 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users' WHERE 'users'.id IN :x0",
                     {'x0': util.get_data(s75, 'activities', 'user_id')})
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s78, 'users', 'id'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s78, 'users', 'email'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s78, 'users', 'first_name'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s78, 'users', 'last_name'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s78, 'users', 'username'))
else:
    pass

s73 = s73_all

else:
    s5 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users' WHERE 'users'.id = :x0 LIMIT 1",
                     {'x0': util.get_one_data(s2, 'users', 'id')})
    s6 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'channels'.* FROM 'channels'",
                     {}) 
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s6, 'channels', 'id'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s6, 'channels', 'name'))
def get_channels_id_activities (conn, inputs):
    util.clear_warnings()
    outputs = []
    s0 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users' WHERE 'users'. 'username' = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': inputs[0]})
    if util.has_rows(s0):
        s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users'
                        WHERE 'users'. 'id' = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id')})
        s36 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users'
                            WHERE 'users'. 'id' = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s2, 'users', 'id')})
        s37 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'channels'.* FROM 'channels'
                            WHERE 'channels'. 'id' = :x0", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'channels', 'id')})
    else:
        pass
    return util.add_warnings(outputs)

A.2.2 Command get_channels_id_activities

...
s3 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'channels'.* FROM 'channels'", {})
if util.has_rows(s3):
    s4 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'activities'.* FROM 'activities'
    WHERE 'activities'. 'channel_id' IN :x0",
    {'x0': util.get_data(s3, 'channels', 'id')})
    if util.has_rows(s4):
        s40 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users'
        WHERE 'users'. 'id' IN :x0",
        {'x0': util.get_data(s4, 'activities', 'user_id')})
        s41 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users'
        WHERE 'users'. 'id' = :x0 LIMIT 1",
        {'x0': util.get_one_data(s2, 'users', 'id')})
        s42 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'channels'.* FROM 'channels'
        WHERE 'channels'. 'id' = :x0 LIMIT 1",
        {'x0': inputs[1]})
        if util.has_rows(s42):
            s132 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'activities'.* FROM 'activities'
            WHERE 'activities'. 'channel_id' = :x0 ORDER BY id LIMIT 1",
            {'x0': util.get_one_data(s42, 'channels', 'id')})
            outputs.extend(util.get_data(s132, 'activities', 'id'))
            outputs.extend(util.get_data(s132, 'activities', 'content'))
            outputs.extend(util.get_data(s132, 'activities', 'channel_id'))
            outputs.extend(util.get_data(s132, 'activities', 'user_id'))
            s133 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'activities'.* FROM 'activities'
            WHERE 'activities'. 'channel_id' = :x0 ORDER BY id DESC LIMIT 30",
            {'x0': util.get_one_data(s42, 'channels', 'id')}}
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s133, 'activities','id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s133, 'activities','content'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s133, 'activities','channel_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s133, 'activities','user_id'))
if util.has_rows(s133):
    s167 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.*
                   FROM 'users' WHERE 'users'.'id' IN :x0"
                   , {'x0': util.get_data(s133, 'activities'
                   , 'user_id')})
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s167, 'users','id'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s167, 'users','email'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s167, 'users','first_name'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s167, 'users','last_name'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s167, 'users','username'))
else:
    pass
else:
    pass
else:
    s5 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users'
                   WHERE 'users'.'id' = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0':
                   util.get_one_data(s2, 'users', 'id')})
    s6 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'channels'.* FROM 'channels'
                   WHERE 'channels'.'id' = :x0 LIMIT 1",
                   {'x0': inputs[1]})
    if util.has_rows(s6):
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A.2.3 Command get_channels_id_activities_id

def get_channels_id_activities_id (conn, inputs):
    util.clear_warnings()
    outputs = []
    s0 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users' WHERE 'users'.'username' = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': inputs[0]})
    if util.has_rows(s0):
        s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users'
             WHERE 'users'.'id' = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id')})
        s3 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'channels'.* FROM 'channels'
             " , {}}

```python
s69 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'activities'.* FROM 'activities' WHERE 'activities'.
    channel_id' = :x0 ORDER BY id LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s6, 'channels', 'id')})
s70 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'activities'.* FROM 'activities' WHERE 'activities'.
    channel_id' = :x0 ORDER BY id DESC LIMIT 30",
    {'x0': util.get_one_data(s6, 'channels', 'id')})

else:
    pass
else:
    s25 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users'
    WHERE 'users'.'id' = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s2, 'users', 'id')})
    s26 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'channels'.* FROM 'channels'
    WHERE 'channels'.'id' = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': inputs[1]})

else:
    pass

return util.add_warnings(outputs)```
if util.has_rows(s3):
    s4 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'activities'.* FROM 'activities'
                     WHERE 'activities'.‘channel_id’ IN :x0",
                   {'x0': util.get_data(s3, 'channels', 'id')})
    if util.has_rows(s4):
        s47 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users'
                         WHERE 'users'.‘id’ IN :x0",
                              {'x0': util.get_data(s4, 'activities', 'user_id')})
        s48 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users'
                         WHERE 'users'.‘id’ = :x0 LIMIT 1",
                              {'x0': util.get_one_data(s2, 'users', 'id')})
        s49 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'activities'.* FROM 'activities'
                         WHERE 'activities'.‘id’ = :x0 LIMIT 1",
                              {'x0': inputs[2]})
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s49, 'activities', 'content'))
    else:
        s5 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users'
                         WHERE 'users'.‘id’ = :x0 LIMIT 1",
                              {'x0': util.get_one_data(s2, 'users', 'id')})
        s6 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'activities'.* FROM 'activities'
                         WHERE 'activities'.‘id’ = :x0 LIMIT 1",
                              {'x0': inputs[2]})
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s6, 'activities', 'content'))
else:
    s25 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users'
                       WHERE 'users'.‘id’ = :x0 LIMIT 1",
                     {'x0': util.get_one_data(s2, 'users', 'id')})
    s26 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'activities'.* FROM 'activities'
                       WHERE 'activities'.‘id’ = :x0 LIMIT 1",
                     {'x0': inputs[2]})
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s26, 'activities', 'content'))
else:
    pass
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return util.add_warnings(outputs)

A.2.4 Command get_me

```python
def get_me(conn, inputs):
    util.clear_warnings()
    outputs = []
    s0 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users' WHERE 'users'.'username' = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': inputs[0]})
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s0, 'users', 'id'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s0, 'users', 'email'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s0, 'users', 'first_name'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s0, 'users', 'last_name'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s0, 'users', 'username'))
    if util.has_rows(s0):
        s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users'
            WHERE 'users'.'id' = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'))
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s2, 'users', 'id'))
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s2, 'users', 'email'))
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s2, 'users', 'first_name'))
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s2, 'users', 'last_name'))
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s2, 'users', 'username'))
        s3 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'channels'.* FROM 'channels'
            ", {},)
        if util.has_rows(s3):
            s4 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'activities'.* FROM 'activities'
                WHERE 'activities'.'channel_id' IN :x0"
                , {'x0': util.get_data(s3, 'channels', 'id')})
            if util.has_rows(s4):
                s35 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users'
                    WHERE 'users'.'id' IN :x0", {'x0': util.get_data(s4, 'activities', 'user_id')})
                s36 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users'
                    WHERE 'users'.'id' = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0'
```
util.get_one_data(s2, 'users', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s36, 'users', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s36, 'users', 'email'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s36, 'users', 'first_name'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s36, 'users', 'last_name'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s36, 'users', 'username'))
else:
s5 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users'
WHERE 'users'. 'id' = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0':
    util.get_one_data(s2, 'users', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s5, 'users', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s5, 'users', 'email'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s5, 'users', 'first_name'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s5, 'users', 'last_name'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s5, 'users', 'username'))
else:
s22 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users'
WHERE 'users'. 'id' = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0':
    util.get_one_data(s2, 'users', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s22, 'users', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s22, 'users', 'email'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s22, 'users', 'first_name'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s22, 'users', 'last_name'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s22, 'users', 'username'))
else:
    pass
return util.add_warnings(outputs)
A.2.5 Command get_users

def get_users (conn, inputs):
    util.clear_warnings ()
    outputs = []
    s0 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT ‘users‘.* FROM ‘users‘ WHERE ‘users‘.’username‘ = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': inputs[0]})
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s0, 'users', 'id'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s0, 'users', 'email'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s0, 'users', 'first_name'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s0, 'users', 'last_name'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s0, 'users', 'username'))
    if util.has_rows(s0):
        s8 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT ‘users‘.* FROM ‘users‘ WHERE ‘users‘.’id‘ = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id')})
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s8, 'users', 'id'))
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s8, 'users', 'email'))
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s8, 'users', 'first_name'))
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s8, 'users', 'last_name'))
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s8, 'users', 'username'))
        s9 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT ‘channels‘.* FROM ‘channels‘", {})
        if util.has_rows(s9):
            s10 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT ‘activities‘.* FROM ‘activities‘ WHERE ‘activities‘.’channel_id‘ IN :x0", {'x0': util.get_data(s9, 'channels', 'id')})
            if util.has_rows(s10):
                s58 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT ‘users‘.* FROM ‘users‘ WHERE ‘users‘.’id‘ IN :x0", {'x0': util.get_data(s10, 'activities', 'user_id')})
                outputs.extend(util.get_data(s58, 'users', 'id'))
                outputs.extend(util.get_data(s58, 'users', 'email'))
            outputs.extend(util.get_data(s58, 'users', 'first_name'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s58, 'users', 'last_name'))
outputs.extend/util.get_data(s58, 'users', 'username'))
s59 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users' WHERE 'users'.id = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s8, 'users', 'id')})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s59, 'users', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s59, 'users', 'email'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s59, 'users', 'first_name'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s59, 'users', 'last_name'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s59, 'users', 'username'))
s60 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users'")
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s60, 'users', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s60, 'users', 'email'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s60, 'users', 'first_name'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s60, 'users', 'last_name'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s60, 'users', 'username'))
else:
s11 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users' WHERE 'users'.id = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s8, 'users', 'id')})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s11, 'users', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s11, 'users', 'email'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s11, 'users', 'first_name'))
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outputs.extend(util.get_data(s11, 'users', 'last_name'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s11, 'users', 'username'))
s12 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users'", {})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s12, 'users', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s12, 'users', 'email'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s12, 'users', 'first_name'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s12, 'users', 'last_name'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s12, 'users', 'username'))
else:
s36 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users'
                  WHERE 'users'.id = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s8, 'users', 'id')})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s36, 'users', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s36, 'users', 'email'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s36, 'users', 'first_name'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s36, 'users', 'last_name'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s36, 'users', 'username'))
s37 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users'", {})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s37, 'users', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s37, 'users', 'email'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s37, 'users', 'first_name'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s37, 'users', 'last_name'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s37, 'users', 'username'))
else:
A.2.6 Command `get_users_id`

```python
def get_users_id(conn, inputs):
    util.clear_warnings()
    outputs = []
    s0 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users' WHERE 'users'."username" = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': inputs[0]})
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s0, 'users', 'id'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s0, 'users', 'email'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s0, 'users', 'first_name'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s0, 'users', 'last_name'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s0, 'users', 'username'))
    if util.has_rows(s0):
        s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users'
                         WHERE 'users'."id" = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id')})
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s2, 'users', 'id'))
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s2, 'users', 'email'))
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s2, 'users', 'first_name'))
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s2, 'users', 'last_name'))
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s2, 'users', 'username'))
    s3 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'channels'.* FROM 'channels'
                      WHERE 'channels'".id" IN :x0", {'x0': util.get_data(s3, 'channels', 'id')})
    if util.has_rows(s3):
        s4 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'activities'.* FROM 'activities'
                           WHERE 'activities'."channel_id" IN :x0",
                        {'x0': util.get_data(s3, 'channels', 'id')})
        if util.has_rows(s4):
            s35 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users'
                               WHERE 'users'."id" IN :x0", {'x0': util.get_data(s4, 'activities', 'user_id')})
```

pass

```python
return util.add_warnings(outputs)
```
s36 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users' WHERE 'users'.id = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s2, 'users', 'id')})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s36, 'users', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s36, 'users', 'email'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s36, 'users', 'first_name'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s36, 'users', 'last_name'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s36, 'users', 'username'))
else:
s5 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users' WHERE 'users'.id = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s2, 'users', 'id')})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s5, 'users', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s5, 'users', 'email'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s5, 'users', 'first_name'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s5, 'users', 'last_name'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s5, 'users', 'username'))
else:
s22 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users' WHERE 'users'.id = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s2, 'users', 'id')})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s22, 'users', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s22, 'users', 'email'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s22, 'users', 'first_name'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s22, 'users', 'last_name'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s22, 'users', 'username'))
else:
A.3 Regenerated Code for Enki Blogging Application

A.3.1 Command get_admin_comments_id

```python
def get_admin_comments_id(conn, inputs):
    util.clear_warnings()
    outputs = []
    s0 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'comments'.* FROM 'comments'
                     WHERE 'comments'."id" = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': inputs[0]})
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s0, 'comments', 'id'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s0, 'comments', 'author'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s0, 'comments', 'author_url'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s0, 'comments', 'author_email'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s0, 'comments', 'body'))
    return util.add_warnings(outputs)
```

A.3.2 Command get_admin_pages

```python
def get_admin_pages(conn, inputs):
    util.clear_warnings()
    outputs = []
    s0 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT COUNT(*) FROM 'pages'", {})
    if util.has_rows(s0):
        s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'pages'.* FROM 'pages'
                         ORDER BY created_at DESC LIMIT 30 OFFSET 0", {})
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s2, 'pages', 'id'))
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s2, 'pages', 'title'))
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s2, 'pages', 'slug'))
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s2, 'pages', 'body'))
```
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else:
    pass
return util.add_warnings(outputs)

A.3.3 Command get_admin_pages_id

def get_admin_pages_id(conn, inputs):
    util.clear_warnings()
    outputs = []
    s0 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'pages'.* FROM 'pages' WHERE 'pages'."id" = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': inputs[0]})
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s0, 'pages', 'id'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s0, 'pages', 'title'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s0, 'pages', 'slug'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s0, 'pages', 'body'))
    return util.add_warnings(outputs)

A.3.4 Command get_admin_posts

def get_admin_posts(conn, inputs):
    util.clear_warnings()
    outputs = []
    s0 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT COUNT(*) FROM 'posts'", {})
    if util.has_rows(s0):
        s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'posts'.* FROM 'posts'
                                        ORDER BY coalesce(published_at, updated_at) DESC LIMIT 30 OFFSET 0", {})
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s2, 'posts', 'id'))
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s2, 'posts', 'title'))
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s2, 'posts', 'body'))
        s2_all = s2
        for s2 in s2_all:
            s3 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT COUNT(*) FROM 'comments'
                                          WHERE 'comments'."post_id" = :x0", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s2, 'posts', 'id')})
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s2 = s2_all
else:
    pass
return util.add_warnings(outputs)

A.4 Regenerated Code for Blog Application

A.4.1 Command get_articles

```python
def get_articles(conn, inputs):
    util.clear_warnings()
    outputs = []
s0 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'articles'.* FROM 'articles'",
                   {})
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s0, 'articles', 'id'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s0, 'articles', 'title'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s0, 'articles', 'text'))
s1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'articles'.* FROM 'articles'
WHERE 'articles'. 'id' = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': inputs[0]})
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s1, 'articles', 'id'))
    return util.add_warnings(outputs)
```

A.4.2 Command get_article_id

```python
def get_article_id(conn, inputs):
    util.clear_warnings()
    outputs = []
s0 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'articles'.* FROM 'articles'",
                   {})
s1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'articles'.* FROM 'articles'
WHERE 'articles'. 'id' = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': inputs[0]})
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s1, 'articles', 'id'))
return util.add_warnings(outputs)
```
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s1, 'articles', 'title'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s1, 'articles', 'text'))
if util.has_rows(s1):
    s9 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'comments'.* FROM 'comments'
                    WHERE 'comments'.'article_id' = :x0", {'x0': util.
get_one_data(s1, 'articles', 'id')})
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s9, 'comments', 'commenter'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s9, 'comments', 'body'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s9, 'comments', 'article_id'))
else:
    pass
return util.add_warnings(outputs)

A.5 Regenerated Code for Student Registration System

A.5.1 Command liststudentcourses

def liststudentcourses (conn, inputs):
    util.clear_warnings()
    outputs = []
s0 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM student WHERE id = :x0",
                   {'x0': inputs[0]})
if util.has_rows(s0):
    s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM student WHERE id=:x0
                     AND password=:x1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'student', 'id'), 'x1': inputs[1]})
    if util.has_rows(s2):
        s6 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM course c JOIN
                          registration r on r.course_id = c.id WHERE r.
                          student_id = :x0", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s2, 'student', 'id')})
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s6, 'course', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s6, 'course', 'teacher_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s6, 'registration', 'course_id'))
if util.has_rows(s6):
s6_all = s6
for s6 in s6_all:
s12 = util.do_sql(conn, "Select firstname, lastname from teacher where id = :x0", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s6, 'course', 'teacher_id')})
s13 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT count(*) FROM registration WHERE course_id = :x0", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s6, 'registration', 'course_id')})
s6 = s6_all
else:
    pass
else:
    pass
else:
    pass
return util.add_warnings(outputs)
Appendix B

Synthetic Commands for Evaluating Konure

B.1 Simple Sequences (SS)

Version 1:

```python
import sys
import active_utils as util

with util.open_database('active_test_app') as conn:
    s1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t1 WHERE id = :x", {"x": sys.argv[1]})
```

Version 2:

```python
import sys
import active_utils as util

with util.open_database('active_test_app') as conn:
    s1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t1 WHERE id = :x", {"x": sys.argv[1]})
    s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t1 WHERE id = :x", {"x": sys.argv[2]})
```

Version 3:
import sys
import active_utils as util

with util.open_database('active_test_app') as conn:
    s1 = util.do_sql(conn, 'SELECT * FROM t1 WHERE id = :x', {'x': sys.argv[1]})
    s2 = util.do_sql(conn, 'SELECT * FROM t1 WHERE id = :x', {'x': sys.argv[2]})
    s3 = util.do_sql(conn, 'SELECT * FROM t1 WHERE id = :x', {'x': sys.argv[3]})
    s4 = util.do_sql(conn, 'SELECT * FROM t1 WHERE id = :x', {'x': sys.argv[4]})

Version 4:

import sys
import active_utils as util

with util.open_database('active_test_app') as conn:
    s1 = util.do_sql(conn, 'SELECT * FROM t1 WHERE id = :x', {'x': sys.argv[1]})
    s2 = util.do_sql(conn, 'SELECT * FROM t1 WHERE id = :x', {'x': sys.argv[2]})
    s3 = util.do_sql(conn, 'SELECT * FROM t1 WHERE id = :x', {'x': sys.argv[3]})

Version 5:

import sys
import active_utils as util

with util.open_database('active_test_app') as conn:
    s1 = util.do_sql(conn, 'SELECT * FROM t1 WHERE id = :x', {'x': sys.argv[1]})
    s2 = util.do_sql(conn, 'SELECT * FROM t1 WHERE id = :x', {'x': sys.argv[2]})
    s3 = util.do_sql(conn, 'SELECT * FROM t1 WHERE id = :x', {'x': sys.argv[3]})
Version 6:

```python
import sys
import active_utils as util

with util.open_database('active_test_app') as conn:
    s1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t1 WHERE id = :x", {'x': sys.argv[1]})
    s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t1 WHERE id = :x", {'x': sys.argv[2]})
    s3 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t1 WHERE id = :x", {'x': sys.argv[3]})
    s4 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t1 WHERE id = :x", {'x': sys.argv[4]})
    s5 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t1 WHERE id = :x", {'x': sys.argv[5]})
    s6 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t1 WHERE id = :x", {'x': sys.argv[6]})
```

Version 7:

```python
import sys
import active_utils as util

with util.open_database('active_test_app') as conn:
    s1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t1 WHERE id = :x", {'x': sys.argv[1]})
    s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t1 WHERE id = :x", {'x': sys.argv[2]})
    s3 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t1 WHERE id = :x", {'x': sys.argv[3]})
    s4 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t1 WHERE id = :x", {'x': sys.argv[4]})
    s5 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t1 WHERE id = :x", {'x': sys.argv[5]})
    s6 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t1 WHERE id = :x", {'x': sys.argv[6]})
```
Version 8:

```python
import sys
import active_utils as util

with util.open_database('active_test_app') as conn:
    s1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t1 WHERE id = :x", {"x": sys.argv[1]})
    s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t1 WHERE id = :x", {"x": sys.argv[2]})
    s3 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t1 WHERE id = :x", {"x": sys.argv[3]})
    s4 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t1 WHERE id = :x", {"x": sys.argv[4]})
    s5 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t1 WHERE id = :x", {"x": sys.argv[5]})
    s6 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t1 WHERE id = :x", {"x": sys.argv[6]})
    s7 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t1 WHERE id = :x", {"x": sys.argv[7]})
    s8 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t1 WHERE id = :x", {"x": sys.argv[8]})
```

Version 9:

```python
import sys
import active_utils as util

with util.open_database('active_test_app') as conn:
    s1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t1 WHERE id = :x", {"x": sys.argv[1]})
    s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t1 WHERE id = :x", {"x": sys.argv[2]})
    s3 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t1 WHERE id = :x", {"x": sys.argv[3]})
    s4 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t1 WHERE id = :x", {"x": sys.argv[4]})
    s5 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t1 WHERE id = :x", {"x": sys.argv[5]})
    s6 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t1 WHERE id = :x", {"x": sys.argv[6]})
    s7 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t1 WHERE id = :x", {"x": sys.argv[7]})
    s8 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t1 WHERE id = :x", {"x": sys.argv[8]})
```
B.2 Nested Conditionals (NC)

Version 1:

```python
import sys
import active_utils as util

with util.open_database('active_test_app') as conn:
    s1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t1", {})
```

Version 2:

```python
import sys
import active_utils as util

with util.open_database('active_test_app') as conn:
    s1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t1", {})
    if s1:
        s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t1", {})
```
Version 3:

```python
import sys
import active_utils as util

with util.open_database('active_test_app') as conn:
    s1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t1", {})
    if s1:
        s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t2", {})
        if s2:
            s3 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t3", {})
```

Version 4:

```python
import sys
import active_utils as util

with util.open_database('active_test_app') as conn:
    s1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t1", {})
    if s1:
        s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t2", {})
        if s2:
            s3 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t3", {})
            if s3:
                s4 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t4", {})
```

Version 5:

```python
import sys
import active_utils as util

with util.open_database('active_test_app') as conn:
    s1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t1", {})
    if s1:
        s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t2", {})
        if s2:
            s3 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t3", {})
```
if s3:
    s4 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t4", {})
if s4:
    s5 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t5", {})

Version 6:

```python
import sys
import active_utils as util

with util.open_database('active_test_app') as conn:
    s1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t1", {})
    if s1:
        s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t2", {})
        if s2:
            s3 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t3", {})
            if s3:
                s4 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t4", {})
                if s4:
                    s5 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t5", {})
                    if s5:
                        s6 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t6", {})
```

Version 7:

```python
import sys
import active_utils as util

with util.open_database('active_test_app') as conn:
    s1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t1", {})
    if s1:
        s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t2", {})
        if s2:
            s3 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t3", {})
            if s3:
                s4 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t4", {})
                if s4:
                    s5 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t5", {})
                    if s5:
                        s6 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t6", {})
```
s5 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t5",{})
if s5:
    s6 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t6",{})
    if s6:
        s7 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t7",{})

Version 8:

import sys
import active_utils as util

with util.open_database('active_test_app') as conn:
    s1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t1",{})
    if s1:
        s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t2",{})
        if s2:
            s3 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t3",{})
            if s3:
                s4 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t4",{})
                if s4:
                    s5 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t5",{})
                    if s5:
                        s6 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t6",{})
                        if s6:
                            s7 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t7",{})
                            if s7:
                                s8 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t8",{})

Version 9:

import sys
import active_utils as util
with util.open_database('active_test_app') as conn:
    s1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t1", {})
    if s1:
        s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t2", {})
        if s2:
            s3 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t3", {})
            if s3:
                s4 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t4", {})
                if s4:
                    s5 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t5", {})
                    if s5:
                        s6 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t6", {})
                        if s6:
                            s7 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t7", {})
                            if s7:
                                s8 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t8", {})
                                if s8:
                                    s9 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t9", {})

B.3 Unambiguous Long Reference Chains (UL)

Version 1:

import sys
import active_utils as util

with util.open_database('active_test_app') as conn:
    s1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t1 WHERE id = :x", {"x": sys.argv[1]})

Version 2:
import sys
import active_utils as util

with util.open_database('active_test_app') as conn:
    s1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t1 WHERE id = :x", {"x": sys.argv[1]})
    if s1:
        s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t2 WHERE id = :x", {"x": util.get_one_data(s1, 't1', 'val'))
        if s2:
            s3 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t3 WHERE id = :x", {"x": util.get_one_data(s2, 't2', 'val'))

Version 3:

import sys
import active_utils as util

with util.open_database('active_test_app') as conn:
    s1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t1 WHERE id = :x", {"x": sys.argv[1]})
    if s1:
        s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t2 WHERE id = :x", {"x": util.get_one_data(s1, 't1', 'val'))
        if s2:
            s3 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t3 WHERE id = :x", {"x": util.get_one_data(s2, 't2', 'val'))

Version 4:

import sys
import active_utils as util

with util.open_database('active_test_app') as conn:
    s1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t1 WHERE id = :x", {"x": sys.argv[1]})
    if s1:
        s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t2 WHERE id = :x", {"x": util.get_one_data(s1, 't1', 'val'))
        if s2:
            s3 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t3 WHERE id = :x", {"x": util.get_one_data(s2, 't2', 'val'))
Version 5:

```python
import sys
import active_utils as util

with util.open_database('active_test_app') as conn:
    s1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t1 WHERE id = :x", {'x': sys.argv[1]})
    if s1:
        s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t2 WHERE id = :x", {'x': util.get_one_data(s1, 't1', 'val')})
        if s2:
            s3 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t3 WHERE id = :x", {'x': util.get_one_data(s2, 't2', 'val')})
            if s3:
                s4 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t4 WHERE id = :x", {'x': util.get_one_data(s3, 't3', 'val')})
                if s4:
                    s5 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t5 WHERE id = :x", {'x': util.get_one_data(s4, 't4', 'val')})

Version 6:

```
if s2:
    s3 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t3 WHERE id = :x",
                   {"x": util.get_one_data(s2, 't2', 'val')})
if s3:
    s4 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t4 WHERE id = :x",
                   {"x": util.get_one_data(s3, 't3', 'val')})
if s4:
    s5 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t5 WHERE id = :x",
                   {"x": util.get_one_data(s4, 't4', 'val')})
if s5:
    s6 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t6 WHERE id = :x",
                   {"x": util.get_one_data(s5, 't5', 'val')})

Version 7:

import sys
import active_utils as util

with util.open_database('active_test_app') as conn:
    s1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t1 WHERE id = :x",
                     {"x": sys.argv[1]})
    if s1:
        s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t2 WHERE id = :x",
                         {"x": util.get_one_data(s1, 't1', 'val')})
    if s2:
        s3 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t3 WHERE id = :x",
                         {"x": util.get_one_data(s2, 't2', 'val')})
    if s3:
        s4 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t4 WHERE id = :x",
                         {"x": util.get_one_data(s3, 't3', 'val')})
    if s4:
        s5 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t5 WHERE id = :x",
                         {"x": util.get_one_data(s4, 't4', 'val')})
    if s5:
s6 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t6
WHERE id = :x", {"x": util.get_one_data(s5, 't5', 'val')})

if s6:
    s7 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t7 WHERE id = :x", {"x": util.
get_one_data(s6, 't6', 'val')})

Version 8:

import sys
import active_utils as util

with util.open_database('active_test_app') as conn:
    s1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t1 WHERE id = :x", {"x": sys.argv[1]})
    if s1:
        s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t2 WHERE id = :x", {"x": util.
get_one_data(s1, 't1', 'val')})
        if s2:
            s3 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t3 WHERE id = :x"
, {"x": util.get_one_data(s2, 't2', 'val')})
            if s3:
                s4 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t4 WHERE id = :
"x", {"x": util.get_one_data(s3, 't3', 'val')})
                if s4:
                    s5 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t5 WHERE
id = :x", {"x": util.get_one_data(s4, 't4', 'val')})
                    if s5:
                        s6 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t6
WHERE id = :x", {"x": util.get_one_data(s5, 't5', 'val')})
                        if s6:
                            s7 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t7 WHERE id = :x", {"x": util.
get_one_data(s6, 't6', 'val')})

275
if s7:
    s8 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT *
    FROM t8 WHERE id = :x", {"x":
    util.get_one_data(s7, 't7', 'val '})

Version 9:

import sys
import active_utils as util

with util.open_database('active_test_app') as conn:
    s1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t1 WHERE id = :x", {"x":
        sys.argv[1]})
    if s1:
        s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t2 WHERE id = :x", {"x":
            util.get_one_data(s1, 't1', 'val ')})
        if s2:
            s3 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t3 WHERE id = :x"
                , {"x": util.get_one_data(s2, 't2', 'val ')})
            if s3:
                s4 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t4 WHERE id = :
                x", {"x": util.get_one_data(s3, 't3', 'val ')})
                if s4:
                    s5 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t5 WHERE id = :
                    x", {"x": util.get_one_data(s4, 't4',
                    'val ')})
                    if s5:
                        s6 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t6
                        WHERE id = :x", {"x": util.get_one_data(
                        s5, 't5', 'val ')})
                        if s6:
                            s7 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM
                            t7 WHERE id = :x", {"x": util.
                            get_one_data(s6, 't6', 'val ')})
                            if s7:
                                s8 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT *
import sys
import active_utils as util

with util.open_database('active_test_app') as conn:
    s1_ = util.do_sql(conn, 'SELECT * FROM t1', {})
    s1 = util.do_sql(conn, 'SELECT * FROM t1 WHERE id = :x', {'x': sys.argv[1]})

Version 2:

import sys
import active_utils as util

with util.open_database('active_test_app') as conn:
    s1_ = util.do_sql(conn, 'SELECT * FROM t1', {})
    s1 = util.do_sql(conn, 'SELECT * FROM t1 WHERE id = :x', {'x': sys.argv[1]})
    if s1:
        s2_ = util.do_sql(conn, 'SELECT * FROM t2', {})
        s2 = util.do_sql(conn, 'SELECT * FROM t2 WHERE id = :x', {'x': util.get_one_data(s1, 't1', 'val')})

Version 3:

B.4 Ambiguous Long Reference Chains (AL)
import sys
import active_utils as util

with util.open_database('active_test_app') as conn:
    s1_ = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t1", {})
    s1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t1 WHERE id = :x", {"x": sys.argv[1]})
    if s1:
        s2_ = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t2", {})
        s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t2 WHERE id = :x", {"x": util.get_one_data(s1, 't1', 'val')})
        if s2:
            s3_ = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t3", {})
            s3 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t3 WHERE id = :x", {"x": util.get_one_data(s2, 't2', 'val')})
            if s3:
                s4_ = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t4", {})
                s4 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t4 WHERE id = 278"
Version 5:

```python
import sys
import active_utils as util

with util.open_database('active_test_app') as conn:
    s1_ = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t1", {})
    s1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t1 WHERE id = :x", {
        "x": sys.argv[1]})
    if s1:
        s2_ = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t2", {})
        s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t2 WHERE id = :x", {
            "x": util.get_one_data(s1, 't1', 'val')})
        if s2:
            s3_ = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t3", {})
            s3 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t3 WHERE id = :x", {
                "x": util.get_one_data(s2, 't2', 'val')})
            if s3:
                s4_ = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t4", {})
                s4 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t4 WHERE id = :x", {
                    "x": util.get_one_data(s3, 't3', 'val')})
                if s4:
                    s5_ = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t5", {})
                    s5 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t5 WHERE id = :x", {
                        "x": util.get_one_data(s4, 't4', 'val')})

Version 6:

```python
import sys
import active_utils as util

with util.open_database('active_test_app') as conn:
    s1_ = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t1", {})
    s1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t1 WHERE id = :x", {
        "x": sys.argv[1]})
```
if s1:
    s2_ = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t2", {})
    s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t2 WHERE id = :x", {
        "x": util.get_one_data(s1, 't1', 'val')})
if s2:
    s3_ = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t3", {})
    s3 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t3 WHERE id = :x",
        {
            "x": util.get_one_data(s2, 't2', 'val')})
if s3:
    s4_ = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t4", {})
    s4 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t4 WHERE id = :x",
        {
            "x": util.get_one_data(s3, 't3', 'val')})
if s4:
    s5_ = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t5", {})
    s5 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t5 WHERE id = :x",
        {
            "x": util.get_one_data(s4, 't4', 'val')})
if s5:
    s6_ = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t6", {})
    s6 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t6
WHERE id = :x", {
        "x": util.get_one_data(s5, 't5', 'val')})

Version 7:

import sys
import active_utils as util

with util.open_database('active_test_app') as conn:
    s1_ = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t1", {})
    s1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t1 WHERE id = :x",
        {
            "x": sys.argv[1]})
if s1:
    s2_ = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t2", {})
    s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t2 WHERE id = :x",
        {
            "x": util.get_one_data(s1, 't1', 'val')})
if s2:
    s3_ = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t3", {})
    s3 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t3 WHERE id = :x", {
        "x": util.get_one_data(s2, 't2', 'val')})
if s3:
    s4_ = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t4", {})
    s4 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t4 WHERE id = :x", {
        "x": util.get_one_data(s3, 't3', 'val')})
if s4:
    s5_ = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t5", {})
    s5 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t5 WHERE id = :x", {
        "x": util.get_one_data(s4, 't4', 'val')})
if s5:
    s6_ = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t6", {})
    s6 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t6 WHERE id = :x", {
        "x": util.get_one_data(s5, 't5', 'val')})
if s6:
    s7_ = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t7", {})
    s7 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t7 WHERE id = :x", {
        "x": util.get_one_data(s6, 't6', 'val')})

Version 8:

```python
import sys
import active_utils as util

with util.open_database('active_test_app') as conn:
    s1_ = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t1", {})
    s1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t1 WHERE id = :x", {
        "x": sys.argv[1]})
if s1:
    s2_ = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t2", {})
```
s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t2 WHERE id = :x", {"x": util.get_one_data(s1, 't1', 'val')})
if s2:
    s3_ = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t3", {})
s3 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t3 WHERE id = :x", {"x": util.get_one_data(s2, 't2', 'val')})
if s3:
    s4_ = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t4", {})
s4 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t4 WHERE id = :x", {"x": util.get_one_data(s3, 't3', 'val')})
if s4:
    s5_ = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t5", {})
s5 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t5 WHERE id = :x", {"x": util.get_one_data(s4, 't4', 'val')})
if s5:
    s6_ = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t6", {})
s6 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t6 WHERE id = :x", {"x": util.get_one_data(s5, 't5', 'val')})
if s6:
    s7_ = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t7", {})
s7 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t7 WHERE id = :x", {"x": util.get_one_data(s6, 't6', 'val')})
if s7:
    s8_ = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t8", {})
s8 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t8 WHERE id = :x", {"x": util.get_one_data(s7, 't7', 'val')})

Version 9:
import sys
import active_utils as util

with util.open_database('active_test_app') as conn:
    s1_ = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t1", {})
    s1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t1 WHERE id = :x", {
        "x": sys.argv[1]})
    if s1:
        s2_ = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t2", {})
        s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t2 WHERE id = :x", {
            "x": util.get_one_data(s1, 't1', 'val')})
        if s2:
            s3_ = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t3", {})
            s3 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t3 WHERE id = :x", {
                "x": util.get_one_data(s2, 't2', 'val')})
            if s3:
                s4_ = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t4", {})
                s4 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t4 WHERE id = :x", {
                    "x": util.get_one_data(s3, 't3', 'val')})
                if s4:
                    s5_ = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t5", {})
                    s5 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t5 WHERE id = :x", {
                        "x": util.get_one_data(s4, 't4', 'val')})
                    if s5:
                        s6_ = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t6", {})
                        s6 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t6 WHERE id = :x", {
                            "x": util.get_one_data(s5, 't5', 'val')})
                        if s6:
                            s7_ = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t7", {})
                            s7 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t7 WHERE id = :x", {
                                "x": util.get_one_data(s6, 't6', 'val')})
                            if s7:
                                pass
                                # do something with s7
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if s7:
    s8_ = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t8", {})
    s8 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t8 WHERE id = :x", {
        "x": util.get_one_data(s7, 't7', 'val')})
if s8:
    s9_ = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t9", {})
    s9 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t9 WHERE id = :x", {
        "x": util.get_one_data(s8, 't8', 'val')})

B.5 Ambiguous Short Reference Chains (AS)

Version 1:

```python
import sys
import active_utils as util

with util.open_database('active_test_app') as conn:
    s1_ = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t1", {})
    s1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t1 WHERE id = :x", {
        "x": sys.argv[1]})
    print(util.get_data(s1, 't1', 'val'))
```

Version 2:

```python
import sys
import active_utils as util

with util.open_database('active_test_app') as conn:
    s1_ = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t1", {})
    s1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t1 WHERE id = :x", {
        "x": sys.argv[1]})
```
print(util.get_data(s1, 't1', 'val'))
if s1:
    s2_ = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t2", {})
    s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t2 WHERE id = :x", {
        "x": sys.argv[2]})
    print(util.get_data(s2, 't2', 'val'))

Version 3:

import sys
import active_utils as util

with util.open_database('active_test_app') as conn:
    s1_ = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t1", {})
    s1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t1 WHERE id = :x", {
        "x": sys.argv[1]})
    print(util.get_data(s1, 't1', 'val'))
if s1:
    s2_ = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t2", {})
    s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t2 WHERE id = :x", {
        "x": sys.argv[2]})
    print(util.get_data(s2, 't2', 'val'))
if s2:
    s3_ = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t3", {})
    s3 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t3 WHERE id = :x"
        , {
        "x": sys.argv[3]})
    print(util.get_data(s3, 't3', 'val'))

Version 4:

import sys
import active_utils as util

with util.open_database('active_test_app') as conn:
    s1_ = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t1", {})
    s1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t1 WHERE id = :x", {
        "x": sys.argv[1]})
    print(util.get_data(s1, 't1', 'val'))
if s1:
    s2_ = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t2", {})
    s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t2 WHERE id = :x", {
        "x": sys.argv[2]
    })
    print(util.get_data(s2, 't2', 'val'))
if s2:
    s3_ = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t3", {})
    s3 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t3 WHERE id = :x",
        {"x": sys.argv[3]})
    print(util.get_data(s3, 't3', 'val'))
if s3:
    s4_ = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t4", {})
    s4 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t4 WHERE id = :x",
        {"x": sys.argv[4]})
    print(util.get_data(s4, 't4', 'val'))

Version 5:

import sys
import active_utils as util

with util.open_database('active_test_app') as conn:
    s1_ = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t1", {})
    s1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t1 WHERE id = :x", {
        "x": sys.argv[1]})
    print(util.get_data(s1, 't1', 'val'))
if s1:
    s2_ = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t2", {})
    s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t2 WHERE id = :x",
        {"x": sys.argv[2]})
    print(util.get_data(s2, 't2', 'val'))
if s2:
    s3_ = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t3", {})
    s3 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t3 WHERE id = :x",
        {"x": sys.argv[3]})
    print(util.get_data(s3, 't3', 'val'))
if s3:
Version 6:

```python
import sys
import active_utils as util

with util.open_database('active_test_app') as conn:
    s1_ = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t1", {})
    s1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t1 WHERE id = :x", "x": sys.argv[1])
    print(util.get_data(s1, 't1', 'val'))
    if s1:
        s2_ = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t2", {})
        s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t2 WHERE id = :x", "x": sys.argv[2])
        print(util.get_data(s2, 't2', 'val'))
        if s2:
            s3_ = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t3", {})
            s3 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t3 WHERE id = :x", "x": sys.argv[3])
            print(util.get_data(s3, 't3', 'val'))
            if s3:
                s4_ = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t4", {})
                s4 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t4 WHERE id = :x", "x": sys.argv[4])
                print(util.get_data(s4, 't4', 'val'))
                if s4:
                    s5_ = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t5", {})
                    s5 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t5 WHERE id = :x", "x": sys.argv[5])
                    print(util.get_data(s5, 't5', 'val'))
```

```sql
s4_ = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t4", {})
s4 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t4 WHERE id = :x", {"x": sys.argv[4]})
print(util.get_data(s4, 't4', 'val'))
if s4:
    s5_ = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t5", {})
s5 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t5 WHERE id = :x", {"x": sys.argv[5]})
print(util.get_data(s5, 't5', 'val'))
```
s5 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t5 WHERE id = :x", \{"x": sys.argv[5]\})
print(util.get_data(s5, 't5', 'val'))
if s5:
    s6_ = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t6", \{\})
    s6 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t6 WHERE id = :x", \{"x": sys.argv[6]\})
    print(util.get_data(s6, 't6', 'val'))

Version 7:

import sys
import active_utils as util

with util.open_database('active_test_app') as conn:
    s1_ = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t1", \{\})
    s1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t1 WHERE id = :x", \{"x": sys.argv[1]\})
    print(util.get_data(s1, 't1', 'val'))
    if s1:
        s2_ = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t2", \{\})
        s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t2 WHERE id = :x", \{"x": sys.argv[2]\})
        print(util.get_data(s2, 't2', 'val'))
        if s2:
            s3_ = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t3", \{\})
            s3 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t3 WHERE id = :x",
                \{"x": sys.argv[3]\})
            print(util.get_data(s3, 't3', 'val'))
            if s3:
                s4_ = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t4", \{\})
                s4 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t4 WHERE id = :x", \{"x": sys.argv[4]\})
                print(util.get_data(s4, 't4', 'val'))
                if s4:
                    s5_ = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t5", \{\})
s5 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t5 WHERE id = :x", {"x": sys.argv[5]})
print(util.get_data(s5, 't5', 'val'))
if s5:
    s6_ = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t6", {})
    s6 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t6 WHERE id = :x", {"x": sys.argv[6]})
    print(util.get_data(s6, 't6', 'val'))
    if s6:
        s7_ = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t7", {})
        s7 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t7 WHERE id = :x", {"x": sys.argv[7]})
        print(util.get_data(s7, 't7', 'val'))

Version 8:

import sys
import active_utils as util

with util.open_database('active_test_app') as conn:
    s1_ = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t1", {})
    s1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t1 WHERE id = :x", {"x": sys.argv[1]})
    print(util.get_data(s1, 't1', 'val'))
    if s1:
        s2_ = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t2", {})
        s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t2 WHERE id = :x", {"x": sys.argv[2]})
        print(util.get_data(s2, 't2', 'val'))
        if s2:
            s3_ = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t3", {})
            s3 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t3 WHERE id = :x", {"x": sys.argv[3]})
            print(util.get_data(s3, 't3', 'val'))
if s3:
    s4_ = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t4", {})
    s4 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t4 WHERE id = :x", {"x": sys.argv[4]})
    print(util.get_data(s4, 't4', 'val'))
if s4:
    s5_ = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t5", {})
    s5 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t5 WHERE id = :x", {"x": sys.argv[5]})
    print(util.get_data(s5, 't5', 'val'))
if s5:
    s6_ = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t6", {})
    s6 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t6 WHERE id = :x", {"x": sys.argv[6]})
    print(util.get_data(s6, 't6', 'val'))
if s6:
    s7_ = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t7", {})
    s7 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t7 WHERE id = :x", {"x": sys.argv[7]})
    print(util.get_data(s7, 't7', 'val'))
if s7:
    s8_ = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t8", {})
    s8 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t8 WHERE id = :x", {"x": sys.argv[8]})
    print(util.get_data(s8, 't8', 'val'))

Version 9:

import sys
import active_utils as util
with util.open_database('active_test_app') as conn:
    s1_ = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t1", {})
    s1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t1 WHERE id = :x", {
        "x": sys.argv[1]})
    print(util.get_data(s1, 't1', 'val'))

if s1:
    s2_ = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t2", {})
    s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t2 WHERE id = :x", {
        "x": sys.argv[2]})
    print(util.get_data(s2, 't2', 'val'))

if s2:
    s3_ = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t3", {})
    s3 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t3 WHERE id = :x"
        , {
        "x": sys.argv[3]})
    print(util.get_data(s3, 't3', 'val'))

if s3:
    s4_ = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t4", {})
    s4 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t4 WHERE id = :x"
        , {
        "x": sys.argv[4]})
    print(util.get_data(s4, 't4', 'val'))

if s4:
    s5_ = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t5", {})
    s5 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t5 WHERE id = :x"
        , {
        "x": sys.argv[5]})
    print(util.get_data(s5, 't5', 'val'))

if s5:
    s6_ = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t6", {})
    s6 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t6 WHERE id = :x"
        , {
        "x": sys.argv[6]})
    print(util.get_data(s6, 't6', 'val'))

if s6:
    s7_ = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t7", {})
    s7 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t7 WHERE id = :x", {
        "x": sys.argv[7]})
    print(util.get_data(s7, 't7', 'val'))
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```python
print(util.get_data(s7, 't7', 'val'))
if s7:
    s8_ = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT *
                        FROM t8", {})
    s8 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT *
                        FROM t8 WHERE id = :x", {
                        "x": sys.argv[8]})
    print(util.get_data(s8, 't8', 'val'))
if s8:
    s9_ = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT *
                        FROM t9", {})
    s9 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT *
                        FROM t9 WHERE id = :x", {
                        "x": sys.argv[9]})
    print(util.get_data(s9, 't9', 'val'))
```
Appendix C

Synthetic Commands for Evaluating SHEAR

C.1 Repetitions

C.1.1 Command repeat_2

```python
with util.open_database('active_test_app') as conn:
    s0 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t1", {})
    s1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t2", {})
    s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t2", {})
```

C.1.2 Command repeat_3

```python
with util.open_database('active_test_app') as conn:
    s0 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t1", {})
    s1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t2", {})
    s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t2", {})
    s3 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t2", {})
```

C.1.3 Command repeat_4
```python
with util.open_database('active_test_app') as conn:
    s0 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t1", {})
    s1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t2", {})
    s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t2", {})
    s3 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t2", {})
    s4 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t2", {})
```

### C.1.4 Command repeat_5

```python
with util.open_database('active_test_app') as conn:
    s0 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t1", {})
    s1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t2", {})
    s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t2", {})
    s3 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t2", {})
    s4 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t2", {})
    s5 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t2", {})
```

### C.2 Nested Loops

#### C.2.1 Command nest

```python
with util.open_database('active_test_app') as conn:
    s0 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t0", {})
    for row0 in s0:
        s1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t1", {})
        for row1 in s1:
            s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t2", {})
```

### C.3 Consecutive Loops

#### C.3.1 Command after_2
with util.open_database('active_test_app') as conn:
    s0 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t1", {})
    for row0 in s0:
        s1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t0", {})
        s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t2", {})
        for row2 in s2:
            s3 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t0", {})

C.3.2 Command after_3

with util.open_database('active_test_app') as conn:
    s0 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t1", {})
    for row0 in s0:
        s1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t0", {})
        s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t2", {})
        for row2 in s2:
            s3 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t0", {})
            s4 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t3", {})
            for row4 in s4:
                s5 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t0", {})

C.3.3 Command after_4

with util.open_database('active_test_app') as conn:
    s0 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t1", {})
    for row0 in s0:
        s1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t0", {})
        s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t2", {})
        for row2 in s2:
            s3 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t0", {})
            s4 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t3", {})
            for row4 in s4:
                s5 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t0", {})
                s6 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t4", {})
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C.3.4 Command after_5

```python
with util.open_database('active_test_app') as conn:
    s0 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t1", {})
    for row0 in s0:
        s1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t0", {})
        s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t2", {})
        for row2 in s2:
            s3 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t0", {})
            s4 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t3", {})
            for row4 in s4:
                s5 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t0", {})
                s6 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t4", {})
                for row6 in s6:
                    s7 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t0", {})
                    s8 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t5", {})
                    for row8 in s8:
                        s9 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t0", {})
```

C.4 Command example (Section 6.1)

```python
with util.open_database('active_test_app') as conn:
    tasks1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM tasks WHERE id = :x", 
                         {"x": sys.argv[1]})
    print(util.get_data(tasks1, 'tasks', 'title'))
    if util.has_rows(tasks1):
        task_assignee = util.get_one_data(tasks1, 'tasks', '
                                          assignee_id')
```
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comments = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM comments WHERE task_id = :x", {"x": sys.argv[1]})
print(util.get_data(comments, 'comments', 'content'))

for row2 in comments:
    comment_commenter = util.get_one_data(row2, 'comments', 'commenter_id')
    users1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM users WHERE id = :x", {"x": comment_commenter})
    print(util.get_data(users1, 'users', 'name'))
    tasks2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM tasks WHERE creator_id = :x", {"x": comment_commenter})
    print(util.get_data(tasks2, 'tasks', 'title'))

users2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM users WHERE id = :x", {"x": task_assignee})
print(util.get_data(users2, 'users', 'name'))
tasks3 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM tasks WHERE creator_id = :x", {"x": task_assignee})
print(util.get_data(tasks3, 'tasks', 'title'))
Appendix D

Code Regenerated by SHEAR

D.1 Regenerated Code for RailsCollab Project Manager

D.1.1 Command get_projects_id_messages

```python
def get_projects_id_messages (conn, inputs):
    util.clear_warnings()
    outputs = []
    s0 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.'* FROM 'users'
    WHERE 'users'.'username' = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': inputs[0]})
    if util.has_rows(s0):
        s1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.'* FROM 'users'
        WHERE 'users'.'id' = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id')})
        s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'projects'.'* FROM 'projects'
        INNER JOIN 'people' ON 'projects'.'id' = 'people'.'project_id'
        WHERE 'people'.'user_id' = :x0 AND (projects.completed_on IS NULL) ORDER BY projects.priority ASC,
        projects.name ASC", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id')})
        s3 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'time_records'.'* FROM '
        time_records' WHERE 'time_records'.'assigned_to_user_id"
' = :x0 AND (start_date IS NOT NULL AND done_date IS
NULL)", {'x0 ': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id')})
s4 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'projects'.* FROM 'projects'
WHERE 'projects'.id = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0 ': inputs [1]})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s4, 'projects', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s4, 'projects', 'name'))
if util.has_rows(s4):
    s5 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'companies'.* FROM '
    companies' WHERE 'companies'.id = :x0 LIMIT 1", {
    'x0 ': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'company_id')})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s5, 'companies', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s5, 'companies', 'name'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s5, 'companies', 'homepage'))
if util.has_rows(s5):
    s6 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'companies'.* FROM 'companies'
WHERE 'companies'.id IS NULL LIMIT 1", { })
    s7 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT COUNT(*) FROM 'messages'
WHERE 'messages'.project_id = :x0", {
    'x0 ': inputs[1]})
    s8 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT COUNT(*) FROM 'messages'
WHERE 'messages'.project_id = :x0", {
    'x0 ': inputs[1]})
if util.has_rows(s8):
    s18 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'messages'.*
    FROM 'messages' WHERE 'messages'.project_id = :x0
    ORDER BY created_on DESC LIMIT 10 OFFSET 0", {
    'x0 ': inputs[1]})
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s18, 'messages', 'id'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s18, 'messages', 'project_id'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s18, 'messages', 'title'))
outputs.extend((util.get_data(s18, 'messages', 'text')))
s18_all = s18
for s18 in s18_all:
    s19 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users' WHERE 'users'.id = :x0
                       LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s18, 'messages', 'created_by_id')})
outputs.extend((util.get_data(s19, 'users', 'id')))
outputs.extend((util.get_data(s19, 'users', 'display_name')))

s20 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'projects'.* FROM 'projects' WHERE 'projects'.id = :x0
                   LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s18, 'messages', 'project_id')})
outputs.extend((util.get_data(s20, 'projects', 'id')))
outputs.extend((util.get_data(s20, 'projects', 'name')))

s21 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'people'.* FROM 'people' WHERE (user_id = :x0 AND project_id = :x1)
                   LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'), 'x1': util.get_one_data(s18, 'messages', 'project_id')})
outputs.extend((util.get_data(s21, 'people', 'project_id')))
outputs.extend((util.get_data(s21, 'people', 'user_id')))

s22 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'people'.* FROM 'people' WHERE 'people'.user_id = :x0 AND 'people'.project_id = :x1",
                   {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'), 'x1': util.get_one_data(s18, 'project_id')})
messages', 'project_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s22, 'people', 'project_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s22, 'people', 'user_id'))
if util.has_rows(s22):
    pass
else:
    s23 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'people'.* FROM 'people' WHERE (user_id = :x0 AND project_id = :x1)
LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'), 'x1': util.get_one_data(s18, 'messages', 'project_id'))}
    s24 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'people' FROM 'people' WHERE 'people'. 'user_id' = :x0 AND 'people'. 'project_id' = :x1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'), 'x1': util.get_one_data(s18, 'messages', 'project_id'))}
    s18 = s18_all
    s25 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'people' FROM 'people' WHERE (user_id = :x0 AND project_id = :x1) LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'), 'x1': inputs[1]})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s25, 'people', 'project_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s25, 'people', 'user_id'))
    s26 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT COUNT(*) FROM 'messages' WHERE 'messages'. 'project_id' = :x0 AND 'messages'. 'is_important' = 1", {'x0': : inputs[1]})
s27 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT COUNT(*) FROM 'categories' WHERE 'categories'.'project_id' = :x0", {'x0': inputs[1]})
if util.has_rows(s27):
    s28 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'categories'/*. FROM 'categories' WHERE 'categories'.'project_id' = :x0", {'x0': inputs[1]})
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s28, 'categories', 'id'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s28, 'categories', 'project_id'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s28, 'categories', 'name'))
    s28_all = s28
    for s28 in s28_all:
        s29 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'projects'/*. FROM 'projects' WHERE 'projects'.'id' = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s28, 'categories', 'project_id')})
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s29, 'projects', 'id'))
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s29, 'projects', 'name'))
    s30 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'people'/*. FROM 'people' WHERE (user_id = :x0 AND project_id = :x1) LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'), 'x1': util.get_one_data(s28, 'categories', 'project_id')})
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s30, 'people', 'project_id'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s30, 'people', 'user_id'))
s31 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'people'.* FROM 'people' WHERE (user_id = :x0 AND project_id = :x1) LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'), 'x1': util.get_one_data(s28, 'categories', 'project_id'))}
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s31, 'people', 'project_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s31, 'people', 'user_id'))
if util.has_rows(s31): pass
else:
s32 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'people'.* FROM 'people' WHERE (user_id = :x0 AND project_id = :x1) LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'), 'x1': util.get_one_data(s28, 'categories', 'project_id'))}
s33 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'people'.* FROM 'people' WHERE (user_id = :x0 AND project_id = :x1) LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'), 'x1': util.get_one_data(s28, 'categories', 'project_id'))}
s28 = s28_all
pass
else: pass
else:
s9 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'people'.* FROM 'people' WHERE (user_id = :x0 AND project_id = :x1) LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'), 'x1': util.get_one_data(s28, 'categories', 'project_id'))}
get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'), 'x1': inputs[1]})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s9, 'people', 'project_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s9, 'people', 'user_id'))
s10 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT COUNT(*) FROM 'messages' WHERE 'messages'.'project_id' = :x0 AND 'messages'.'is_important' = 1", {'x0': inputs[1]})
s11 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT COUNT(*) FROM 'categories' WHERE 'categories'.'project_id' = :x0", {'x0': inputs[1]})
if util.has_rows(s11):
    s12 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'categories').* FROM 'categories' WHERE 'categories'.'project_id' = :x0", {'x0': inputs[1]})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s12, 'categories', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s12, 'categories', 'project_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s12, 'categories', 'name'))
s12_all = s12
for s12 in s12_all:
    s13 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'projects').* FROM 'projects' WHERE 'projects'.'id' = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s12, 'categories', 'project_id')})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s13, 'projects', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s13, 'projects', 'name'))
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s14 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'people'.* FROM 'people' WHERE (user_id = :x0 AND project_id = :x1) LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'), 'x1': util.get_one_data(s12, 'categories', 'project_id')})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s14, 'people', 'project_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s14, 'people', 'user_id'))
s15 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'people'.* FROM 'people' WHERE (user_id = :x0 AND project_id = :x1) LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'), 'x1': util.get_one_data(s12, 'categories', 'project_id')})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s15, 'people', 'project_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s15, 'people', 'user_id'))
if util.has_rows(s15):
    pass
else:
    s16 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'people'.* FROM 'people' WHERE (user_id = :x0 AND project_id = :x1) LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'), 'x1': util.get_one_data(s12, 'categories', 'project_id')})
s17 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'people'.* FROM 'people' WHERE (user_id = :x0 AND project_id = :x1) LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'), 'x1': util.get_one_data(s12, 'categories', 'project_id')})
D.1.2 Command get_projects_id_messages_id

```python
def get_projects_id_messages_id(conn, inputs):
    util.clear_warnings()
    outputs = []
    s0 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users' WHERE 'users'.'username' = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': inputs[0]})
    if util.has_rows(s0):
        s1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users'
            WHERE 'users'.'id' = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id')})
        s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'projects'.* FROM 'projects'
            INNER JOIN 'people' ON 'projects'.'id' = 'people'.'project_id'
            WHERE 'people'.'user_id' = :x0 AND (projects.completed_on IS NULL)
            ORDER BY projects.priority ASC,
            projects.name ASC", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id')})
        s3 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'time_records'.* FROM 'time_records'
            WHERE 'time_records'.'assigned_to_user_id'
            = :x0 AND (start_date IS NOT NULL AND done_date IS NULL)
            ORDER BY 'time_records'.priority ASC,
            'time_records'.name ASC", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id')})
    return util.add_warnings(outputs)
```
s4 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'projects'.* FROM 'projects'
WHERE 'projects'.id = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': inputs[1]})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s4, 'projects', 'id'))
if util.has_rows(s4):
    s5 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'companies'.* FROM 'companies'
WHERE 'companies'.id = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'company_id')})
if util.has_rows(s5):
    s6 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'companies'.* FROM 'companies'
WHERE 'companies'.id IS NULL LIMIT 1", {})
    s7 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'messages'.* FROM 'messages'
WHERE 'messages'.project_id = :x0 AND 'messages'.id = :x1 ORDER BY created_on DESC LIMIT 1", {'x0': inputs[1], 'x1': inputs[2]})
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s7, 'messages', 'id'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s7, 'messages', 'project_id'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s7, 'messages', 'title'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s7, 'messages', 'text'))
if util.has_rows(s7):
    s8 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'projects'.* FROM 'projects'
WHERE 'projects'.id = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': inputs[1]})
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s8, 'projects', 'id'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s8, 'projects', 'name'))
    s9 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'people'.* FROM 'people'
WHERE (user_id = :x0 AND project_id = :x1) LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.
get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'), 'x1': inputs[1])
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s9, 'people', 'project_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s9, 'people', 'user_id'))
if util.has_rows(s9):
s11 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users' WHERE 'users'. 'id' = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s7, 'messages', 'created_by_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s11, 'users', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s11, 'users', 'display_name'))
s12 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'milestones'.* FROM 'milestones' WHERE 'milestones'. 'id' = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s7, 'messages', 'milestone_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s12, 'milestones', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s12, 'milestones', 'project_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s12, 'milestones', 'name'))
s13 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'people'.* FROM 'people' WHERE (user_id = :x0 AND project_id = :x1) LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'), 'x1': inputs[1])
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s13, 'people', 'project_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s13, 'people', 'user_id'))
s14 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'people'.*
FROM 'people' WHERE (user_id = :x0 AND
project_id = :x1) LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.
get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id '), 'x1':
inputs[1]})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s14, 'people',
'project_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s14, 'people',
'user_id'))
s15 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'people'.*
FROM 'people' WHERE (user_id = :x0 AND
project_id = :x1) LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.
get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id '), 'x1':
inputs[1]})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s15, 'people',
'project_id'))
outputs.extend/util.get_data(s15, 'people',
'user_id'))
s16 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'people'.*
FROM 'people' WHERE (user_id = :x0 AND
project_id = :x1) LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.
get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id '), 'x1':
inputs[1]})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s16, 'people',
'project_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s16, 'people',
'user_id'))
s17 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'categories'.*
FROM 'categories' WHERE 'categories'.'id' = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0':
util.get_one_data(s7, 'messages',
'category_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s17, 'categories',
'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s17, 'categories',
'name'))
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s18 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.*
    FROM 'users' INNER JOIN 'message_subscriptions' ON 'users'.'id' =
    'message_subscriptions'.'user_id' WHERE 'message_subscriptions'.'message_id' =
    :x0", {'x0': inputs[2]})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s18, 'users', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s18, 'users', 'display_name'))
s19 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'people'.*
    FROM 'people' WHERE (user_id = :x0 AND
    project_id = :x1) LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'), 'x1':
    inputs[1]})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s19, 'people', 'project_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s19, 'people', 'user_id'))
s20 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'people'.*
    FROM 'people' WHERE (user_id = :x0 AND
    project_id = :x1) LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'), 'x1':
    inputs[1]})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s20, 'people', 'project_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s20, 'people', 'user_id'))
else:
    s10 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'people'.*
    FROM 'people' WHERE 'people'.'user_id' =
    :x0 AND 'people'.'project_id' = :x1",
    {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'), 'x1': inputs[1]})
else:
    pass
D.1.3 Command `get_projects_id_messages_display_list`

```python
def get_projects_id_messages_display_list(conn, inputs):
    util.clear_warnings()
    outputs = []
    s0 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'/* FROM 'users' WHERE 'users'.'username' = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': inputs[0]})
    if util.has_rows(s0):
        s1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'/* FROM 'users'
            WHERE 'users'.'id' = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id')})
        s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'projects'/* FROM 'projects'
            INNER JOIN 'people' ON 'projects'.'id' = 'people'.'project_id'
            WHERE 'people'.'user_id' = :x0 AND (projects.completed_on IS NULL) ORDER BY projects.priority ASC, projects.name ASC", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id')})
        s3 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'time_records'/* FROM 'time_records'
            WHERE 'time_records'.'assigned_to_user_id' = :x0 AND (start_date IS NOT NULL AND done_date IS NULL)", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id')})
        s4 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'projects'/* FROM 'projects'
            WHERE 'projects'.'id' = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': inputs[1]})
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s4, 'projects', 'id'))
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s4, 'projects', 'name'))
    return util.add_warnings(outputs)
```
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s5 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'companies'.* FROM 'companies' WHERE 'companies'.id = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'company_id')})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s5, 'companies', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s5, 'companies', 'name'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s5, 'companies', 'homepage'))
if util.has_rows(s5):
    s6 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'companies'.* FROM 'companies' WHERE 'companies'.id IS NULL LIMIT 1", {})
s7 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT COUNT(*) FROM 'messages' WHERE 'messages'.project_id = :x0",
{'x0': inputs[1]})
s8 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT COUNT(*) FROM 'messages' WHERE 'messages'.project_id = :x0",
{'x0': inputs[1]})
if util.has_rows(s8):
    s18 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'messages'.* FROM 'messages' WHERE 'messages'.project_id = :x0 ORDER BY created_on DESC LIMIT 10 OFFSET 0", {'x0': inputs[1]})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s18, 'messages', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s18, 'messages', 'project_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s18, 'messages', 'title'))
s18_all = s18
for s18 in s18_all:
    s19 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'projects'.* FROM 'projects' WHERE 'projects'.id = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s18, 'messages', 'project_id')})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s19, 'projects', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s19, 'projects', 'name'))
s20 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'people'.*
FROM 'people' WHERE (user_id = :x0 AND project_id = :x1) LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'), 'x1': util.get_one_data(s18, 'messages', 'project_id')})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s20, 'people', 'project_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s20, 'people', 'user_id'))
s21 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'people'.*
FROM 'people' WHERE 'people'.user_id = :x0 AND 'people'.project_id = :x1",
{'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'), 'x1': util.get_one_data(s18, 'messages', 'project_id')})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s21, 'people', 'project_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s21, 'people', 'user_id'))
if util.has_rows(s21):
    s25 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.*
FROM 'users' WHERE 'users'.id = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s18, 'messages', 'created_by_id')})
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s25, 'users', 'id'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s25, 'users', 'display_name'))
else:
s22 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'people'.* FROM 'people' WHERE (user_id = :x0 AND project_id = :x1) LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'), 'x1': util.get_one_data(s18, 'messages', 'project_id')})
s23 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'people'.* FROM 'people' WHERE 'people'. 'user_id' = :x0 AND 'people'. 'project_id' = :x1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'), 'x1': util.get_one_data(s18, 'messages', 'project_id')})
s24 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users' WHERE 'users'. 'id' = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s18, 'messages', 'created_by_id')})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s24, 'users', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s24, 'users', 'display_name'))
s18 = s18_all
s26 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'people'.* FROM 'people' WHERE (user_id = :x0 AND project_id = :x1) LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'), 'x1': inputs[1]})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s26, 'people', 'project_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s26, 'people', 'user_id'))
s27 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT COUNT(*) FROM 'messages' WHERE 'messages'. 'project_id' = :x0 AND 'messages'. 'is_important' = 1", {'x0':
s28 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT COUNT(*) FROM 'categories' WHERE 'categories'.'project_id' = :x0", {'x0': inputs[1]})
if util.has_rows(s28):
    s29 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'categories'.* FROM 'categories' WHERE 'categories'.'project_id' = :x0", {'x0': inputs[1]})
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s29, 'categories', 'id'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s29, 'categories', 'project_id'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s29, 'categories', 'name'))
    s29_all = s29
    for s29 in s29_all:
        s30 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'projects'.* FROM 'projects' WHERE 'projects'.'id' = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s29, 'categories', 'project_id')})
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s30, 'projects', 'id'))
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s30, 'projects', 'name'))
    s31 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'people'.* FROM 'people' WHERE (user_id = :x0 AND project_id = :x1) LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'), 'x1': util.get_one_data(s29, 'categories', 'project_id')})
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s31, 'people', 'project_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s31, 'people', 'user_id'))
s32 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'people'.* FROM 'people' WHERE (user_id = :x0 AND project_id = :x1) LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'), 'x1': util.get_one_data(s29, 'categories', 'project_id')})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s32, 'people', 'project_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s32, 'people', 'user_id'))
if util.has_rows(s32):
    pass
else:
    s33 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'people'.* FROM 'people' WHERE (user_id = :x0 AND project_id = :x1) LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'), 'x1': util.get_one_data(s29, 'categories', 'project_id')})
    s34 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'people'.* FROM 'people' WHERE (user_id = :x0 AND project_id = :x1) LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'), 'x1': util.get_one_data(s29, 'categories', 'project_id')})
s29 = s29_all
pass
else:
    pass
else:
s9 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'people'.* FROM 'people' WHERE (user_id = :x0 AND project_id = :x1) LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'), 'x1': inputs[1]})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s9, 'people', 'project_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s9, 'people', 'user_id'))
s10 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT COUNT(*) FROM 'messages' WHERE 'messages'.project_id = :x0 AND 'messages'.is_important = 1", {'x0': inputs[1]})
s11 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT COUNT(*) FROM 'categories' WHERE 'categories'.project_id = :x0", {'x0': inputs[1]})
if util.has_rows(s11):
s12 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'categories'.* FROM 'categories' WHERE 'categories'.project_id = :x0", {'x0': inputs[1]})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s12, 'categories', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s12, 'categories', 'project_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s12, 'categories', 'name'))
s12_all = s12
for s12 in s12_all:
s13 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'projects'.* FROM 'projects' WHERE 'projects'.id = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s12, 'categories', 'project_id')})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s13, 'projects', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s13, 'projects', 'name'))

s14 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'people'.* FROM 'people' WHERE (user_id = :x0 AND project_id = :x1) LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'), 'x1': util.get_one_data(s12, 'categories', 'project_id')})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s14, 'people', 'project_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s14, 'people', 'user_id'))

s15 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'people'.* FROM 'people' WHERE (user_id = :x0 AND project_id = :x1) LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'), 'x1': util.get_one_data(s12, 'categories', 'project_id')})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s15, 'people', 'project_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s15, 'people', 'user_id'))
if util.has_rows(s15):
    pass
else:
    s16 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'people'.* FROM 'people' WHERE (user_id = :x0 AND project_id = :x1) LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'), 'x1': util.get_one_data(s12, 'categories', 'project_id')})
    s17 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'people'.* FROM 'people' WHERE (user_id = :x0 AND project_id = :x1) LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'), 'x1': util.get_one_data(s12, 'categories', 'project_id')})
D.1.4 Command get_projects_id_times

For this command we use a modified version of RailsCollab, where we fixed a 500 error when a task’s task list ID does not match any records in the database. Specifically, we changed the statement “url_for hash_for_task_path(:id => self.id, :active_project => self.project_id, :only_path => host.nil?, :host => host)” into “url_for hash_for_task_path(:id => self.id, :active_project => self.project_id, :only_path => host.nil?, :host => host) rescue nil” in the file app/models/task.rb.

```ruby
def get_projects_id_times (conn, inputs):
    util.clear_warnings()
    outputs = []
    s0 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT ‘users’.*/ FROM ‘users’ WHERE ‘users’.‘username’ = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': inputs[0]})
    if util.has_rows(s0):
        s1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT ‘users’.*/ FROM ‘users’ WHERE ‘users’.‘id’ = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'))})
        s12 = s12_all
        pass
    else:
        pass
    else:
        pass
    else:
        pass
    else:
        pass
    return util.add_warnings(outputs)
```
s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'projects'.* FROM 'projects'
    INNER JOIN 'people' ON 'projects'.id = 'people'.
    project_id' WHERE 'people'.user_id = :x0 AND (projects.
    completed_on IS NULL) ORDER BY projects.priority ASC,
    projects.name ASC", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id')})

s3 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'time_records'.* FROM 'time_records'
    WHERE 'time_records'.assigned_to_user_id = :x0 AND (start_date IS NOT NULL AND done_date IS
    NULL)\n", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id')})

s4 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'projects'.* FROM 'projects'
    WHERE 'projects'.id = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': inputs
    [1]})

outputs.extend(util.get_data(s4, 'projects', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s4, 'projects', 'name'))
if util.has_rows(s4):
    s5 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'companies'.* FROM 'companies'
        WHERE 'companies'.id = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'company_id')})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s5, 'companies', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s5, 'companies', 'name'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s5, 'companies', 'homepage'))
if util.has_rows(s5):
    s6 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'companies'.* FROM 'companies'
        WHERE 'companies'.id IS NULL LIMIT 1", {})
    s7 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT COUNT(*) FROM 'time_records'
        WHERE 'time_records'.project_id = :x0", {'x0': inputs[1]})
    s8 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT COUNT(*) FROM 'time_records'
        WHERE 'time_records'.project_id = :x0", {'x0': inputs[1]})
    if util.has_rows(s8):
        s10 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'time_records'.* FROM 'time_records'
            WHERE 'time_records"
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s10, 'time_records', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s10, 'time_records', 'project_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s10, 'time_records', 'name'))
s10_all = s10
for s10 in s10_all:
s11 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'companies'.* FROM 'companies' WHERE 'companies'. 'id' = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s10, 'time_records', 'assigned_to_company_id')})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s11, 'companies', 'name'))
if util.has_rows(s11):
s25 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'tasks'.* FROM 'tasks' WHERE 'tasks'. 'id' = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s10, 'time_records', 'task_id')})
if util.has_rows(s25):
s31 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'task_lists'.* FROM 'task_lists' WHERE 'task_lists'. 'id' = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s25, 'tasks', 'task_list_id')})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s31, 'task_lists', 'project_id'))
s32 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'projects'.* FROM 'projects' WHERE 'projects'. 'id' = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.
get_one_data(s10, 'time_records', 'project_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s32, 'projects', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s32, 'projects', 'name'))
s33 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'people'.* FROM 'people' WHERE (user_id = :x0 AND project_id = :x1) LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'), 'x1': util.get_one_data(s10, 'time_records', 'project_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s33, 'people', 'project_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s33, 'people', 'user_id'))
s34 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'people'.* FROM 'people' WHERE 'people'.user_id = :x0 AND 'people'.project_id = :x1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'), 'x1': util.get_one_data(s10, 'time_records', 'project_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s34, 'people', 'project_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s34, 'people', 'user_id'))
if util.has_rows(s34):
    pass
else:
    s35 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'people'.* FROM 'people' WHERE (user_id = :x0 AND project_id = :x1) LIMIT 1",
s36 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'people'.* FROM 'people'
WHERE 'people'. 'user_id' = :x0 AND 'people'. 'project_id' = :x1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'), 'x1': util.get_one_data(s10, 'time_records', 'project_id')})

else:
    s26 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'projects'.* FROM 'projects'
WHERE 'projects'. 'id' = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s10, 'time_records', 'project_id')})
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s26, 'projects', 'id'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s26, 'projects', 'name'))
    s27 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'people'.* FROM 'people'
WHERE (user_id = :x0 AND project_id = :x1) LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'), 'x1': util.get_one_data(s10, 'time_records', 'project_id')})
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s27, 'people', 'project_id'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s27, 'people', 'project_id'))
s28 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'people'.* FROM 'people' WHERE 'people'. 'user_id' = :x0 AND 'people'. 'project_id' = :x1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'), 'x1': util.get_one_data(s10, 'time_records', 'project_id')})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s28, 'people', 'user_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s28, 'people', 'project_id'))
if util.has_rows(s28):
    pass
else:
    s29 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'people'.* FROM 'people' WHERE (user_id = :x0 AND project_id = :x1) LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'), 'x1': util.get_one_data(s10, 'time_records', 'project_id')})
    s30 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'people'.* FROM 'people' WHERE 'people'. 'user_id' = :x0 AND 'people'. 'project_id' = :x1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'), 'x1': util.get_one_data(s10, 'time_records', 'project_id')})
else:
s12 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT ‘users’.* FROM ‘users’ WHERE ‘users’.’id’ = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s10, 'time_records', 'assigned_to_user_id')})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s12, 'users', 'display_name'))

s13 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT ‘tasks’.* FROM ‘tasks’ WHERE ‘tasks’.’id’ = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s10, 'time_records', 'task_id')})
if util.has_rows(s13):
    s19 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT ‘task_lists’.* FROM ‘task_lists’ WHERE ‘task_lists’.’id’ = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s13, 'tasks', 'task_list_id')})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s19, 'task_lists', 'project_id'))

s20 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT ‘projects’.* FROM ‘projects’ WHERE ‘projects’.’id’ = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s10, 'time_records', 'project_id')})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s20, 'projects', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s20, 'projects', 'name'))

s21 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT ‘people’.* FROM ‘people’ WHERE (user_id = :x0 AND project_id = :x1) LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'), 'x1': util.get_one_data(s10, 'time_records', 'project_id')})
'x1': util.get_one_data(s10, 'time_records', 'project_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s21, 'people', 'project_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s21, 'people', 'user_id'))
s22 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'people'.* FROM 'people' WHERE 'people'.'user_id' = :x0 AND 'people'.'project_id' = :x1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'), 'x1': util.get_one_data(s10, 'time_records', 'project_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s22, 'people', 'project_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s22, 'people', 'user_id'))
if util.has_rows(s22):
    pass
else:
    s23 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'people'.* FROM 'people' WHERE (user_id = :x0 AND project_id = :x1) LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'), 'x1': util.get_one_data(s10, 'time_records', 'project_id')})
s24 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'people'.'user_id' = :x0 AND 'people'.'project_id' = :x1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id')})
id'), 'x1': util.
    get_one_data(s10, '
    time_records', 'project_id')
})
else:
    s14 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'projects'.* FROM 'projects'
    WHERE 'projects'.id = :x0
    LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.
    get_one_data(s10, 'time_records'
    , 'project_id')})
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s14, '
    projects', 'id'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s14, '
    projects', 'name'))
    s15 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'people'.* FROM 'people'
    WHERE (user_id = :x0 AND project_id = :
    x1) LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.
    get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'),
    'x1': util.get_one_data(s10, '
    time_records', 'project_id')})
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s15, '
    people', 'project_id'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s15, '
    people', 'user_id'))
    s16 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'people'.* FROM 'people'
    WHERE 'people'.user_id = :x0 AND 'people'.project_id = :
    x1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, '
    users', 'id'), 'x1': util.
    get_one_data(s10, 'time_records'
    , 'project_id')})
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s16, '
    people', 'project_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s16, 'people', 'user_id'))
if util.has_rows(s16):
    pass
else:
    s17 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'people'.* FROM 'people'
            WHERE (user_id = :x0 AND
            project_id = :x1) LIMIT 1",
    {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'), 'x1': util.get_one_data(s10, 'time_records', 'project_id')})
    s18 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'people'.* FROM 'people'
            WHERE 'people'.user_id = :x0 AND 'people'.project_id
            = :x1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'), 'x1': util.get_one_data(s10, 'time_records', 'project_id')})

s10 = s10_all
s37 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'people'.* FROM 'people'
            WHERE (user_id = :x0 AND
            project_id = :x1) LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'), 'x1': inputs[1]})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s37, 'people', 'project_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s37, 'people', 'user_id'))
else:
    s9 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'people'.* FROM
D.1.5 Command get_projects_id_times_id

```python
def get_projects_id_times_id(conn, inputs):
    util.clear_warnings()
    outputs = []
    s0 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users' WHERE 'users'. 'username' = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': inputs[0]})
    if util.has_rows(s0):
        s1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users'
                         WHERE 'users'. 'id' = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.
get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id')})
        s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'projects'.* FROM 'projects'
                         INNER JOIN 'people' ON 'projects'. 'id' = 'people'. 'project_id'
                         WHERE 'people'. 'user_id' = :x0 AND (projects
                            .completed_on IS NULL) ORDER BY projects.priority ASC,
                         projects.name ASC", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users'
                            , 'id')})
        s3 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'time_records'.* FROM 'time_records'
                         WHERE 'time_records'. 'assigned_to_user_id
```
s4 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'projects'.* FROM 'projects'
WHERE 'projects'.id = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': inputs[1]})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s4, 'projects', 'id'))
if util.has_rows(s4):
    s5 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'companies'.* FROM 'companies'
WHERE 'companies'.id = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'company_id')})
    if util.has_rows(s5):
        s6 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'companies'.* FROM 'companies'
WHERE 'companies'.id IS NULL LIMIT 1", {})
        s7 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'time_records'.*
FROM 'time_records' WHERE 'time_records'.project_id = :x0 AND 'time_records'.id = :x1
LIMIT 1", {'x0': inputs[1], 'x1': inputs[2]})
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s7, 'time_records', 'id'))
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s7, 'time_records', 'project_id'))
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s7, 'time_records', 'name'))
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s7, 'time_records', 'description'))
        if util.has_rows(s7):
            s8 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'projects'.*
FROM 'projects' WHERE 'projects'.id = :x0
LIMIT 1", {'x0': inputs[1]})
            outputs.extend(util.get_data(s8, 'projects', 'id'))
            outputs.extend(util.get_data(s8, 'projects', 'name'))
            s9 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'people'.* FROM 'people'
WHERE user_id = :x0 AND
project_id = :x1) LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.
get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'), 'x1':
inputs[1]})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s9, 'people',
project_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s9, 'people',
user_id'))
if util.has_rows(s9):
    s37 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'companies
    .* FROM 'companies' WHERE 'companies
    .id' = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.
get_one_data(s7, 'time_records',
assigned_to_company_id)})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s37, 'companies',
name'))
if util.has_rows(s37):
    s47 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'tasks
    .* FROM 'tasks' WHERE 'tasks'.id
    = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.
get_one_data(s7, 'time_records',
task_id)})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s47, 'tasks',
id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s47, 'tasks',
text'))
if util.has_rows(s47):
    s51 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'task_lists'.* FROM 'task_lists'
WHERE 'task_lists'.id = :x0
LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.
get_one_data(s47, 'tasks',
task_list_id)})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s51, 'task_lists',
project_id'))
if util.has_rows(s51):
s52 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'people'.* FROM 'people'
WHERE (user_id = :x0 AND
project_id = :x1) LIMIT 1",
{'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'), 'x1': inputs[1]})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s52, 'people', 'project_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s52, 'people', 'user_id'))

s53 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'people'.* FROM 'people'
WHERE (user_id = :x0 AND
project_id = :x1) LIMIT 1",
{'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'), 'x1': inputs[1]})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s53, 'people', 'project_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s53, 'people', 'user_id'))

s54 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'people'.* FROM 'people'
WHERE (user_id = :x0 AND
project_id = :x1) LIMIT 1",
{'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'), 'x1': inputs[1]})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s54, 'people', 'project_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s54, 'people', 'user_id'))
else:
    pass
else:
    s48 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'people' .* FROM 'people' WHERE (user_id = :x0 AND project_id = :x1) LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'), 'x1': inputs[1]})
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s48, 'people', 'project_id'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s48, 'people', 'user_id'))

    s49 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'people' .* FROM 'people' WHERE (user_id = :x0 AND project_id = :x1) LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'), 'x1': inputs[1]})
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s49, 'people', 'project_id'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s49, 'people', 'user_id'))

    s50 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'people' .* FROM 'people' WHERE (user_id = :x0 AND project_id = :x1) LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'), 'x1': inputs[1]})
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s50, 'people', 'project_id'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s50, 'people', 'user_id'))
else:
    s38 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users' .* FROM 'users' WHERE 'users'.'id'
```python
= :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.
get_one_data(s7, 'time_records', '
assigned_to_user_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s38, '
users', 'display_name'))
s39 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'tasks
.* FROM 'tasks' WHERE 'tasks'.id'
= :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.
get_one_data(s7, 'time_records', '
task_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s39, '
tasks', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s39, '
tasks', 'text'))
if util.has_rows(s39):
    s43 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'task_lists'.*
    FROM 'task_lists'
    WHERE 'task_lists'.id = :x0
    LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.
get_one_data(s39, 'tasks', '
task_list_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s43, '
task_lists', 'project_id'))
if util.has_rows(s43):
    s44 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'people'.*
    FROM 'people'
    WHERE (user_id = :x0 AND
    project_id = :x1) LIMIT 1",
    {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'), 'x1':
    inputs[1]})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s44, 'people', 'project_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s44, 'people', 'user_id'))
```
s45 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'people'.* FROM 'people'
WHERE (user_id = :x0 AND
project_id = :x1) LIMIT 1",
{'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'), 'x1':
inputs[1]})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(
    s45, 'people', 'project_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(
    s45, 'people', 'user_id'))
s46 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'people'.* FROM 'people'
WHERE (user_id = :x0 AND
project_id = :x1) LIMIT 1",
{'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'), 'x1':
inputs[1]})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(
    s46, 'people', 'project_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(
    s46, 'people', 'user_id'))
else:
    pass
else:
    s40 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'people'.* FROM 'people' WHERE (user_id = :x0 AND project_id = :x1) LIMIT 1",
{'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'),
'x1': inputs[1]})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s40, '
people', 'project_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s40, 'people', 'user_id'))
s41 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'people'.* FROM 'people' WHERE (user_id = :x0 AND project_id = :x1) LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'), 'x1': inputs[1]})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s41, 'people', 'project_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s41, 'people', 'user_id'))
s42 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'people'.* FROM 'people' WHERE (user_id = :x0 AND project_id = :x1) LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'), 'x1': inputs[1]})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s42, 'people', 'project_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s42, 'people', 'user_id'))
else:
    s10 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'people'.* FROM 'people' WHERE (user_id = :x0 AND project_id = :x1) LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'), 'x1': inputs[1]})
    s11 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'companies'.* FROM 'companies' WHERE 'companies'.'id' = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s7, 'time_records', 'assigned_to_company_id')})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s11, 'companies', 'name'))
if util.has_rows(s11):
s25 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'tasks'.* FROM 'tasks' WHERE 'tasks'.id = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s7, 'time_records', 'task_id')})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s25, 'tasks', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s25, 'tasks', 'text'))
if util.has_rows(s25):
    s31 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'task_lists'.* FROM 'task_lists' WHERE 'task_lists'.id = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s25, 'tasks', 'task_list_id')})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s31, 'task_lists', 'project_id'))
if util.has_rows(s31):
    s32 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'people'.* FROM 'people' WHERE (user_id = :x0 AND project_id = :x1) LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'), 'x1': inputs[1]})
s33 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'people'.* FROM 'people' WHERE 'people'.user_id = :x0 AND 'people'.project_id = :x1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'), 'x1': inputs[1]})
s34 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'people'.* FROM 'people' WHERE (user_id = :x0 AND project_id = :x1) LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'), 'x1': inputs[1]})
project_id = :x1) LIMIT 1",
{'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'), 'x1': inputs[1])}

s35 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'people'.* FROM 'people'
WHERE 'people'.user_id = :x0 AND 'people'.project_id = :x1", {'x0': util.
get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'), 'x1': inputs[1])}

s36 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'people'.* FROM 'people'
WHERE (user_id = :x0 AND project_id = :x1) LIMIT 1",
{'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'), 'x1': inputs[1])}

else:
    pass
else:
    s26 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'people'.* FROM 'people'
    WHERE (user_id = :x0 AND project_id = :x1) LIMIT 1",
    {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'), 'x1': inputs[1])}

s27 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'people'.* FROM 'people'
    WHERE 'people'.user_id = :x0 AND 'people'.project_id = :x1",
    {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'), 'x1': inputs[1])}

s28 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'people'.* FROM 'people'
    WHERE (user_id = :x0 AND project_id = :x1) LIMIT 1",
    {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'), 'x1': inputs[1])}

else:
    pass
x1) LIMIT 1", {'x0 ': util .
get_one_data(s0 , 'users ', 'id '),
'x1 ': inputs[1])

s29 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT ‘
people‘.* FROM ‘people‘ WHERE ‘
people‘.‘user_id‘ = :x0 AND ‘
people‘.‘project_id‘ = :x1", {
'x0 ': util.get_one_data(s0 , '
users', 'id'), 'x1 ': inputs[1]})

s30 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT ‘
people‘.* FROM ‘people‘ WHERE (user_id = :x0 AND project_id = :
x1) LIMIT 1", {'x0 ': util.
get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'),
'x1 ': inputs[1]})

else:

    s12 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT ‘users
‘.* FROM ‘users‘ WHERE ‘users‘.‘id’
= :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0 ': util.
get_one_data(s7 , 'time_records', '
assigned_to_user_id')})

    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s12 , '
users', 'display_name'))

    s13 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT ‘tasks
‘.* FROM ‘tasks‘ WHERE ‘tasks‘.‘id’
= :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0 ': util.
get_one_data(s7, 'time_records', '
task_id')})

    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s13 , '
tasks', 'id'))

    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s13 , '
tasks', 'text'))

    if util.has_rows(s13):

        s19 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT ‘
task_lists‘.* FROM ‘task_lists‘
WHERE ‘task_lists‘.‘id‘ = :x0
LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.
get_one_data(s13, 'tasks', '
task_list_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s19, '
task_lists', 'project_id'))
if util.has_rows(s19):
s20 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT
'people'.* FROM 'people'
WHERE (user_id = :x0 AND
project_id = :x1) LIMIT 1",
{'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'), 'x1': inputs[1]})
s21 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT
'people'.* FROM 'people'
WHERE 'people'.user_id = :
x0 AND 'people'.project_id
= :x1", {'x0': util.
get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'), 'x1': inputs[1]})
s22 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT
'people'.* FROM 'people'
WHERE (user_id = :x0 AND
project_id = :x1) LIMIT 1",
{'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'), 'x1': inputs[1]})
s23 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT
'people'.* FROM 'people'
WHERE 'people'.user_id = :
x0 AND 'people'.project_id
= :x1", {'x0': util.
get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'), 'x1': inputs[1]})
s24 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT
'people'.* FROM 'people'
WHERE (user_id = :x0 AND project_id = :x1) LIMIT 1",
{'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'), 'x1': inputs[1]})

else:
    pass
else:

s14 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT ‘
people’.* FROM ‘people’ WHERE (user_id = :x0 AND project_id = :x1) LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'), 'x1': inputs[1]})

s15 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT ‘
people’.* FROM ‘people’ WHERE ‘people’.’user_id’ = :x0 AND ‘people’.’project_id’ = :x1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'), 'x1': inputs[1]})

s16 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT ‘
people’.* FROM ‘people’ WHERE (user_id = :x0 AND project_id = :x1) LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'), 'x1': inputs[1]})

s17 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT ‘
people’.* FROM ‘people’ WHERE ‘people’.’user_id’ = :x0 AND ‘people’.’project_id’ = :x1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'), 'x1': inputs[1]})

s18 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT ‘
people’.* FROM ‘people’ WHERE (user_id = :x0 AND project_id = :x1) LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.
get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'),
    'x1': inputs[1])}
else:
    pass
else:
    pass
else:
    pass
else:
    pass
return util.add_warnings(outputs)

D.1.6 Command get_projects_id_milestones_id

def get_projects_id_milestones_id (conn, inputs):
    util.clear_warnings()
    outputs = []
s0 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users' WHERE 'users'."username" = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': inputs[0]})
    if util.has_rows(s0):
        s1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users'
            WHERE 'users'.'id' = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id')})
        s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'projects'.* FROM 'projects'
            INNER JOIN 'people' ON 'projects'.'id' = 'people'.'project_id'
            WHERE 'people'.'user_id' = :x0 AND (projects.completed_on IS NULL)
            ORDER BY projects.priority ASC, projects.name ASC", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id')})
        s3 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'time_records'.* FROM 'time_records'
            WHERE 'time_records'.'assigned_to_user_id' = :x0
            AND (start_date IS NOT NULL AND done_date IS NULL)", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id')})
        s4 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'projects'.* FROM 'projects'
            WHERE 'projects'.'id' = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': inputs[1]}),
            'x1': inputs[1])}
else:
    pass
else:
    pass
else:
    pass
else:
    pass
return util.add_warnings(outputs)
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s4, 'projects', 'id'))
if util.has_rows(s4):
    s5 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'companies'.* FROM 'companies' WHERE 'companies'.id = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'company_id')})
if util.has_rows(s5):
    s6 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'companies'.* FROM 'companies' WHERE 'companies'.id IS NULL LIMIT 1", {})
    s7 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'milestones'.* FROM 'milestones' WHERE 'milestones'.project_id = :x0 AND 'milestones'.id = :x1 LIMIT 1", {'x0': inputs[1], 'x1': inputs[2]})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s7, 'milestones', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s7, 'milestones', 'project_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s7, 'milestones', 'name'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s7, 'milestones', 'description'))
if util.has_rows(s7):
    s8 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'projects'.* FROM 'projects' WHERE 'projects'.id = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': inputs[1]})
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s8, 'projects', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s8, 'projects', 'name'))
    s9 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'people'.* FROM 'people' WHERE (user_id = :x0 AND project_id = :x1) LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'), 'x1': inputs[1]})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s9, 'people', 'project_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s9, 'people', 'user_id'))
s10 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'people'.* FROM 'people' WHERE 'people'.user_id = :x0 AND 'people'.project_id = :x1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'), 'x1': inputs[1]})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s10, 'people', 'project_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s10, 'people', 'user_id'))
if util.has_rows(s10):    s11 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'companies'.* FROM 'companies' WHERE 'companies'.id = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s7, 'milestones', 'assigned_to_company_id')})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s11, 'companies', 'name'))
if util.has_rows(s11):    s19 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'messages'.* FROM 'messages' WHERE 'messages'.milestone_id = :x0", {'x0': inputs[2]})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s19, 'messages', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s19, 'messages', 'milestone_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s19, 'messages', 'title'))
s19_all = s19
for s19 in s19_all:    s20 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users' WHERE 'users'.id = :x0", {'x0': inputs[3]})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s20, 'users', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s20, 'users', 'name'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s20, 'users', 'company_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s20, 'users', 'email'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s20, 'users', 'first_name'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s20, 'users', 'last_name'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s20, 'users', 'phone'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s20, 'users', 'active'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s20, 'users', 'created'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s20, 'users', 'updated'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s20, 'users', 'profile'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s20, 'users', 'password'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s20, 'users', 'status'))
users elderid = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0
': util.get_one_data(s19, 'messages', 'created_by_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s20, 'users', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s20, 'users', 'display_name'))
s19 = s19_all
s21 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT ‘task_lists’.* FROM ‘task_lists’
WHERE ‘task_lists’.‘milestone_id’ = :x0 ORDER BY ‘order’ DESC", {'x0': inputs[2])
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s21, 'task_lists', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s21, 'task_lists', 'milestone_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s21, 'task_lists', 'name'))
s22 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT ‘people’.* FROM ‘people’ WHERE (
user_id = :x0 AND project_id = :x1)
LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'), 'x1': inputs[1])
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s22, 'people', 'project_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s22, 'people', 'user_id'))
s23 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT ‘people’.* FROM ‘people’ WHERE (
user_id = :x0 AND project_id = :x1)
LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'), 'x1': inputs[1])}
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s23, 'people', 'project_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s23, 'people', 'user_id'))
s24 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'people'.* FROM 'people' WHERE (user_id = :x0 AND project_id = :x1) LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'), 'x1': inputs[1]})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s24, 'people', 'project_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s24, 'people', 'user_id'))
else:
s12 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users' WHERE 'users'.id = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s7, 'milestones', 'assigned_to_user_id')})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s12, 'users', 'display_name'))
s13 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'messages'.* FROM 'messages' WHERE 'messages'.milestone_id = :x0", {'x0': inputs[2]})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s13, 'messages', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s13, 'messages', 'milestone_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s13, 'messages', 'title'))
s13_all = s13
for s13 in s13_all:
s14 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users' WHERE 'users'.id = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s13, 'messages', 'user_id')})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s14, 'users', 'id'))
users'. 'id' = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s13, 'messages', 'created_by_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s14, 'users', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s14, 'users', 'display_name'))
s13 = s13_all
s15 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'task_lists' . * FROM 'task_lists'
    WHERE 'task_lists' . 'milestone_id' = :x0 ORDER BY 'order' DESC", {'x0': inputs[2]})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s15, 'task_lists', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s15, 'task_lists', 'milestone_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s15, 'task_lists', 'name'))
s16 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'people' . * FROM 'people'
    WHERE (user_id = :x0 AND project_id = :x1)
    LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'), 'x1': inputs[1]})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s16, 'people', 'project_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s16, 'people', 'user_id'))
s17 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'people' . * FROM 'people'
    WHERE (user_id = :x0 AND project_id = :x1)
    LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'), 'x1': inputs[1]})
D.1.7 Command get_projects

def get_projects (conn, inputs):
    util.clear_warnings()
    outputs = []
    s0 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'/* FROM 'users' WHERE 'users'.'username' = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': inputs[0]})
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s0, 'users', 'id'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s0, 'users', 'company_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s0, 'users', 'display_name'))
if util.has_rows(s0):
    s1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT ‘users’.* FROM ‘users’
    WHERE ‘users’.’id’ = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id')})
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s1, 'users', 'id'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s1, 'users', 'company_id'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s1, 'users', 'display_name'))
    s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT ‘projects’.* FROM ‘projects’
    INNER JOIN ‘people’ ON ‘projects’.’id’ = ‘people’.’project_id’
    WHERE ‘people’.’user_id’ = :x0 AND (projects
    .completed_on IS NULL) ORDER BY projects.priority ASC,
    projects.name ASC", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id')})
    s3 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT ‘time_records’.* FROM ‘time_records’
    WHERE ‘time_records’.’assigned_to_user_id’
    = :x0 AND (start_date IS NOT NULL AND done_date IS
    NULL)”, {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id')})
    s4 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT ‘projects’.* FROM ‘projects’
    ", {}) 
    s5 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT ‘companies’.* FROM ‘
    companies’ WHERE ‘companies’.’id’ = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0':
    : util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'company_id')})
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s5, 'companies', 'id'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s5, 'companies', 'name'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s5, 'companies', 'homepage'))
    if util.has_rows(s5):
        s6 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT ‘companies’.* FROM ‘
        companies’ WHERE ‘companies’.’id’ IS NULL LIMIT 1",
        {})
    else:
        pass
else:
    pass
return util.add_warnings(outputs)
D.1.8 Command `get_companies_id`

```python
def get_companies_id(conn, inputs):
    util.clear_warnings()
    outputs = []
    s0 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users' WHERE 'users'.'username' = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': inputs[0]})
    if util.has_rows(s0):
        s1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.'id' = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id')})
        s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'projects'.'id' = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id')})
        s3 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'time_records'.'assigned_to_user_id' = :x0 AND (start_date IS NOT NULL AND done_date IS NULL)", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id')})
        s4 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'companies'.'id' = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': inputs[1]})
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s4, 'companies', 'id'))
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s4, 'companies', 'name'))
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s4, 'companies', 'email'))
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s4, 'companies', 'homepage'))
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s4, 'companies', 'address'))
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s4, 'companies', 'address2'))
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s4, 'companies', 'city'))
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s4, 'companies', 'state'))
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s4, 'companies', 'zipcode'))
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s4, 'companies', 'country'))
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s4, 'companies', 'phone_number'))
```
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s4, 'companies', 'fax_number'))

if util.has_rows(s4):
    s5 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'companies'.* FROM 'companies' WHERE 'companies'.id IS NULL LIMIT 1",
{})
else:
    pass
else:
    pass
return util.add_warnings(outputs)

D.1.9 Command get_users_id

For this command we use a modified version of RailsCollab, where we fixed a 500 error when a user's IM type ID does not match any records in the database. Specifically, we changed the statement "<td><img src="<%= im_value.im_type.icon_url %>
alt="<%= im_value.im_type.name %>
" /></td>" into"<td><img src="<%= im_value.im_type.icon_url
rescue nil %>
alt="<%= im_value.im_type.name rescue nil %>
" /></td>" in the file app/views/users/_card.html.erb.

```python
def get_users_id(conn, inputs):
    util.clear_warnings()
    outputs = []
    s0 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users' WHERE 'users'.username = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': inputs[0]})
    if util.has_rows(s0):
        s1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users' WHERE 'users'.id = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id')})
        s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'projects'.* FROM 'projects'
            INNER JOIN 'people' ON 'projects'.id = 'people'.project_id
            WHERE 'people'.user_id = :x0 AND (projects.completed_on IS NULL) ORDER BY projects.priority ASC,
            projects.name ASC", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users')}}
```
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s3 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'time_records' .* FROM 'time_records' WHERE 'time_records'. 'assigned_to_user_id' = :x0 AND (start_date IS NOT NULL AND done_date IS NULL)", {'x0 ': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id')})

s4 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users' .* FROM 'users' WHERE 'users'. 'id' = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0 ': inputs[1]})

outputs.extend(util.get_data(s4, 'users', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s4, 'users', 'company_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s4, 'users', 'email'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s4, 'users', 'display_name'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s4, 'users', 'title'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s4, 'users', 'office_number'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s4, 'users', 'fax_number'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s4, 'users', 'mobile_number'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s4, 'users', 'home_number'))

if util.has_rows(s4):
    s5 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'companies' .* FROM 'companies' WHERE 'companies'. 'id' = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0 ': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'company_id')})
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s5, 'companies', 'id'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s5, 'companies', 'name'))

if util.has_rows(s5):
    s6 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'companies' .* FROM 'companies' WHERE 'companies'. 'id' IS NULL LIMIT 1", { })
    s7 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'companies' .* FROM 'companies' WHERE 'companies'. 'id' = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0 ': util.get_one_data(s4, 'users', 'company_id')})
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s7, 'companies', 'id'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s7, 'companies', 'name'))
if util.has_rows(s7):
    s8 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'companies' .* FROM 'companies' WHERE 'companies'.'id' IS NULL LIMIT 1", { })
    s9 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT COUNT(*) FROM 'user_im_values' WHERE 'user_im_values'.'user_id' = :x0", {'x0': inputs[1]})
    if util.has_rows(s9):
        s10 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'user_im_values' .* FROM 'user_im_values' WHERE 'user_im_values'.'user_id' = :x0 ORDER BY im_type_id DESC", {'x0': inputs[1]})
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s10, 'user_im_values', 'user_id'))
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s10, 'user_im_values', 'value'))
        s10_all = s10
        for s10 in s10_all:
            s11 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'im_types' .* FROM 'im_types' WHERE 'im_types'.'id' = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s10, 'user_im_values', 'im_type_id')})
            outputs.extend(util.get_data(s11, 'im_types', 'name'))
            outputs.extend(util.get_data(s11, 'im_types', 'icon'))
        s10 = s10_all
    else:
        pass
else:
    pass
else:
    pass
D.2 Regenerated Code for Kanban Task Manager

D.2.1 Command get_api_lists

```python
def get_api_lists(conn, inputs):
    util.clear_warnings()
    outputs = []
s0 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users' WHERE 'users'."email" = :x0 ORDER BY 'users'."id" ASC LIMIT 1", {'x0': inputs[0]})
    if util.has_rows(s0):
        s1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'lists'.* FROM 'lists' INNER JOIN 'boards' ON 'lists'."board_id" = 'boards'."id" INNER JOIN 'board_members' ON 'boards'."id" = 'board_members'."board_id" WHERE 'board_members'."member_id" = :x0 ORDER BY 'lists'."position" ASC", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id')})
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s1, 'lists', 'id'))
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s1, 'lists', 'board_id'))
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s1, 'lists', 'title'))
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s1, 'lists', 'position'))
s1_all = s1
        for s1 in s1_all:
            s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'boards'.* FROM 'boards' WHERE 'boards'."id" = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s1, 'boards', 'id')})
            outputs.extend(util.get_data(s2, 'boards', 'id'))
            s3 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'cards'.* FROM 'cards' WHERE 'cards'."list_id" = :x0 ORDER BY 'cards'.")
```
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position 'ASC', {'x0': util.get_one_data(s1, 'lists', 'id')})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s3, 'cards', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s3, 'cards', 'list_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s3, 'cards', 'title'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s3, 'cards', 'description'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s3, 'cards', 'due_date'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s3, 'cards', 'position'))
s3_all = s3
for s3 in s3_all:
    s4 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT COUNT(*) FROM 'card_comments' WHERE 'card_comments'.card_id = :x0", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s3, 'cards', 'id')})
    s5 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users' WHERE 'users'.id = :x0 ORDER BY 'users'.id ASC LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s3, 'cards', 'assignee_id')})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s5, 'users', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s5, 'users', 'email'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s5, 'users', 'bio'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s5, 'users', 'full_name'))
    s6 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'card_comments'.* FROM 'card_comments' WHERE 'card_comments'.card_id = :x0 ORDER BY 'card_comments'.created_at DESC", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s3, 'cards', 'id')})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s6, 'card_comments', 'card_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s6, 'card_comments', 'content'))
s6_all = s6
for s6 in s6_all:
s7 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'cards'/* FROM 'cards' WHERE 'cards'.'id' = :x0 ORDER BY 'cards'.'position' ASC LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s6, 'card_comments', 'card_id')})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s7, 'cards', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s7, 'cards', 'list_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s7, 'cards', 'title'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s7, 'cards', 'description'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s7, 'cards', 'due_date'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s7, 'cards', 'position'))
s8 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'/* FROM 'users' WHERE 'users'.'id' = :x0 ORDER BY 'users'.'id' ASC LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s6, 'card_comments', 'commenter_id')})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s8, 'users', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s8, 'users', 'email'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s8, 'users', 'bio'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s8, 'users', 'full_name'))
s6 = s6_all
pass
s3 = s3_all
pass
s1 = s1_all
pass
else:
    pass
return util.add_warnings(outputs)

D.2.2 Command get_api_lists_id

def get_api_lists_id (conn, inputs):
    util.clear_warnings()
    outputs = []
    s0 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'/* FROM 'users' WHERE 'users'.'email' = :x0 ORDER BY 'users'.'id' ASC LIMIT 1", {'x0': inputs[0]})
    if util.has_rows(s0):
        s1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'lists'/* FROM 'lists'
          INNER JOIN 'boards' ON 'lists'.'board_id' = 'boards'.'id'
          INNER JOIN 'board_members' ON 'boards'.'id' ='
          board_members'.'board_id' WHERE 'board_members'.'member_id' = :x0 AND 'lists'.'id' = :x1 ORDER BY 'lists'
          .'position' ASC LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'), 'x1': inputs[1]})
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s1, 'lists', 'id'))
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s1, 'lists', 'board_id'))
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s1, 'lists', 'title'))
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s1, 'lists', 'position'))
    if util.has_rows(s1):
        s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'boards'/* FROM 'boards'
          WHERE 'boards'.'id' = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s1, 'lists', 'board_id'))
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s2, 'boards', 'id'))
        s3 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'cards'/* FROM 'cards'
          WHERE 'cards'.'list_id' = :x0 ORDER BY 'cards'.'position' ASC", {'x0': inputs[1]})
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s3, 'cards', 'id'))
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s3, 'cards', 'list_id'))
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s3, 'cards', 'title'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s3, 'cards', 'description'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s3, 'cards', 'due_date'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s3, 'cards', 'position'))
s3_all = s3
for s3 in s3_all:
s4 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT COUNT(*) FROM 'card_comments' WHERE 'card_comments'.id = :x0", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s3, 'cards', 'id'))}
s5 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users' WHERE 'users'.id = :x0 ORDER BY 'users'.id ASC LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s3, 'cards', 'assignee_id'))}
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s5, 'users', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s5, 'users', 'email'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s5, 'users', 'bio'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s5, 'users', 'full_name'))
s6 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'card_comments'.* FROM 'card_comments' WHERE 'card_comments'.card_id = :x0 ORDER BY 'card_comments'.created_at DESC", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s3, 'cards', 'id'))}
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s6, 'card_comments', 'card_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s6, 'card_comments', 'content'))
s6_all = s6
for s6 in s6_all:
s7 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'cards'.* FROM 'cards' WHERE 'cards'.id = :x0 ORDER BY 'cards'.position ASC LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s6, 'card_comments', 'card_id')})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s7, 'cards', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s7, 'cards', 'list_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s7, 'cards', 'title'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s7, 'cards', 'description'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s7, 'cards', 'due_date'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s7, 'cards', 'position'))
s8 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users' WHERE 'users'.id = :x0 ORDER BY 'users'.id ASC LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s6, 'card_comments', 'commenter_id')})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s8, 'users', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s8, 'users', 'email'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s8, 'users', 'bio'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s8, 'users', 'full_name'))
s6 = s6_all
pass
s3 = s3_all
pass
else:
  pass
else:
  pass
return util.add_warnings(outputs)
D.2.3 Command `get_api_cards`

```python
def get_api_cards(conn, inputs):
    util.clear_warnings()
    outputs = []
    s0 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users' WHERE 'users'.‘email’ = :x0 ORDER BY 'users'.‘id’ ASC LIMIT 1", {'x0': inputs[0]})
    if util.has_rows(s0):
        s1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'cards'.* FROM 'cards' INNER
                        JOIN 'lists' ON 'cards'.‘list_id’ = 'lists'.‘id’
                        INNER JOIN 'boards' ON 'lists'.‘board_id’ = 'boards'.‘id’
                        INNER JOIN 'board_members' ON 'boards'.‘id’ = 'board_members'.‘board_id’ WHERE 'board_members'.‘member_id’ = :x0 ORDER BY 'cards'.‘position’ ASC, 'lists'.‘position’ ASC", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id')})
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s1, 'cards', 'id'))
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s1, 'cards', 'list_id'))
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s1, 'cards', 'title'))
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s1, 'cards', 'description'))
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s1, 'cards', 'due_date'))
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s1, 'cards', 'position'))
    s1_all = s1
    for s1 in s1_all:
        s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT COUNT(*) FROM 'card_comments' WHERE 'card_comments'.‘card_id’ = :x0 ", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s1, 'cards', 'id')})
        s3 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'lists'.* FROM 'lists'
                        WHERE 'lists'.‘id’ = :x0 ORDER BY 'lists'.‘position’
                        ASC LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s1, 'cards', 'list_id')})
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s3, 'lists', 'id'))
        s4 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users'
                        WHERE 'users'.‘id’ = :x0 ORDER BY 'users'.‘id’ ASC
                        LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s1, 'cards', 'user_id')})
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s4, 'users', 'id'))
```
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assignee_id
})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s4, 'users', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s4, 'users', 'email'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s4, 'users', 'bio'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s4, 'users', 'full_name'))
s5 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'card_comments'.* FROM 'card_comments' WHERE 'card_comments'. 'card_id' = :x0 ORDER BY 'card_comments'. 'created_at' DESC", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s1, 'cards', 'id')})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s5, 'card_comments', 'card_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s5, 'card_comments', 'content'))
s5_all = s5
for s5 in s5_all:
    s6 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'cards'.* FROM 'cards' WHERE 'cards'. 'id' = :x0 ORDER BY 'cards'. 'position' ASC LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s5, 'card_comments', 'card_id')})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s6, 'cards', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s6, 'cards', 'list_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s6, 'cards', 'title'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s6, 'cards', 'description'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s6, 'cards', 'due_date'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s6, 'cards', 'position'))
s7 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users' WHERE 'users'. 'id' = :x0 ORDER BY 'users'. 'id' ASC LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s5, 'card_comments', 'commenter_id')})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s7, 'users', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s7, 'users', 'email'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s7, 'users', 'bio'))
D.2.4 Command get_api_cards_id

def get_api_cards_id (conn, inputs):
    util.clear_warnings()
    outputs = []
    s0 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users' WHERE 'users'.'email' = :x0 ORDER BY 'users'.'id' ASC LIMIT 1", {'x0': inputs[0]})
    if util.has_rows(s0):
        s1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'cards'.* FROM 'cards'
                           INNER JOIN 'lists' ON 'cards'.'list_id' = 'lists'.'id'
                           INNER JOIN 'boards' ON 'lists'.'board_id' = 'boards'.'id'
                           INNER JOIN 'board_members' ON 'boards'.'id' = 'board_members'.'board_id'
                           WHERE 'board_members'.'member_id' = :x0 AND 'cards'.'id' = :x1 ORDER BY 'cards'.'position' ASC, 'lists'.'position' ASC LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'), 'x1': inputs[1]})
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s1, 'cards', 'id'))
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s1, 'cards', 'list_id'))
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s1, 'cards', 'title'))
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s1, 'cards', 'description'))
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s1, 'cards', 'due_date'))
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s1, 'cards', 'position'))
        if util.has_rows(s1):
s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT COUNT(*) FROM 'card_comments' WHERE 'card_comments'. 'card_id' = :x0",
{'x0': inputs[1]})

s3 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'lists'.* FROM 'lists'
WHERE 'lists'. 'id' = :x0 ORDER BY 'lists'. 'position'
ASC LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s1, 'cards', 'list_id')})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s3, 'lists', 'id'))

s4 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users'
WHERE 'users'. 'id' = :x0 ORDER BY 'users'. 'id' ASC
LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s1, 'cards', 'assignee_id')})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s4, 'users', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s4, 'users', 'email'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s4, 'users', 'bio'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s4, 'users', 'full_name'))

s5 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'card_comments'.* FROM 'card_comments'
WHERE 'card_comments'. 'card_id' = :x0
ORDER BY 'card_comments'. 'created_at' DESC",
{'x0': inputs[1]})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s5, 'card_comments', 'card_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s5, 'card_comments', 'content'))

s5_all = s5
for s5 in s5_all:
s6 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'cards'.* FROM 'cards'
WHERE 'cards'. 'id' = :x0 ORDER BY 'cards'.
'position' ASC LIMIT 1",
{'x0': util.get_one_data(s5, 'card_comments', 'card_id')})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s6, 'cards', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s6, 'cards', 'list_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s6, 'cards', 'title'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s6, 'cards', 'description'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s6, 'cards', 'due_date'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s6, 'cards', 'position'))
s7 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users' WHERE 'users'.id = :x0 ORDER BY 'users'.id ASC LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s5, 'card_comments', 'commenter_id')})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s7, 'users', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s7, 'users', 'email'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s7, 'users', 'bio'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s7, 'users', 'full_name'))

D.2.5 Command get_api_boards_id

def get_api_boards_id(conn, inputs):
    util.clear_warnings()  
    outputs = []
    s0 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users' WHERE 'users'.email = :x0 ORDER BY 'users'.id ASC LIMIT 1", {'x0': inputs[0]})
    if util.has_rows(s0):
        s1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'boards'.* FROM 'boards'
            INNER JOIN 'board_members' ON 'boards'.id = 'board_members'.board_id
            WHERE 'board_members'.member_id = :x0 AND 'boards'.id = :x1 LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'), 'x1': inputs[1]})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s1, 'boards', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s1, 'boards', 'name'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s1, 'boards', 'description'))
if util.has_rows(s1):
    s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'lists'.* FROM 'lists'
                      WHERE 'lists'. 'board_id' = :x0 ORDER BY 'lists'. 'position' ASC", {'x0': inputs[1]})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s2, 'lists', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s2, 'lists', 'board_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s2, 'lists', 'title'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s2, 'lists', 'position'))
s2_all = s2
for s2 in s2_all:
    s3 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'cards'.* FROM 'cards'
                      WHERE 'cards'. 'list_id' = :x0 ORDER BY 'cards'. 'position' ASC", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s2, 'lists', 'id')})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s3, 'cards', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s3, 'cards', 'list_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s3, 'cards', 'title'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s3, 'cards', 'description'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s3, 'cards', 'due_date'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s3, 'cards', 'position'))
s3_all = s3
for s3 in s3_all:
    s4 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT COUNT(*) FROM 'card_comments'
                      WHERE 'card_comments'. 'card_id' = :x0", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s3, 'cards', 'id')})
s5 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users'
                      WHERE 'users'. 'id' = :x0 ORDER BY 'users'. 'title'", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s3, 'cards', 'id')})
users'.id' ASC LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.
get_one_data(s3, 'cards', 'assignee_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s5, 'users', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s5, 'users', 'email'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s5, 'users', 'bio'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s5, 'users', 'full_name'))
s6 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'card_comments' .*
FROM 'card_comments' WHERE 'card_comments'.card_id = :x0 ORDER BY 'card_comments'.created_at DESC", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s3, 'cards', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s6, 'card_comments', 'card_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s6, 'card_comments', 'content'))
s6_all = s6
for s6 in s6_all:
    s7 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'cards'.*
FROM 'cards' WHERE 'cards'.id = :x0 ORDER BY 'cards'.position ASC LIMIT 1",
{'x0': util.get_one_data(s6, 'card_comments', 'card_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s7, 'cards', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s7, 'cards', 'list_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s7, 'cards', 'title'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s7, 'cards', 'description'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s7, 'cards', 'due_date'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s7, 'cards', 'position'))
s8 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.*
FROM 'users' WHERE 'users'.'id' = :x0
ORDER BY 'users'.'id' ASC LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s6, 'card_comments', 'commenter_id')})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s8, 'users', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s8, 'users', 'email'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s8, 'users', 'bio'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s8, 'users', 'full_name'))
s6 = s6_all
pass
s3 = s3_all
pass
s2 = s2_all
s9 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users'
INNER JOIN 'board_members' ON 'users'.'id' = '
board_members'.'member_id' WHERE 'board_members'.'
board_id' = :x0 ORDER BY 'users'.'id' ASC", {'x0':
inputs[1]})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s9, 'users', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s9, 'users', 'email'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s9, 'users', 'bio'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s9, 'users', 'full_name'))
else:
    pass
else:
    pass
return util.add_warnings(outputs)
D.2.6  Command get_api_users_current

```python
def get_api_users_current(conn, inputs):
    util.clear_warnings()
    outputs = []
s0 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users' WHERE 'users'.'email' = :x0 ORDER BY 'users'.'id' ASC LIMIT 1", {
        'x0': inputs[0]})
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s0, 'users', 'id'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s0, 'users', 'email'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s0, 'users', 'bio'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s0, 'users', 'full_name'))
    return util.add_warnings(outputs)
```

D.2.7  Command get_api_users_id

```python
def get_api_users_id(conn, inputs):
    util.clear_warnings()
    outputs = []
s0 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users' WHERE 'users'.'email' = :x0 ORDER BY 'users'.'id' ASC LIMIT 1", {
        'x0': inputs[0]})
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s0, 'users', 'id'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s0, 'users', 'email'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s0, 'users', 'bio'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s0, 'users', 'full_name'))
    return util.add_warnings(outputs)
```

D.3  Regenerated Code for Todo Task Manager

D.3.1  Command get_home

```python
def get_home(conn, inputs):
    util.clear_warnings()
```
outputs = []
s0 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT ‘lists’.* FROM ‘lists’", {})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s0, ‘lists’, ‘id’))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s0, ‘lists’, ‘name’))
s0_all = s0
for s0 in s0_all:
    s1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 1 AS one FROM ‘tasks’ WHERE ‘tasks’.’list_id’ = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, ‘lists’, ‘id’)})
    if util.has_rows(s1):
        s3 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT ‘tasks’.* FROM ‘tasks’ WHERE ‘tasks’.’list_id’ = :x0", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, ‘lists’, ‘id’)})
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s3, ‘tasks’, ‘id’))
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s3, ‘tasks’, ‘name’))
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s3, ‘tasks’, ‘list_id’))
        s4 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT COUNT(*) FROM ‘tasks’ WHERE ‘tasks’.’list_id’ = :x0 AND ‘tasks’.’done’ = 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, ‘lists’, ‘id’)})
    else:
        s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT COUNT(*) FROM ‘tasks’ WHERE ‘tasks’.’list_id’ = :x0 AND ‘tasks’.’done’ = 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, ‘lists’, ‘id’)})
    s0 = s0_all
pass
return util.add_warnings(outputs)

D.3.2 Command get_lists_id_tasks

```python
def get_lists_id_tasks(conn, inputs):
    util.clear_warnings()
    outputs = []
s0 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT ‘lists’.* FROM ‘lists’", {})
s0_all = s0
for s0 in s0_all:
```
D.3.3 Command get_lists_id_tasks

For this command we use a modified version of Todo, where we fixed a 404 error when the provided list ID does not match any records in the database. Specifically, we changed the statement “prevlist = List.find listid” into “prevlist = List.find listid rescue nil” in the file app/views/tasks/index.html.erb.

```ruby
def get_lists_id_tasks (conn, inputs):
    util.clear_warnings()
    outputs = []
    s0 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'lists'.* FROM 'lists'", {{}})
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s0, 'lists', 'id'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s0, 'lists', 'name'))
    s0_all = s0
    for s0 in s0_all:
        if util.has_rows(s1):
            s3 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'tasks'.* FROM 'tasks'
               WHERE 'tasks'.'list_id' = :x0", {'x0': util.
get_one_data(s0, 'lists', 'id')})
            s4 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT COUNT(*) FROM 'tasks'
               WHERE 'tasks'.'list_id' = :x0 AND 'tasks'.'done' = 1
               AND 'tasks'.'list_id' = :x0", {'x0': util.
get_one_data(s0, 'lists', 'id')})
        else:
            s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT COUNT(*) FROM 'tasks'
               WHERE 'tasks'.'list_id' = :x0 AND 'tasks'.'done' = 1
               AND 'tasks'.'list_id' = :x0", {'x0': util.
get_one_data(s0, 'lists', 'id')})
            s0 = s0_all
            s5 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'lists'.* FROM 'lists' WHERE 'lists'.'id' = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': inputs[0]})
            outputs.extend(util.get_data(s5, 'lists', 'id'))
            outputs.extend(util.get_data(s5, 'lists', 'name'))
    return util.add_warnings(outputs)
```
s1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 1 AS one FROM 'tasks' WHERE 'tasks'.'list_id' = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'lists', 'id')})
if util.has_rows(s1):
    s3 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'tasks'.* FROM 'tasks' WHERE 'tasks'.'list_id' = :x0", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'lists', 'id'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s3, 'tasks', 'id'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s3, 'tasks', 'name'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s3, 'tasks', 'list_id'))
    s4 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT COUNT(*) FROM 'tasks' WHERE 'tasks'.'list_id' = :x0 AND 'tasks'.'done' = 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'lists', 'id'))
else:
    s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT COUNT(*) FROM 'tasks' WHERE 'tasks'.'list_id' = :x0 AND 'tasks'.'done' = 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'lists', 'id'))
    s0 = s0_all
s5 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'lists'.* FROM 'lists' WHERE 'lists'.'id' = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': inputs[0]})
return util.add_warnings(outputs)

D.4 Regenerated Code for Fulcrum Task Manager

D.4.1 Command get_home

def get_home (conn, inputs):
    util.clear_warnings ()
    outputs = []
    s0 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users' WHERE 'users'.'email' = :x0 ORDER BY 'users'.'id' ASC LIMIT 1", {'x0': inputs[0]})
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s0, 'users', 'email'))
    if util.has_rows(s0):
        s1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 1 AS one FROM 'tasks' WHERE 'tasks'.'list_id' = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'lists', 'id')})
        if util.has_rows(s1):
            s3 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'tasks'.* FROM 'tasks' WHERE 'tasks'.'list_id' = :x0", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'lists', 'id')})
            outputs.extend(util.get_data(s3, 'tasks', 'id'))
            outputs.extend(util.get_data(s3, 'tasks', 'name'))
            outputs.extend(util.get_data(s3, 'tasks', 'list_id'))
            s4 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT COUNT(*) FROM 'tasks' WHERE 'tasks'.'list_id' = :x0 AND 'tasks'.'done' = 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'lists', 'id')})
        else:
            s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT COUNT(*) FROM 'tasks' WHERE 'tasks'.'list_id' = :x0 AND 'tasks'.'done' = 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'lists', 'id')})
            s0 = s0_all
    s5 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'lists'.* FROM 'lists' WHERE 'lists'.'id' = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': inputs[0]})
    return util.add_warnings(outputs)
s1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'/* FROM 'users'
WHERE 'users'.'id' = :x0 ORDER BY 'users'.'id' ASC
LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id')})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s1, 'users', 'email'))
s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT DISTINCT 'projects'/* FROM 'projects' INNER JOIN 'projects_users' ON 'projects'.'id'
= 'projects_users'.'project_id' WHERE 'projects_users'
.'user_id' = :x0", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id')})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s2, 'projects', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s2, 'projects', 'name'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s2, 'projects', 'start_date'))
s3 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'/* FROM 'users'
WHERE 'users'.'id' = :x0 ORDER BY 'users'.'id' ASC
LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id')})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s3, 'users', 'email'))
s4 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT DISTINCT 'projects'/* FROM 'projects' INNER JOIN 'projects_users' ON 'projects'.'id'
= 'projects_users'.'project_id' WHERE 'projects_users'
.'user_id' = :x0", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id')})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s4, 'projects', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s4, 'projects', 'name'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s4, 'projects', 'start_date'))
else:
    pass
return util.add_warnings(outputs)

D.4.2 Command get_projects

def get_projects (conn, inputs):
    util.clear_warnings()
    outputs = []
s0 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'/* FROM 'users'
WHERE 'users'.'email' = :x0 ORDER BY 'users'.'id' ASC LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id')})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s0, 'users', 'email'))
s1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'/* FROM 'users'
WHERE 'users'.'id' = :x0 ORDER BY 'users'.'id' ASC
LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id')})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s1, 'users', 'email'))
s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT DISTINCT 'projects'/* FROM 'projects' INNER JOIN 'projects_users' ON 'projects'.'id'
= 'projects_users'.'project_id' WHERE 'projects_users'
.'user_id' = :x0", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id')})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s2, 'projects', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s2, 'projects', 'name'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s2, 'projects', 'start_date'))
s3 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'/* FROM 'users'
WHERE 'users'.'id' = :x0 ORDER BY 'users'.'id' ASC
LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id')})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s3, 'users', 'email'))
s4 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT DISTINCT 'projects'/* FROM 'projects' INNER JOIN 'projects_users' ON 'projects'.'id'
= 'projects_users'.'project_id' WHERE 'projects_users'
.'user_id' = :x0", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id')})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s4, 'projects', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s4, 'projects', 'name'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s4, 'projects', 'start_date'))
else:
    pass
return util.add_warnings(outputs)
x0': inputs[0])}
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s0, 'users', 'email'))
if util.has_rows(s0):
    s1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'/* FROM 'users'
    WHERE 'users'.'id' = :x0 ORDER BY 'users'.'id' ASC
    LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id')})
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s1, 'users', 'email'))
    s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT DISTINCT 'projects'/* FROM 'projects' INNER JOIN 'projects_users' ON 'projects'.'id'
    = 'projects_users'.'project_id' WHERE 'projects_users'
    .'user_id' = :x0", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id')})
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s2, 'projects', 'id'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s2, 'projects', 'name'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s2, 'projects', 'start_date'))
    s3 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'/* FROM 'users'
    WHERE 'users'.'id' = :x0 ORDER BY 'users'.'id' ASC
    LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id')})
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s3, 'users', 'email'))
    s4 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT DISTINCT 'projects'/* FROM 'projects' INNER JOIN 'projects_users' ON 'projects'.'id'
    = 'projects_users'.'project_id' WHERE 'projects_users'
    .'user_id' = :x0", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id')})
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s4, 'projects', 'id'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s4, 'projects', 'name'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s4, 'projects', 'start_date'))
else:
    pass
return util.add_warnings(outputs)

D.4.3 Command get_projects_id

def get_projects_id (conn, inputs):
    util.clear_warnings()
outputs = []
s0 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users' WHERE 'users'.'email' = :x0 ORDER BY 'users'.'id' ASC LIMIT 1", {'x0': inputs[0]})
if util.has_rows(s0):
    s1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users' WHERE 'users'.'id' = :x0 ORDER BY 'users'.'id' ASC LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id')})
s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT DISTINCT 'projects'.* FROM 'projects' INNER JOIN 'projects_users' ON 'projects'.'id' = 'projects_users'.'project_id' WHERE 'projects_users'.'user_id' = :x0", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id')})
s3 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users' WHERE 'users'.'id' = :x0 ORDER BY 'users'.'id' ASC LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id')})
s4 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT DISTINCT 'projects'.* FROM 'projects' INNER JOIN 'projects_users' ON 'projects'.'id' = 'projects_users'.'project_id' WHERE 'projects_users'.'user_id' = :x0 AND 'projects'.'id' = :x1 LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'), 'x1': inputs[1]})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s4, 'projects', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s4, 'projects', 'name'))
if util.has_rows(s4):
    s6 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT DISTINCT 'users'.* FROM 'users' INNER JOIN 'projects_users' ON 'users'.'id' = 'projects_users'.'user_id' WHERE 'projects_users'.'project_id' = :x0", {'x0': inputs[1]})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s6, 'users', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s6, 'users', 'email'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s6, 'users', 'name'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s6, 'users', 'initials'))
s7 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT DISTINCT 'projects'.* FROM 'projects' INNER JOIN 'projects_users' ON 'projects'.'id' = 'projects_users'.'project_id' WHERE
D.4.4 Command get_projects_id_stories

def get_projects_id_stories (conn, inputs):
    util.clear_warnings()
    outputs = []
    s0 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users' WHERE 'users'.'email' = :x0 ORDER BY 'users'.'id' ASC LIMIT 1", {'x0': inputs[0]})
    if util.has_rows(s0):
        s1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.'id' = :x0 ORDER BY 'users'.'id' ASC LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id')})
        s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT DISTINCT 'projects'.'id' FROM 'projects' INNER JOIN 'projects_users' ON 'projects'.'id' = 'projects_users'.'project_id' WHERE 'projects_users'.'user_id' = :x0", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id')})
        s3 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.'id' = :x0 ORDER BY 'users'.'id' ASC LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id')})
s4 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT DISTINCT 'projects'.* FROM 'projects' INNER JOIN 'projects_users' ON 'projects'.'id' = 'projects_users'.project_id' WHERE 'projects_users'.user_id = :x0 AND 'projects'.'id' = :x1 LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'), 'x1': inputs[1]})
if util.has_rows(s4):
s6 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'stories'.* FROM 'stories' WHERE 'stories'.project_id' IN (:x0)", {'x0': inputs[1]})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s6, 'stories', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s6, 'stories', 'title'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s6, 'stories', 'description'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s6, 'stories', 'estimate'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s6, 'stories', 'requested_by_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s6, 'stories', 'owned_by_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s6, 'stories', 'project_id'))
if util.has_rows(s6):
s7 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'notes'.* FROM 'notes' WHERE 'notes'.story_id' IN :x0", {'x0': util.get_data(s6, 'stories', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s7, 'notes', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s7, 'notes', 'note'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s7, 'notes', 'user_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s7, 'notes', 'story_id'))
else:
    pass
else:
D.4.5 Command get_projects_id_stories_id

def get_projects_id_stories_id(conn, inputs):
    util.clear_warnings()
    outputs = []
    s0 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users' WHERE 'users'."email' = :x0 ORDER BY 'users'."id' ASC LIMIT 1", {'x0': inputs[0]})
    if util.has_rows(s0):
        s1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users'
            WHERE 'users'."id' = :x0 ORDER BY 'users'."id' ASC
            LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id')})
        s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT DISTINCT 'projects'.*
            FROM 'projects' INNER JOIN 'projects_users' ON 'projects'."id'
            = 'projects_users'."project_id' WHERE 'projects_users'."user_id'
            = :x0", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id')})
        s3 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users'
            WHERE 'users'."id' = :x0 ORDER BY 'users'."id' ASC
            LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id')})
        s4 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT DISTINCT 'projects'.*
            FROM 'projects' INNER JOIN 'projects_users' ON 'projects'."id'
            = 'projects_users'."project_id' WHERE 'projects_users'."user_id'
            = :x0 AND 'projects'."id' = :x1 LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'), 'x1': inputs[1]})
    else:
        pass
    return util.add_warnings(outputs)
if util.has_rows(s4):
    s6 = util.do_sql(conn,"SELECT 'stories'.* FROM 'stories'
                  WHERE 'stories'.'project_id' = :x0 AND 'stories'.'id' = :x1 LIMIT 1",{'x0': inputs[1], 'x1': inputs[2]})
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s6,'stories','id'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s6,'stories','title'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s6,'stories','description'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s6,'stories','estimate'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s6,'stories','requested_by_id'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s6,'stories','owned_by_id'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s6,'stories','project_id'))
if util.has_rows(s6):
    s8 = util.do_sql(conn,"SELECT 'notes'.* FROM 'notes'
                  WHERE 'notes'.'story_id' = :x0",{'x0': inputs[2]})
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s8,'notes','id'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s8,'notes','note'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s8,'notes','user_id'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s8,'notes','story_id'))
else:
    s7 = util.do_sql(conn,"SELECT DISTINCT 'projects'.'.* FROM 'projects' INNER JOIN 'projects_users'
                  ON 'projects'.'id' = 'projects_users'.'project_id'
                  WHERE 'projects_users'.'user_id' = :x0",{'x0': util.get_one_data(s0,'users','id')})
else:
s5 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT DISTINCT 'projects'.* FROM 'projects' INNER JOIN 'projects_users' ON 'projects'.'id' = 'projects_users'.'project_id' WHERE 'projects_users'.'user_id' = :x0", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id')})
else:
    pass
return util.add_warnings(outputs)

D.4.6 Command get_projects_id_stories_id_notes

def get_projects_id_stories_id_notes (conn, inputs):
    util.clear_warnings()
    outputs = []
    s0 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users' WHERE 'users'.'email' = :x0 ORDER BY 'users'.'id' ASC LIMIT 1", {'x0': inputs[0]})
    if util.has_rows(s0):
        s1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users'
                         WHERE 'users'.'id' = :x0 ORDER BY 'users'.'id' ASC
                         LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id')})
        s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT DISTINCT 'projects'.* FROM 'projects'
                         INNER JOIN 'projects_users' ON 'projects'.'id' = 'projects_users'.'project_id' WHERE 'projects_users'.'user_id' = :x0", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id')})
        s3 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users'
                         WHERE 'users'.'id' = :x0 ORDER BY 'users'.'id' ASC
                         LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id')})
        s4 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT DISTINCT 'projects'.* FROM 'projects'
                         INNER JOIN 'projects_users' ON 'projects'.'id' = 'projects_users'.'project_id' WHERE 'projects_users'.'user_id' = :x0 AND 'projects'.'id' = :x1 LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'), 'x1': inputs[1]})
if util.has_rows(s4):
    s6 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'stories' .* FROM 'stories'
    WHERE 'stories'.'project_id' = :x0 AND 'stories'.'id' = :x1 LIMIT 1", {'x0': inputs[1], 'x1': inputs[2]})
if util.has_rows(s6):
    s8 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'notes' .* FROM 'notes'
    WHERE 'notes'.'story_id' = :x0", {'x0': inputs[2]})
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s8, 'notes', 'id'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s8, 'notes', 'note'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s8, 'notes', 'user_id'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s8, 'notes', 'story_id'))
else:
    s7 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT DISTINCT 'projects' .*
    FROM 'projects' INNER JOIN 'projects_users'
    ON 'projects'.'id' = 'projects_users'.'project_id'
    WHERE 'projects_users'.'user_id' = :x0", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id')})
else:
    s5 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT DISTINCT 'projects' .*
    FROM 'projects' INNER JOIN 'projects_users'
    ON 'projects'.'id' = 'projects_users'.'project_id'
    WHERE 'projects_users'.'user_id' = :x0", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id')})
else:
    pass

return util.add_warnings(outputs)

D.4.7 Command get_projects_id_stories_id_notes_id

def get_projects_id_stories_id_notes_id (conn, inputs):

381
```
util.clear_warnings()
outputs = []
s0 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users' WHERE 'users'.‘email’ = :x0 ORDER BY 'users'.‘id’ ASC LIMIT 1", {'x0': inputs[0]})
if util.has_rows(s0):
    s1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users'
    WHERE 'users'.'id' = :x0 ORDER BY 'users'.'id' ASC
    LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id')})
    s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT DISTINCT 'projects'.* FROM 'projects'
    INNER JOIN 'projects_users' ON 'projects'.'id' = 'projects_users'.'project_id'
    WHERE 'projects_users'.'user_id' = :x0", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id')})
    s3 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users'
    WHERE 'users'.'id' = :x0 ORDER BY 'users'.'id' ASC
    LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id')})
    s4 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT DISTINCT 'projects'.* FROM 'projects'
    INNER JOIN 'projects_users' ON 'projects'.'id' = 'projects_users'.'project_id'
    WHERE 'projects_users'.'user_id' = :x0 AND 'projects'.'id' = :x1 LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'), 'x1': inputs[1]})
    if util.has_rows(s4):
        s6 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'stories'.* FROM 'stories'
        WHERE 'stories'.'project_id' = :x0 AND 'stories'.'id' = :x1 LIMIT 1", {'x0': inputs[1], 'x1': inputs[2]})
        if util.has_rows(s6):
            s8 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'notes'.* FROM 'notes'
            WHERE 'notes'.'story_id' = :x0 AND 'notes'.'id' = :x1 LIMIT 1", {'x0': inputs[2], 'x1': inputs[3]})
            outputs.extend(util.get_data(s8, 'notes', 'id'))
            outputs.extend(util.get_data(s8, 'notes', 'note'))
```

D.4.8 Command get_projects_id_users

```python
def get_projects_id_users(conn, inputs):
    util.clear_warnings()
    outputs = []
```

s0 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users' WHERE 'users'.'email' = :x0 ORDER BY 'users'.'id' ASC LIMIT 1", {'x0': inputs[0]})
if util.has_rows(s0):
    s1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users'
WHERE 'users'.'id' = :x0 ORDER BY 'users'.'id' ASC
LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id')})
    s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT DISTINCT 'projects'.* FROM 'projects'
INNER JOIN 'projects_users' ON 'projects'.'id'
= 'projects_users'.'project_id' WHERE 'projects_users'
.'user_id' = :x0", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id')})
    s3 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users'
WHERE 'users'.'id' = :x0 ORDER BY 'users'.'id' ASC
LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id')})
    s4 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT DISTINCT 'projects'.* FROM 'projects'
INNER JOIN 'projects_users' ON 'projects'.'id'
= 'projects_users'.'project_id' WHERE 'projects_users'
.'user_id' = :x0 AND 'projects'.'id' = :x1 LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'), 'x1': inputs[1]})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s4, 'projects', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s4, 'projects', 'name'))
if util.has_rows(s4):
    s6 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT DISTINCT 'users'.* FROM 'users'
INNER JOIN 'projects_users' ON 'users'.'id'
= 'projects_users'.'user_id' WHERE 'projects_users'
.'project_id' = :x0", {'x0': inputs[1]})
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s6, 'users', 'id'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s6, 'users', 'email'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s6, 'users', 'name'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s6, 'users', 'initials'))
    s7 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT DISTINCT 'projects'.* FROM 'projects'
INNER JOIN 'projects_users' ON 'projects'.'id'
= 'projects_users'.'project_id' WHERE 'projects_users'
.'user_id' = :x0", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s6, 'users', 'id')})
D.5 Regenerated Code for Kandan Chat Room

D.5.1 Command get_channels

def get_channels (conn, inputs):
    util.clear_warnings()
    outputs = []
    s0 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT ‘users’.* FROM ‘users’ WHERE ‘users’.'username' = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': inputs[0]})
    if util.has_rows(s0):
        s1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT ‘users’.* FROM ‘users’ WHERE ‘users’.'id' = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id')})
        s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT ‘channels’.* FROM ‘channels’", {})
        if util.has_rows(s2):
            s5 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT ‘activities’.* FROM ‘activities’ WHERE ‘activities’.'channel_id' IN :x0")
            s10 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT ‘users’.* FROM ‘users’ WHERE ‘users’.’id’ IN :x0", {'x0': util.

get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s7, 'projects', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s7, 'projects', 'name'))
else:
    s5 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT DISTINCT ‘projects’.* FROM ‘projects’ INNER JOIN ‘projects_users’ ON ‘projects’.'id' = ‘projects_users’.’project_id’ WHERE ‘projects_users’.’user_id’ = :x0", {'x0': util.
get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id')})
else:
    pass
return util.add_warnings(outputs)
get_data(s5, 'activities', 'user_id'))
s11 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users' WHERE 'users'.'id' = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'))
s12 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'channels'.* FROM 'channels'", {)}
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s12, 'channels', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s12, 'channels', 'name'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s12, 'channels', 'user_id'))
s12_all = s12
for s12 in s12_all:
    s13 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT COUNT(*) FROM 'activities' WHERE 'activities'.'channel_id' = :x0", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s12, 'channels', 'id'))
s14 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'activities'.* FROM 'activities' WHERE 'activities'.'channel_id' = :x0 ORDER BY id DESC LIMIT 30 OFFSET 0", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s12, 'channels', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s14, 'activities', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s14, 'activities', 'content'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s14, 'activities', 'channel_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s14, 'activities', 'user_id'))
if util.has_rows(s14):
    s15 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users' WHERE 'users'.'id' IN :x0", {'x0': util.get_data(s14, 'activities', 'user_id'))}
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s15, 'users', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s15, 'users', 'email'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s15, 'users', 'first_name'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s15, 'users', 'last_name'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s15, 'users', 'username'))
else:
    pass
s12 = s12_all
pass
else:
s6 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users'
    WHERE 'users'.id = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0':
    : util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id')})
s7 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'channels'.* FROM 'channels"
    , {})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s7, 'channels', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s7, 'channels', 'name'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s7, 'channels', 'user_id'))
s7_all = s7
for s7 in s7_all:
s8 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT COUNT(*) FROM 'activities'
    WHERE 'activities'.channel_id = :x0", {'x0':
    : util.get_one_data(s7, 'channels', 'id')})
s9 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'activities'.*
    FROM 'activities' WHERE 'activities'.channel_id = :x0 ORDER BY id DESC LIMIT 30 OFFSET 0", {'x0':
    : util.get_one_data(s7, 'channels', 'id')}}

387
s7 = s7_all
pass
else:
s3 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users'
WHERE 'users'.‘id’ = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id')})
s4 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'channels'.* FROM 'channels'", {})
else:
pass
return util.add_warnings(outputs)

D.5.2 Command get_channels_id_activities

def get_channels_id_activities(conn, inputs):
    util.clear_warnings()
    outputs = []
s0 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users'
WHERE 'users'.‘username’ = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': inputs[0]})
    if util.has_rows(s0):
        s1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users'
WHERE 'users'.‘id’ = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id')})
s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'channels'.* FROM 'channels'", {})
    if util.has_rows(s2):
        s5 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'activities'.* FROM 'activities'
        WHERE 'activities'.‘channel_id’ IN :x0" , {'x0': util.get_data(s2, 'channels', 'id')})
        if util.has_rows(s5):
            s10 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users'
            WHERE 'users'.‘id’ IN :x0", {'x0': util.get_data(s5, 'activities', 'user_id')})
s11 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users'
            WHERE 'users'.‘id’ = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.
s12 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'channels'.* FROM 'channels' WHERE 'channels'.id = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': inputs[1]})
if util.has_rows(s12):
s13 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'activities'.* FROM 'activities' WHERE 'activities'.channel_id = :x0 ORDER BY id LIMIT 1", {'x0': inputs[1]})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s13, 'activities', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s13, 'activities', 'content'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s13, 'activities', 'channel_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s13, 'activities', 'user_id'))
s14 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'activities'.* FROM 'activities' WHERE 'activities'.channel_id = :x0 ORDER BY id DESC LIMIT 30", {'x0': inputs[1]})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s14, 'activities', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s14, 'activities', 'content'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s14, 'activities', 'channel_id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s14, 'activities', 'user_id'))
if util.has_rows(s14):
s15 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users' WHERE 'users'.id IN :x0", {'x0': util.get_data(s14, 'activities', 'user_id')})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s15, 'users', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s15, 'users', 'email'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s15, 'users', 'first_name'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s15, 'users', 'last_name'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s15, 'users', 'username'))
else:
    pass
else:
    pass
else:
    pass
else:
    s6 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users' WHERE 'users'. 'id' = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id')})
s7 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'channels'.* FROM 'channels' WHERE 'channels'. 'id' = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': inputs[1]})
if util.has_rows(s7):
    s8 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'activities'.* FROM 'activities' WHERE 'activities'. 'channel_id' = :x0 ORDER BY id LIMIT 1", {'x0': inputs[1]})
s9 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'activities'.* FROM 'activities' WHERE 'activities'. 'channel_id' = :x0 ORDER BY id DESC LIMIT 30", {'x0': inputs[1]})
else:
    pass
else:
    s3 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users' WHERE 'users'. 'id' = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id')})
s4 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'channels'.* FROM 'channels' WHERE 'channels'. 'id' = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'
D.5.3 Command get_channels_id_activities_id

```python
def get_channels_id_activities_id(conn, inputs):
    util.clear_warnings()
    outputs = []
    s0 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users' WHERE 'users'. 'username' = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': inputs[0]})
    if util.has_rows(s0):
        s1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users'
                          WHERE 'users'. 'id' = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id')})
        s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'channels'.* FROM 'channels'
                          WHERE 'channels'. 'id' IN :x0", {'x0': inputs[0]})
        s5 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'activities'.* FROM 'activities'
                          WHERE 'activities'. 'channel_id' IN :x0"
                          , {'x0': util.get_data(s2, 'channels', 'id')})
        if util.has_rows(s5):
            s8 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users'
                                WHERE 'users'. 'id' IN :x0", {'x0': util.get_data(s5, 'activities', 'user_id')})
            s9 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users'
                                WHERE 'users'. 'id' = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id')})
            s10 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'activities'.* FROM 'activities'
                                WHERE 'activities'. 'id' = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': inputs[2]})
            outputs.extend(util.get_data(s10, 'activities', 'content'))
        else:
            pass
    return util.add_warnings(outputs)
```
D.5.4 Command get_me

def get_me(conn, inputs):
    util.clear_warnings()
    outputs = []
    s0 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users' WHERE 'users'. 'username' = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': inputs[0]})
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s0, 'users', 'id'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s0, 'users', 'email'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s0, 'users', 'first_name'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s0, 'users', 'last_name'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s0, 'users', 'username'))
    if util.has_rows(s0):
        pass
    return util.add_warnings(outputs)
s1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'/*. FROM 'users'
    WHERE 'users'.id = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id')})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s1, 'users', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s1, 'users', 'email'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s1, 'users', 'first_name'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s1, 'users', 'last_name'))
s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'channels'/*. FROM 'channels'", {})
if util.has_rows(s2):
    s4 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'activities'/*. FROM 'activities'
        WHERE 'activities'.channel_id IN :x0"
        , {'x0': util.get_data(s2, 'channels', 'id')})
    if util.has_rows(s4):
        s6 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'/*. FROM 'users'
            WHERE 'users'.id IN :x0", {'x0': util.get_data(s4, 'activities', 'user_id')})
        s7 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'/*. FROM 'users'
            WHERE 'users'.id = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id')})
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s7, 'users', 'id'))
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s7, 'users', 'email'))
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s7, 'users', 'first_name'))
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s7, 'users', 'last_name'))
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s7, 'users', 'username'))
    else:
        s5 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'/*. FROM 'users'
            WHERE 'users'.id = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id')})
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s5, 'users', 'id'))
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s5, 'users', 'email'))
D.5.5 Command get_users

```python
def get_users(conn, inputs):
    util.clear_warnings()
    outputs = []
    s0 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users' WHERE 'users'.'username' = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': inputs[0]})
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s0, 'users', 'id'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s0, 'users', 'email'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s0, 'users', 'first_name'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s0, 'users', 'last_name'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s0, 'users', 'username'))
    if util.has_rows(s0):
        s1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users'
                         WHERE 'users'.'id' = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.
```
get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s1, 'users', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s1, 'users', 'email'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s1, 'users', 'first_name'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s1, 'users', 'last_name'))
s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'channels'.* FROM 'channels'", {})
if util.has_rows(s2):
s5 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'activities'.* FROM 'activities'
    WHERE 'activities'.channel_id IN :x0",
    {'x0': util.get_data(s2, 'channels', 'id')})
if util.has_rows(s5):
s8 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users'
    WHERE 'users'.id IN :x0",
    {'x0': util.get_data(s5, 'activities', 'user_id')})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s8, 'users', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s8, 'users', 'email'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s8, 'users', 'first_name'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s8, 'users', 'last_name'))
s9 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users'
    WHERE 'users'.id = :x0 LIMIT 1",
    {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id')})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s9, 'users', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s9, 'users', 'email'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s9, 'users', 'first_name'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s9, 'users', 'last_name'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s9, 'users', 'username'))
s10 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users'", {})  
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s10, 'users', 'id'))  
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s10, 'users', 'email'))  
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s10, 'users', 'first_name'))  
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s10, 'users', 'last_name'))  
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s10, 'users', 'username'))

else:
    s6 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users' WHERE 'users'. 'id' = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id')})  
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s6, 'users', 'id'))  
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s6, 'users', 'email'))  
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s6, 'users', 'first_name'))  
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s6, 'users', 'last_name'))  
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s6, 'users', 'username'))

s7 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users'", {})  
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s7, 'users', 'id'))  
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s7, 'users', 'email'))  
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s7, 'users', 'first_name'))  
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s7, 'users', 'last_name'))  
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s7, 'users', 'username'))

else:
    s3 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users' WHERE 'users'. 'id' = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.
get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s3, 'users', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s3, 'users', 'email'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s3, 'users', 'first_name'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s3, 'users', 'last_name'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s3, 'users', 'username'))
s4 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users'",
{})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s4, 'users', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s4, 'users', 'email'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s4, 'users', 'first_name'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s4, 'users', 'last_name'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s4, 'users', 'username'))
else:
    pass
return util.add_warnings(outputs)

D.5.6 Command get_users_id

def get_users_id(conn, inputs):
    util.clear_warnings()
    outputs = []
    s0 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users' WHERE 'users'.'username' = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': inputs[0]})
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s0, 'users', 'id'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s0, 'users', 'email'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s0, 'users', 'first_name'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s0, 'users', 'last_name'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s0, 'users', 'username'))
    if util.has_rows(s0):
        s1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users'.* FROM 'users' WHERE 'users'.'id' = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id')})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s1, 'users', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s1, 'users', 'email'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s1, 'users', 'first_name'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s1, 'users', 'last_name'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s1, 'users', 'username'))
s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'channels' .* FROM 'channels'", {})
if util.has_rows(s2):
    s4 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'activities' .* FROM 'activities'
WHERE 'activities'. 'channel_id' IN :x0",
    {'x0': util.get_data(s2, 'channels', 'id')})
    if util.has_rows(s4):
        s6 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users' .* FROM 'users'
WHERE 'users'. 'id' IN :x0",
    {'x0': util.get_data(s4, 'activities', 'user_id')})
        s7 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users' .* FROM 'users'
WHERE 'users'. 'id' = :x0 LIMIT 1",
    {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id')})
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s7, 'users', 'id'))
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s7, 'users', 'email'))
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s7, 'users', 'first_name'))
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s7, 'users', 'last_name'))
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s7, 'users', 'username'))
    else:
        s5 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'users' .* FROM 'users'
WHERE 'users'. 'id' = :x0 LIMIT 1",
    {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'users', 'id')})
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s5, 'users', 'id'))
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s5, 'users', 'email'))
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s5, 'users', 'first_name'))
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s5, 'users', 'last_name'))
D.6 Regenerated Code for Enki Blogging Application

D.6.1 Command get_home

For this command we use the original version of Enki, but disregard all queries on the taggings table.

```python
def get_home(conn, inputs):
    util.clear_warnings()
    outputs = []
    s0 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT COUNT(count_column) FROM (SELECT 1 AS count_column FROM 'posts' WHERE (1=1) LIMIT 15) subquery_for_count", {})
    if util.has_rows(s0):
        s4 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'posts'.* FROM 'posts' WHERE (1=1) ORDER BY published_at DESC LIMIT 15", {})
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s4, 'posts', 'id'))
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s4, 'posts', 'title'))
        else:
            pass
    return util.add_warnings(outputs)
```
D.6.2 Command get_archives

```python
def get_archives (conn, inputs):
    util.clear_warnings()
    outputs = []
s0 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'posts'.* FROM 'posts' WHERE (1=1) ORDER BY published_at DESC", {})
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s0, 'posts', 'title'))
    return util.add_warnings(outputs)
```
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s0, 'posts', 'slug'))

s0_all = s0
for s0 in s0_all:
    s1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 1 AS one FROM 'tags' INNER
    JOIN 'taggings' ON 'tags'. 'id' = 'taggings'. 'tag_id'
    WHERE 'taggings'. 'taggable_id' = :x0 AND 'taggings'. 'taggable_type' = 'Post' AND 'taggings'. 'context' = 'tags'
    LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'posts', 'id')})
    if util.has_rows(s1):
        s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'tags'. * FROM 'tags'
        INNER JOIN 'taggings' ON 'tags'. 'id' = 'taggings'. 'tag_id'
        WHERE 'taggings'. 'taggable_id' = :x0 AND 'taggings'. 'taggable_type' = 'Post' AND 'taggings'. 'context' = 'tags'
        LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'posts', 'id')})
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s2, 'tags', 'name'))
    else:
        pass
s0 = s0_all
s3 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'pages'. * FROM 'pages' ORDER BY title", {})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s3, 'pages', 'title'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s3, 'pages', 'slug'))
s4 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'posts'. * FROM 'posts' WHERE ('posts'. 'published_at' IS NOT NULL)", {})
s5 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'tags'. * FROM 'tags' WHERE 1=0", {})
return util.add_warnings(outputs)

D.6.3 Command get_admin_comments_id

def get_admin_comments_id (conn, inputs):
    util.clear_warnings()
    outputs = []
s0 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'comments'.* FROM 'comments'
    WHERE 'comments'.'id' = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': inputs[0]})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s0, 'comments', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s0, 'comments', 'author'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s0, 'comments', 'author_url'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s0, 'comments', 'author_email'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s0, 'comments', 'body'))
return util.add_warnings(outputs)

D.6.4 Command get_admin_pages

def get_admin_pages (conn, inputs):
    util.clear_warnings()
    outputs = []
s0 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT COUNT(*) FROM 'pages'", {})
if util.has_rows(s0):
    s1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'pages'.* FROM 'pages'
        ORDER BY created_at DESC LIMIT 30 OFFSET 0", {})
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s1, 'pages', 'id'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s1, 'pages', 'title'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s1, 'pages', 'slug'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s1, 'pages', 'body'))
else:
    pass
return util.add_warnings(outputs)

D.6.5 Command get_admin_pages_id

def get_admin_pages_id (conn, inputs):
    util.clear_warnings()
    outputs = []
s0 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'pages'.* FROM 'pages'
    WHERE 'pages'.'id' = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': inputs[0]})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s0, 'pages', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s0, 'pages', 'title'))
D.6.6 Command get_admin_posts

```python
def get_admin_posts(conn, inputs):
    util.clear_warnings()
    outputs = []
    s0 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT COUNT(*) FROM 'posts'", {})
    if util.has_rows(s0):
        s1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'posts'.* FROM 'posts'
                          ORDER BY coalesce(published_at, updated_at) DESC LIMIT
                          30 OFFSET 0", {})
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s1, 'posts', 'id'))
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s1, 'posts', 'title'))
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s1, 'posts', 'body'))
        s1_all = s1
        for s1 in s1_all:
            s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT COUNT(*) FROM 'comments'
                              WHERE 'comments'."post_id" = :x0", {'x0': util.
                              get_one_data(s1, 'posts', 'id')})
            s1 = s1_all
            pass
    else:
        pass
    return util.add_warnings(outputs)
```

D.6.7 Command get_admin

For this command we use a trimmed version of Enki, where we removed a `<ul>` element that displays recent comments in the file `app/views/admin/dashboard/show.html.erb`.

```python
def get_admin(conn, inputs):
    util.clear_warnings()
```
outputs = []
s0 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT posts.*, max(comments.
created_at), comments.post_id FROM 'posts' INNER JOIN
comments ON comments.post_id = posts.id GROUP BY comments.
post_id, posts.id, posts.title, posts.slug, posts.body,
posts.body_html, posts.active, posts.approved_comments_count,
posts.cached_tag_list, posts.published_at, posts.
created_at, posts.updated_at, posts.edited_at ORDER BY max(
comments.created_at) desc LIMIT 5", { })
s0_all = s0
for s0 in s0_all:
    s1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'comments'.* FROM 'comments'
WHERE 'comments'.post_id = :x0 ORDER BY created_at
DESC LIMIT 1", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'posts', 'id')})
s0 = s0_all
s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT COUNT(*) FROM 'posts'", { })
s3 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT COUNT(*) FROM 'comments'", { })
s4 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT COUNT(*) FROM 'tags'", { })
s5 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'posts'/* FROM 'posts' WHERE
(1=1) ORDER BY published_at DESC LIMIT 8", { })
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s5, 'posts', 'id'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s5, 'posts', 'title'))
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s5, 'posts', 'slug'))
s5_all = s5
for s5 in s5_all:
    s6 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT COUNT(*) FROM 'comments'
WHERE 'comments'.post_id = :x0", {'x0': util.
get_one_data(s5, 'posts', 'id')})
s5 = s5_all
pass
return util.add_warnings(outputs)
D.7 Regenerated Code for Blog

D.7.1 Command get_articles

```python
def get_articles(conn, inputs):
    util.clear_warnings()
    outputs = []
    s0 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'articles'.* FROM 'articles",
                     {})
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s0, 'articles', 'id'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s0, 'articles', 'title'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s0, 'articles', 'text'))
    return util.add_warnings(outputs)
```

D.7.2 Command get_article_id

```python
def get_article_id(conn, inputs):
    util.clear_warnings()
    outputs = []
    s0 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'articles'.* FROM 'articles'
                     WHERE 'articles'. 'id' = :x0 LIMIT 1", {'x0': inputs[0]})
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s0, 'articles', 'id'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s0, 'articles', 'title'))
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s0, 'articles', 'text'))
    if util.has_rows(s0):
        s1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT 'comments'.* FROM 'comments'
                         WHERE 'comments'. 'article_id' = :x0", {'x0': inputs[0]})
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s1, 'comments', 'commenter'))
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s1, 'comments', 'body'))
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s1, 'comments', 'article_id'))
    else:
        pass
    return util.add_warnings(outputs)
```
D.8 Regenerated Code for Student Registration System

D.8.1 Command liststudentcourses

```python
def liststudentcourses (conn, inputs):
    util.clear_warnings()
    outputs = []
    s0 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM student WHERE id = :x0",
                      {'x0': inputs[0]})
    if util.has_rows(s0):
        s1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM student WHERE id=:x0
                          AND password=:x1", {'x0': inputs[0], 'x1': inputs[1]})
        if util.has_rows(s1):
            s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM course c JOIN
                                 registration r on r.course_id = c.id WHERE r.
                                 student_id = :x0", {'x0': inputs[0]})
            outputs.extend(util.get_data(s2, 'course', 'id'))
            outputs.extend(util.get_data(s2, 'course', 'teacher_id'))
            outputs.extend(util.get_data(s2, 'registration', ',
                                          course_id'))
            s2_all = s2
            for s2 in s2_all:
                s3 = util.do_sql(conn, "Select firstname, lastname
                                      from teacher where id = :x0", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s2, 'course', 'teacher_id'))
                s4 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT count(*) FROM
                                       registration WHERE course_id = :x0", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s2, 'course', 'id'))
                s2 = s2_all
                pass
            else:
                pass
        else:
            pass
```
D.9 Regenerated Code for Synthetic

D.9.1 Command repeat_2

```python
def repeat_2(conn, inputs):
    util.clear_warnings()
    outputs = []
    s0 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t1", {})
    s1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t2", {})
    s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t2", {})
    return util.add_warnings(outputs)
```

D.9.2 Command repeat_3

```python
def repeat_3(conn, inputs):
    util.clear_warnings()
    outputs = []
    s0 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t1", {})
    s1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t2", {})
    s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t2", {})
    s3 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t2", {})
    return util.add_warnings(outputs)
```

D.9.3 Command repeat_4

```python
def repeat_4(conn, inputs):
    util.clear_warnings()
    outputs = []
    s0 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t1", {})
    s1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t2", {})
```
D.9.4 Command repeat_5

```python
def repeat_5(conn, inputs):
    util.clear_warnings()
    outputs = []
    s0 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t1", {})
    s1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t2", {})
    s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t2", {})
    s3 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t2", {})
    s4 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t2", {})
    s5 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t2", {})
    return util.add_warnings(outputs)
```

D.9.5 Command nest

```python
def nest_2(conn, inputs):
    util.clear_warnings()
    outputs = []
    s0 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t0", {})
    s0_all = s0
    for s0 in s0_all:
        s1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t1", {})
        s1_all = s1
        for s1 in s1_all:
            s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t2", {})
            s1 = s1_all
            pass
        s0 = s0_all
        pass
    return util.add_warnings(outputs)
```
D.9.6 Command after_2

```python
def after_2 (conn , inputs):
    util.clear_warnings()
    outputs = []
    s0 = util.do_sql(conn , "SELECT * FROM t1", {})
    s0_all = s0
    for s0 in s0_all:
        s1 = util.do_sql(conn , "SELECT * FROM t0", {})
        s0 = s0_all
        s2 = util.do_sql(conn , "SELECT * FROM t2", {})
        s2_all = s2
        for s2 in s2_all:
            s3 = util.do_sql(conn , "SELECT * FROM t0", {})
            s2 = s2_all
            pass
    return util.add_warnings(outputs)
```

D.9.7 Command after_3

```python
def after_3 (conn , inputs):
    util.clear_warnings()
    outputs = []
    s0 = util.do_sql(conn , "SELECT * FROM t1", {})
    s0_all = s0
    for s0 in s0_all:
        s1 = util.do_sql(conn , "SELECT * FROM t0", {})
        s0 = s0_all
        s2 = util.do_sql(conn , "SELECT * FROM t2", {})
        s2_all = s2
        for s2 in s2_all:
            s3 = util.do_sql(conn , "SELECT * FROM t0", {})
            s2 = s2_all
            s4 = util.do_sql(conn , "SELECT * FROM t3", {})
            s4_all = s4
            for s4 in s4_all:
```
D.9.8 Command after_4

```python
def after_4(conn, inputs):
    util.clear_warnings()
    outputs = []
    s0 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t1", {})
    s0_all = s0
    for s0 in s0_all:
        s1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t0", {})
        s0 = s0_all
        s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t2", {})
        s2_all = s2
        for s2 in s2_all:
            s3 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t0", {})
            s2 = s2_all
            s4 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t3", {})
            s4_all = s4
            for s4 in s4_all:
                s5 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t0", {})
                s4 = s4_all
                s6 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t4", {})
                s6_all = s6
                for s6 in s6_all:
                    s7 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t0", {})
                    s6 = s6_all
                    pass
                return util.add_warnings(outputs)
```

D.9.9 Command after_5
def after_5 (conn, inputs):
    util.clear_warnings()
    outputs = []
s0 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t1", {})
s0_all = s0
    for s0 in s0_all:
        s1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t0", {})
        s0 = s0_all
        s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t2", {})
        s2_all = s2
        for s2 in s2_all:
            s3 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t0", {})
            s2 = s2_all
            s4 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t3", {})
            s4_all = s4
            for s4 in s4_all:
                s5 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t0", {})
                s4 = s4_all
                s6 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t4", {})
                s6_all = s6
                for s6 in s6_all:
                    s7 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t0", {})
                    s6 = s6_all
                    s8 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t5", {})
                    s8_all = s8
                    for s8 in s8_all:
                        s9 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM t0", {})
                    s8 = s8_all
                    pass
    return util.add_warnings(outputs)

D.9.10 Command example (Section 6.1)

def example_3 (conn, inputs):
    util.clear_warnings()
outputs = []
s0 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM tasks WHERE id = :x0", {'x0': inputs[0]})
outputs.extend(util.get_data(s0, 'tasks', 'title'))
if util.has_rows(s0):
    s1 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM comments WHERE task_id = :x0", {'x0': inputs[0]})
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s1, 'comments', 'content'))
    s1_all = s1
    for s1 in s1_all:
        s2 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM users WHERE id = :x0", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s1, 'comments', 'commenter_id')})
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s2, 'users', 'name'))
        s3 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM tasks WHERE creator_id = :x0", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s1, 'comments', 'commenter_id')})
        outputs.extend(util.get_data(s3, 'tasks', 'title'))
    s1 = s1_all
    s4 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM users WHERE id = :x0", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'tasks', 'assignee_id')})
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s4, 'users', 'name'))
    s5 = util.do_sql(conn, "SELECT * FROM tasks WHERE creator_id = :x0", {'x0': util.get_one_data(s0, 'tasks', 'assignee_id')})
    outputs.extend(util.get_data(s5, 'tasks', 'title'))
else:
    pass
return util.add_warnings(outputs)
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